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In today’s increasingly connected world, the demand for secure computing and data
protection is soaring [1]. To address this urgent need, our Special Issue presents cutting-edge
research, innovative insights, and breakthrough developments in the fields of cryptography,
information security, and related ICT security challenges.

This all-encompassing Special Issue delves into a wide array of crucial topics to pro-
vide an unparalleled understanding of the current state and future possibilities of digital
security. Our comprehensive coverage includes state-of-the-art encryption algorithms and
techniques, advanced secure communication protocols, blockchain technology, authenti-
cation and verification processes, and emerging threats to cybersecurity. Furthermore, the
issue sheds light on ground-breaking methods to bolster security within the Internet of Things
(IoT), an area of mounting concern due to the rapid proliferation of connected devices.

One of the most significant topics covered in this issue is encryption, a critical com-
ponent in securing digital communication and protecting sensitive information [2]. We
delve into the latest developments in symmetric and asymmetric encryption techniques,
showcasing novel algorithms designed to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and authen-
ticity of digital data. Additionally, we examine post-quantum cryptography, a vital area of
research in the face of the impending arrival of quantum computers.

Another vital aspect of our Special Issue is secure communication protocols. As cyber
threats continue to evolve, we explore advances in network security, transport layer security,
and end-to-end encryption. We also examine the challenges and opportunities presented by
secure messaging applications and decentralized systems, such as blockchain technology.

Blockchain technology is transforming industries by enabling secure, transparent,
and decentralized data storage and processing [3,4]. This Special Issue offers an in-depth
analysis of cutting-edge blockchain applications, including smart contracts, decentralized
finance, and digital identity management. We also investigate the potential of blockchain
technology to enhance privacy and security in IoT environments.

Authentication and verification are fundamental components of digital security [3,5].
We delve into the latest advances in multi-factor authentication, biometrics, and digital
signatures, highlighting how these technologies can be integrated to provide robust security
solutions. Furthermore, we explore innovative approaches to user authentication, such as
continuous and context-aware authentication methods that leverage machine learning and
artificial intelligence.

Emerging threats to cybersecurity are a constant concern in the digital age [6]. Our
Special Issue addresses this critical topic by examining new attack vectors, advanced per-
sistent threats, and zero-day vulnerabilities. We also discuss the role of threat intelligence,
vulnerability assessment, and incident response in detecting and mitigating cyber threats.

In this Special Issue, we also investigate the transformative potential of trailblazing
technologies, such as ChatGPT, to revolutionize ICT technology. ChatGPT, an impressive
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large language model, can generate natural language responses and interact with humans
in a conversational manner. This extraordinary technology is poised to reshape numerous
telecommunications applications, encompassing chatbots, virtual assistants, and customer
service automation.

Additionally, we eagerly welcome papers related to unexplored aspects of ICT security,
providing a vital resource for professionals, researchers, and enthusiasts eager to navigate
the intricate landscape of digital security. Our Special Issue also highlights the importance
of interdisciplinary collaboration, bringing together experts from fields such as computer
science, cryptography, engineering, and the social sciences to address the multi-faceted
challenges of information security.

Embark on this exciting journey with us as we unveil this Special Issue, offering a
comprehensive and insightful overview of the latest breakthroughs in cryptography and
information security. Together, let us foster an informed, engaged community of experts
and enthusiasts, ready to confront the ever-evolving world of information security and
seize the abundant challenges and opportunities that await.

In conclusion, this ground-breaking Special Issue on “Cryptography and Information
Security” seeks to empower readers by providing an unparalleled exploration of the digital
security landscape. We aim to inspire collaboration and innovation among professionals,
researchers, and enthusiasts from various fields, fostering a secure and resilient digital
future for all.

Acknowledgments: Thank you to all of the authors and peer reviewers who contributed to the
Special Issue on “Cryptography and Information Security”.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Information security has become a potential prospect that ensures information cannot
be breached throughout the process of delivery while being exchanged over the Internet. In
recent times, blockchain technology has played a critical role by providing a modular infras-
tructure, the main objectives of which are to maintain information integrity, transparency,
provenance, and trustworthiness in a distributed environment [1].

In this Special Issue, we introduced the role of advanced digital technology (ADT),
especially cryptography, such as public key cryptography and private key cryptography,
which includes advancements in hash-re-encryption (SHA-256), NuCypher Threshold
Proxy Re-Encryption (NTPRE), and authentication [2,3], in information security. We present
a set of papers that have been selected after rigorous peer review within the scope of
cryptography, blockchain distributed ledger technology, information security, cyber security,
and their related sub-domains involved at various levels of system privacy and security.

In a device-to-device- or system-to-system-level environment, various aspects that
disintegrate have been highlighted, along with a description of related impacts on the
ecosystem in terms of making compromises, such as recycled passwords, the physical theft
of sensitive devices, simplifying access permissions, vulnerabilities, and the use of default
passwords [4,5].

Recently, cryptography collaborated with the newly developed distributed ledger
technology (DLT), which has been proposed as a secure and protected infrastructure
for designing a novel environment of information security in almost every domain of
information technology (IT). This Special Issue has presented a new paradigm in computing
privacy protection and security-related structures to bring new cryptographic principles to
the attention of readers and new researchers [6].

In traditional security adaptations, cybersecurity solutions are immature and often
considered as an afterthought; they are critical because there is a need to design a system
first and then retrofit solutions with cybersecurity. This collaborative approach promotes
a proactive environment, which means the design of the ecosystem is tightly exhibited
in terms of the provision of a novel and secure infrastructure with the association of
cybersecurity that aims to manage flow controls, from the initial design steps to delivery.
The fundamental tasks related to this technology include (i) default security management;
(ii) proactive and reactive mechanisms; (iii) embedded-enabling design; (iv) end-to-end
lifecycles; (v) a fully functional environment; (vi) integrity and transparency; (vii) a secure
channel for transmission; and (viii) connected stakeholder environments.

In the blockchain cryptographic technique (BCT), security protocols are one of the core
components for securing data from unauthorized access [7,8]. To secure transactions, two
nodes of the chain are interconnected in chronological order in the consortium blockchain
network. The three main pillars that make this infrastructure more protected are (i) the
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peer-to-peer (P2P) network [9]; (ii) cryptographic hash encryption [10]; and (iii) distributed
storage [11], often referred to as a ledger in the blockchain domain. However, the working
scenario of BCT aims to make the system safer within a point-to-point network space,
which is difficult to achieve in traditional environments due to weak approaches to system
security. In this recent integration, blockchain uses two types of privacy protection and
security solutions, namely hashing and NuCypher mechanisms. For instance, the basic
difference between these types is that one encrypts information in a P2P network, and
the second ensures secure links as blocks of information travel through the chain over the
P2P network.

On the other hand, encryption is generally considered a best practice from a security
perspective and has recently been applied to the Internet of Things (IoT) environment for
data encryption [12]. This application creates a new paradigm in terms of offering stronger
protection against malicious threats over the Internet. Undoubtedly, the IoT is considered a
significant prospect that contributes significantly to advanced digital technology. However,
currently, the risk of unauthorized access due to the connection of a large number of devices
over the network is one of the critical challenges [13,14], along with IoT analytics and the
IoT process hierarchy.

Acknowledgments: In this Editorial, we thank all the authors and peer reviewers for making this
Special Issue, entitled “Cryptography and Information Security”, successful.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The spectrum of Internet of Things (IoT) applications is vast. It serves in various domains
such as smart homes, intelligent buildings, health care, emergency response, and many more, re-
flecting the exponential market penetration of the IoT. Various security threats have been made to
modern-day systems. Cyberattacks have seen a marked surge in frequency, particularly in recent
times. The growing concern centers around the notable rise in cloning attacks, persisting as a sig-
nificant and looming threat. In our work, an in-depth survey on the IoT that employs physically
unclonable functions (PUFs) was conducted. The first contribution analyzes PUF-based authen-
tication, communication protocols, and applications. It also tackles the eleven challenges faced
by the research community, proposes solutions to these challenges, and highlights cloning attacks.
The second contribution suggests the implementation of a framework model known as PUF3S-ML,
specifically crafted for PUF authentication in the Internet of Things (IoT), incorporating innovative
lightweight encryption techniques. It focuses on safeguarding smart IoT networks from cloning
attacks. The key innovation framework comprises three stages of PUF authentication with IoT devices
and an intelligent cybersecurity monitoring unit for IoT networks. In the methodology of this study,
a survey relevant to the concerns was conducted. More data were provided previously regarding
architecture, enabling technologies, and IoT challenges. After conducting an extensive survey of
125 papers, our analysis revealed 23 papers directly relevant to our domain. Furthermore, within this
subset, we identified 11 studies specifically addressing the intersection of communication protocols
with PUFs. These findings highlight the targeted relevance and potential contributions of the existing
literature to our research focus.

Keywords: hardware; communication protocol; IoT; network security; machine learning; PUF;
authentication mechanisms

1. Introduction

In today’s digital age of interconnection, technology plays a significant role in trans-
forming and affecting the daily lives of individuals in all dimensions, including traveling,
shopping, and household electronics. There are many changes around us because of tech-
nology. Sophisticated sensors are embedded in many of the objects that surround us. Each
sensor conveys crucial data that allow us to understand the functioning and interaction of
these things. By 2025, it is estimated that the number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices
will increase to more than 64 billion, approximately eight times the Earth’s human popu-
lation [1]. The IoT is a system of interconnected computing devices [2] that can transfer
data (by sensing/acquiring) without human intervention. Unique identifiers are used to
distinguish IoT devices. The IoT has revolutionized lives by enabling individuals and
businesses to work more intelligently with enhanced control. It automates processes and
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significantly reduces labor costs and human errors. Nevertheless, challenges persist when
deploying IoT networks.

At the forefront of these challenges is the conundrum posed by multiple, heteroge-
neous IoT frameworks and existing standards. This intricacy necessitates a clarion call for
enhanced standardization and a re-evaluation of compliance in device development [3].
The second challenge emanates from the ubiquity of miniature sensors and microcon-
trollers, defaulting to an “ON” state, potentially laying the groundwork for unauthorized
access. However, the paramount concern lies in the realm of security and privacy, where
IoT-sensitive data become vulnerable to the prying eyes of intruders and hackers [4]. The
specter of data leakage looms large, with attacks stemming from impersonation and in-
terceptions. Impersonation involves hackers masquerading as authorized users, while
interception entails seizing communication channels to pilfer sensitive data, exemplified by
a hacker infiltrating an intelligent home IoT application to steal personal information. More-
over, identification, authentication, encryption, confidentiality, jamming [5], cloning [6],
hijacking [7], and privacy are among the IoT security challenges. Several systems employ
encryption to secure their messages from being intercepted by hackers.

To counteract these threats, encryption becomes the linchpin of IoT security, with
cryptographic approaches serving as the vanguard. While encryption fortifies message
security, its efficacy is not absolute. Malevolent third parties can still dispatch encrypted
packets over the network [8], laying bare the need for additional protective measures.
Authentication mechanisms emerge as a potent shield [9], with studies [10,11] and proposals
abounding to authenticate users or devices within the IoT ecosystem.

One of the technologies adopted to protect IoT devices is PUFs. A PUF is a form
of hardware that embraces challenge–response authentication [12]. It changes the input
challenge into an output response with the help of a physical system. The scheme adopted
to calculate the answer is designed to be exact to the hardware instance (unique) and cannot
be replicated (unclonable). PUF authentication is based on users and devices. There are
four different types of user authentication (password, token, and biometrics—hard and
soft), the machines are cryptographic [13], and the PUFs have authentication protocols. The
benefits of PUFs make them good candidates for IoT applications and systems.

This paper embarks on a comprehensive exploration of PUFs in the context of IoT
security. Building upon prior reviews, we delve into the characteristics, classifications, and
relationships of various PUF technologies. A survey scrutinizes low-power System-on-Chip
(SoC) designs, illuminating suitable hardware defenses in mobile and embedded systems
operating under power constraints [14]. A retrospective analysis of proposed PUFs between
2001 and 2014 uncovers security issues, motivating further research to bolster PUF strength.
In the face of conventional cryptographic key generation methods, this paper advocates
protocols leveraging strong PUFs, complemented by resistance to side-channel attacks and
a machine learning block for physical attack resilience [15].

Amidst the landscape of the existing literature on this subject, this survey distinguishes
itself through its unparalleled scope, depth, and comprehensiveness. While prior works
touch on select attributes, our survey encompasses the entirety of PUF design, implementa-
tion, and the challenges arising from these attributes. Our conceptual model, PUF3S-ML,
not only encapsulates a taxonomy of IoT-enabled PUF authentication but also proposes a
framework adept at safeguarding smart IoT networks against cloning attacks (Table 1).

The objectives of the paper are as follows:

• The presentation of a comprehensive PUF design and implementation attributes
and a complete survey and taxonomy on PUF authentication revolving around PUF
architecture, PUF communication protocols, and security challenges.

• The proposal of a framework model on PUF authentication for the IoT known as
PUF3S-ML, capable of protecting smart IoT networks against cloning attacks. The
scope of our survey and taxonomy is specifically in the domain of the IoT.
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Table 1. Contributions of previous surveys and comparison.

Paper/Article Type Study Architectures Implementation
Communication

Protocols
Open Issues

Conceptual
Design Frame-
work/Solution

to Cloning
Attacks

Highlights
Cloning
Attacks

[16] Survey Yes No No Yes No No

[17] Survey Yes Yes No No No No

[18] Taxonomy Yes Yes No No No No

[19] Taxonomy No Yes No Yes No No

[20] Survey Yes Yes No No No No

[21] Review Yes No No Yes No No

[22] Survey Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

[23] Survey Yes Yes No No No No

This paper Survey and
Taxonomy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1.1. Innovative Contributions

In this manuscript, the principal contributions include presenting an extensive tax-
onomy of IoT-enabled PUF authentication and introducing a conceptual framework for
authentication using IoT-enabled PUFs. The significant benefits of this model, PUF3S-ML
are as follows:

1.1.1. Detecting Cloning Attacks and Mitigation

Our study is centered on the mitigation of cloning attacks, particularly addressing
replay attacks, etc. The model employs unique algorithms during the data processing phase
to identify irregularities that may indicate cloning attempts. These algorithms analyze
challenge–response pairs (CRPs) and flag bit packets and utilize specific parameters, such
as C, R to detect deviations from regular behavior. The model suggests a new approach
to thwarting cloning attempts by introducing a lightweight Cipher PRESENT algorithm.
This encryption method ensures secure communication and data exchange, adding an
additional layer of protection against cloning attacks.

1.1.2. Efficient Resource Utilization

We turn our focus to the imperative aspect of optimizing resource allocation within
our proposed model. Efficient resource utilization is paramount for ensuring the overall
effectiveness, scalability, and sustainability of the system. Our approach aims to strike a
balance between performance and resource consumption, enhancing the model’s efficiency.

1.1.3. Reliability and Resilience

Reliability is supported by the presence of a specialized unit of vigilant monitoring
mechanisms that examine network behaviors and patterns. In case of any deviations from
the norm, alerts are triggered, allowing proactive responses to potential threats or abnormal
activities. Following an attack or system crash, the model employs specific strategies to
quickly restore the system without significant problems. This involves maintaining data,
configurations, and personal files, ensuring a swift return to operational status.

1.1.4. Lightweight Cipher for Secure Communication

Our model incorporates the Lightweight Cipher PRESENT algorithm as a cornerstone
for secure communication. This ultra-lightweight block cipher, with options for 80-bit and
128-bit key lengths, strikes an optimal balance between robust encryption and minimal
resource consumption. The PRESENT algorithm operates on 64-bit plaintext blocks, pro-
viding efficient encryption without compromising the processing speed. Its streamlined
design enables swift execution, making it particularly suitable for resource-constrained
IoT devices.
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1.2. Organization

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed background of IoT
design and architecture and the IoT framework. Section 3 presents a survey on PUF authen-
tication revolving around the PUF architecture, PUF communication protocols, and security
challenges. Section 4 presents an in-depth analysis of PUF-based authentication and its
applications, discusses the challenges involved, and proposes a solution to each problem.
Finally, a conceptual framework or model is offered to solve the major issues, revolving
around the PUF architecture, PUF communication protocols, and security challenges.

2. Background

In this section, the background of Internet of Things (IoT) will be presented. The
description includes the overview, the architecture, the framework, challenges, and security
issues. Apart from that, a detailed overview of the authentication process is presented.

2.1. IoT Definition, Benefits, and Type of Applications

There are several definitions of the IoT available in the literature. Based on [24], the
IoT is a platform that involves the process of gathering raw data from smart devices and
allowing communication between devices and humans. In the context of business, the
IoT is defined as technology that involves devices that not only communicate among
themselves but also solve issues and challenges [25]. The IoT is also called the “Internet of
the Future” [26].

The prime benefits of the Internet of Things are as follows.

1. Cost reduction: The IoT reduces costs by setting priorities, assigning specialized work
to specialized people, and improving the production process by reducing internal
processes so that they are efficient and effective.

2. Business opportunities: With the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Internet of Things
has become an indispensable entity in the modern world, and companies rely mainly
on artificial intelligence and smart networks. IoT solutions have a substantial role in
the development of companies and large organizations.

3. Improved safety and security: The IoT provides safety and security solutions as it
provides password services to protect against intrusion and illegal access and provides
multifactor authentication. Applications of the IoT are countless and are in all walks
of life. In Table 2, major applications of the IoT are discussed regarding Industrial
Revolution 4.0 and beyond.

Table 2. Applications of the IoT in various domains.

Paper Domain Contribution

[27] Medical field The authors propose important entities that can possibly influence users’ acceptance of
IoT-based disease management services.

[28] Smart city

The authors explain the data security and privacy techniques that can be used in future
smart cities. Salient features of smart cities are discussed along with the technology
supporting that paradigm shift. The paper also highlights the research challenges in

this journey.

[29] Home automation
In this paper, the authors used a grouping of sensors, microcontrollers, and various

communication protocols to detect user conduct at different access points and execute a
sensing algorithm.

[30] Smart industry
In this work, the authors have proposed the use of an Arduino ATmega 2560 board that
gathers the temperature and humidity parameters from sensors and records them in an

online database. This application is useful in realizing smart industries.

[31] Commercial
applications

In this work, a novel method is given with the aim of systematizing the generation of a
quality of service (QoS)-aware service, offering real-time checking that is beneficial in

various commercial applications.
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2.2. Architecture of IoT

The Internet of Things is made up of four major components [24]:

1. Sensors/devices: these help to collect data from the surrounding environment in a
pre-defined manner.

2. Connectivity: this ensures that the stored data are transferred to a cloud infrastructure,
and for transportation, either wired or wireless communication is required.

3. Data processing: after the data are collected and made readily available on the cloud,
the acquired data are processed via the management system.

4. User interface: the data are accessible to the end-user.

Our view of the IoT structure is demonstrated in Figure 1, which shows the important
components of the IoT.

Figure 1. IoT framework.

As shown in Figure 1, the data collection is performed with the help of sensors (which
can be of various types). The collected raw data are transmitted via communication
channels such as Wi-Fi or wired local area networks (LANs). The transmission involves an
internet gateway as an intermediary node between the sensor and the edge analytics. The
network layer serves as a communication channel between the sensors and edge analytics.
This stage may involve routers, switches, smart cameras, analog-to-digital conversion of
the data, etc. Edge analytics are responsible for automated analytical computations. The
last stage involves data storage in the data center/cloud. The end-user requires accurate
data and integrity for application success. Backup data and cloud computing are essential
elements in this stage.
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2.3. IoT Challenges

Discussion of IoT technology is imperative because of the rapid development of the
technology and many existing issues.

2.3.1. Connectivity Technology

The Internet of Things (IoT) demands the creation of connections across short, medium,
and long distances. IoT solutions are expected to fulfill diverse transmission needs, such
as responding quickly (ultra-low latency), repeating tasks (recurrence), operating asyn-
chronously, storing and forwarding data, supporting mobility, and facilitating streaming.
To meet these requirements effectively, these solutions may need optimization for specific
circumstances [32,33].

2.3.2. Platform Technology

IoT systems consist of apps, tools, and data that users can access at each station to
perform various tasks. Platforms with fewer restrictions can be customized to enhance
connectivity, reduce delays, and optimize overall size. Additionally, these less restrictive
IoT platforms offer versatility for different applications [32].

2.3.3. IoT Security

With the steady increase over the last decade in IoT devices, IoT security has become
imperative, and security can be categorized as the largest challenge of the IoT. The major
security challenges are as follows:

1. Confidentiality: Making the data secure ensures that only authorized individuals
have access, thus preventing access by unauthorized personnel [32].

2. Heterogeneity: Many companies around the world are actively working on the IoT,
producing products and devices. Due to non-standardization, different protocols and
operating systems are being developed, and the configuration of these devices is also
different. Thus, there is a need for uniformity and homogeneity [32].

3. Integrity: Data integrity involves accuracy and completeness. When the data are
transferred between devices based on a wired or wireless network, messages may
be garbled during wireless IoT transmission owing to attenuation, distortion, or
noise [32].

4. Availability: Availability is one of the main factors in the elevation and improvement
of the IoT based on the hardware or network; however, the IoT is still vulnerable to
massive cyberattacks [32].

2.4. Authentication Overview

After the COVID-19 pandemic, IoT device adoption has increased exponentially, but
cybersecurity has been a concern for all people and professionals. User authentication
refers to the process of establishing a user’s identity while using a computer device (for
example, a mobile phone) or an online service [13]. Users are required to authenticate
themselves to prevent others from gaining access to the system. Identification, the initial
stage in verifying a user’s identity by asking for their credentials, is a different process.
For example, to access a system, a user must provide an ID (username), which serves as
the system’s unique identifier. The various types of authentication, their definitions, along
with their shortcomings are described in Table 3.
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Table 3. Types of authentication, definitions, and examples.

Definition Example Major Disadvantages

User
Checks a user’s identity by

allowing human-to-machine
transfer.

Signal sign-on (SSO),
multi-factor, three-way

authentication.
Vulnerable to spoofing attacks

Device

Detects and checks users
accessing a device. This method
of authentication uses a device’s

metadata or an app.

PUF, mobile. No standardization of IoT
device authentication

Software/protocol
Users or devices are authenticated

through a software application
that verifies access to objects.

Challenged response; mutual
authentication; out-of-band

management; one-, two-, and
three-way authentication;

zero-knowledge
authentication.

Limited cryptographic
authentication

2.5. Types of Authentication

There are five types of authentication, which are presented in Figure 2:

Figure 2. Taxonomy of user authentication methods.

One of the most well-known methods, single sign-on (SSO), allows a valid user to
efficiently access a wide range of service providers by employing a unique key [1,34].

1. Factors: An authentication factor is a kind of security identification that is used to
authenticate the identity and authorization of a user who is seeking to obtain access,
transmit messages, or request data from a secure network, system, or application.
There are two types: multifactor and single-factor [35,36].

2. Three-way authentication: There are three different stages of authentication in the
general transaction between server and client.

3. Mutual authentication: Multifactor authentication is slightly more complicated since
it requires an additional step from the user, such as the well-known out-of-band (OOB)
management or zero-knowledge password proof (ZPP) [37].

4. Biometrics: Biometric authentication is the technique of identifying persons based
on physiological and behavioral characteristics. There are two types (multi-modal
biometrics and single-mode biometrics) [13].

3. Overview of Physical Unclonable Functions

3.1. PUF Definition and Functionality

PUFs are physical, random functions that offer particular physical outputs that are easy
to generate but difficult to construct without gaining access to the object. Figure 3 shows
the PUF functionality. PUFs work by implementing challenge–response authentication.
The input to the PUF module serves as a challenge, and, based on the input and transfer
function of the PUF, a digital fingerprint is produced, which is termed as the response. In
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other words, for a given PUF, there is a specific input known as a “challenge” that produces
an output response that is distinctive to the particular PUF and, hence, unclonable.

Figure 3. Challenges and response of PUF [11].

3.2. PUF Implementation
3.2.1. Optical PUF

An optical PUF is a physical one-way function (POWF) comprising translucent matter
doped with light-dispersing particles. As the laser beam falls on the matter, a unique and
random speckle pattern is generated, and this process is shown in Figure 4. For the case
of optical PUFs, the challenge is the light source, and the response is a speckle pattern.
As the process of light falling on the material and then generating a speckle pattern is an
uncontrolled process, replicating such a pattern is quite difficult.

Figure 4. Optical PUF [12].

3.2.2. Ring Oscillator (RO)

Ring oscillator (RO) PUFs, as shown in Figure 5, are built on frequency deviation,
while switch-based/arbiter PUFs are based on propagation delay. There are odd numbers
of NOT gates in an RO. The output of the oscillator varies between two levels of voltage,
and these two levels can be classified as true and false. Such an oscillator operates in a
feedback manner where the output of last NOT gate is the feedback to the input to the RO.
The advantage of the RO is the ease of implementation.
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Figure 5. Ring oscillator (RO) [12].

3.2.3. Arbiter PUF

This type of PUF includes multiplexers coupled in succession, as portrayed in Figure 6.
In the case of an RO-PUF design, there is an issue with the frequency oscillation, which
is dependent on multiple factors. In the arbiter PUF, the transistors in multiplexers are
responsible for producing variable delays. The last part of such a PUF is a D flip-flop. The
signal from the top multiplexers is used as an input to the D flip-flop. The wave from the
bottom multiplexers is given to the clock signal of the D flip-flop.

Figure 6. Arbiter PUF [12].
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3.2.4. SRAM-PUF (Static Random-Access Memory PUF)

SRAM-PUF utilizes the random variations in the state of memory cells in static RAM.
The start-up values of the SRAM cells are sensitive to manufacturing differences and
environmental conditions, creating a unique and unpredictable pattern.

3.2.5. Butterfly PUF

Butterfly PUFs exploit the variations in delay paths within a symmetric structure. The
structure consists of two paths that resemble a butterfly shape, and the delays through
these paths are sensitive to manufacturing variations.

3.3. PUF Types

The following are the various types of PUFs as shown in Figure 7. Broadly speaking,
PUFs can be classified into two categories, i.e., all-electronic and hybrid. Due to uniqueness
causing randomness to arise, both types of PUFs can be further classified into implicit and
explicit categories. If the variations are produced because of an external force/action, then
we term such PUFs as explicit, and if the variations are created internally, then PUFs can
be classified as implicit. Explicit hybrid PUFs can be optical or RF-based, and implicit
hybrid PUFs can be optical or magnetic-based. Explicit, all-electronic PUFs can be based on
direct characterization or non-volatile memory, whereas implicit all-electronic PUFs can be
classified as a racetrack, volatile, transient, or direct characterization type.

Figure 7. Types of PUFs [38].
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Table 4 comprehensively lists the types of PUFs, their brief descriptions, and their
limitations. From the table, we can see that different types of PUFs work on different
principles. Based on the strength and uniqueness of the principle, different levels of
security are provided. Some PUFs are easy to hack, while some PUFs generate a response
that is difficult to replicate. The details for each PUF can be found.

Table 4. The relationship between type of PUFs, benefits, and limitations.

Study Year Type of PUF Description Limitations

[39] 2013 Memristor PUF Memristors are potential future-generation
memory technologies. Process variation.

[40] 2013 PCKGEN

A phase change memory-based cryptographic
key generator (PCKGEN) is a technology

used to create updated cryptographic keys
whenever it is desired to enhance the security

of a system.

Highly hackable.

[41] 2014 STT-MRAM PUF

Spin-transfer torque magnetic random-access
memory (STT-MRAM)-based PUF that

utilizes orientation of a magnetic layer to
generate unique patterns.

Read disturb errors in MLC
NAND flash memory.

[42] 2004 Acoustical PUF
In an acoustical PUF (APUF), delay lines are
applied to estimate the feasibility of creating

an APUF.
Highly hackable.

[43] 2017 NEMS PUF

A PUF utilizing a nano-electromechanical
(NEM) switch is termed as a NEMS PUF. A

particular property of the NEM-switch-based
PUF is its application of stiction.

Highly hackable.

[44] 2007 RF-DNA PUF

RF-DNA PUFs comprise an array of antennas
with an analog or digital backend. Every

individual antenna can act as a transmitter or
receiver of RF waves in a particular frequency

band backed by the backend process.

Special requirements.

[45] 2009 LC PUF
Such PUFs are based on resonance peaks in

the frequency response of
inductor–capacitor circuits.

Increased storage cost for
noise issues.

[46] 2002 Optical PUF

The process of light scattering by particles is
unrestrained, and the contact between the

laser and the particles is quite complex. This
attribute can be used for creating unique
patterns that can enhance the security of

the system.

Building complex physical
structures for authentication.

[47] 2008 Phosphor PUF
Phosphor PUFs are made up of

phosphorescent particles of arbitrary shape
and dimensions that are blended randomly.

Vulnerable to invasive human
factors and environmental

factors, including scratching,
temperature, and humidity.

[48] 2014 Nanowire Distro PUF
Fingerprint patterns can be physically

validated in an easy and straightforward way
by using an optical microscope.

Weak for spoofing attack.

[49] 2017 Liquid Crystal PUF

A liquid crystal PUF uses μm scale diameter
shells of cholesteric liquid crystals (CLCs) at

the surface of the physical object to
be verified.

The challenge of the PUF is the
number or position of the liquid

crystal in the array, and the
response is the frequency of

reflected light.
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Table 4. Cont.

Study Year Type of PUF Description Limitations

[50] 2017 Q-OPUF
A Q-OPUF uses nanometer-scale

imperfections in pieces of 2D materials to
achieve the functionality of a PUF.

Defect-free fabrication of
monolayers is not possible,

which results in
bandgap alteration.

[51] 2017 Monolayer Deposition
PUF

The monolayer deposition PUF assesses the
existence or deficiency of monolayer matter in

different positions along with a
growth substrate.

This technique examines only
the variation in physical position

on layers.

[52] 2018 Lanthanide PUF

The lanthanide PUF explores the locations of
zeolites doped with lanthanide (III) ions

through a substrate via a
photoluminescence dimension.

The random pattern generated
by this method is difficult

to replicate.

[53] 1993 Paper PUF
The paper PUF utilizes the distinctive marks

of physical fibers such as currency to
generate fingerprints.

Unique fingerprint can be
established just by scanning the

fiber/paper.

[54] 2009 CD PUF

The CD PUF utilizes the distinctive marks of
the compact disk medium. It works by

determining the length of the lands and pits
of the CD.

A photodetector can be used for
the determination of pits

and lands.

[55] 1994 Magnetics PUF
The magnetic PUF uses randomness in
ferromagnetic particle arrangement to
generate unique magnetic swipe cards.

The inherit randomness in
ferromagnetic particle
arrangement is used to

distinguish cards present in
the database.

[56] 2014 Ring Oscillator PUF

A ring oscillator PUF works by analyzing the
changes in the delay, which results in

frequency of a signal propagating across an
oscillator circuit formed of logic gates.

Simple circuitry. Can be
implemented with the help of

basic logic gates.

[57] 2004 Arbiter PUF

An arbiter PUF determines a system by
analyzing the variations in the travel time of

two electrical signals traveling through
symmetrical paths.

Built from the on/off technique
of the routing switches, giving a
binary response depending on

the faster path after this
switching.

[58] 2013 Clock PUF

This type of PUF measures the changes in
clock signal traveling velocity among signal
lines, centered on the fabrication variation in

these signal lines.

Now, due to the improvement in
the design process, clock skew

variations are almost negligible.

[59] 2015 VIA PUF

Such PUFs employ direct categorization of
electronic modules. The VIA PUF uses the
probability of physical connection between

the electrical layers.

Approximately 50% uniformity
and uniqueness can be achieved.

[60] 2000 TV-PUF

The main idea of the threshold voltage
(TV)-PUF is to quantify the discrepancy in

threshold voltage of ICs at the point
of production.

Number of transistors required.

[61] 2009 Power Distribution
PUF

The power distribution PUF works by
defining the disparity in resistance of the

power distribution system during the process
of manufacturing an IC.

Additional components are
added to each branch.

[62] 2007 SRAM-PUF
The static random-access memory (SRAM)
PUF operates by finding the differences of

transistor branches within SRAM.

Complexity of implementation
as a fuzzy extractor on an FPGA

is not known.
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Table 4. Cont.

Study Year Type of PUF Description Limitations

[63] 2011 Bistable Ring PUF Based on the variation in a series of
logic gates.

The BR-PUF oscillates for a
relatively significant period

before it stabilizes.

[64] 2011 MECCA PUF

A memory cell-based chip authentication
(MECCA) PUF comprises an arrangement of
SRAM elements just like the SRAM-PUF and
is based on the essential transistor deviation.

Additional hardware required.

[65] 2015 DRAM PUF
Analyzing difference in the elements’

dynamic random-access memory
(DRAM) cells.

Performance is
temperature-dependent.

[66] 2010 Glitch PUF
The glitch PUF works by analyzing the

complicated variation in glitches that are
created because of the delay-based circuits.

N/A

[56] 2014 TERO-PUF A new silicon PUF based on a transient effect
ring oscillator. N/A

[67] 2006 Coating PUF

Such PUFs work by measuring the
capacitance across a pair of comb-shaped

sensors in the top layer of an
integrated circuit.

Eliminating/reducing the
resistance in this type of

construction against
side-channel attacks

is challenging.

[68] 2014 CNPUF

Carbon nanotube field-effect transistors
(CNFETs) have excellent electrical properties.
These distinguished physical features that can

be used to create a CNPUF.

There is a trade-off between
power consumed and security.

[69] 2015 Q-EPUF
The Q-EPUF PUF uses fluctuations in

tunneling widths through quantum wells in
resonant tunneling diodes.

N/A

[70] 2016 Self-Assembly PUF These PUFs use the physical phenomenon of
molecular self-assembly.

Limited semiconducting purity
and non-ideal assembly.

3.4. PUF Attack

PUF attacks aim to compromise the integrity and security of systems relying on PUF,
thereby diminishing their effectiveness. Referred to as “PUF attacks” by researchers and
academics, these incursions strategically exploit weaknesses in the implementation or
design of security measures based on PUFs. PUFs capitalize on the inherent uniqueness
and unpredictability arising from variations in device production, making them resistant
to traditional cloning methods. As these attacks pose a potential threat to the integrity of
PUFs, it is crucial to understand the diverse tactics employed. PUF attacks manifest in
various forms, each targeting specific elements of the PUF architecture. Examples of these
attacks include:

Cloning Attacks: In a modeling attack, an adversary tries to create a mathematical
model or replica of the PUF. This model could be based on measurements or observations
of the PUF’s responses to various challenges. If the attacker successfully models the PUF,
they may be able to simulate its behavior and bypass security measures [71].

Side-Channel Attacks: Side-channel attacks involve analyzing unintended information
leakage from the PUF, such as power consumption or electromagnetic radiation. By
monitoring these side channels, attackers may gain insights into the PUF’s behavior and
potentially extract sensitive information [72].

Fault Injection Attacks: Attackers intentionally inject faults into the PUF or surround-
ing circuitry to disrupt normal operation. Techniques like voltage glitching or laser attacks
may be employed to manipulate PUF responses and compromise their security [73].
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4. Analysis and Discussion

PUFs are adopted in applications and cryptographic-based systems; however, PUFs fail
to provide proper protection because they can be completely broken using computational
models and other non-invasive methodologies [12]. Since the PUF is one of the main
components of cryptography, it can achieve all goals of security protection for various
companies, businesses, and other essential organizations. Some research has mentioned
how PUFs are suitable for hardware security and protocol authentication. PUF entities,
namely, the authentication, protocol, classification, and model, are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. PUF entities.

4.1. Analysis of PUF-Based Authentication and Its Applications

We explain all the terms in Table 5 before describing Table 6. A detailed analysis of
PUF-based authentication and its applications is given in Table 6. This table describes the
differences between protocols in PUF-based authentication protocols.
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Table 5. An explanation of termsof PUF-Based Authentication and Its Applications.

Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation

PKI Public Key Infrastructure CRPs Challenge–response pairs

T2M Things-to-Machine T2T Things to Things

AES The Advanced
Encryption Standard ECC Elliptic-curve cryptography

XOR Exclusive OR Gate LBRAPS

Lightweight
blockchain-enabled

RFID-based
authentication protocol

Table 6. Summary of the differences of PUF-based authentication protocols.

Protocol PUF Authentication
Schema

Secure Storage
of Keys

Storage of
CRPs

Encryption
Methods Platform Used Major Issues

Major
Advantages

[8] Unspecified T2T No Yes Hash - High storage
cost

Secure commu-
nication

[10] SARAM-
PUF T2T No Yes Hash Arduino Mega

Raspberry
Ineffective

spoofing attack Low cost

[11] APUF T2T Yes Yes AES, hash Simulation
Limited
machine

learning attack

Low
computational

complexity

[74] XOR-PUF T2T No Yes - Simulation Limited
resources

Tempo-
blocking

free

[75] Unspecified T2T No Yes PKI Artix-7 FPGA Limited
resources

Verifier
database

without CRPs

[76] APUF T2T No Yes ECC
Xilinx

zynq:7000
zc706

Limited
database
security

Strong logic
control

[77] XOR-PUF T2M No No Hash Simulation Infective
spoofing attack

Verifying
without CRPs

[78] Unspecified T2T No Yes Hash Arduino Mega
2560/due

High cost of
storing eCRPs

Automated
authenticate

[79] SRAM-PUF T2T No Yes Hash Arduino Mega
2560/due

Unstable cell in
SRAM

Effects of
memory
storage

[80] Unspecified T2T No No Hash - Limited
encryption

Low-cost
devices using

PUFs

[81] Unspecified T2M No Yes Hash Zolertia Zoul
Remote

Limited
encryption

Less
constrained

resources

[82] Unspecified T2T No Yes - - Limited
encryption

Prevents
machine

learning attack

[83] RO-PUF T2T No Yes Hash FPGA platform
Limited

evaluation and
attack

Improved CRO
PUF circuits
with latch
structure.

[84] Unspecified T2T No No Hash + XOR
(AVISPA)

simulation tool
+ BAN logic

Communication
cost is

undesirable
Light weight

[14] SRAM T2T Yes No - MSP430
controllers

Time is not
mentioned Secure channel

[85] Unspecified T2T No Yes Elliptic curve CC2538 SoC
model Storage cost Secure channel

[86] Unspecified T2T No No XOR - Benchmark not
clear -

[87] Unspecified T2T No Yes XOR+hash - Limited
encryption Light weight
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Table 6. Cont.

Protocol PUF Authentication
Schema

Secure Storage
of Keys

Storage of
CRPs

Encryption
Methods Platform Used Major Issues

Major
Advantages

[18] SPUF T2T Yes Yes -
Xilinx

XC7A35-T
FPGA

Limited
encryption

Does not
utilize

cryptography

[88] Unspecified T2T No Yes XOR, hash,
and ECC

Xilinx FPGA
Zynq-7

Limited
encryption

Good
resistance

[89] APUF T2T No No - - - Very high
resilience

[90] Unspecified T2T No No Hash - Easy to attack
session key

Good commu-
nication

overhead

[91] Unspecified T2T Yes Yes Hash -

Does not
support PUF
interference

attack
caused by

noise

Covers various
types of

cryptographic
protocols

[92] Unspecified T2T Yes Yes LBRAPS - -

Vulnerable to
secret

disclosure
attack and

desynchroniza-
tion

attack

[17] Unspecified T2T Yes Yes -
NodeMCU

v3 and
Raspberry Pi

3B

Too many
stages in

authentication

Good
resistance

[93] XOR-PUF T2T Yes Yes XOR Xilinx
XC5LVX110T

Excessive
storage space

to store e-CRPs
Good

resistance

[94] Unspecified T2T Yes Yes Hash, XOR - Excessive
storage space Integrity

[95] Unspecified T2T Yes Yes Hash, XOR - - Evaluates PUF
attributes

[96] Unspecified T2T Yes Yes EC, Hash - Many
parameters -

Table 6 also shows the differences between researchers working on PUF-based authen-
tication protocols. This extensive and detailed table delineates various aspects, including
authentication schema, secure storage of keys, storage of CRPs, encryption methods, plat-
form used, issues, and the advantages of each protocol. We can observe that Things to
Things (T2T) is the most popular authentication scheme used in PUFs. The most popular
encryption method used in a hash function is primarily used because of its simplicity
and low computational power, and the advanced encryption key (AES) is also a popular
technique. A range of platforms are used in order to evaluate the performance of the
protocols. Simulation software, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and Arduino are
popular choices to evaluate the performance of the protocols.

One of the most important characteristics that must be studied further by the research
community is “Secure store key”. These keys are vulnerable to attacks and hacking,
especially those which are stored in memory. Although secure keys have been designed [11],
the developed keys are still weak because the method functions are not strong enough for
decryption. We believe the authors used traditional methods, which mean that they are
always displayed and thus vulnerable to machine learning attacks. Another major concern
for users is trust in the data regarding their origin and location. This is especially true
for IoT devices, which are typically low-cost. A lightweight protocol for data provenance
in the IoT was given [74]. PUFs are used to give physical security and uniquely identify
IoT devices. Channel impairments and characteristics are used to uniquely identify the
communication link between the server and the IoT device.
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Next, the key agreement between two constrained IoT devices is essential to establish
trust between the devices, and PUFs can play a role in this regard as well. The existing key
agreement protocols are exposed to man-in-the-middle, impersonation, and replay attacks,
as has been demonstrated [8]. Also, a proposed alternative scheme offers identity-based
authentication and repudiation. Another challenge with PUFs is that they are prone to
attacks if several PUFs’ challenge–response pairs (CRPs) are subjected to an intrusion
attack. A PUF-based, insubstantial, reliable authentication mechanism using binary string
shuffling was proposed [85]. The key feature of this technique is that it is inexpensive
yet secure. The server authentication is carried out before the underlying PUF becomes
exposed, thus preventing it from being brute-forced.

Finally, most researchers, such as [76,77], when designing PUFs with IoT devices/servers
use five methods of encryption that still suffer from cyberattacks, which are as follows:

1: XOR gate encryption;
2: Hash function methods;
3: Block cipher methods;
4: Elliptic-curve methods;
5: AES methods.
The significant vulnerability of these methods is a cloning cyberattack that puts the

network/system under attack, so we must develop a smart framework with PUF technology
that is able to keep IoT ecosystems safe. Any novel method must be strong and lightweight
to face these challenges.

4.2. Analysis of PUF-Based Authentication and Its Communication Protocol

We explain all the terms in Table 7 to presenting Table 8. A detailed analysis of
PUF-based authentication and its communication protocol follows.

Table 7. An explanation of terms of PUF-Based Authentication and Its Communication Protocol.

Symbol Explanation Symbol Explanation

CoAP Constrained Application Protocol AMQP Advanced Message Queuing Protocol

MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

DDS Data Distribution Service UDP-based User Datagram Protocol

XMPP Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol Modbus-TCP Modbus Communication Protocol

Table 8. PUF-based authentication and its communication protocols.

Study

Feature
Current

IoT
Protocols

Objectives Results

Evaluation Methods

Major Disad-
vantages

Analyzer
Tools

(Hardware +
Software)

Metrics

[97]
CoAP,
MQTT,
AMQP

Design and build an
application layer

framework to assess and
discover how these

protocols work.
Experiments were

performed on a realistic
testbed with wired, Wi-Fi,

and 2/3/4G networks.

CoAP performs
reliably during

connection and is
less network-
dependent.

Wireshark,
RabbitMQ,

Eclipse
Mosquitto,

Libcoap Server,
Python

Number of
messages,
number of

packets,
bandwidth
utilization

Limited
client/server

approach.
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Table 8. Cont.

Study

Feature
Current

IoT
Protocols

Objectives Results

Evaluation Methods

Major Disad-
vantages

Analyzer
Tools

(Hardware +
Software)

Metrics

[98]
MQTT,
CoAP,

AMQP,
HTTP

Review MQTTSN, MQTT,
CoAP, AMQP, DDS, and

XMPP data protocols of the
IoT and evaluate these

protocols with demanding
issues such as caching,

security, support to QoS,
and resource discovery.

In system control,
instant messaging,

and VoIP for
communication,
XMPP exhibits
superior results
due to its XML
stanza-based

transmission and
lightweight
carrying of

messages with
lower propagation

delay.

Contiki

Network
message size,
packet loss
rate, latency
bandwidth

consumption

Missed
performance

metrics.

[99]

MQTT,
CoAP,
DDS,

custom
UDP-
based

Provide a quantitative
comparison of the

performance of IoT
protocols.

DDS demonstrates
greater bandwidth

utilization than
MQTT and

superior operation
regarding data

latency and
reliability.

NetEM,
Wireshark,

Hacks, eHealth
sensor,

Raspberry Pi,
central Server

Bandwidth
consumption,

system latency,
system packet

loss

Missed
performance

metrics.

[100] AMQP,
MQTT

Focus on two protocols,
AMQP and MQTT, which
are the foundation for the

effective functioning of the
entire IoT system.

MQTT is an
efficient protocol

and use of the
transmission line.
AMQP is a recent,
advanced, reliable,

and superior
security protocol.

Python, laptop
with 2GB

RAM, NetEm,
Fanout

Exchange

Packet
transmission

time
Insufficient

metrics.

[101]

HTTP,
MQTT,
AMQP,
CoAP,
XMPP

Present a comprehensive
review of the existing

messaging protocols that
can be used in deploying

IoT systems.

Basic protocol
characteristics that
need to be studied
when making and

deploying IoT
systems.

No No No metrics for
security.

[102]

MQTT,
AMQP,
XMPP
DDS,
HTTP,
CoAP

Present potential protocol
candidates and compare

between them in
performance metrics.

The two most
mature choices to

consider, which are
also favored by
developers, are

MQTT and
RESTful HTTP.

No

Latency,
bandwidth

consumption
and

throughput,
energy

consumption
security

No metrics for
security.

[103]
WebSocket,
CoAP, and

MQTT

Construct a conceptual
model for obtaining and
evaluating WebSocket,

CoAP, and MQTT
protocols.

MQTT with QoS
demonstrates the

second-best
overhead.

WebSocket
demonstrates

almost the same
throughput as

MQTT with QoS 0.

Raspberry Pi
model B,

Wireshark
Packet loss No metrics for

security.

[104]
MQTT,
CoAP,

Modbus-
TCP

Design a new scheme for
communication protocols

of IoT devices and
incorporate the formats of

the data gathered by
numerous IoT devices.

A new model was
assessed with three

key performance
indicators, and the

proposed
IoT-CPCS method
can enhance the

application affinity
of the IoT to

facilitate wider
promotion.

WireShark,
Amazon AWS

platform,
Python 3.7

Conversion
time, average

latency, system
throughput

KPI for
security was
not included.
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Table 8. Cont.

Study

Feature
Current

IoT
Protocols

Objectives Results

Evaluation Methods

Major Disad-
vantages

Analyzer
Tools

(Hardware +
Software)

Metrics

[105]
CoAP,
MQTT,

XMPP, TLS

Investigate three IoT
communication protocols:
MQTT/TLS, CoAP/DTLS,

and XMPP/TLS.

Overhead and
latency both

increased at least
threefold for each

protocol.

Arduino Uno
Rev3,

WireShark,
Raspberry Pi 3

Model B

Packet
overhead,

latency,
scalability

Increased
latency time.

[106]
MQTT,
AMQP,
CoAP,
XMPP

Present the functions of the
IoT and its applications in
various domains such as
smart cities, health care,
environmental, Industry

4.0, and beyond and
infrastructural applications.

This paper reviews
modern IoT

technologies and
use cases,

future-generation
protocol. IoT
disputes were
examined to

enhance R&D in
the fields.

N/A Application
focus area Few metrics.

Eleven studies discussing PUF-based authentication and communication protocols
were reviewed and analyzed. The detailed analysis is shown in Table 5. Table 5 describes
the IoT protocols that are being developed or adopted in the literature. AMQP and MQTT
are the most widely adopted protocols that are being used in the literature and are being
deployed and tested for wired as well as wireless technologies. Wireshark and Raspberry Pi
are the two popular choices in terms of hardware testbeds to observe the performance of the
proposed protocols. Based on further analysis, it can be found that the above-mentioned
researchers did not use or suggest a method for assessing the challenges facing security.
This is a drawback, as a real assessment of security is necessary. Most researchers, such
as [39,40], have used MQTT because it is lightweight and the mechanism is simple in a
network. Chaudhary et al. designed a new protocol [87] and a new schema, which was
different in metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) [42].

4.3. PUF with MQTT Communication Protocols

MQTT is a robust standard messaging protocol, and it has been adopted widely
because of it is lightweight and low cost. Nevertheless, authentication is still a major issue
where authentication criteria are provided. In other words, it uses username/password
verification, which cannot provide necessary security [107]. To address this issue, in [107], it
was proposed that each client/end-device must generate a unique output/response using
a PUF. This response is applied as encryption/decryption key and identification of devices.
Each broker is allowed a node in the blockchain that ensures that only permitted brokers
can add a block for data/device validation values like device ID and PUF response. The
system comprises chains. One records the devices’ PUF response and device ID (Chain A).
The second one saves the data transmitted among the devices.

A secure MQTT PUF-based key exchange protocol was proposed in [108], allowing
smart health device verification [28]. The protocol was designed with one handshake pro-
cess and three authentication processes to handle replay and eavesdropping attacks. A new
method was built with a PUF called the OSCORE Security Protocol using a key exchange
on PUF-based SRAM [109]. A key exchange solution to OSCORE key material based on the
PUF-based verification principle, which is unique in its features, is also proposed.

4.4. PUF-Based Authentication Challenges and Solutions
4.4.1. Challenge 1: Delay Gates

In electronics and digital circuits, the propagation delay, also called the gate delay, is
the amount of time between when the input to a logic gate becomes stable and valid to
change and when the output of that logic gate becomes constant and rational to change [110].
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The time that passes during normal operation when the PUF unit receives the input and
when it begins producing output is referred to as the stabilization time. The critical and
emergency systems at this location cannot tolerate this kind of delay. It is a very significant
research challenge for scholars to design novel PUFs that can affect the initiation and
handling times [111]. Recent studies have shown that unbalanced ternary logic gates and
arithmetic circuits can help reduce the delay [112,113].

4.4.2. Challenge 2: Bit Size of PUF

PUFs are thought to be safer when the pattern of outputs (the number of different
responses) is larger. The 192-bit response is more secure because it has more bits than one
with 128 bits. However, the length of each bit is shortened because some bits of the response
are different (random). Therefore, there is a need to utilize mismatch size to produce an
additional stable bit so that PUFs become safer.

4.4.3. Challenge 3: Power Efficiency

Power consumption is a major challenge for PUFs. The authentication process, stages
of logical gates, and growth of CRPs consume previous components with too low power.
However, some resistors employing PUFs require more power. In addition, using modern
encryption and complex authentication lead to increased power consumption. There is a
need to design ultra-low-power and aging-tolerant PUFs. In addition to that, performance
optimization is a solution to improve power efficiency.

4.4.4. Challenge 4: Cost Efficiency

The cost of production in the design, structure, and authentication process should
account for negligible resources of all kinds, including memory, energy consumption, and
communication bandwidth. Cost reduction in design and structure is generally associated
with the maturity of the product. However, lightweight authentication algorithms can be
designed to improve cost efficiency. This will assist the further penetration of PUFs in the
consumer market.

4.4.5. Challenge 5: Memory Consumption

Conventional security protocols cannot be implemented on IoT devices as they have
small ROM, RAM, and processing power. Apart from that, they have power constraints.
Therefore, there is a need for the development of power—as well as memory-efficient
algorithms. A lightweight PUF-based authentication system was proposed and tested on a
wireless sensor network [81]. The performance analysis shows that the proposed algorithm
saves up to 45% power and uses 12% less memory compared to datagram transport layer
security (DTLS) handshake authentication.

4.4.6. Challenge 6: Eavesdropping

It is challenging to implement intricate security algorithms on cost-sensitive devices
because they have limited computational capacity. As a result of this restriction, the
likelihood of espionage and other intrusions increases. In [114], the authors introduced the
concept of PUF sensors, which work on authenticated sensing protocols, thus reducing the
chances of eavesdropping and man-in-the-middle attacks. An experimental demonstration
of this concept was carried out with the help of a ring oscillator PUF.

4.4.7. Challenge 7: Black Box Adversaries

PUFs can simply be treated as black boxes with the challenge considered as an input
of the transfer function and the response considered as the output of the transfer function.
To detect these adversaries, sensors are used, and the solution to avoid this adversary is
physical protection [115].
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4.4.8. Challenge 8: Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) Attack

A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is an attempt to disturb the regular
traffic flow of a particular server by overcrowding the infrastructure with a flood of Internet
traffic. The SOM algorithm with the addition of the packet-per-flow feature can be the
answer to the various weaknesses of other methods [116].

4.4.9. Challenge 9: Secret Key Two-Pair CRPs and ID for Devices Stored in Memory

Regarding spoofing and splicing/relocation attacks, a partial solution was provided
in [79,82] via authentication of the protocol without CRPs. A stored key method was used in
conjunction with encryption methods such as hash functions and Advanced 5.9 Encryption
Standard (AES) [11].

4.4.10. Challenge 10: Limited Encryption Methods

Several works [16,19,26,79,117] have emphasized that PUF authentication protocols
still require lightweight and strong methods, i.e., less power and less memory usage are
required. However, all protocols used are still vulnerable to cyberattacks, as they use the
hash function and some notations like the concatenation of a random number generator.
The solution to this existing problem is the usage of a neural network method for encryption,
which is lightweight.

4.4.11. Challenge 11: Noise

PUFs offer a lightweight replacement for high-cost encryption methods and secure
key storage. Noise can flip one or more of the PUF output bits, which means the server will
not accept a valid client. This is called a “false negative authentication”. Environmental
effects such as temperature, voltage variation, and temporal effects (aging) can introduce
noise. Machine learning and artificial intelligence can play a role in overcoming noise
issues in PUFs.

5. Proposed Framework of IoT-Enabled Authentication PUF

Our framework adopts the IoT layer shown in Figure 9, which consists of five layers
that fit into the model attack; we explain each layer and the significant components related
to the layer.

Figure 9. Framework of IoT-enabled authentication PUF.
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5.1. Physical Layer

For this layer, during data collection, we collected all CRPs to evaluate a new design
for a PUF that is a hybrid of NAND gate and multiplexers. Moreover, we used the JK
flip-flop that results in the output Q for a normal situation and Q‘ for a cloning attack.
The output is 0 or 1, which can be used to evaluate the PUF’s attributes. The results are
aggregated and compared with ideal values.

5.2. Communication Layer

In the second phase, known as the data processing phase, there are three distinct
stages. Specifically, two of these stages operate within this layer, while the remaining stage
is situated in the middle layer. Each stage has an algorithm; these algorithms are unique
and provide solutions to an attack. We divided this phase into three stages:

Stage 1: preregister stage. We proposed an algorithm that checks all packets from
IoT devices. If any spoofing station scans/reads the packet, the target station drops the
packet (it is read only once). In addition, the algorithm collects all details of a network (IP,
MAC, Flage bit, and latency time) as the input. A temporary database is created to store
the details

(IP, MAC, response times for a packet) as the output. The main outcome of this algo-
rithm is creating a temporary database with these parameters, as illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Process of pre-register.

Stage 2: In this stage, we wrote unique algorithms that regard temporary databases
and CRPs as the input. They allow IoT devices to access the network/server to be trusted
devices through CRPs. They must check whether the devices are legitimate using ID/IP
devices, MAC addresses, and latency time. This phase must be used to increase security
and protection. Moreover, two parameters, C and R, are used to create a trusted database
on the server/cloud. This provides a solution to cloning attacks where C and R are collected
and used to build mathematical methods. We can detect attacks from non-regular behavior
stations, record response time, and scan packets a second time. In this case, we suggest
a new thrust reverser method for a PUF, sending dummy CRPs to an attacker. At the
end of this stage, we can register devices (D) in a network and build a trusted database.
Figure 11 illustrates the process of registration with a focus on the registration process and
the associated parameters

Figure 11. Process of registration.
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5.3. Middle Layer

Stage 3: This stage is important for network communication with the connection of
other stations/devices. The third algorithm participants communicate using a trusted
database as the input. The device (Dj) sends R to confirm with the trusted database in the
server. We utilized Cipher PRESENT algorithms because they are lightweight. PRESENT is
an ultra-lightweight block cipher consisting of 31 rounds in this algorithm. This lightweight
cipher takes a plaintext block of 64 bits as the input and outputs a ciphertext block of the
same length. The algorithm of PRESENT supports two key sizes of length 80 bits and
120 bits, named PRESENT-80 with an 80-bit key length and PRESENT-128 with a 128-bit
key length. At the end of the algorithm, which can exchange data/files using intelligent
cybersecurity monitoring, this component is responsible for detecting cloning attacks with
the PUF3S-ML model. We used the best-fitting algorithms with a dataset from a model that
can classify attacks. Figure 12 presents the authentication process with parameters.

Figure 12. Process of authentication.

5.4. Application Layer

Reliability is a well-established analysis method reserved for a typical attack. As its
name indicates, reliability is the main reference point for the detection model, but the
consequences of failure are also evaluated, which means that the framework runs and
adapts to PUF3S-ML. Also, for resilient preservation that integrates with the innovative
PUF technology, we designed a novel model for our deployment methods in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Framework reliability and resilience.

In the first phase, we must understand all target attacks on IoT devices in the smart
network, understanding the environments of networks and focusing on generating CRPs
with complete safety within the novel structure of PUFs that can protect IoT devices
from attack.

In the second phase, we must take action after protecting our model from attack
through the new design; it consists of three steps, and each step has unique algorithms
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and PUF-based authentication that provide solutions. In addition, intelligent cybersecurity
monitoring is used to detect and classify all targeted attacks. In this component, we
included machine learning algorithms that can analyze all data before, during, and after an
attack. Using our responses in this model, when an attack happens and the PUF design is a
failure, the structure must be renewed and made more robust and resilient.

The last phase connects two-layer application and business layers. Recovery is the
core of these phases. After the attacks are closed, the data, configurations, and profiles are
stored effectively, and the database is strong and updated. The new structure can work
again without any issues or repair requirements. In this phase, a dashboard and the actual
value of the network, the number of attacks, and the type of attack are provided.

5.5. Business Layer

All network values are monitored and compared with typical values, such as band-
width, latency (delay), bandwidth—delay product throughput, and jitter. At the end of this
stage, a thorough report is built and sent to users and administrators.

6. Conclusions

In the age of wireless communication, the connectivity between devices and their
seamless communication plays a pivotal role in shaping a more interconnected world. How-
ever, this interconnectedness introduces vulnerabilities in the transmission of sensitive data
across shared channels as the data are susceptible to potential intruders and cyberthreats.

This paper delves into a comprehensive survey of IoT networks integrating PUFs and
examines the means of fortifying security against cyberattacks. Regarding the limitations
of traditional security protocols for such networks, this study highlights the necessity
of developing specifically tailored lightweight algorithms to meet the demands of IoT
devices. By exploring the IoT field, its advantages, architectural applications, and associated
challenges, this paper extensively researches the functionality and varied types of PUFs.
It meticulously examines PUF-based authentication, communication protocols, and their
diverse applications. Furthermore, it addresses eleven crucial challenges encountered in
this domain along with proposed solutions.

This survey uniquely contributes to the literature by providing a comprehensive analy-
sis encompassing eleven studies concerning PUF-based authentication and communication
protocols. Notably, MQTT and AMQP emerge as widely adopted technologies, having
undergone rigorous testing across both wired and wireless platforms. Innovative solutions
are proposed to tackle the challenges related to PUFs, address propagation delay, bit stabil-
ity, power consumption, cost efficiency, encryption methods, and security concerns such as
DDoS attacks. This study focuses on revolution around three key aspects: authentication,
encryption, and PUFs within communication protocols. The aim is to fortify security within
IoT systems.

In summary, the proposed PUF-based authentication and communication protocols
offer a multifaceted solution to an array of challenges faced in this domain. They strive
to enhance security, reliability, and efficiency within IoT networks. By highlighting the
importance of tailored algorithms and robust security measures, this study contributes to
the ongoing discourse surrounding the integrity and resilience of IoT systems.
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Abstract: Mixnets are an instrument to achieve anonymity. They are generally a sequence of servers
that apply a cryptographic process and a permutation to a batch of user messages. Most use
asymmetric cryptography, with the high computational cost that this entails. The main objective of
this study is to reduce delay in mixnet nodes. In this sense, this paper presents a new scheme that is
based only on symmetric cryptography. The novelty of this scheme is the use of binary graphs built
by mixnet nodes. The root node collects user keys and labels without knowing their owners. After
feeding each node by its graph, they can establish a random permutation and relate their keys to the
incoming batch positions through labels. The differences with previous symmetric schemes are that
users do not need long headers and nodes avoid the searching process. The outcomes are security and
efficiency improvements. As far as we know, it is the fastest mixnet system. Therefore, it is appropriate
for high-throughput applications like national polls (many users) or debates (many messages).

Keywords: mixnets; symmetric encryption; anonymous channel; e-voting

1. Introduction

Anonymity is a service required in several applications like e-voting, journalism,
surveys, etc. Additionally, it is a desirable feature in order to mitigate the threats of
communications surveillance. For these reasons, many anonymous communication systems
have been proposed [1,2]. These can be classified by their strategies [3].

One of them is to build a broadcast channel where all users participate. These schemes
are known as DC-nets (Dinning Cryptographers Network) [4] and have some variants,
such as Dissent (Dining Cryptographers Shuffled Send Network) [5] or BAR (Broadcast
Anonymous Routing) [6]. These protocols offer a high level of privacy, but they lack
flexibility, require all participants’ cooperation, and allow only one user to communicate in
one protocol round, which implies low throughput.

Another technique is hiding the transmission path by multiple hops. For example, Tor
(The Onion Router) [7], Herd [8], Hornet [9], TresMep (Tracking-resistant Communication
Mechanism with Dynamic Paths) [10], Misty Clouds [11], dPHI (dependable Path-HIdden
lightweight anonymity protocol) [12], and Nym [13] belong to this category. These onion
routing systems are suitable for low-latency communications in environments where
messages arrive at different times in an almost constant flow. Nevertheless, they are
vulnerable to traffic analysis [14,15] and attacks from adversary nodes [16,17].

The third approach is the use of mixnets. They are sequences of nodes that work with
batches of messages. Each node makes a cryptographic operation and shuffles the batch,
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thus breaking the relationship between incoming and outgoing messages [18]. Mixnets have
evolved and diversified widely in recent years. They started with [19], where users have to
encrypt their messages with the public keys of the nodes. Then, each one decrypts the batch
with its private key. These were followed by the so-called “encryption mixnets” [20]. Taking
advantage of the properties of the ElGamal cryptosystem, this new category provides
greater privacy and less delay for users and nodes.

An effort to improve efficiency is the combination of asymmetric and symmetric en-
cryption. This gave rise to hybrid mixnets [21–23]. Instead of encrypting the entire message
with public keys, what is encrypted with these is a symmetric one. Then, the message
encrypted with the latter is appended. This solution reduces the high computational effort
of asymmetric encryption to the few bits of a symmetric key. However, this does not bypass
exponential calculations and must add symmetric decryption to the process.

A better idea is cMIX (fixed cascade mixnet), proposed in [24], where operations in
users and nodes are reduced to a set of modular multiplications. Although the latency in
the production phase is small, each message must traverse the mixnet twice. Moreover,
it requires a precomputation phase where a set of asymmetric cryptographic operations
must be carried out. Another solution is the use of alternative encryption methods like
lattice-based ones [25], which can be six times faster than traditional mixnets [26]. However,
these methods are relatively new and require deeper research [27,28].

The first pure symmetric mixnet was SEBM (Symmetric-Key-Encryption-Based
Mixnet) [29], improved with ESEBM (Enhanced SEBM) [30]. In these schemes, nodes
generate keys and an identifier linked to it in an internal table. These values are propagated,
shuffled, and blinded from the last node in a predefined sequence to the first one, which
delivers them to users. Then, users send their encrypted messages to the mixnet, which is
composed in another different sequence. There is no need for asymmetric operations in
any step, which provides this scheme the highest speed. However, each message entails a
vector of identifiers that must be found in a table at each step. Moreover, depending on the
place each node occupies in the mixnet, several vulnerabilities arise. Some of them could
be exploited by just one adversary.

The purpose of this work has been overcoming the drawbacks of ESEBM and improv-
ing its throughput. In this regard, the new scheme presented here, called binary-tree-fed
mixnets or BTFM, does not require any identifiers and eliminates the need of searching
in tables. The outcome is a faster mixnet without overloading messages with superfluous
headers. Additionally, it can stand with a higher number of adversaries. The major contri-
bution is a starting phase where keys are established by means of a binary graph. Then, the
production phase is faster than in any other mixnet. This new idea of working with binary
graphs solves the problem of how to share keys anonymously without using asymmetric
encryption and is a new tool to apply independently in other contexts.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are

1. A new tool for sharing keys anonymously without asymmetric encryption. Users can
send keys or messages to a server while preserving their privacy. This is achieved
using a binary graph where only permutations and XOR operations are required.

2. The development of a new mixnet scheme, BTFM, which is based solely on symmetric
encryption. Its main attributes are improvements in performance and security.

3. The discovery of some vulnerabilities in a previous symmetric encryption mixnet
scheme, ESEBM.

4. A security study of BTFM, where the minimum threshold of adversaries necessary to
violate privacy is determined.

5. The comparison of BTFM with previous schemes, carried out through a series of experiments.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section is devoted to ESEBM, describes it,
and shows some vulnerabilities. Then, BTFM is detailed in Section 3. The security analysis
follows in Section 4. Section 5 shows and discusses the results of some experiments. The
last section presents our conclusions.
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2. Vulnerabilities of ESEBM

ESEBM is an evolution of SEBM [29] and is explained in detail in [30]. To date, no
weaknesses in its security have been published. This is precisely the objective of this section.
In this mixnet, nodes form groups to generate concealing patterns that are delivered to
users. Figure 1 shows an example of an ESEBM mixnet with nine nodes. They form three
groups labeled as A, B, and C. Notice that members of these groups are scattered in the
mixnet. The only rule is that priority in the group must be respected on the mixnet.

C1 C4 C8A2 A5 A6B3 B7 B9

x2, q2=(0,0,q23,q24,...,q29), ID2 x5, q5, ID5 x6, q6, ID6

XA=x2ꚛx5ꚛx6

q2→ 0 ID2 q23 q24 q25 q26 ... ... q29

q5→ 0 0 0 0 ID5 q56 ... ... q59

q6→ 0 0 0 0 0 ID6 q67 ... q69

QA= 0 ID2 q23 q24 ID5ꚛq25 ID6ꚛq26ꚛq56 ... ... q29ꚛq59ꚛq69

Ꚛ Ꚛ (XA, QA)

(XC, QC)

(XBꚛXC, QBꚛQC){Ui} (X, Q)=(XAꚛXBꚛXC, QAꚛQBꚛQC)

Figure 1. Example of ESEBM. Mixnet of 9 servers distributed in three groups. Each node builds
its concealing patterns xi and qi, which are stored in a table with an identifier IDi. Then, they are
combined by groups (like (XA, QA) for group A), and then by mixnet (X, Q), which are sent to users.

Concealing patterns are random numbers intended to hide user messages. These
concealing patterns are built by XORing binary strings generated by each node. Users
encrypt their messages by an XOR operation with the patterns and send the result to the
first node of the mixnet. Then, each node of the mixnet must remove its binary string. For
each node to know which string to apply to which message, it needs a separate identifier.
These identifiers could be used to trace senders and therefore must be hidden too. This is
the purpose of vector q in Figure 1.

In ESEBM, each node generates a binary string (x2 in node A2), a vector (q2), and an
identifier (ID2). These values are stored in a table. Then, inside each group, this tuple is
passed to the next node, which performs an XOR operation and sends the result to the next
one, and so on until reaching the last node of the group (A6). This one, the collector node,
obtains two values: the aggregated keys (XA) and the concealed identifiers (vector QA).

Each collector node (A6, B9, and C8) shuffles many pairs obtained this way. Then, the
batch is passed from collector node to collector node, creating an XOR operation. The last
node, (A6), the delivery node, delivers the result to users, which is

X = XA ⊕ XB ⊕ XC = x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ ... ⊕ x9 (1)

Q = ID1, ID2 ⊕ q12, ID3 ⊕ q13 ⊕ q23, ..., ID9 ⊕ q19...q89 (2)

When a user sends a message m to the mixnet, it follows the format m ⊕ X, Q. The
first node of the mixnet, C1, recognizes the identifier ID1, which is disclosed in the first
position of Q. It must be in its table, in the same row as x1 and q1. Then, C1 creates an XOR
operation with these values. The result is an encrypted message without the string x1 and a
vector Q without the concealing values of q1. The next node A2 will find its identifier ID2
unveiled and will create the same process. At the end, all the strings xi will be removed
and the message shown in plain text.
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The only node that knows the complete key X and the user is the delivery node (A6).
In order to prevent that, the user sends blinding factors to each member of this last group.
These factors (bi) are combined with the strings by each node (xi for i = 2, 5, 6 in the
example). Therefore, the user receives the pair (X ⊕ B, Q), where B is an XOR of blinding
factors bi to be removed by the user before sending m. The delivery node can store in its
internal table the aggregated key of the remaining groups (XB ⊕ XC, QB ⊕ QC) and the
user but cannot know its group key (XA). Collector nodes can store its keys (pair XB, QB
for node B9; pair XC, QC for node C8). With this scheme, there are feasible attacks such as
the following:

1. Collusion of last group with the first node of the mixnet. If all members of the last group
(A2 and A5) reveal their passwords (x2, x5) to the last member (A6), the latter will
have the password of its group (XA) and also that of the rest of the groups (XB, XC).
That is, it has the complete key. It also knows which user it gave that key to; that is,
it has the link with the user. Therefore, it is able to decrypt any message of this user
delivered to the first member of the mixnet. In the example (Figure 1), it means a
collusion of four nodes: C1, A2, A5, and A6.

2. Collusion of the delivery node with the remaining nodes in the mixnet. The delivery node
(A6) can associate its key and ID with the receiving user. This node, by passing the
message through it, can therefore identify the user and transmit this knowledge to
the following nodes. The last one reveals the message in plain text and it will know
its author. This case corresponds with the collusion of four nodes in the example:
A6, B7, C8, and B9.

3. Collusion of the delivery node, the nodes of the groups that have performed a partial decryption,
and nodes in between. The delivery node knows the full key of the remaining groups
(XB ⊕ XC). When the message arrives within the mixnet (to A6), its key (x6) is applied
and the message is clean of the keys of the last group (XA), but it may already have the
keys of some nodes of the following groups applied (x1 from C1, x3 from B3, and x4
from C4). These nodes can collude and share these keys with the delivery node, but it
also needs to know where the message is within the batch. Namely, the permutations
of previous nodes are also required. (If any of the following groups have already fully
operated on the mixnet, then only collusion from the collector node of that group
would be required.) For this example, it means a collusion of the following six nodes:
C1, A2, B3, C4, A5, and A6.

4. Collusion of collection nodes. The delivery node can relate the user to the message. If all
collection nodes collaborate, they can know the aggregate key of each group for that
message. From the added key, they can know their particular key. The last member of
the mixnet, who is necessarily a group leader, will know the author when he has to
use that key. In the example, only three nodes are required: A6, C8, and B9.

ESEBM does not establish how many groups to define and how to scatter groups in
the mixnet. Therefore, each vulnerability requires more or fewer adversaries depending on
this distribution. Table 1 shows the list of vulnerabilities with the adversaries required in
each one. The last two columns depict the maximum and minimum number of adversaries
needed in each attack considering the best and worst distribution for each case. Notice that
two vulnerabilities requires only one adversary in the worst case (delivery node at the end
in type 2 and last group placed at the beginning in type 3). This problem is solved in the
new scheme.

Table 1. Adversaries required in ESEBM for n nodes = k groups × m members.

Vulnerability Example Max. Min.

1. Last group and first node C1, A2, A5, A6. m + 1 m
2. Delivery node and following ones A6, B7, C8, B9 (k−1)m + 1 1
3. Delivery node and previous ones C1...A6 n−m + 1 1
4. Collector nodes A6, C8, B9 k k
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3. Binary-Tree-Fed Mixnets

The new mixnet scheme, BTFM, is detailed below. With the intention of facilitating its
understanding, first, an example is shown and then the formal description of the method
is undertaken.

3.1. Overview

The presented scheme consists of three stages. The first one allows mix nodes to
share secret keys with users but preserve privacy. The second stage configures a fixed
permutation on each node of the mixnet. The last stage is the production mode, where
users can continuously send messages.

In the first stage, each node is placed at the root of a binary node tree. For each root,
the remaining nodes form the branches of the tree. Each user links with each node of
the last level (nodes without children), called leaf nodes. Through those links, users send
fragments of a key and a label they want to share with the root node. Therefore, each leaf
node has a key fragment but needs all the other nodes to unveil the key. All the leaf nodes
agree on a permutation and shuffle their fragments with it. Each pair of leaf nodes delivers
the batch to its parent node in the next level. Each parent node creates an XOR operation
with the key fragments at the same position of the batch. In this level, all the nodes agree on
a permutation, which is applied to the result. The process is repeated in each level. When it
reaches the root node, all the fragments will build the complete key.

Figure 2 shows a case of a mixnet of seven nodes in which a generic user Ui is
feeding with a key KiG and a label LiG node G. This couple is divided into four parts:
KiG = ai ⊕ bi ⊕ ci ⊕ di and LiG = a′i ⊕ b′i ⊕ c′i ⊕ d′i. User Ui sends to node A the couple
(ai, a′i), to node B the couple (bi, b′i), and similarly to nodes C and D. Notice that, at this
moment, only a collusion of A, B, C and D is able to unveil the key KiG. These four nodes
agree on the permutation π1. The four nodes create this permutation for the batch of all
users including Ui and deliver the result to the parent node. In the case of nodes A and B,
the parent node is E, which receives the two batches and creates an XOR operation. As the
permutation is the same, the first two fragments of the user key will be at the same position
in its batch and E will compute (ai ⊕ bi, a′i ⊕ b′i). Nodes E and F agree on a permutation: π2.
Both of them shuffle their results following it. Then, the result reaches node G, which will
be able to build the complete couple (ai ⊕ bi ⊕ ci ⊕ di, a′i ⊕ b′i ⊕ c′i ⊕ d′i), that is, (KiG, LiG).

In the second stage, each user sends a vector with the encrypted labels. In the example
of Figure 2, it is (LiA, LiB ⊕ KiA, LiC ⊕ KiA ⊕ KiB, ..., LiG ⊕ KiA...KiF), assuming that the
mixnet sequence is A, B, C, ..., G. Each node chooses a permutation and sets it. Each node
receives a batch of vectors whose first element is a label stored in the previous stage. This
process can be observed in Figure 3. Then, each node finds the label in its table and links
the corresponding key to the input position of the batch. Next, it removes its label from
the vector and applies this key to the remaining values, which is sent to the next node. In
the example, B receives (LiB, LiC ⊕ KiB, LiD ⊕ KiB ⊕ KiC, ..., LiG ⊕ KiB...KiF). Then, at each
position i of the batch, it looks for LiB in its table and finds KiB in the same row. Now, B
knows which key KiB to apply to which incoming batch position in the next stage. This
node then removes key KiB from each element of the label vector, performs its permutation,
and sends (LiC, LiD ⊕ KiC, ..., LiG ⊕ KiC...KiF) to the following node (C). When this stage
ends, nodes have set an unknown permutation and associated keys that are shared only
with users. Then, in the third stage, users only perform an XOR operation of any message
with the key Ki = KiA ⊕ KiB ⊕ ... ⊕ KiG and send it to the mixnet.
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Figure 2. Each user ui shares a pair label–key with a node G by means of binary trees. Key is
composed of XORing ai, bi, ci, and di; label a′i , b′i , c′i , and d′i .

... ... ... ...
ꚛ ... ꚛ

... ... ... ...

... ... ...
... ꚛ
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ꚛ

Figure 3. Setting stage: user keys (Kik) are linked to the incoming batch positions (u) and a random
permutation (πuv is established).

3.2. Formal Description

Let U = {Ui|i = 1, 2...n} be a set of n users. Let T = {Tj|j = 1, 2...m} be a set of nodes.
The elements of these sets can establish communication links among them. The scheme
follows three stages:

1. STAGE 1: FEEDING. The value k is computed from k = �log2(m + 1)�. That is, k is the
highest number that accomplishes 2k − 1 ≤ m. Then, each user Ui generates 2k random
numbers per node. A half builds the keys with each node: Kij = Kij1 ⊕ Kij2...Kijα,
where j = 1, 2...m corresponds to different nodes and α = 2k−1. The other half are
fragments of the labels: Lij = Lij1 ⊕ Lij2...Lijα. Next, for each node Tj, a perfect binary
tree of k levels is established by selecting other nodes randomly until the tree is
completed. Nodes collaborate to ensure this randomness against adversaries [31]. The
tree is a subset of T with 2k − 1 elements, where Tj is the root at the first level. Each
node of the tree has two children nodes, occupying the next level. The exception is at
the last level, which has α = 2k−1 nodes that have no children. To these leaf nodes,
each user Ui sends the pair (Kijl , Lijl), where l = 1, 2, ...α corresponds to each leaf
node. All the nodes in the same level agree on a random permutation πh, h = 1, 2...k.
Nodes at the last level receive the pairs from users in a batch. Next, they create the
same permutation πk and send the result to their parent node. From the level k − 1 to
the root, each node creates an XOR operation between the pairs received in the same
position of the batches. Then, they create the permutation of their level and send the
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result to their parent node. The root node creates the XOR operation to obtain the pair
(Kij, Lij), which is stored in a table.

2. STAGE 2: SETTING. A random sequence of T1, T2, ..., Tm defines the mixnet. Users
send to the first node the vector (Li1, Li2 ⊕ Ki1, Li3 ⊕ Ki1 ⊕ Ki2, ..., Lim ⊕ Ki1...Ki(m−1)).
Each node Tj of the mixnet looks for the first element Lij of the vector in its table,
where it must be next to the key Kij. Then, it removes the first element of the vector
and applies XOR to the remaining elements with Kij. Next, the node establishes a
permutation on the input batch and sends the result. From now on, the key Kij will be
applied with any value that comes in the same batch position.

3. STAGE 3: MIXING. Users compute Ki = Ki1 ⊕ Ki2 ⊕ ... ⊕ Kim. Then, they can anony-
mously publish any message mi by sending Ki ⊕ mi to the first node of the mixnet.
The first node processes the batch of encrypted messages, which will remove its
partial key Ki1. The next nodes do the same until the last one, which shows a batch of
decrypted messages.

4. Security Analysis

The nodes of any mixnet can collude among themselves and/or with some users to
break the anonymity of others. This section studies this problem. Firstly, some hypotheses
are established regarding the limits of these adversaries. Based on these, the strength of the
system is determined, indicating the minimum number of conspirators to violate it. Finally,
the properties of this scheme are reviewed.

4.1. Security Model

In order to obtain a security measure of the scheme, some starting assumptions must
be established:

1. The bit length of keys (kij) and labels (Lij) is large enough to reduce the probability of
guessing them from their XOR encryption forms to a negligible value.

2. Peer-to-peer communications are safe; in other words, adversaries cannot prevent
(DoS), decrypt (confidentiality), impersonate (authentication), or tamper with (in-
tegrity) these communications.

3. Adversaries can only gather information from their role in the process or from
other adversaries.

4.2. Analysis

The objective of adversaries is to link the decrypted message with its author. If the
first node is an adversary, it will only need the key because it knows the sender. If the last
node is an adversary, it will only need the authorship because the message is decrypted.
Intermediate nodes will need the two kinds of information.

Definition 1. “Binary-tree cut” is defined as a set of nodes of which at least one participates in any
connected path between root and leaves.

Proposition 1. The nodes capable of learning user keys must necessarily constitute a cut.

Proof. The information needed to deduce the key is initially the set of fragments. All the
leaf nodes could reconstruct the key, and it is also true that the set defined by them is a
cut. If instead of the initial fragments any aggregation of them is available, it can also be
reconstructed as long as all the fragments have participated. For a fragment not to have
participated, it must happen that, on the path that joins it to the root, there is no node of
the cut, which is precisely the definition of cut.

Figure 4 shows two examples of binary-tree cuts. Although being a cut is a necessary
condition, it is not sufficient. Notice that the cut in Figure 4a has no node of the third
level(i, j, k, l); therefore, the elements of the cut are unaware of the permutation carried
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out at said level and cannot associate the keys to the users. However, the cut in Figure 4b
is capable.

Figure 4. Binary-tree cuts: (a) permutation of third level (node i) is not known for the cut, so they
cannot build the key; (b) cut able to break privacy.

Proposition 2. For a cut to reveal the keys and associate them with their users, it must have at
least one node at each level between the level of the leaves and the lowest level (closest to the root) of
the cut.

Proof. To construct the keys, in addition to the fragments or aggregations of these, the
permutations carried out on them must be known. Only the nodes at each level know their
permutation. That is, the collaboration of at least one of the nodes at each level is needed
between the extreme nodes of the cut. If the top of the cut is a level that does not correspond
to the leaf nodes, then a batch of keys can be obtained, but they cannot be associated with
users. The first permutation is only known to the leaf nodes. Therefore, it is necessary to
incorporate the information of all the permutations from these to the cut.

Theorem 1. The minimum number of adversaries to learn keys in a binary tree of k levels is k.

Proof. Given Proposition 1, the minimum number of levels of a cut capable of revealing the
keys would be the one constituted by the leaf nodes, whose number is 2k−1. Furthermore, it
is the only cut possible with this single level given Proposition 2. The fragment information
that exists in two leaf nodes is obtained aggregated in their parent nodes. Therefore, if we
now consider a cut that includes the next level, each pair of leaf nodes can be replaced by
its parent node by reducing the cut by one. It is not possible to conduct it with all of them
because at least one leaf node must remain to report the permutation of its level. In this
way, different cuts of size 2k−2 + 1 can be established, that is, the nodes of the next level
plus a leaf node. This number would be the minimum because with one less node there
would always be a lack of information.

Now consider a cut A that reaches level r formed by a sequence of nodes from a leaf
node to r (minimum number of nodes to know all the permutations) and the rest of the
nodes of level r (those that make up the minimum number to build the keys). That is,
|A| = 2r−1 + k − r (for example, nodes a, i, m, and n in Figure 4 for the case k = 2 and
r = 2). Suppose there is a cut B with a smaller number of nodes (|B| < |A|). This cut B
must necessarily exclude nodes from cut A as it is smaller in number. If the excluded node
is one of level r, then it must be replaced with any combination of its descendants, a number
never less than two. Therefore, for this change to allow the size of B to be reduced, the
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level would have to be decreased, thus reducing the number of nodes necessary to know
the permutations. However, reducing a level implies multiplying by two the minimum
number of nodes necessary to know the key (those of the level) while only reducing those
necessary to know the permutation by one unit. Therefore, B can never be less than A.
Its size, |A| = 2r−1 + k − r, reaches the minimum value for r = 1; that is, the root node is
enough to know the key to which any sequence up to a leaf node must be added. Therefore,
there is one node per level.

This result can be applied to labels as they follow the same process as keys. At the
second stage, the mixnet is constituted with a random sequence of all the nodes. Then,
each node chooses a random permutation to apply to the batches. Users then send their
encrypted labels to the mixnet. Nodes learn the position to apply each key through the
labels. If a node knows the owner of a key (for example, when this node is the root node in a
successful attack of k adversaries on stage 1), it can identify the owner of any message when
it reaches that node and share that information with the following node. However, this
node cannot disclose the message without the remaining keys. Therefore, any successful
collusion in stage 2 will need the collaboration of all the existing nodes between this
attacking node and the end of the mixnet. The easiest case is when the attacking node is
precisely the last in the mixnet. In this case, no additional node is required for the attacker
and therefore no more adversaries than k are needed. In stage 3, the same reasoning can
be applied as in stage 2 since it is very similar (messages are encrypted instead of labels).
Thus, the minimum number of adversaries to break privacy is, again, k.

4.3. Properties

Mixnets are usually compared based on a number of commonly known features [2].
The main one is anonymity, and both schemes (ESEBM and BTFM) provide it. However,
ESEBM shows cases (2 and 3 in Table 1) where only one adversary can break privacy. In com-
parison, BTFM offers a higher minimum adversary threshold (�log2(m + 1)�). On the other
hand, it is enough to have a single honest node in asymmetric mixnets to ensure privacy.

When considering the other characteristics, there are some that no symmetric mixnet
can meet. As far as we know, verifiability, robustness, and fault tolerance can only be
accomplished by asymmetric encryption techniques. Nevertheless, scalability, throughput,
and latency are vastly surpassed by symmetric mixnets, as indicated in experiments. In this
area, BTFM shows better results than ESEBM, especially when processing huge amounts of
messages, as described in the next section.

5. Results and Discussion

This section describes a series of experiments aimed at assessing the differences
regarding BTFM with other schemes. Firstly, it is compared with asymmetric systems (RSA
and cMIX) and then with ESEBM. The first graph meets the objective of contextualizing
purely symmetric systems with respect to traditional schemes (RSA), including one of the
most advanced in terms of speed, such as cMIX. The following charts show cases in which
BTFM and ESEBM clearly differ in delay and header size.

The following results have been obtained using a CPU i5-3230M, at 2.6 GHz and 16 GB
of RAM. The software has been developed on Java 1.8.0_121 in a Windows 10 OS. The
message length has been chosen to be 1024 bits. It must be the same for any key. However,
for labels (qij in ESEBM and Lij in BFTM), an integer (32 bits) has been selected. Network
delays are not considered. With this scenario, a mixnet of ten nodes throws an average
node delay shown in Figure 5. The batch size varies from 1000 to 10,000 users. Each line
corresponds to one of the four schemes: a decryption mixnet based on RSA, cMIX (modular
products), ESEBM, and BTFM. As can be seen, symmetric mixnets are very similar with the
lowest latency. However, RSA and cMIX present a significantly higher delay. In fact, for
10,000 users, RSA is 91 times slower than BTFM, cMIX 30 times, and ESEBM 1.6 times.
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Figure 5. Node delay comparison among RSA, cMIX, ESEBM, and BTFM mixnets.

In order to appreciate the differences between BTFM and ESEBM, the batch size must
be increased. The considerable reduction offered by BTFM can be seen in Figure 6. In the
first case (100 K users), BTFM takes almost half (50.8%) the time of ESBM. This difference
increases as the number of users grows, to the point that with 550 K users it reaches 23.6%.
That is, BTFM is 4.2 times faster than ESEBM in this case. A deeper look reveals that the
XORing time is very reduced in both schemes (4.2% of total time in BTFM and 1.6% in
ESEBM). Permutation and serialization operations are the most time-consuming.

Figure 6. Delay in an ESEBM node (continuous line) and in a BTFM node (dots).

In ESEBM, the batch size is significantly larger than in BTFM because a label vector
proportional to the size of the mixnet must be added. Figure 7 shows this exceedance of
the BTFM batch in two ways: megabytes in columns and percentages in a line. The mixnet
size, from 10 nodes to 100, is represented on the abscissa. In ordinates, the same number
represents the percentage and the overload megabytes. This chart corresponds to 250 K
users. However, if the number of users with the same mixnet size is varied, horizontal lines
are observed. That is, the percentage that represents the excess of the batch size remains
constant with respect to users. Regarding the nodes, the worst case (100 nodes) presents an
overload of 100.1 MB (39.6%).
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Figure 7. Excedance of an ESEBM batch over BTFM.

Overall, in light of these experiments, the performance of BTFM stands out from
other systems. It is overwhelmingly superior to asymmetric encryption systems (up to
30 times faster), it slightly improves ESEBM in low-demand environments (batches of 10.000
users), and clearly surpasses it when demand increases (doubles it from 100,000 users).
Furthermore, messages do not increase in size by aggregating headers as in ESEBM, which
implies a reduction in the time to send batches between nodes.

6. Conclusions

This section offers an overview of this work. The main contributions are reviewed, the
advantages and limitations of this new scheme are highlighted, and future lines of research
are discussed.

In the context prior to this article, ESEBM was the fastest mixnet to date. It represented
a qualitative leap over previous schemes by reducing the computing time in the nodes
by two orders of magnitude. Its greatest merit is perhaps to have demonstrated that it is
possible to do without asymmetric encryption. However, ESEBM has certain weaknesses
and needs to use long message headers. The challenge driving this work was to further
improve performance by leveraging the pure symmetric encryption approach. The solution
comes from two simple ideas: fragmenting the keys to hide them from the nodes (stage
1) and using labels to enable free permutation in stage 2. The former originated the
key sending method of the binary graph, and the latter enables the nodes to reduce the
operations to be performed to a minimum (stage 3), thus maximizing their performance.

Among the contributions, the new technique of sending keys through a binary graph
from stage 1 stands out. Through this, a set of entities can establish a symmetric key with
another anonymously, all this using only XOR operations and permutations. Although it
has been applied to mixnets, it could be used in other environments. For example, a group
of authorized users could establish label–key pairs in this way with a server. They could
then contact it using any anonymous channel [1]. By identifying themselves only with the
tag and demonstrating knowledge of the key, the server would know that they belong to
the authorized group but would not be able to identify any user in particular. From here,
users could interact anonymously and securely with the server. This technique would be
similar to blind signature but with the advantage of requiring less computational cost and
without the weakness inherent to any asymmetric key cryptosystem.

The main contribution is BTFM. It is a new mixnet scheme inside a very rare category,
symmetric encryption mixnets, which includes only two more: SEBM and ESEBM. While
these types of mixnets lack robustness, fault tolerance, and verifiability, they instead offer a
qualitative leap in performance, reducing delay. In this respect, BTFM shows better rates
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than ESEBM (4 times faster). The reason is that BTFM minimizes the processing of each
node. As far as we know, there is no mixnet faster than BTFM.

This new scheme can be used in any scenario where a mixnet is the solution. Never-
theless, the requisite of a complex starting phase leads to environments where the same
users send messages continuously, like in forums or meetings. In this context, using the
same key multiple times could be a weakness when just an XOR operation is performed.
However, the same scheme is valid with other symmetric encryption algorithms like AES
(Advanced Encryption Standard) in the production phase. Other applications appropriate
for BTFM are those requiring high throughput, such as elections or nationwide surveys.

Another contribution of this article has been the revelation of ESEBM vulnerabilities.
A comparison with BTFM yields a tougher constraint on adversaries being successful.
Therefore, BTFM improves ESEBM in speed and security. The drawback is that BTFM
must be applied to batches of users acting at the same time. ESEBM can better deal with
an asynchronous demand. For both, it remains an open question to provide verifiability
and robustness to overcome traditional schemes. In this sense, it would be interesting
as a line of research to study the combination with asymmetric encryption techniques
only for verifiability, trying to maintain the same performance when all nodes are honest.
Another challenge for future work is to increase the minimum threshold of adversaries to
break anonymity.
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Abstract: Cloud storage services have become indispensable in resolving the constraints of local
storage and ensuring data accessibility from anywhere at any time. Data deduplication technology is
utilized to decrease storage space and bandwidth requirements. This technology has the potential to
save up to 90% of space by eliminating redundant data in cloud storage. The secure data sharing in
cloud (SeDaSC) protocol is an efficient data-sharing solution supporting secure deduplication. In
the SeDaSC protocol, a cryptographic server (CS) encrypts clients’ data on behalf of clients to reduce
their computational overhead, but this essentially requires complete trust in the CS. Moreover, the
SeDaSC protocol does not consider data deduplication. To address these issues, we propose a secure
deduplication protocol based on the SeDaSC protocol that minimizes the computational cost of clients
while leveraging trust in the CS. Our protocol enhances data privacy and ensures computational
efficiency for clients. Moreover, it dynamically manages client ownership, satisfying forward and
backward secrecy.

Keywords: deduplication; cloud storage; data sharing; message-locked encryption; dynamic
ownership update

1. Introduction

In the era of the fourth industrial revolution, digital technology permeates every aspect
of our lives, generating vast amounts of client data in real time. The collected data are
used in extensive big data analyses, applied in diverse areas including pattern recognition
and predictive analytics. Companies leverage client data to formulate effective business
strategies, while individuals enjoy personalized services tailored precisely to their needs.

• Social media: Social media platforms generate a wide range of data daily, including
posts, photos, and videos. And, they captures client activities and interests for the
purpose of delivering personalized content and targeted advertising.

• Search the Internet: Search engines such as Google (90.82%), Yahoo (3.17%), and Bing
(2.83%) analyze clients’ search terms and click behavior to improve search results,
providing personalized information and advertisements [1].

• Internet of Things: Internet of Things (IoT) devices gather diverse environmental data
such as temperature, humidity, and location in smart cities and homes. The collected
data are used to improve the client convenience and energy efficiency.

As a large volume of data is rapidly generated and accumulated, discussions have
arisen about efficient methods to manage these data, and one of them is cloud services.
Cloud services provide a virtual server environment that grants clients access to intangible
IT resources, including software and storage, with costs incurred only for actual usage. This
not only reduces expenses linked to local equipment management but also mitigates the
risk of data loss. Furthermore, cloud services offer the convenience of seamless data access,
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enabling clients to manage and retrieve their data from anywhere with an Internet connec-
tion. The advent of cloud services has effectively transcended the physical limitations of
local computing power and storage.

Deduplication technology is widely employed in cloud storage to minimize service
space and lower bandwidth requirements. Deduplication refers to not storing uploaded
data twice if they already exist in cloud storage. Instead, the information of the client who
uploads the data is linked to the identical data in the cloud storage. Clients who own
the same data can access and retrieve them within storage [2]. Data deduplication has
the potential to save up to 90% of storage space while providing the same advantages as
storing data multiple times [3].

It is important for clients to take into account various security concerns while utilizing
the service. Individual clients may express concerns about potential leaks of personal
information, while corporate clients may worry about service interruptions or the disclosure
of confidential data. To address these security concerns, clients should have the option to
directly encrypt and upload their data. However, when clients encrypt and upload data,
there is a high likelihood that they might use different secret keys. Encrypting the same data
with different secret keys will result in different ciphertexts. When cloud storage attempts to
check for data duplicates, it becomes difficult to confirm if different ciphertexts are derived
from the same plaintext. Consequently, data deduplication becomes unfeasible. A solution
to this problem is the introduction of a new encryption approach for data deduplication,
called convergent encryption (CE) [4]. In CE, encryption keys are derived directly from the
data themselves. More specifically, the hash value of the data is used as the encryption key,
which generates the same encryption key (and thereby the same ciphertext) from the same
data. Consequently, it becomes feasible to deduplicate encrypted data for multiple clients
sharing the same data.

There are various ways to use cloud storage securely. If the clients uploads the data
directly, then the client should encrypt their own data during upload and go through
extra steps by themselves. To alleviate this burden, a novel approach was proposed [5],
employing a trusted third party called a cryptographic server (CS). In this protocol, the CS
receives data from clients and handles the encryption on their behalf, thereby enhancing
client convenience. Nonetheless, this protocol comes with several limitations:

• The protocol lacks data deduplication functionality, resulting in an inefficient usage of
cloud storage space.

• The protocol requires trust in the CS as it exposes the client’s plaintext to the CS.
• The protocol does not consider specifically updating ownership information concern-

ing stored data in cloud storage.

In the context of cloud storage, data ownership refers to the right of a client to access
data stored in the cloud. Clients acquire ownership by uploading data to cloud storage.
Furthermore, after storing their data in the cloud, clients can request modifications or
deletions. In cases where a client requests data modification or deletion, the cloud storage
can remove the client’s information from the group that owns the data. Particularly,
the reason for removing the client from the data owner group when a modification request
occurs is because cloud storage recognizes the original and modified data as distinct entities.
Therefore, to prevent the client from accessing the data before modification, cloud storage
needs to delete the client’s information from the group, necessitating a change in the client’s
ownership status. Data deduplication requires changing ownership information, which
is called a dynamic ownership update. Such changes typically occur in two scenarios:
firstly, when clients delete or modify their stored data, leading to a revocation of ownership;
and, secondly, when ownership is acquired by uploading data already existing in cloud
storage. Dynamic ownership updates in deduplication guarantee that revoked clients
cannot access the data and newly added clients are prevented from gaining access to old
data [6]. These ownership updates can occur frequently in cloud services, necessitating
effective ownership management.
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1.1. Contributions

In this paper, we propose a secure and efficient deduplication protocol for cloud
storage. Our proposed protocol offers the following advantages:

• Efficient alleviation of client’s computational costs. Our study focuses on scenarios
where clients upload data directly to cloud storage services, necessitating the encryp-
tion of data for secure storage. Our proposed deduplication protocol is based on
the secure data sharing in cloud (SeDaSC) protocol [5], which aims to enhance the
computational efficiency for clients utilizing cloud services. Similar to the SeDaSC
protocol, ours also integrates a third party called a cryptographic server (CS). The CS
encrypts data and the CS executes the data deduplication process. And, our proposed
protocol demonstrates efficiency in terms of client-side computational cost compared
to existing server-side deduplication protocols.

• Strong assurance of data privacy. In the SeDaSC protocol [5], as clients transmit
plaintext to the CS, there is a requirement for trust in the CS, leading to potential
privacy infringements. Our protocol prevents the exposure of data to the CS by having
clients blind encrypt the data before transmitting them to the CS. The CS then performs
CE on the blind encrypted data, enabling deduplication on the encrypted data in cloud
storage. Essentially, our protocol ensures privacy for both the CS and cloud storage.

• Reduced third-party dependency. Given that the CS in the SeDaSC protocol has
access to data in plaintext, the security of the protocol relies heavily on placing strong
trust in the CS. To reduce dependency on the CS, Areed et al. proposed a method where
the client employs convergent encryption even when a CS is in place [7]. However,
this approach negates the advantage of the CS in reducing the client’s computational
overhead. In our protocol, the CS still performs convergent encryption, but the client
has the capability to reduce its level of trust in the CS by providing data that are
blindly encrypted.

• Secure data management in cases of dynamic ownership changes. Existing dedu-
plication protocols using a CS [5,7] do not specifically consider changes in ownership
of data (stored in cloud storage) that may occur due to clients modifying or deleting
data. Ref. [5] states that, upon revocation of ownership, clients cannot access the
data stored in cloud storage. However, the method mentioned assumes that, without
proper authentication of being the rightful owner, the client cannot decrypt the data
as they possess only encryption key fragments. Hence, the mentioned process differs
in dynamically managing ownership to acquire security elements. Clients’ ownership
changes are common scenarios in cloud services and data deduplication. Our protocol
allows for secure deduplication even in situations where ownership changes occur
frequently. By providing dynamic ownership updates, our protocol enhances security,
ensuring both forward and backward secrecy.

1.2. Organization

The following sections of the paper are structured as follows. In Section 2, we overview
the existing research on secure deduplication protocols. Section 3 describes the background
ideas and concepts employed in our proposal. Section 4 discusses the system architecture
and security requirements. Section 5 details the construction of our proposed protocol,
including its security analysis. Section 6 focuses on the computational analysis of the
proposed protocol. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The research on secure data deduplication can be divided into server-side dedupli-
cation and client-side deduplication depending on the subject that checks and removes
data redundancy.
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2.1. Server-Side Deduplication

Server-side deduplication is a technology in which cloud storage is the subject of
deduplication. When a client uploads data to a server (cloud storage), the server checks
whether the data are duplicated. This method is safe for poison attack because the server
validates the data collectively before storing them. But, the client always uploads data
regardless of whether the data are duplicated, so network traffic increases. Even so, it is
difficult for the server to check whether encrypted data are duplicated. If clients with the
same data have different encryption keys, different ciphertexts will be generated. To solve
this problem, deterministic encryption algorithms have been proposed that use values
derived from messages as encryption keys.

In 2002, Douceur et al. introduced convergent encryption (CE), a scheme where the
hash value of data is used as an encryption key [4]. In this approach, clients encrypt the
result of a cryptographic hash function applied to plaintext using a key, and then upload
it to cloud storage. When clients share the same data, they produce an identical hash
value. And, if the hash value is used as the encryption key, it can generate the same
ciphertext. This characteristic allows for the deduplication of encrypted data. However,
since the encryption key is derived from the plaintext, CE is vulnerable to dictionary attack,
particularly when the entropy of the plaintext data is low. CE inherently suffers from
vulnerabilities to precomputation attacks, where an attacker with encrypted data can make
educated guesses about the plaintext data. Bellare et al.’s proposed protocol addresses this
issue by utilizing a key server to offer a data deduplication method that is secure against
exhaustive brute force attack [8]. The client generates cryptographic keys with the key
server through the RSA-OPRF protocol. The client cannot know the key server’s private
key, and the key server remains unaware of the client’s CE key.

Before the introduction of CE, the deduplication of encrypted data was not feasible.
This was because different clients would generate different ciphertexts for the same data as
their encryption keys were different. Starting with the proposed CE [4] in 2002, the MLE [9]
was proposed to generate encryption keys from messages. MLE is recognized as the most
suitable approach for server-side deduplication. Subsequently, research in server-side
deduplication has gained momentum, with a focus on applying it in various environments.
In 2013, Puzio et al. proposed a block-level deduplication protocol that solved the client’s
key management problem [10]. Block-level deduplication is a method of separating a file
into several blocks and encrypting each. In the proposed protocol, the client divides the file
into blocks, encrypting each block with CE. In this process, the CE key for the second and
subsequent blocks is encrypted with the key of the previous block. Once all the steps are
completed, the client stores only the key for the first CE and generates a signature value for
each block, which is then uploaded. But, block-level deduplication has the disadvantage
of having to remember many random numbers because each file is encrypted with a
different key. To address this, the proposed protocol allows clients to remember only the
first key, reducing the burden on clients. In 2016, Scanlon proposed a data deduplication
approach to reduce digital forensics backlogs [11]. Digital forensic backlogs occur when
a significant volume of cases require expert analysis, making it difficult to address each
case individually. To solve this problem, he proposed a method of data deduplication and
storing data. The proposed method attempted to solve the chronic volume challenge of
digital forensics using a centralized data deduplication system. In 2017, Kim et al. proposed
the hybrid email deduplication system (HEDS) [12]. This system utilizes single-instance
store (SIS) to remove multiple copies at the file level. As a result, the email server stores
unique emails and links duplicate emails through pointers. In 2017, Shin et al. proposed a
data deduplication protocol based on decentralized server-aided encryption with multiple
key servers [13]. Server-aided encryption refers to the help of a server when a client wants
to retrieve data. In this context, the server referred to here is a key server. When a client
sends a query, the key server encrypts this query before sending it to the cloud. Importantly,
the key server does not understand the client’s query, ensuring confidentiality even in
a multi-user environment. The proposed protocol does not involve secret key sharing
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among key servers and is a decentralized architecture, making it scalable and suitable
for widespread deduplication across various key servers. In 2020, Yuan et al. presented
a blockchain-based public auditing protocol that allows for automatic penalties against
malicious cloud service providers (CSPs) [14]. The proposed protocol offers compensation
to clients when their data integrity is compromised and provides a means to penalize
malicious CSPs. To ensure secure and consistent data encryption, the protocol uses MLE [9]
with hash and CE with tag check.

In this way, various methods employing server-side deduplication have been proposed
to address different scenarios. Some of these studies have focused on scenarios involving
a large number of clients or substantial data storage requirements. In 2016, Hur et al.
proposed a secure server-side deduplication that remains secure even in environments
where the ownership of outsourced data changes frequently [6]. In practical scenarios,
when providing cloud storage services, changes in data ownership are likely to occur
frequently. For example, a client who previously owned data but had their ownership
revoked should no longer have access to data stored in cloud storage. The proposed
protocol updates the encryption key each time ownership for data changes, satisfying both
forward and backward secrecy. Additionally, the updated encryption keys are selectively
distributed to valid owners, and the method strictly manages data access by the owners.
In 2021, Areed et al. proposed a data deduplication protocol for secure data sharing [7]
based on a deduplication method for authenticated clients [4]. In this proposed approach,
the cryptographic server (CS) generates the CE key on behalf of the client and sends it to
the client. The client encrypts the plaintext using the encryption key received from the
CS and sends it back to the CS. The CS accesses an access control list (ACL) to confirm
data duplication and decide on storage eligibility. This protocol successfully addresses
privacy issues [4] but has the limitation of increasing the computational load on the client
during this process. Therefore, it appears that there are no existing papers that address the
changing environment efficiently and securely, as proposed in this paper. In 2022, Ma et al.
introduced a novel server-side deduplication scheme for encrypted data employing hybrid
clouds [15]. This approach involves storing data in the public cloud while ownership
information and hash code sets for data are stored in the private cloud.

2.2. Client-Side Deduplication

Client-side deduplication is a method in which the client is the subject of deduplication.
The client calculates the tag value of the data and transmits it to the server (cloud storage).
The server checks whether there is a client’s tag matching in the tag list of the stored
data. The server sends the search results to the client. The main feature of the client-side
deduplication approach is that clients do not need to encrypt data in the process of verifying
that they exist on the server [16]. So, the amount of network transmission is low. However,
it is necessary to determine whether the entire data are duplicated by the relatively small
tag. Therefore, stored data are vulnerable to poison attack.

In 2011, Halevi et al. proposed a method for proving data ownership using hash
tree structures, known as proofs of ownership (PoWs) [17]. In this approach, both the
client and cloud construct Merkle trees for their respective data blocks. To build a Merkle
tree, data are divided into multiple blocks and arranged as leaf nodes. The leaf nodes are
used to create parent nodes until a single root node is generated. Clients can then use this
Merkle tree to prove data ownership to the cloud by providing the correct sibling path
when requested. But, this approach is sensitive to data size. As data grow, the size of the
Merkle tree also increases. And, the cloud must maintain plaintext data to construct the
same Merkle tree as the client, which compromises data confidentiality. In 2012, Pietro et al.
introduced a secure proof of ownership (s-PoW) that is less dependent on data size [18].
In this method, clients respond to the cloud’s request for a specified number of random
bit positions. Nevertheless, the cloud still needs to store plaintext data for the client’s
ownership proof challenge. Additionally, the s-PoW exposes plaintext bits during the
ownership proof challenge. In 2014, Blasco et al. proposed a PoW using bloom filters
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(bf-PoW) [19]. A bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure used to check membership
of elements. In this approach, cloud storage uses bloom filters to verify client ownership.
However, the bf-PoW is dependent on the size of the data and exposes plaintext bits when
issuing ownership proof challenges.

Client-side deduplication aims to reduce network traffic by not sending the entire
data. However, during responding to the cloud storage’s challenge to prove ownership,
a plaintext issue is exposed. Some proposed solutions aimed to prove ownership using
encrypted data. In 2012, Ng et al. proposed a method for proving ownership when
ciphertext is stored in cloud storage [2]. The initial uploader stores the plaintext hash
value and ciphertext in the cloud storage. Subsequent uploaders verify ownership using
the plaintext hash value. However, if the initial client uploads poisoned ciphertext to
the cloud storage, subsequent uploaders might lose the original data. In 2013, Xu et al.
introduced a secure ownership proof method against exhaustive brute force attack, called
hash function client-side deduplication (UH-CSD) [19]. The initial client encrypts plaintext
(m) with a random key (K) to produce Cm, and also encrypts the K with m to create CK.
And, the ciphertexts are stored in the cloud storage. Subsequent clients verify ownership,
receive CK from the cloud storage, and calculate a new Cm, which is then stored in the
cloud storage. However, it is vulnerable to poison attack due to the difficulty in proving
the relationship between plaintext and ciphertext. In 2015, Manzano et al. proposed a
CE-based PoW method (ce-PoW) [19]. Clients split plaintext into chunks and compute CE
results. Clients challenge the storage with k random chunk challenges to prove ownership.
However, the client’s calculation and management of CE results for each chunk make
the process inefficient. In 2019, Li et al. introduced a client-side encrypted deduplication
(CSED) protocol based on MLE [20]. This approach employs a dedicated key server
in the MLE key generation process to thwart indiscriminate attacks. Moreover, CSED
integrates a bloom-filter-based PoW system to combat illegal content distribution. In 2020,
Guo et al. proposed a randomized secure user-to-user deduplication method designed to
enhance storage performance in cloud computing services [21]. Clients owning identical
copies of data can share the same random value through ElGamal key exchange. In 2021,
Al-Amer et al. presented a reinforced PoW protocol [22]. In the proposed method, the cloud
storage requests the bit positions of the CE ciphertext. The client must respond with the
appropriate blocks for proof of ownership. In 2023, Ha et al. introduced a novel approach
called client-side deduplication with encryption key updates [23]. This technique extends
the server-assisted encryption method by introducing features like uptable encryption
and dynamic proof of ownership. The uptable encryption offers a mechanism to update
encrypted data, simplifying the process of modifying existing information or adding new
data without the need to decrypt and re-encrypt the entire dataset.

Data deduplication allows for the efficient utilization of storage space, and client-side
deduplication helps to conserve network bandwidth. Some approaches store ciphertext
in the cloud storage for data confidentiality, while proof of ownership is conducted with
plaintext. Nevertheless, these methods still remain vulnerable to poison attacks due to
the inability to establish a clear relationship between ciphertext and plaintext. Recently,
techniques have emerged that use plaintext transformed into MLE keys for proof of own-
ership. Client-side deduplication research has mainly focused on ownership proof and
encryption-based deduplication. However, research that significantly reduces client-side
computational overhead, as our proposed method does, has been lacking.

3. Preliminaries and Background

3.1. Encryption for Secure Deduplication

Clients are required to encrypt and store their data for security purposes. However,
if each client encrypts data using their individual secret key, even identical data will
produce distinct ciphertexts based on the client. As a result, cloud storage recognizes each
ciphertext as a unique object, making data deduplication impossible. To address this issue,
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a proposed encryption method aims to enable clients with identical plaintext to utilize the
same secret key.

3.1.1. Convergent Encryption

Douceur et al. proposed a convergent encryption (CE) technique for secure data
deduplication in cloud storage [4]. CE is a technique that encrypts data with hash values.
With CE, one does not need to share keys in advance because one has the same hash value
for the same data. When plaintext data m is added to the hash function and the output
string is h(m), the encryption key at CE becomes h(m). Encrypting plaintext m using
encryption key h(m) creates ciphertext C. Existing data m can be obtained by decrypting
the ciphertext C using the encryption key h(m). The hash values of the same data match
according to the nature of the hash function, which is a one-way function. In other words,
even if the owner is different, if the data are the same, the same hash value can be generated,
and if the same encryption key is used, the same ciphertext can be generated. Cloud storage
clients can generate ciphertexts using hash values derived from data without the need for
key sharing.

• KeyGen(h, m). Given a cryptographic hash function h and plaintext m as input,
a convergent key K = h(m) is output.

• Encrypt(K, m). Given convergent key K and plaintext m as input, it produces en-
crypted data C.

• Decrypt(K, C). Given convergent key K and ciphertext C as input, it produces de-
crypted data m.

3.1.2. Message-Locked Encryption

Bellare et al. introduced message-locked encryption (MLE) as a technology for ensur-
ing data integrity in the context of secure data deduplication [9]. MLE is a generic term
for encryption techniques that generate encryption keys based on the data themselves.
Prior to the introduction of MLE, various encryption methods, including those based on
CE, were proposed for data deduplication. However, since the publication of their paper,
there has been active research in the field of secure data deduplication, with a particular
focus on using cryptographic hash functions to verify data integrity. Currently, there are
prominent encryption methods used for secure data deduplication under the MLE umbrella,
including CE, hash and CE without tag check (HCE1), hash and CE with tag check (HCE2),
and randomized convergent encryption (RCE). In this paper, the MLE technique employed
is HCE2.

HCE2 is a technique that builds upon CE and uses keys derived from the data to
encrypt and verify integrity through tag consistency. When plaintext data m is hashed,
resulting in the string h(m), HCE2 uses h(m) as the encryption key. Using h(m) to encrypt
m produces ciphertext C, and decrypting C allows for the recovery of m. In contrast to CE,
MLE employs C as the input to a hash function to generate T, which represents the tag.
T serves to ensure the integrity of the ciphertext. In summary, HCE2, as a representative
MLE encryption method, is used to achieve data deduplication with integrity verification
by deriving encryption keys from data and utilizing tag consistency. This approach is a
crucial component of the broader field of secure data deduplication.

• KeyGen(h, m). Given a cryptographic hash function h and plaintext m as input,
an encryption key for MLE K = h(m) is output.

• Encrypt(K, m). Given an encryption key K and plaintext m as input, it produces
encrypted data C.

• Decrypt(K, C). Given an encryption key K and ciphertext C as input, it produces
decrypted data m.

• TagGen(h, C). Given a cryptographic hash function H and ciphertext C as input, it
produces an integrity verification tag T, which corresponds to ciphertext C.
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3.2. Proofs of Ownership

Halevi et al. proposed a protocol for legitimate data ownership proof. The proposed
protocol is a Merkle-tree-based ownership proof protocol [17]. It allows individuals to
assert ownership of data that they actually possess by presenting a portion of them to
cloud storage. Proof of ownership (PoW) is a protocol used to verify whether a client
has legitimate rights to access data stored in the cloud storage. When a client requests
to download data, the cloud storage checks the ownership of the client. To establish the
legitimacy of ownership, the client must respond appropriately to a challenge presented by
the cloud storage. This response enables the cloud storage to determine whether the client
has the necessary access rights to the data.

The client uses the following algorithm to encrypt the data and generate the tag value
for PoW.

• KeyGen(h, m). Given a cryptographic hash function h and plaintext m as input,
an encryption key K = h(m) is produced.

• Encrypt(K, m). Given an encryption key K and plaintext m as input, it produces
encrypted data C.

• TagGen(h, C, b). Given a cryptographic hash function h, ciphertext C, and the Merkle
tree leaf size parameters b as input, it produces a Merkle tree MK and integrity
verification tag T = MTb(C).

The client stores the previously generated values K, T, and MT. It then sends T and
the number of lowest-level leaf nodes to the cloud storage server. If the server finds a
matching tag for T, it will request ownership proof from the client. In response, the client
should provide the requested node and sibling path. However, if no matching tag exists,
the cloud storage will request the client to upload encrypted data.

• Decrypt(K, C). Given an encryption key K and ciphertext C as input, it produces
decrypted data m.

The client transmits T and the number of lowest-level leaf nodes to the cloud storage
server. If the cloud storage server finds a matching tag, it will request ownership proof
from the client. In response, the client must provide the appropriate node and sibling path
as requested by the cloud storage. Upon successful ownership proof, the cloud storage will
send encrypted data to the client. The client can then decrypt the data using the decryption
algorithm mentioned above.

3.3. Secure Data Sharing in Cloud (SeDaSC) Protocol

Ali et al. introduced the SeDaSC protocol, which aims to reduce client computational
overhead when sharing data among authenticated clients in a cloud [5]. In the SeDaSC
protocol, the client uploads plaintext data, and a cryptographic server (CS) is responsible for
several key operations, while the client does not engage in encryption operations directly.
However, it is crucial to fully trust the CS since it has access to plaintext data. The detailed
process is outlined below:

1. Upload. The client uploads plaintext data. The CS generates an encryption key for
the uploaded data. Using the encryption key, the CS encrypts the plaintext and stores
the data’s information and client’s information in an access control list (ACL). The CS
then splits the generated encryption key into two parts, securely storing one part and
transmitting the other part to the client. To further enhance security, the CS overwrites
and deletes the initial encryption key. The encrypted data are finally stored in the
cloud. The purpose of storing client information in the ACL is to verify the legitimate
ownership of data when a download request is made. Splitting the encryption key
into two parts prevents any single entity from decrypting the data independently. If it
is an initial upload, a key generation process is performed.

• KeyGen(1λ, h). Given security parameters 1λ and a 256-bit cryptographic hash
function h as input, a symmetric key K = h({0, 1}256) is produced.
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• Encrypt(m, SKA, K). Taking plaintext m, symmetric key algorithms SKA, and
symmetric key K as input, it produces encrypted data C = SKA(K, m).

• KeyGen for Client i (K). Given symmetric key K as input, it generates the key of
CS, Ki = {0, 1}256, and the key of client i, K

′
i = K

⊕
Ki.

2. Download. The client requests decryption of data stored in the cloud, sending the
encrypted data to the CS. The CS uses the information stored in the ACL, along with
the symmetric key provided by the client, to recover the encryption key. Since each
client has a different (Ki, K

′
i) pair, the impersonation of other clients is prevented.

If the client sends the correct symmetric key to the CS, it can receive the decrypted
data. Alternatively, the client can request the CS to perform both download and
decryption. In this case, the client sends the group ID and symmetric key K

′
i to the

CS, which retrieves and decrypts the data from the cloud before transmitting them to
the client.

• Decrypt(C, Ki, K
′
i , ACL, SKA). Given encrypted data C, CS’s key Ki, client i’s

key K
′
i , access control list ACL, and symmetric key algorithms SKA as input,

it recovers the encryption key K = Ki
⊕

K
′
i and decrypts the data to produce

plaintext m = SKA(C, K).

Areed et al. used CE, which uses the hash value of plaintext data as an encryption
key, to prevent the CS from accessing plaintext [7]. In CE, the CS generates a file key
based on the hash value received from the client and the number of clients to share
data and divides the file key into half with the client. The client encrypts the data and
sends the received half key to the cloud. The proposed protocol prevents the CS from
accessing plaintext through CE. In addition, it proposed a communication method that can
be used universally compared to existing protocols that consider only authenticated clients.
However, the amount of computation increases as the client performs encryption directly.
When the CS generates a file key, it does not check the relationship between plaintext data
and hash values. Therefore, the cloud cannot confirm the relationship between plaintext
data and encrypted data. Because the cloud does not check the integrity of the data, it is
vulnerable to poison attacks that store certified plaintext and other data, such as server-side
deduplication technology. Therefore, it is difficult to say that the limitations of SeDaSC
have been completely solved.

4. System Model

4.1. Entity

The system model of our proposed secure deduplication protocol is described in
Figure 1. The entities in the system model are as follows:

• Client: A client is a person who has ownership by uploading data to cloud storage. Since
the data were deduplicated and stored, only the initial client’s data are stored in the stor-
age. The client refers to both the initial and subsequent uploaders that have ownership.

• Cryptographic server (CS): The CS acts as an intermediary between the client and
cloud storage. The CS configures the access control list (ACL) with the hash value
received from the client. The ACL manages data information stored in the cloud
storage and client information that owns it. The CS controls the client’s data access
rights based on the ACL. If data need to be stored in cloud storage, CS encrypts the
data and sends them to cloud storage.

• Cloud storage: Cloud storage stores data from clients. Cloud storage generates a
group key for the data in which the storage request is made to manage the dynamic
ownership update. The key is generated independently of a key shared in the previous
owner group. The data in which the storage request occurs are re-encrypted with the
generated key and stored in the storage. It is assumed that cloud storage is unreliable.
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Figure 1. System model.

4.2. Security Requirements

The provided points outline essential security and privacy requirements for the pro-
posed protocol. These requirements collectively emphasize the importance of maintaining
data privacy and integrity and ensuring secure ownership transitions in the proposed
protocol. The detailed requirements are as follows:

• Data privacy: Data privacy means that the actual content of the data should be
protected from unauthorized access, ensuring that sensitive information within the
data remains confidential. The original data remain inaccessible to cloud storage, the
CS, and unauthorized clients.

• Data integrity: Data integrity involves ensuring that the data stored in the system
remain unaltered and reliable. Both the cloud storage and the CS must have mecha-
nisms in place to verify the purity and correctness of the data before storing them or
transferring ownership.

• Forward security: Forward security is a concept where clients whose ownership has
expired must be prevented from accessing data stored on the cloud storage. This
ensures that, even after losing ownership rights, clients cannot access data that they
previously owned. It aims to prevent unauthorized access, protect the integrity of
data, maintain a clear separation of ownership, and ensure that clients cannot access
data outside their current ownership scope.

• Backward security: Backward security is a concept where clients who have uploaded
data to the cloud storage should not be able to access data that were stored before they
gained ownership. In other words, even after acquiring ownership rights to certain
data, clients should not have access to the historical data records from previous owners.

5. The Proposed Secure Deduplication Protocol

In this section, we propose a secure deduplication protocol based on the secure data
sharing in cloud (SeDaSC) protocol [5]. The proposed protocol has the following key
characteristics. First, our protocol ensures both computational efficiency for the client and
data privacy. By building upon SeDaSC, we alleviate the client from complex operations,
entrusting these tasks to a cryptographic server (CS). In the initial SeDaSC protocol, there
was a challenge in terms of exposing plaintext to the CS. However, our proposed protocol
addresses this concern by introducing message-locked encryption (MLE), making it possible
to deduplicate encrypted data. Within our proposal, we employ hash and convergent
encryption with tag check (HCE2) within the context of MLE. Second, our protocol includes
a feature for dynamic ownership updates. When owners upload or revoke their data,
the cloud storage re-encrypts the data using a group key, which is shared by clients who
own the same data. This group key is generated by the cloud storage when the owner
group changes, and then it is distributed by both the CS and the cloud storage. Table 1
provides a description of the notation used in this paper.
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Table 1. Notations.

Notation Description

m The plaintext
h(·) The cryptographic hash function
M The blind-encrypted data
C The ciphertext
ri The random value of client i
ACL The access control list of CS
CTL The ciphertext list of cloud storage
E(·) The symmetric encrypt function
SKC The secret key of cloud storage
i, j, n The client identification name
session I, J, N The session identification in progress
GKN The group key for session N
RCN The re-encrypted data for session N
RGK
RGKadder, RGKother

The distribution group key

CRGKn The distribution group key for client n

5.1. Initial Data Upload

The client can gain ownership of data in the cloud storage by successfully uploading
them. There are two types of data uploads: initial uploads, which involve data not yet
stored in the cloud, and subsequent uploads, which pertain to data that are already present.

The detailed process of the initial upload is as follows:

Step 1. Upload pre-work. Client i must blind encrypt and send data to CS.

• The client i calculates the hash value h(m) of the message m.
• The client calculates m ⊕ h(m) = M and a hash value h(M). M is a blind

encrypted value sent to the CS. Not only is it generated faster than the encryption
operation, but also the characteristics of the plaintext are not revealed to the CS.

• The client randomly selects ri. This will be used to prove the client themselves.
• The client stores h(m), h(M), and ri. The h(m) is used to recover m from M

when data downloading. The h(M) is used to identify the desired data when
requesting an ownership update or data download. The ri is used to identify
the client.

• The client sends an upload request, M, and ri to the CS.

Step 2. Deduplicate data. The CS determines whether the received data are duplicated
and processes the data according to the case.

• The CS calculates the hash value h(M) of the received M.
• The CS checks whether h(M) and ri exist in the ACL. The initial upload means

no data in the cloud storage. In this case, no information exists in the ACL.
• The CS stores h(M) and ri in ACL. Also, since there are no data in the cloud

storage, CS must encrypt M and send it to the cloud storage.
• The CS encrypts M with the hash value h(M). Encrypting data with a hash

value is called MLE. Hash values are always the same for the same data. Thus,
MLE can generate the same ciphertext for the same data.

• The CS sends a store request, h(M), and C = E(M) to the cloud storage.

Step 3. Re-encrypt data. Cloud storage generates a group key and re-encrypts the data.

• The cloud storage generates a group key, denoted as GKI , by encrypting the
results of XOR operations on h(M) and session I with the cloud storage’s SKC.
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• The cloud storage performs an XOR operation on the ciphertext C and the group
key GKI . The C is received from the CS. The result of the XOR operation is a
re-encrypted ciphertext RCI for session I.

Whenever an ownership update occurs, the cloud storage refreshes a group key GKN
and a re-encrypted ciphertext RCN for the session N.

• The cloud storage stores h(M), GKI , and RCI in a ciphertext list of cloud stor-
age (CTL).

• The cloud storage generates an RGK to distribute the refreshed group key. Since
there are no owners in the previous session, the RGK generates only GKI .

• The cloud storage sends the generated RGK to the CS and requests it to be sent
to the data owner.

Step 4. Send refreshed group key. The CS sends the group key to the legitimate client.
The CS must send the group key to the client based on h(M) and ri stored in the ACL.
And, the client keeps the group key.

• The CS generates the CRGKi by XOR operation on the client’s random value
ri in ACL and the RGK received from the cloud storage. The ri is the random
value of the client i stored as owning h(M) in the ACL.

The CRGKn should be generated through the RGK and random value of the client
that has ownership of h(M) among the clients stored in the ACL. If an owner is added, the
CRGKn should be sent to all clients, and if the owner’s ownership is deleted, the CRGKn
should be passed to the remaining clients in the group. The clients can prove their own-
ership by recovering GKN from the CRGKn using rn. The client recovers and stores GKI
from the CRGKi received from the CS. The client may use GKI when downloading data in
the future.

5.2. Subsequent Data Upload

In the case of the initial data upload, the data are not yet stored in the cloud storage.
This process involves generating the CS’s ACL and the cloud storage’s CTL. In contrast,
subsequent data uploads involve data already present in the cloud storage. In this sce-
nario, client information needs to be added to both the CS’s ACL and the cloud storage’s
CTL. Additionally, the cloud storage conducts dynamic ownership updates, which entail
refreshing the group key and re-encrypting data when ownership update occurs.

The detailed process of subsequent uploads is as follows:

Step 1. Upload pre-work.

• The client j calculates the hash value h(m) of the message m.
• The client calculates m ⊕ h(m) = M and a hash value h(M) to be sent to the CS.
• The client randomly selects rj to be used to prove oneself.
• The client j stores h(m), h(M), and rj.
• The client j sends an upload request, M, and rj to the CS.

Step 2. Deduplicate data.

• The CS calculates the hash value h(M) of the received M.
• The CS checks whether h(M) and rj exist in the ACL. For subsequent uploads,

they are divided into two cases.

1. The first case is that client j uploaded the same data before, but the client
does not remember it and re-uploads the data. In this case, h(M) and rj
will exist in the ACL of the CS. If so, the CS notifies the client j that the data
are already saved.

2. The second case is that information about h(M) exists in the CS’s ACL
but the client j is not registered as the owner. In this case, an update of
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the ownership group shall be made. The CS stores the client j’s random
value rj in the ACL. And, the CS send a group key update request to the
cloud storage.

The process of adding ownership in subsequent uploads is described in Section 5.4.

5.3. Data Download

The clients can download data stored in cloud storage at their convenience, whenever
they wish. The detailed process of data download is as follows.

Step 1. Request download. The client sends a download request to the CS.

• Client i sends a download request with h(M)′, ri, and GK
′
N to the CS to down-

load the data.

h(M)′ indicates that the data client wants to download. ri serves as proof of the client
i’s identity, and GK

′
N signifies the client’s involvement in session N. The use of a

small quotation mark (′) on the values sent by the client visually indicates whether
they match the values stored in the CS and the cloud storage.

Step 2. Check ownership. The client sends a download request to the CS.

• The CS checks whether h(M)′ and ri are stored in the ACL. If both h(M)′
and ri exist, the CS will normally perform the download process. However,
without h(M)′ or ri, CS will send an error message to the client. This is because
the client cannot prove ownership to the CS, or the data do not exist in the
cloud storage.

• The CS sends a download request, h(M)′, and GK
′
N to the cloud storage. h(M)′

is for identifying data stored in the CTL of the cloud storage, and GK
′
N is a group

key for session N used to decrypt the re-encrypted data.

Step 3. Cloud storage’s decryption. The cloud storage decrypts the re-encrypted data
and sends them to the CS.

• The cloud storage checks whether h(M)′ is stored in the CTL. If h(M)′ exists,
the cloud storage calculates ciphertext C′ by performing an XOR operation on
the group key GK

′
N and re-encrypted data RCN . The GK

′
N is received from the

CS, and the RCN is stored in the CTL of the cloud storage.
• The cloud storage sends C′ to the CS.

Step 4. CS’s decryption. The CS decrypts the ciphertext and sends to the client.

• The CS decrypts the ciphertext C′ as h(M)′ to obtain M′, and the CS computes
the hash value h(M′) of the message M′.

• The CS checks whether h(M) and calculated h(M′) are the same. The h(M) is a
value stored in the CS’s ACL. If the two values are the same, it means that they
have been decoded normally and will be transmitted to the client. In other cases,
it means that an error occurred during the decoding process, and the client will
be notified of this error.

• The CS sends M′ to the client i.

Step 5. Client’s decryption. The client recovers plaintext m from M.

• The client recovers the plaintext m′ by performing an XOR operation on h(m)
and M′. The hash value h(m) is stored in the client, and the M′ is received from
the CS.

If there is no error message received from the CS, m and m′ will be the same data.
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5.4. Ownership Update

The ownership updates occur in subsequent uploads, i.e., when another client attempts
to upload the same data while data are already stored in the cloud storage. During an
ownership update, the group key is refreshed and distributed to the clients. Suppose that
the session prior to the data upload of the client j is session I. When a client j successfully
uploads data, it initiates a new session, which is now referred to as session J.

Step 1. Upload pre-work. The same as Step 1 of the subsequent upload in Section 5.2.

Step 2. Deduplicate data.

• The CS calculates the hash value h(M) of the received M.
• The CS checks whether h(M) and rj exist in the ACL.

If information about h(M) exists in the ACL of the CS, but client j is not registered as
the owning client, an ownership update should be made.

• The CS stores the random value rj of client j in the ACL.
• The CS sends a data re-encrypting request with h(M) to the cloud storage. The

hash value, denoted as h(M), plays a crucial role in identifying the specific data
requested for updating in the cloud storage.

Step 3. Re-encrypt data.

• The cloud storage generates a group key, denoted as GKJ , by encrypting the
results of XOR operations on h(M) and session J with the cloud storage’s SKC.
In this context, the encryption with the cloud storage’s secret key is achieved
through symmetric key encryption. The hash value h(M) is received from
the CS.

• The cloud storage generates re-encrypted data, denoted as RCJ , by conducting
an XOR operation on RCI , GKI , and GKJ . Accordingly, the re-encrypted data
RCJ take the form of C

⊕
GKJ = RCJ .

The previous group key, denoted as GKN , serves to decrypt the ciphertext C within
RCN . Essentially, the cloud storage stores only RCN for efficient storage space utiliza-
tion. Whenever an ownership update occurs, the cloud storage recovers the original
ciphertext C using the group key GKN from RCN stored in the CTL. In addition,
the cloud creates re-encryption data, RCN+1, through an XOR operation on ciphertext
C and GKN+1. Importantly, a new group key is generated independently of any prior
session. This independence arises because when the cloud storage generates a session
value, it remains disconnected from previous sessions, ensuring that each session
operates independently.

• The cloud storage stores GKJ and RCJ created in the above two processes.
• The cloud storage generates RGK to distribute the refreshed group key to clients.

– GKJ = RGKadder;
– GKI

⊕
GKJ = RGKother.

In subsequent uploads, both the existing data owners from the previous session and
new owners are involved. Thus, the cloud storage creates two type of refreshed
group keys: the RGKadder for newly added owners and RGKother for existing owners.
For newly added owners, RGKadder includes only GKN + 1, because the new owners
are not aware of the previous session N. For existing owners, RGKother consists of
GKN and GKN+1. And, the prior group key GKN of RGKother serves to verify the
ownership of previous owners.

• The cloud storage sends the generated RGKadder and RGKother to the CS to
requests it to be sent to the data owner.
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Step 4. Send refreshed group key.

• The CS sends the refreshed group key to the client based on the h(M) and ri
stored in the ACL. Suppose that the clients with h(M) are j (additional uploader)
and i (existing owner).

– For additional uploader j:

1. The CS generates CRGKj by performing an XOR operation on the
random value rj of client j and the RGKadder.

2. The CS sends CRGKj to client j.
3. The client j recovers GKJ from the value received.

* CRGKj
⊕

rj = GKJ .

– For existing owner i:

1. The CS generates CRGKi by performing an XOR operation on the
random value ri of client i and the RGKother.

2. The CS sends CRGKi to client i.
3. The client i recovers GKJ from the value received.

* CRGKi
⊕

GKI
⊕

ri = GKJ .

• Both clients store the group key GKJ for session J.

5.5. Ownership Delete

Clients belonging to the owner group of the data can access the source data. If clients
desire to delete the data and revoke ownership, they can initiate this process by sending
a request to the CS at any time. In cases where there is a change in group information, it
becomes imperative to update the group key and re-encrypted data. This is performed
to prevent clients who have previously deleted their ownership from retaining access to
the data, ensuring the security and integrity of data management. The process of deleting
ownership is as follows:

Step 1. Request ownership revocation. A client sends an ownership release request to
the CS.

• The client i submits an ownership revocation request to the CS, which includes
h(M)′, ri, and GK

′
N . The hash value h(M)′ specifies which data are owned.

The random value ri informs the client of who it is. The group key GK
′
N means

that the client belongs to session N in progress. The small quotation mark (′) on
the values sent by the client visually indicates whether they match the values
stored in the CS and the cloud storage.

Step 2. Check ownership. The CS checks the client’s ownership,

• The CS checks whether h(M)′ and ri are stored in the ACL.

If both h(M)′ and ri are provided, the CS proceeds with the ownership deletion
process. However, if either h(M)′ or ri is missing, the CS sends an error message to
the client. In cases where the client is the last owner of h(M)′ stored in ACL, the CS
additionally sends a group-key delete request to the cloud storage, ensuring proper
data management and security. If the client is the last owner of the h(M)′ stored in
the ACL, the CS will also send a group key delete request to the cloud storage.

• The CS sends a download request to the cloud storage, which includes h(M)′,
GK

′
N . The hash value h(M)′ is crucial for identifying information stored in the

CTL of the cloud storage. The group key GK
′
N serves the purpose of decrypting

the re-encrypted data in the cloud storage.
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Step 3. Check group key. The cloud storage checks the client’s group key.

• The cloud storage performs a check to determine whether the stored group key
GKN matches the GK

′
N received from the CS. If these values match, the cloud

storage sends a group key authentication success message to the CS. Otherwise,
the cloud storage sends an error message to the CS.

Step 4. Revoke ownership. The CS revokes the client’s ownership in ACL.

• If the message received from the cloud storage is successful, the CS removes the
ri from the ACL, then forwards the results to the client. Conversely, in case of a
failure message, an error message is sent to the client.

Step 5. Re-encrypt data. The cloud storage recreates re-encrypted data. After the comple-
tion of client i’s ownership revocation, two distinct scenarios emerge.

1. First, if remaining owners exist, the group key for the other owners is updated.

• The cloud storage generates a group key, denoted as GKN+1, by encrypting
the results of XOR operations on h(M) and session (N + 1) with the cloud
storage’s SKC.

• The cloud storage generates a distribution key RGK, designed for the re-
maining owners. The RGK created in this process is referred to as RGKother.

• The cloud storage sends RGKother to the CS to request it to be sent to the
data owner.

2. Second, if there are no remaining owners, all information stored in the cloud
storage and the CS at h(M) is deleted.

• The cloud storage deletes all data to optimize storage efficiency.
• The cloud storage notifies the CS that all information regarding h(M)′ has

been erased.

Step 6. Send refreshed group key. The CS sends the group key to the client based on the
ACL (h(M), rn). Suppose that a client with h(M) is client j, who is an existing owner.

1. If the CS receives RGKother from the cloud:

• The CS performs an XOR operation on client j’s random value rj and
RGKother, and the operation result is CRGKj for client j.

• The CS sends CRGKj to client j.
• The client j recovers GKN+1 from CRGKj, and the client stores GKN+1.

2. If the CS receives a notification from the cloud storage that all information has
been deleted:

• The CS deletes all information related to h(M)′ stored in the ACL.

6. Discussion

This paper introduces a protocol enabling secure deduplication and dynamic owner-
ship management based on secure data sharing in cloud (SeDaSC). Our proposal not only
reduces reliance on the cryptographic server (CS) but also maintains high computational
efficiency for clients. Additionally, it ensures safety even in scenarios involving client
ownership changes. This section aims to elucidate the distinctions between our proposals
and existing approaches.

6.1. Security Analysis

Certainly, the security analysis is explained with respect to the data privacy, data
integrity, backward secrecy, and forward secrecy described in Section 4.2.

• Data privacy. In our protocol, the CS can access M, but M has blind encryption applied
to plaintext m. Hash functions used in blind encryption have structural safety that
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cannot recover input values from hash values due to preimage resistance. Therefore,
the CS cannot recover m from M. The proposed protocol can ensure safety and solve
key exchange problems with a relatively simple hash operation.
The data delivered to cloud storage in the proposed protocol are a value encrypted with
the message-locked encryption (MLE) key by the CS. Since these data are encrypted
with the same key, if they are a request for the same plaintext, they will have the
same ciphertext. Therefore, cloud storage may perform deduplication on the same
encrypted data.

• Data integrity. In our protocol, when a client uploads data, the CS verifies if the
received hash value matches the one that it computes directly. The cloud storage
also checks if the hash value received from the CS matches the one it calculates
independently. In essence, during the upload process, data integrity is inherently
confirmed, preventing the storage of corrupted data.

• Forward secrecy. In our protocol, when a client deletes their ownership, they are no
longer included in the ownership group for that session, and they cannot access the
original data. The ownership group is updated immediately when a client’s ownership
changes, and the refreshed group key is also modified. Therefore, following a request
for ownership deletion, whether data have been deleted or retained, the client cannot
access data stored in the cloud storage.

• Backward secrecy. In our protocol, a client can only access data stored in the cloud if
they have uploaded the data and acquired ownership. Even if a client owns the data,
they do not automatically become a part of the ownership group for that session. In the
proposed protocol, when a client uploads data, the ownership group is immediately
updated, and the refreshed group key is changed. Therefore, even if a client uploads
data, they cannot gain access to information about data previously stored by the
ownership group.

Through these measures, the proposed protocol addresses the aspects of data privacy,
data integrity, backward secrecy, and forward secrecy, providing a comprehensive security
framework for the system.

Table 2 provides a comparison between our proposed approach and five closely related
proposals from Section 2. It aims to highlight how our protocol offers enhanced security
and the ability to update ownership in the context of SeDaSC. The table demonstrates the
key differences and advantages of our proposal compared to existing proposals. Ref. [4]
proposed the concept of convergent encryption (CE), which allows for secure data dedu-
plication by encrypting data using the hash value of the message. However, it had the
drawback of not providing a mechanism for verifying data integrity. Ref. [9] proposed a
method within the framework of MLE called hash and CE with tag check (HCE2). HCE2
overcomes the limitations of CE by employing cryptographic hash functions to create tags
that verify data integrity. Both of these data deduplication techniques offer privacy fea-
tures but do not consider methodologies for scenarios where ownership changes. Ref. [5]
proposed the SeDaSC protocol for authenticated client groups, using a CS to enhance
client computational efficiency. However, it lacked data privacy as data sent to the CS
were not encrypted. Moreover, it assumed the trustworthiness of the CS performing data
deduplication, making it difficult to ensure data integrity since it had access to plaintext
data. Ref. [7] proposed a solution to address the privacy issue in SeDaSC by using CE
to provide data privacy. However, as it relies on CE, it does not guarantee data integrity.
Additionally, clients had to authenticate themselves to the CS as the legitimate owners of
the data to access them. And, it could lead to compliance with forward and backward
secrecy. However, the purpose of this method was to prove the legitimate owner rather than
manage ownership. Hence, it differs from the dynamic ownership management considered
in this paper. Ref. [6] proposed a server-side deduplication protocol that considered a
dynamic ownership update and was compliant with all security requirements. However,
the difference lies in the fact that it does not prioritize reducing the client’s computation.
Referencing Table 2, our protocol exhibits unique attributes in comparison to similar pro-
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tocols, ensuring data privacy, verifying data integrity, and supporting both forward and
backward secrecy concurrently. Prior existing protocols have occasionally lacked in fulfill-
ing particular aspects or critical security requirements. In contrast, our protocol excels in
delivering heightened security capabilities by comprehensively addressing these aspects.

Table 2. Comparison of security requirements.

Data
Privacy

Data
Integrity

Forward
Secrecy

Backward
Secrecy

[4] O X X X
[9] O O X X
[5] X X 0 0
[7] O X X X
[6] O O O O

Ours O O O O

6.2. Performance Analysis

Table 3 provides a comparative analysis of the proposed protocol concerning client
computational complexity and the presence of server-aided features, particularly the server
computational complexity required for the dynamic ownership update. It is important to
note that our proposed protocol is a type of server-side deduplication. In Section 2.1, we
compare our protocol with other server-side deduplication protocols.

The computational complexity of the client refers to the amount of computational
resources required when uploading or downloading data. The server computational
complexity refers to the amount of computational resources required when cloud storage
updates dynamic ownership. Notably, refs. [11,12] and the data download of [15] did not
provide explicit mathematical formulations in the paper.

Table 3. Comparison of computational complexity.

Client Computational Complexity
Server-Aided

Server Computational Complexity

Initial Upload Subsequent Upload Download Dynamic Ownership Update

[4] 1H + 1SE 1H + 1SE 1SD X X

[8] 2H + 2SE + 2M + 3E 2H + 2SE + 2M + 3E 2SD O X

[10] 2H + 4B∗SE + B∗DS 2H + 4B∗SE + B∗DS 2B∗SE + B∗SD X X

[11] - - - O X

[6] 2H + 1SE + 1
⊕

2H + 1SE + 1
⊕

2H + 2SD + 1
⊕

X 1H + 3SE + 1
⊕

[12] - - - X X

[13] 1H + 5M +
(5 + 2B) ∗ E + 1DDH

1H + 5M +
(5 + 2B) ∗ E + 1DDH 1H + 1KDF + 3M O X

[14] 3H + 1SE + 1M + 1E
+ 1DS

3H + 1SE + 1M + 1E
+ 1DS 1H + 1SD O X

[7] 1H + 1SE 1H + 1SE 1SD O X

[15] 1H + 1DS + 1PRE-Dn
+ 1PRE-En + 1SE

1H + 1DS + 1PRE-Dn
+ 1PRE-En - X 1PRE-ReEn

Ours 2H + 2
⊕

2H + 2
⊕

1
⊕

O 1SE + 4
⊕

O: offer; X: not offer; SE: symmetric key encryption; SD: symmetric key decryption; H: hash function; DS: digital
signature; DDH: solving the decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) problem; KDF: key derivation function; B: data
block size;

⊕
: XOR operation; M: multiplication; E: exponentiation, PRE-Dn: proxy re-encryption Dn function,

PRE-En: proxy re-encryption En function, PRE-ReEn: proxy re-encryption ReEn function.
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• Client computational complexity:

1. Upload. Among the existing server-side deduplication protocols, [4,7] stand
out in terms of minimal client computational requirements for data uploads,
as depicted in Table 3. These protocols involve a single H and a single SE during
both initial and subsequent uploads. In contrast, our protocol necessitates two
operations of H and two operations of

⊕
. SE algorithms are typically resource-

intensive and computationally complex, used for encrypting data. On the other
hand, operations like transforming an input into a fixed-size hash value using
H and relatively simpler bit-wise operations like

⊕
are generally performed

faster and more efficiently. However, actual performance may vary based on
factors such as the algorithm used, implementation methods, and hardware
configurations, among others.

2. Download. Even for data download, our protocol outperforms [4,7] since they
require a single SD while our protocol requires only a single

⊕
.

Table 3 reveals that our approach excels in minimizing computational complexity
when uploading and downloading data, offering an efficient solution for clients.

• Server computational complexity, on the other hand, pertains to the computational re-
sources required by the cloud storage server when re-encrypting data and distributing
group keys during ownership changes. The inclusion of dynamic ownership update
features in [6,15] and our approach is a distinct advantage. These features guarantee
data confidentiality during ownership transitions and prevent departing clients from
accessing data still stored in the cloud storage.

• Server-aided capabilities, a feature supported by [6–8,11,13,14] and our approach,
refer to actions taken to obtain message-independent encryption keys through a key
server. Our protocol generates MLE keys through independent key servers.

6.3. Analytical Synthesis

The proposed secure deduplication protocol is constructed based on Ail et al.’s SeDaSC
protocol [5], aimed at improving client computational efficiency while incorporating the
principles of Hur et al.’s dynamic ownership update [6]. Our proposed protocol shares
similarities with the SeDaSC protocol but introduces the following key differences:
• Mitigation of CS dependency: The CS, which encrypts data on behalf of clients, allows

clients to significantly reduce their computational workload. However, due to the
CS’s capability to access data in plaintext, it must be completely trusted. Our proposal
employs blind encryption on plaintext to prevent unauthorized access to plaintext by
the CS. As a result, our protocol offers a secure solution, particularly in environments
where trust in CS security is low.

• Dynamic ownership update: When applying data deduplication in cloud storage
environments, situations arise where ownership information changes. Two common
scenarios involve either the original data owner modifying or deleting their data,
resulting in the revocation of ownership, or a new client uploading data that match
existing data, granting them ownership rights. Such ownership changes can occur
frequently in cloud storage services and must be appropriately managed to ensure
the security of the service. To solve this issue, our protocol involves the cloud storage
storing data in an encrypted format using a secret key. When a change in ownership
occurs, the data are re-encrypted with a new key. This newly generated key is then dis-
tributed to clients by the CS. This approach enables the prevention of revoked clients
from accessing data and ensures that newly added clients cannot access previously
uploaded data.

• Client computational efficiency: SeDaSC optimizes client computational efficiency by
assigning encryption operations to the CS. However, to generate the same ciphertext
for identical data, sending plaintext to the CS is necessary, demanding trust in the
CS. To address this, we implemented blind encryption on plaintext, preventing CS
access to plaintext. In our proposal, blind encryption requires one hash function
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and one XOR operation. Table 3 highlights our protocol’s superior computational
efficiency on the client side. While our proposal involves more computations than
SeDaSC, it still demonstrates greater efficiency than previously proposed server-side
deduplication protocols.

This paper introduces a protocol that extends upon the SeDaSC protocol, emphasizing
enhanced safety measures and diverse security aspects. Specifically, our protocol mitigates
data privacy concerns by minimizing dependency on the CS, enhances storage efficiency
through data deduplication techniques, and incorporates dynamic ownership management
functionality. Since our protocol is based on SeDaSC, the primary point of comparison
is the SeDaSC protocol. Therefore, Table 4 provides a comparison between the SeDaSC
protocol and ours concerning computational and communication overhead. In this paper,
the variable λ denotes the size of the data. Specifically, in Table 4, λP denotes the size of
plaintext, λK represents the size of the secret key, and λC signifies the size of the ciphertext.
These variables were utilized for the analysis of communication overhead as presented in
Table 4. Firstly, our protocol marginally increases the client’s computational load while
reducing dependency on the CS. However, it is noteworthy that the overall communication
overhead remains unchanged. Secondly, for dynamic ownership management, interaction
among the client, CS, and cloud is necessary. The ownership update mentioned in Table 4
occurs when the ownership group of data changes due to another client. The majority of
this interaction involves XOR operations, which minimizes the burden on each entity due
to the XOR operations’ computational efficiency. Consequently, our protocol addresses
security concerns present in SeDaSC while maintaining similarity in computational and
communication overhead aspects.

Table 4. Comparison of overheads between the SeDaSC protocol and our protocol.

SeDaSC Protocol Our Protocol

Computational
Overhead

Communication
Overhead

Computational
Overhead

Communication
Overhead

Upload
Client 0 λP 2H + 2

⊕
λH

CS RBG + 1H + 1
⊕

+ 1SE λK + λC RBG + 1SE λC
Cloud storage 0 0 RBG + 1SE + 4

⊕
2λK

Download
Client 0 λK 0 λH

CS 1SD λP 1SD λH + λC
Cloud storage 0 λC 1SD λC

Ownership
update

Client - - 1
⊕

0
CS - - NC ×⊕

NC × λK
Cloud storage - - RBG + 1SE + 4

⊕
2λK

H: hash function;
⊕

: XOR operation; RBG: random bit generation; SE: symmetric key encryption; SD: symmetric
key decryption; λP: the size of plaintext; λH : the output size of hash function; λC : the size of ciphertext; λK : the
size of secret key; NC : the number of clients in group.

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes an efficient and secure data deduplication protocol based on
the secure data sharing in cloud (SeDaSC) protocol. Our proposal addresses three key
aspects of SeDaSC. First, our approach enhances data privacy. In SeDaSC, the cryptographic
server (CS) performs complex encryption operations on the behalf of clients, potentially
compromising data privacy as the CS can access plaintext. Our approach mitigates this
concern by having clients perform blind encryption using hash values of plaintext, thus
preventing information exposure. Second, our approach enhances the efficient utilization
of cloud storage space. SeDaSC introduced a data-sharing method using cloud storage.
However, it lacks an effective method for storage space management. Data deduplication
technology stands out as an efficient approach to managing data, involving the prevention
of storing data twice in cloud storage if they are already uploaded. This technique has
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the potential to save storage space by up to 90% [3]. Our proposed protocol enables data
deduplication based on client ownership stored in an access control list (ACL), thereby
ensuring efficient use of cloud storage space. Third, our approach ensures the secure
management of data, including dynamic ownership management, when the composition
of a group changes. SeDaSC does not consider specific scenarios related to the addition,
modification, or deletion of client ownership, which may lead to security issues. While
SeDaSC only allows access to stored data by clients with legitimate ownership, it does
not address scenarios involving ownership changes. For instance, security issues might
arise when newly registered clients are granted access to previous data or when revoked
ownership clients continue to access data stored in cloud storage. Our proposed protocol
addresses these concerns by allowing for the registration or deletion of ownership and dis-
tributing refreshed group keys for the respective session to prevent both previous and new
clients from accessing ciphertext.

The SeDaSC protocol requires only one hash function operation, thereby providing
advantages in terms of client computation cost and time during data uploads. However,
this approach may pose data privacy concerns as it exposes plaintext to the CS. Our protocol
addresses this issue by conducting one hash function and one XOR operation. As indicated
in Section 6.2 and Table 3, our protocol exhibits significantly less computational complexity
on the client side compared to previously proposed server-side deduplication protocols.
Hence, our protocol offers increased safety compared to SeDaSC and reduces computational
cost and time in contrast to other protocols.

Through this research, we have presented a protocol that maintains client compu-
tational efficiency while supporting data privacy, data integrity, and ownership updates.
These improvements are expected to contribute to secure and efficient data management in
cloud storage environments. Cloud storage serves primary purposes: a service provider
securely stores data from clients while delivering a service, or a client directly stores data
in platforms such as Google Drive, AWS S3, and others. Our proposed protocol holds the
advantage of guaranteeing computational efficiency for the client. As a result, our protocol
has advantages in scenarios where clients directly encrypt and store their data on cloud
storage. For future work, it would be interesting to incorporate efficient key revocation
techniques [24] into our proposed protocol. This integration would lead to a substantial
enhancement in the ownership update.
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Abstract: In the evolving landscape of complex business ecosystems and their digital platforms,
an increasing number of business Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are encountering
challenges in ensuring optimal authorization control. This challenge arises due to factors such as
programming errors, improper configurations, and sub-optimal business processes. While secu-
rity departments have exhibited proficiency in identifying vulnerabilities and mitigating certain
viral or adversarial incursions, the safeguarding of comprehensive business processes remains an
intricate task. This paper introduces a novel paradigm, denoted as the Low-Intervention Security
Embedding Architecture (LiSEA), which empowers business applications to enhance the security of
their processes through judicious intervention within business APIs. By strategically incorporating
pre- and post-intervention checkpoints, we devise a finely grained access control model that metic-
ulously assesses both the intent of incoming business requests and the outcomes of corresponding
responses. Importantly, these advancements are seamlessly integrated into the existing business
codebase. Our implementation demonstrates the effectiveness of LiSEA, as it adeptly addresses eight
out of the ten critical vulnerabilities enumerated in the OWASP API Security Top 10. Notably, when
the number of threads is less than 200, LiSEA brings less than 20 msec of latency to the business
process, which is significantly less than the microservice security agent based on the API gateway.

Keywords: LiSEA; business security; architecture; API; access control

1. Introduction

In recent years, the business landscape has witnessed a conspicuous escalation in
the magnitude of financial losses attributed to Application Programming Interface (API)
security breaches. Prominent corporations, including but not limited to Facebook, LinkedIn,
Shopify, and Amazon, have suffered extensive instances of user and merchant data com-
promise, stemming from vulnerabilities within their respective APIs [1,2]. Evidently, the
proliferation of business content and the ascendancy of microservice architectures have
ushered in an inexorable progression. This trajectory is characterized by the escalating
complexity of business applications and software platforms, accompanied by a concomitant
surge in the quantity of APIs [3]. This development trend increases the attack surface,
and application security becomes harder due to the fact that security is a global property,
not the sum of local security defenses. In quantifiable terms, statistical analysis reveals a
discernible disparity in vulnerability density. For every 100 KLOC (Kilo Lines of Code), a
monolithic application, compared to its microservice counterpart, exhibits a substantially
lower average of 39 vulnerabilities. In contrast, the average number of vulnerabilities
surges to 180 for a microservice-based application [4].

In contrast to conventional network security paradigms, contemporary business secu-
rity challenges may not solely stem from overt and malicious attacks, but can also manifest
due to inadequate oversight over the service APIs intrinsic to the business ecosystem [5,6].
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This assertion finds resonance in the OWASP Security API Top 10 [7], wherein deficiencies
in user authentication, object authorization, and functional access control mechanisms
can potentially facilitate unauthorized user encroachments into business data, devoid of
explicit attack vectors or payloads [8]. Furthermore, instances of immoderate data exposure
or erroneous security configurations possess the capacity to engender inadvertent leakage
of sensitive information [9]. Security departments today face a multifaceted responsibility
that transcends the conventional realm of safeguarding against external network-borne
viruses and external attacks. A paramount challenge in this domain resides in the impera-
tive to meticulously oversee and substantiate the congruence of business operations with
meticulously crafted architectural frameworks across an extensive spectrum of intricate
scenarios. This challenge is notably pronounced in contexts featuring users endowed with
legitimate authority.

LiSEA represents an innovative architectural paradigm underpinned by the ZERO
TRUST framework [9], aimed at securing business processes. LiSEA provides a client
Software Development Kit (SDK) tailored for integration within the business system. This
SDK seamlessly incorporates the business APIs and LiSEA, thereby imbuing them with
inherent security considerations. Consequently, the architecture empowers precise scrutiny
and adjudication of requests and responses emanating from these business APIs. The
underpinning tenet of LiSEA resides in the contextual richness of security assessments,
derived from the meticulous collection and transmission of intricate business contexts via
the client SDK. Importantly, this security enhancement operates harmoniously alongside
the underlying business system, exerting minimal disruption.

In tandem with the architectural innovation, LiSEA introduces a bespoke business
security operational framework. This framework is orchestrated through a fusion of risk
modeling, business modeling, and Access Control Lists (ACLs) [10,11]. This orchestrated
synergy engenders an ecosystem capable of perpetuating continuous security operations,
effectively combating both known and unknown business security problems. The cohesive
orchestration of LiSEA’s components presents a promising trajectory for elevating the
resilience and robustness of business process security.

Compared to existing business security solutions such as static analysis
and unit testing [12–14], automatic detection tools [15–17], authorization and authen-
tication [4,18–22], etc., LiSEA engenders a more encompassing suite of capabilities. By
holistically embracing business semantics and ensuring seamless integration within the
operational landscape, LiSEA distinctively addresses the multifaceted imperatives of con-
temporary business security.

We have realized the implementation of LiSEA within a representative business sce-
nario, coupled with a thoroughgoing performance assessment. The outcomes of this
evaluation robustly demonstrate the efficacy of LiSEA’s instantiation. Specifically, the de-
ployment of business systems fortified by LiSEA manifests the capability to pre-emptively
mitigate the eight security vulnerabilities as articulated in the OWASP API Security Top 10.
Moreover, the LiSEA augmentation effectively thwarts the occurrence of erroneous re-
quests and responses. Impressively, this heightened security paradigm is achieved with
a mere marginal increase in processing overhead, introducing a minuscule latency mea-
sured in microseconds to the intricate fabric of the business process. These empirical
findings substantiate the palpable advantages inherent in the deployment of LiSEA as a
potent and practical mechanism for bolstering cybersecurity within the contours of diverse
business landscapes.

This paper contributes significantly to the realm of business security through the
following key facets:

1. Conceptual Clarification and Architectural Innovation: The exposition within this
paper comprehensively elucidates the foundational tenets of business security that
underlie our investigation. We introduce LiSEA, an innovative architectural paradigm
within the domain of business security. This framework stands as a bulwark, ensuring
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the accurate operation of business processes, aligned meticulously with their intended
design.

2. Introduction of Business Security Operational Mechanism: We delve into the intri-
cacies of the business security operational mechanism inherent to LiSEA. This mecha-
nism emerges as a dynamic framework capable of facilitating seamless and continuous
business security operations, ensuring the ongoing fortification of organizational re-
silience against threats related to programming errors, improper configurations, and
sub-optimal business workflows.

3. Empirical Implementation and Validation: Our study extends beyond theoretical
constructs to concretely manifest within an implementation of LiSEA. The subsequent
empirical evaluation attests to the capability of LiSEA in effectively mitigating eight
distinct categories of security vulnerabilities, as classified under the OWASP API
Security Top 10.

These contributions collectively attest to the substantive advancement of the field,
presenting LiSEA as a potent and viable approach to elevate the security architecture of
business operations.

2. Related Work

In the pursuit of comprehending the originality and substantive contributions of
our endeavor, this section undertakes an exploration of established methodologies and
techniques within the realm of classical business security. The distinctiveness and efficacy
of our proposed work are subsequently illuminated through a comparative analysis against
these extant paradigms.

The application of static analysis and unit testing represents a partial mitigation
strategy against security vulnerabilities that may manifest during the runtime of a business
system. Mirabella et al. [12] and Martin et al. [13] proposed automated black-box testing
and deep learning-based testing to solve security issues. However, the effective and concise
testing is the main challenge for this solution. The lack of a test oracle, the time taken,
the level of code coverage, the lack of source code and other factors severely limit the
effectiveness of testing [14].

Rahaman et al. [17], Singleton et al. [16] and Philippe et al. [15] created tools to detect
programming errors. These tools match programs against known error patterns, and the
quality of the error database affects the effectiveness of them. Developers will not readily
accept tool reports due to their concerns on the tools’ capabilities, the correctness of the
suggested fixes, and the exploitability of the reported issues [23].

Authorization and authentication are the most mentioned security mechanisms [4].
Following the conceptual models of applications and applying the principle of least priv-
ilege, authorization and authentication mechanisms such as OAuth 2.0 [22], OpenID
Connect [21], firewalls [20], and JWT [19] are designed to specify valid accesses. This
increases the complexity of implementing security in each microservice, generating a com-
plexity both in the development and in the increase in the attack surface, since individual
attention must be given to each microservice [18]. It is crucial to underscore that these
mechanisms, notwithstanding their sophistication, exhibit limitations in their capacity to
utilize business semantic rules during the execution of business processes.

Business application systems are characterized by the existence of sensitive informa-
tion whose violation of security leads to endangering business interests. To approach the
security of electronic business in a systematic way, Segura et al. [24] and Vuli et al. [25]
developed a methodology for implementing security in a distributed business environ-
ment. The authors aimed to propose a methodology to be used by persons who are not
from information and communication technology backgrounds. Their concern was the
security development of distributed business systems and the identification of security
requirements, but they failed to propose a practical business security framework.

In order to solve issues of data leakage and unauthorized data manipulation, Hai
et al. [26] designed a secure cryptography-based mechanism to protect against malicious
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attacks. Xu et al. [27] proffered an innovative solution in the form of a microservice security
agent. By integrating this agent with API gateway technology, a secure authentication
mechanism was proffered. However, it cannot use business semantics as controls and
has low extensibility. Nguyen et al. [28], in an analogous vein, leveraged the Spring
Security Framework and OAuth2 to fortify microservice APIs underpinned by the Spring
framework. However, its protective ambit predominantly addressed CSRF, XSS, and Brute
Force attacks, only underscoring a partial coverage.

A number of emerging technologies are also increasingly being applied to business
security. Blockchain is primarily used as a tamper-proof, secure, and permanent record of
the business [29]. Demirkan et al. [30] proposed blockchain-based technology to prevent
business data tampering. Yarygina et al. [31] indicated a hardware security module, with
fewer privileges, no shared memory access, secure languages, and SGX technology with
enclaves to prevent data leakage. Machine learning and big data have become an impera-
tive innovation for cybersecurity [32,33]. With its capacity to figure out a huge number of
records and distinguish conceivably risky ones, machine learning and big data are progres-
sively being utilized to reveal dangers and naturally squash them before they can unleash
ruin. Nevertheless, the disadvantages of these emerging technologies are high cost and
immature use.

Table 1 summarizes the business security solutions discussed above. The main is-
sues connected with existing business security solutions is that they are basic and generic
and cannot be tailored to specific business scenarios. In juxtaposition to these discernible
advancements, the LiSEA framework, as propounded in this paper, engenders a more en-
compassing suite of capabilities. By holistically embracing business semantics and ensuring
seamless integration within the operational landscape, LiSEA distinctively addresses the
multifaceted imperatives of contemporary business security.

Table 1. Summary of different business security solutions and their issues.

Busienss Security Solutions Reference Issues

Static Analysis and
Unit Testing [12–14] Limited effectiveness

and conciseness.

Automatic Detection Tools [15–17]
The correctness and
exploitability of reports are
not trusted.

Authorization and
Authentication [4,18–22] No business semantic

control capability.

Business Security
Methodology [24,25] Low practicability.

Data leakage and
tampering prevention [26–28] High complexity

and overhead.

Emerging Technologies [29–33] High cost and
immature application.

3. Business Security

Business security transcends the scope of mere defense against network viruses or
external attacks. Instead, it pertains to the intricate realm of security challenges that might
remain concealed during the stages of design and development but subsequently surface
during the active business operations. This encompasses a broad spectrum of vulnerabili-
ties, encompassing technical-level susceptibilities such as programmatic bugs, as well as
managerial-level vulnerabilities stemming from misconfigurations and misauthorizations.
These vulnerabilities have the potential to precipitate adverse consequences, ranging from
inadvertent information leakage to financial setbacks and other unfavorable outcomes. It is
imperative to recognize that the domain of business security is intricately intertwined with
the very fabric of the business it safeguards, thereby exuding a pronounced resonance with
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specific contextual scenarios. As such, it transcends the confines of mere technicality, estab-
lishing itself as a multidimensional concern that necessitates holistic consideration [34].

3.1. Typical Business Security Scenarios

Business security challenges typically come to light within distinct contextual sce-
narios, often materializing as situations where authorized users adhere to appropriate
operational protocols yet yield undesired outcomes [35]. The ensuing discourse outlines a
selection of illustrative instances exemplifying prevalent business security scenarios.

3.1.1. Programming Errors

The realm of security risks in business settings is predominantly characterized by
programming errors, which can be categorized into systemic bugs and business-related
bugs. Systemic bugs typically precipitate either unavailability or conspicuous operational
aberrations within the application system. In contrast, business-related bugs primarily give
rise to erroneous business outcomes, without necessarily impinging upon or jeopardizing
the integrity of the application system itself. Consequently, the domain of business security
is primarily preoccupied with addressing and mitigating business-related bugs.

To illustrate this, consider a scenario where a business identifier comprises a 32-character
hexadecimal string. Should an individual, say Alice, make a request involving a business
identifier entirely composed of numerical values (e.g., 9527. . . 1234), the program may not
interpret it as a string but rather process it as scientific notation (9.527. . . 1234 × 1031 ), then
save it as ‘9’ in a database. This computational misinterpretation culminates in the system,
erroneously yielding all business identifiers commencing with ‘9’ to Alice.

3.1.2. Improper Configurations

The intricacy of business structures often correlates with an augmented intertwining
of user privilege configurations, potentially engendering challenges in effectively curating
subject–object binding relationships. This intricacy can precipitate dual outcomes as follows:
the exploitation of user privileges for business expediency, and an inadvertent overexposure
of business data to extraneous users.

To illustrate the former, consider a scenario where Bob operates as Alice’s subordinate.
In an endeavor to facilitate interim project processing, Bob is endowed with analogous role
permissions as Alice. This renders Bob with unmitigated access to the entirety of business
data associated with Alice.

Similarly, an alternative case involves distinct department managers, Alice and Cindy.
To effectuate the transfer of a specific business file to Alice, the supervisor opts to directly
configure the dissemination to all department managers. The eventual consequence of this
approach is that both Alice and Cindy receive the transmitted data.

These illustrative instances underscore the complex terrain of user privilege manage-
ment within intricate business contexts, necessitating strategic mechanisms to circumvent
potential instances of abuse or unintended exposure of sensitive business data.

3.1.3. Sub-Optimal Business Processes

Business operations are intricately intertwined with processes, forming an essential
foundation for its functioning [36]. These processes can be likened to interlinked trees
or rings, wherein each user and data component is inherently confined within specific
boundaries. Deviations from this established order can lead to disarray within the busi-
ness ecosystem, potentially culminating in severe consequences, including catastrophic
data leaks.

For instance, consider a scenario where Alice intends to disseminate a confidential
document to all members of Bob’s department. Preceding the distribution process, Bob is
mandated to conduct a requisite review and approval. However, if a download hot-link is
generated at the onset, Bob’s approval process becomes rendered ineffectual, jeopardizing
the control over this confidential document. This has the potential to culminate in a loss
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of control over sensitive data. In instances where the process pertains to public access,
the repercussions can escalate to the point of inevitable and significant data leakage. The
intricacies of process management within a business context thus assume paramount
significance, underlining the criticality of meticulous control mechanisms to circumvent
potential disruptions or inadvertent breaches.

3.2. Challenges

Significant interdependencies exist between business security concerns and the or-
chestration of business activities, underscoring the imperative for a comprehensive under-
standing of these activities themselves. Business processes, serving as the conduits through
which organizations generate value, constitute an amalgamation of discrete business ac-
tivities. These activities are indivisible atomic entities, shaped by user behaviors and data
flow dynamics, with their interplay facilitated through business APIs. In this intricate
landscape, the focal point of business security inquiry resides in the elemental realm of
business activities, with business APIs constituting the nexus of concerted endeavor [37].

The aforementioned contextual scenarios underscore a fundamental tenet as follows:
business security attainment hinges upon the precise and accurate execution of pertinent
business actions. This necessitates a stringent adherence to business requirements and
established design principles, not only during the invocation and fulfillment of business
API calls, but also across the entire spectrum of user interactions. This intricate interplay
bestows a set of challenges unto business security, precipitating a cascade of pivotal research
questions that this paper endeavors to address.

1. RQ.1: How can security capabilities be accessed without imparting disruptions to the
native business functioning?

2. RQ.2: What methodologies can be employed to guarantee minimal authorization and
curtailment of data exposure?

3. RQ.3: How can the consistent and comprehensive integration of security capabilities
be ensured across all facets of business APIs access?

3.3. Solutions

The aforementioned business security scenarios are emblematic, and their origins can
be attributed to inadequacies in both the design and implementation phases of business
processes. To mitigate these issues, various solutions have been devised and are currently
accessible.

Web Application Firewall (WAF) stands as a prevalent network security apparatus,
primarily utilized to mitigate web-based attacks [38]. Its utility has expanded to encompass
business API security through feature matching, policy rules, parameter validation, and
compliance assessments [39]. However, it is essential to recognize that WAF fundamentally
functions as a traffic and content inspector, primarily focusing on input requests and
employing rudimentary pattern matching to detect potentially malicious activities [40].
Regrettably, its protective efficacy often experiences limitations in terms of precision and
fails to fully address the intricate business security scenarios elucidated above.

API Gateway, characterized as a tool aimed at orchestrating API behavior [41], has
historically found application within enterprises as a foundational element of public infras-
tructure. However, its compatibility with contemporary lightweight, swiftly responsive
architectural paradigms, such as microservices, poses challenges. Within this context, the
perceived unwieldiness of API Gateway can arise. Notably, discerning the totality of APIs
within an enterprise presents a challenge, compounded by complexities in seamlessly inte-
grating the API Gateway into the developmental workflow. For Data-in APIs and Data-out
APIs, which are used to handle user operations and business resources, respectively, in
Figure 1, API Gateway’s capabilities cannot differentiate between them, while LiSEA can
set different control rules for Data-in APIs and Data-out APIs. In practical implementations,
the API Gateway frequently assumes the role of a centralized intake point, potentially
isolating users from the core fabric of business operations [42].
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Figure 1. Overview of LiSEA.

DevSecOps, a movement that seeks to integrate contemporary security practices con-
gruent with the DevOps methodology, underscores a paradigm shift towards proactive
security implementation [7]. While the potential benefits are substantial, the practical im-
plementation often necessitates the incorporation of developer-centric application security
testing tools that seamlessly align with the accelerated practices of DevSecOps. Striking an
optimal equilibrium between expeditious software delivery and robust security remains a
pivotal challenge in the DevSecOps framework [43]. The pursuit of this equilibrium stands
as a pivotal concern for practitioners operating within the DevSecOps realm.

4. Overview of LiSEA

LiSEA, conceived as a safeguarding framework for business processes grounded in
the zero-trust paradigm, is structured upon two principal constituents—the embedding
client and the operating center—as illustrated in Figure 1.

To ensure the preservation of the underlying business while demarcating business
security concerns from broader application considerations, the embedding client is meticu-
lously structured along the principles of aspect-oriented programming [44]. This design
ethos enables the encapsulation of security functionalities within a coherent and cohesive
package. Within the dynamics of the business process, the transmission of data between
Process A and Process B transpires via API invocations. The embedding client assumes
the pivotal role of infusing aspect joints into the business APIs, realizing this integration
in a minimally intrusive manner. The aspect joints are dichotomized into pre- and post-
intervention points, thereby harmonizing contextual insights and operational interventions
during API execution. The pre-intervention point serves to validate the legitimacy of the
request intention, while the post-intervention point ascertains the alignment between the
response outcome and the identity of the requester.

The operating center, an indispensable facet of LiSEA, accumulates the corpus of
business contextual data collated by the embedding client. This repository is judiciously
harnessed to facilitate business security analysis, all of which is choreographed in conso-
nance with configurations delineated by the security department. In essence, the operating
center assumes the mantle of processing verification solicitations originating from the
embedding client. Subsequent to rigorous analysis and calculated scrutiny of diverse
business security scenarios, the operating center dispenses verification responses. Notably,
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the resultant verification records are perpetually preserved, not only serving as fodder
for comprehensive business analysis and modeling but also potentially augmenting the
repository of application logs.

The operational agility of the operating center is augmented through the assimilation
of third-party security platform capabilities and data, including entities like security op-
eration centers (SOC) [45] and risk control centers. By tapping into the insights of these
platforms, the operating center gains a panoramic view of the security landscape, facilitat-
ing timely configuration adjustments. Additionally, it operates as an information source
and a mechanism for repelling attacks discovered by these third-party security platforms.

In a holistic context, LiSEA adeptly addresses RQ.1 by ingeniously inculcating ac-
cess security capabilities via the embedding client without engendering perturbations to
the native business processes. This is particularly evident when the embedding client
is systematically integrated with each API during the application development phase,
thereby rendering all APIs discernible and amenable to operational center management.
Consequently, LiSEA effectively surmounts RQ.3, ensuring comprehensive and seamless
access of business APIs to security capabilities.

5. Business Security Operation Mechanism with LiSEA

In the trajectory of materializing a business architecture grounded in microservices,
the business API emerges as the elemental building block of business realization. This
pivotal construct is characterized as the smallest operational unit within the overarching
business framework. The realm of business realization, contingent upon diverse business
scales, is discernibly stratified along three distinct dimensions.

In the context of small-scale businesses, the adept orchestration of business applica-
tions driven by business APIs is deemed proficient and fitting. For medium-scale businesses,
a requisite transition transpires, necessitating the creation of an encompassing business
platform marked by an assemblage of distinct yet synergistic business applications. This
platform serves as the linchpin for facilitating multifunctional operations. In stark contrast,
large-scale enterprises assume a considerably intricate architecture, wherein the realization
of a specific business domain demands concerted efforts across multiple business platforms.
These platforms collectively harmonize their services to undergird the comprehensive
fulfillment of the designated business sphere. This tripartite categorization delineates the
strategic contours that govern the execution of business realization across various scales.

Within the context of LiSEA, the architecture’s access control model is concretely
instantiated through the strategic deployment of security interventions grounded in the
realm of aspect-oriented programming. Depending on the requisite scope of control, distinct
agents within the security joint point framework are meticulously devised, culminating in
the realization of a finely calibrated and granular control mechanism, as visually elucidated
in Figure 2.

Intrinsically, LiSEA recognizes that contemporary online business processes subsist
within a perpetual state of vulnerability, susceptible to an array of both known and hitherto
unidentified risks. To comprehensively fortify against these multifarious threats, LiSEA
ingeniously amalgamates three distinct operational management mechanisms in a par-
allel fashion, collectively fortifying the business landscape. Risk modeling is a flexible
framework with big modern data analyses based on deep learning, machine learning, and
artificial intelligence to detect new, unknown risks [46]. This flexible framework leverages
the prowess of modern data analysis to promptly discern novel and enigmatic risks. The
proven utility of risk models, notably prevalent within diverse sectors encompassing fi-
nance, internet technologies, and power grids, underscores the ubiquity and efficacy of
this approach [47]. Within LiSEA, the focus of the risk model is primarily centered on the
dynamic evaluation and nuanced risk assessment of diverse business scenarios.
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Business processes, serving as pivotal instruments in the value generation endeavors
of organizations, are subjected to a plethora of internal and external norms and con-
straints [48]. The delineation of relationships and delineation of boundaries amid key
business constituents such as business activities, business events, business collaborators,
business resources, and data is aptly realized through meticulous business modeling.
Leveraging business models, LiSEA efficaciously transmutes both the model and the stipu-
lated security prerequisites into rigorous formal specifications, thus engendering inputs
conducive for business verification.

ACLs [10,11] provide security for a private network by controlling the flow of incoming
and outgoing packets. In LiSEA, the formulation of business ACLs manifest through the
crafting of a sequential assemblage of rules, assiduously devised to sieve through and
prohibit unauthorized access. These rules can emanate from diverse sources, ranging from
threat intelligence to third-party security products, and even administrative stipulations.

LiSEA orchestrates a strategic amalgamation of three synergistic mechanisms as fol-
lows: the risk model, the business model, and ACLs. This strategic fusion acts as a robust
bulwark against both familiar and novel risks, serving as a cogent response to Research
Question 2 (RQ.2). In addressing unknown risks, LiSEA’s API intervention points discern
pertinent business contexts, subsequently underpinning a dynamic evaluation of risk by in-
terfacing with the risk model. This process is further expedited through the constitution of
a repository housing a spectrum of well-defined business scenes. This repository augments
the evaluation speed of the risk assessment model. Conversely, for known risks, the efficacy
of API calls is positively affirmed in congruence with the tenets stipulated within the busi-
ness model. Complementing this, ACL proves instrumental in delineating forbidden API
calls in line with stipulated security policies. This multidimensional assessment, premised
upon risk evaluation, business validation, and rule analysis, culminates in a determination
of whether an API call merits blocking, as visually explicated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Business security operation mechanism with LiSEA.

Specifically, for a particular business process P, the unknown risk value VR(P) is
measured by the risk model FR(P)

VR(P) = FR(P) (1)

For unknown risk warning values WR(P), calculated by setting a suitable threshold
value T, the following applies:

WR(P) =

{
1, VR(P) ≥ T
0, VR(P) < T

(2)

For known risks, the business model positive determination is similar to a whitelist
mechanism, and for the business policy PB, the alert value WB(P) is calculated as follows:

WB(P) =

{
0, P ∈ PB

1, otherwise
(3)

For the ACL policy PA, the alert value WA(P) is calculated as follows:

WA(P) =

{
1, P ∈ PA

0, otherwise
(4)

Finally, for business process P, the final security analysis result W(P) was obtained by
considering WR(P), WB(P), and WA(P) together.

W(P) = WR(P)
⋃

WB(P)
⋃

WA(P) (5)

If W(P) = 1, business process P is blocked. Otherwise, the execution of P is permitted.

6. Implement and Evaluation

6.1. Scene of LiSEA

LiSEA’s utility manifests across three pivotal business scenarios as follows: security
operations, emergency response, and business modification. Each scenario capitalizes
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on LiSEA’s robust capabilities, engendering tangible benefits that reverberate throughout
diverse operational dimensions.

6.1.1. Security Operations

In the realm of business security operations, elucidated in Figure 4, developers employ
the embedding client as a conduit to establish a seamless connection between business
applications and the LiSEA operating center. Leveraging the operational center’s capabil-
ities, business security experts judiciously configure protection policies congruent with
prevailing security requisites, all in real-time. This adaptive configuration augments the
organization’s agility in safeguarding its business landscape. Simultaneously, managerial
stakeholders gain real-time insights into the extent of coverage engendered by the business
security fortifications. The operational center further emerges as an instrumental conduit
for channeling monitoring data to third-party security platforms. This symbiotic interaction
bolsters network security experts’ capacity to meticulously analyze security events while
also bolstering the real-time incident response capabilities of third-party security platforms.

Figure 4. LiSEA used in business security operations.

6.1.2. Emergency Response

In the context of emergency response, as illustrated in Figure 5, LiSEA assumes a
vanguard role in furnishing targeted security controls over discrete components, users,
and data. Consider, for instance, a scenario involving a hiccup in a specific component
denoted as “a” within a business application. In contrast to conventional approaches
entailing the outright offline suspension of the entire application, LiSEA facilitates the
configuration of rules within the operating center. These rules are adeptly designed to
selectively block APIs associated with module “a”, thereby circumventing any deleterious
impact on the operational integrity of other application components. The versatility of
LiSEA’s response extends to encompass problematic individuals or data, which can be
adeptly addressed through the establishment of targeted rules, obviating the need for the
broad-based suspension of accounts or data deletion.
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Figure 5. LiSEA used in an emergency response.

6.1.3. Business Modification

LiSEA effectively streamlines the process of business modifications. It expedites rule-
based configuration via its dynamic operating center, obviating the exigency to await
the cumbersome cycle of application redevelopment to facilitate live implementation.
Illustrated in Figure 6, this expedient maneuver ensures that business modifications are
promptly actualized without undue latency. To illustrate, envision a scenario where Cindy,
entrusted with the oversight of process C, is temporarily absent on business engagements.
In response, a judiciously crafted rule can be seamlessly enacted within LiSEA’s operating
center, effectively forestalling the assignment of process C to Cindy during her absence.

Figure 6. LiSEA used in business modifications.

6.2. LiSEA’s Protective Efficacy against the OWASP API Security Top 10
6.2.1. Coverage

The OWASP API Security Top 10 2019 list of the ten most critical API security risk
methodologies was used to investigate the potential threats and risks. By instituting a set
of rules at both pre- and post-intervention points, LiSEA demonstrates a robust capability
in mitigating eight out of the top ten risks, as delineated in Table 2.

There are business security risks with API 7 and API 9 that cannot be covered by
LiSEA. For API 7, security misconfiguration is commonly a result of unsecure default
configurations, incomplete or ad hoc configurations, etc. These misconfigurations may
exist in the API, transport protocol, or application infrastructure. LiSEA can only control
APIs and therefore cannot cover API 7. For API 9, improper Asset Management is often
caused by issues such as deprecated API versions and exposed debug endpoints. These
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endpoints are usually overlooked by developers and obtain access to LiSEA, and thus API
9 is not covered.

Table 2. Coverage for the OWASP API Security Top 10.

API Security Top 10 2019 Prevent by LiSEA How

API1:2019 Broken Object
Level Authorization TRUE

Introducing a post-intervention point for
verifying the relationship alignment
between the access subject and the
designated object.

API2:2019 Broken User Authentication TRUE

Implementing a pre-intervention point
validation mechanism for corroborating
attributes such as login device and
network environment.

API3:2019 Excessive Data Exposure TRUE Instituting attribute scrutiny for returned
resources via the post-intervention point.

API4:2019 Lack of Resources and
Rate Limiting TRUE

Establishing pre-intervention point
limitations on access frequency and
resource solicitation.

API5:2019 Broken Function
Level Authorization TRUE

Conducing a pre-intervention point
scrutiny of the interplay between the
access subject and the corresponding
API function.

API6:2019 Mass Assignment TRUE
Effecting a pre-intervention point
validation of attributes affiliated with
client-submitted objects.

API7:2019 Security Misconfiguration FALSE

API8:2019 Injection TRUE

Introducing an injected feature
evaluation at the pre-intervention
juncture, coupled with subsequent
relationship assessment between the
access subject and object at the
post-intervention point.

API9:2019 Improper Assets Management FALSE

API10:2019 Insufficient Logging and
Monitoring TRUE

Enabling comprehensive monitoring
through the systematic logging of each
business process and API invocation
within LiSEA’s framework, thus
fortifying the surveillance
and oversight apparatus.

6.2.2. Latency Impact on the Original Business System

When interfacing with LiSEA, business systems possess the flexibility to opt for the
inclusion of protection policies solely at the pre-intervention point, exclusively at the post-
intervention point, or at both the pre- and post-intervention points. To holistically gauge the
quantitative impact of LiSEA on the latency dynamics inherent within the original business
system, a series of three comprehensive experiments were meticulously orchestrated.

In these experiments, the testbed encapsulating the business system and LiSEA is
meticulously instantiated across distinct CentOS virtual machines. Each virtual machine
is configured with a 4-core CPU, 8 GB of RAM, and a capacious 200 GB disk allocation.
The test business system, engineered within the Java programming paradigm, deliberately
incorporates vulnerabilities culled from the OWASP API Security Top 10. The experimen-
tation framework simulates user interactions with the system, thereby emulating thread
counts ranging from 100 to 600, with a discrete step increment of 100. The orchestrated
orchestration further dictates a ramp-up period of 1 s and a comprehensive iteration cycle
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amounting to 1000 iterations. For the benchmark, we chose the average time of round trip
time for obtaining a token based on the getToken API in [27], where a microservice security
agent with the API gateway technology for presenting a secure authentication mechanism
was used.

In light of the insights gleaned from Figure 7a–c, it emerges unequivocally that the es-
calation in thread count begets a marginal increase in access latency to LiSEA. Remarkably,
this augmented latency remains confined within the realm of a mere few tens of microsec-
onds, or even diminishing to a few microseconds, when juxtaposed against the backdrop of
the original business system. Importantly, the discernible trajectory of latency overhead in-
curred by LiSEA exhibits a consonance with that of the original business system. Crucially,
this augmentation in latency fails to ascend to a threshold that could potentially jeopardize
the user experience. Moreover, from the observations illustrated in Figure 7d, it becomes
apparent that the latency attributed to exclusive access of either the pre-intervention control
point or the post-intervention point demonstrates a remarkable similarity. However, a
notable surge in latency emerges when both pre- and post-intervention points are simulta-
neously accessed. This discernible latency increase underscores the significant contribution
of network transmission within the overall latency framework. This finding further under-
scores the potential for latency reduction through the strategic co-deployment of LiSEA
alongside the business system.
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Figure 7. The evaluation on different patterns with LiSEA.

In light of benchmark comparison, a salient pattern emerges. Specifically, with a
thread count of 200, the latency attributed to simultaneous access of both pre- and post-
intervention points approximates the latency benchmark. It is pertinent to note that
the benchmark performance is derived from a singular thread count of 1. This juxta-
position underscores the remarkable superiority of our proposed LiSEA framework in
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contrast to the performance exhibited by authentication mechanisms rooted in the API
gateway paradigm.

7. Analysis

In the realm of business security enhancement, the LiSEA framework, as articulated
within this paper, encapsulates a spectrum of notable attributes as follows:

1. Inherently Geared Towards Business-Centric Security: LiSEA is intrinsically tailored
to the exigencies of business scenarios, engendering a more congruent alignment
with the semantic intricacies inherent to business operations. This focus safeguards
against undue semantic distortion, fostering a harmonious fusion of security and
business imperatives.

2. Precision-Driven Intervention Points via APIs: The architectural underpinning of
LiSEA enables the establishment of discerningly positioned intervention points through
APIs, thereby furnishing an elevated degree of control granularity. This fine-tuned
control mechanism augments the efficacy of security measures, ensuring a judicious
allocation of security resources.

3. Multifaceted SDK for Development Streamlining: LiSEA capitalizes on a multifaceted
Software Development Kit (SDK), which effectively mitigates the developmental over-
head. This adaptive SDK harmoniously bridges the divide between business demands
and security considerations, thereby obviating undue developmental burdens.

4. Real-Time Conduit for Proactive Illicit Access Interception: An inherent attribute of
LiSEA is the real-time interception of illicit access attempts. This proactive mechanism
acts as a sentinel, promptly detecting and curtailing unauthorized access endeavors,
thereby precluding their escalation into potential breaches.

It is, however, imperative to underscore certain limitations inherent to this architec-
tural paradigm. A symbiotic collaboration between application developers and security
stakeholders is requisite, necessitating a cohesive alliance to optimize the synergy between
LiSEA’s capabilities and the broader operational landscape. Moreover, the comprehensive
integration of all business interfaces with LiSEA poses a noteworthy challenge, requiring
meticulous orchestration and coordination.

When harnessing the LiSEA framework to extend security capabilities, an array of
strategic modalities emerges. Business models and ACLs are instrumental in affording
precise control over well-acknowledged risks. Concurrently, the realm of uncharted risks is
effectively addressed through dynamic risk models, which proactively evaluate and judge
emerging security threats, thereby fortifying the resilience of business operations.

8. Conclusions

This paper introduces a novel paradigm termed LiSEA, which empowers applica-
tions to fortify business processes through the strategic intervention of business APIs.
By strategically embedding pre- and post-intervention points, we established a granular
and discriminating access control model, thereby facilitating scrutiny of both the intent of
incoming requests and the outcomes of subsequent responses, all the while minimizing
disruption to the existing business codebase. Our practical implementation substantiates
the efficacy of LiSEA by effectively addressing eight out of the top ten OWASP-API vulnera-
bilities. Notably, the incremental processing latency introduced by LiSEA into the business
process remains confined to the realm of microseconds, thereby further affirming its ef-
ficacy. However, LiSEA may have incompatibility problems with different development
frameworks, and APIs’ access to LiSEA requires the cooperation of developers. In order
to overcome the above limitations, non-intervention business security frameworks will be
researched in future work.
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Abstract: As drones are widely employed in various industries and daily life, concerns regarding
their safety have been gradually emerging. Denial of service (DoS) attacks have become one of
the most significant threats to the stability of resource-constrained sensor nodes. Traditional brute-
force and high-rate distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are easily detectable and mitigated.
However, low-rate TCP DoS attacks can considerably impair TCP throughput and evade DoS
prevention systems by inconspicuously consuming a small portion of network capacity, and whereas
the literature offers effective defense mechanisms against DDoS attacks, there is a gap in defending
against Low-Rate TCP DoS attacks. In this paper, we introduce AccFlow, an incrementally deployable
Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-based protocol designed to counter low-rate TCP DoS attacks.
The main idea of AccFlow is to make the attacking flows accountable for the congestion by dropping
their packets according to their loss rates. AccFlow drops their packets more aggressively as the loss
rates increase. Through extensive simulations, we illustrate that AccFlow can effectively safeguard
against low-rate TCP DoS attacks, even when attackers employ varying strategies involving different
scales and data rates. Furthermore, whereas AccFlow primarily addresses low-rate TCP DoS attacks,
our research reveals its effectiveness in defending against general DoS attacks. These general attacks
do not rely on the TCP retransmission timeout mechanism but rather deplete network resources,
ultimately resulting in a denial of service for legitimate users. Additionally, we delve into the
scalability of AccFlow and its viability for practical deployment in real-world networks. Finally, we
demonstrate the effectiveness of AccFlow in safeguarding network resources.

Keywords: drones security; DoS attack; Software-Defined Networking

1. Introduction

Drones or Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) are unmanned aerial vehicles operated
by radio remote control devices [1]. Due to their high degree of flexibility and adaptability,
UAS are widely used in both military and civilian applications. However, a number of se-
curity concerns have arisen [2,3] pertaining to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of drones. One emerging threat is the “Low-rate TCP DoS Attack”. In this type of attack,
assailants exploit the TCP retransmission timeout mechanism [4]. To launch such an attack,
the attackers set up periodic on–off “square-wave” traffic patterns with a peak transmission
rate that is significant enough to exhaust the network bandwidth. When subjected to this
attack, legitimate TCP flows experience severe packet losses, resulting in retransmission
timeouts. If the period of the attacking flow coincides with the retransmission timeouts,
the legitimate TCP flows encounter another peak as they attempt to recover from these
timeouts, leading to further packet losses and longer retransmission timeouts. This cy-
cle continues, ultimately throttling the legitimate TCP flows to nearly zero throughput.
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Compared to general DoS attacks in which malicious users cause a denial of service by
sending continuous high-rate flows, rather than relying on the TCP retransmission timeout
mechanism, the time-averaged bandwidth usage of the low-rate TCP DoS attacking flow is
small. In some cases, it can even be much less than the total available bandwidth. This is
why we refer to such an attack as the low-rate TCP DoS attack.

Another noteworthy characteristic of the low-rate TCP DoS attacking flow is its
periodic traffic pattern, which bears a resemblance to legitimate TCP periodic traffic, such
as video traffic adopting the DASH (Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP) [5] standard.
Despite the apparent similarity in traffic patterns, a fundamental distinction exists between
benign TCP periodic flows and the low-rate TCP DoS attacking flow.

The key difference lies in how they respond to the packet loss. Legitimate TCP flows
follow a protocol that involves backing off and entering retransmission timeout when
their packets are lost. In contrast, the low-rate TCP DoS attacking flow does not exhibit
this behavior.

Although the low-rate TCP DoS attack has been proposed for nearly ten years, it has
not been fully addressed. Sun et al. [6] use signal processing (autocorrelation of the traffic)
to detect the periodic burst attack at the congested router. Whenever attacks have been
detected, the router traces back to its upstream routers to find the attack source. Such
a solution may not work if the congested router has multiple upstream routers so that
the bursty traffic it detects consists of the aggregate traffic from these upstream routers.
Therefore, it is possible that the upstream routers cannot detect the bursty attacking traffic,
which disrupts or halts the tracing back process. The work by Chang et al. [7] addresses
this problem by assigning high priorities to the packets that are destined for high loss
rate TCP application ports. However, such a defense mechanism can be breached if the
attackers send large volumes of traffic to a specific protected port to cause a high loss rate
at this port. Consequently, the attackers’ traffic will be marked as high-priority traffic.
Wang et al. [8] propose a defense method based on sFlow and an improved Self-Organizing
Map (SOM) model in Software-Defined Networking (SDN). This approach defines a metric
to differentiate between genuine normal traffic and large-scale attack traffic, allowing for
the issuance of drop or rate-limiting rules near the source of the attack. However, when two
types of traffic are very similar, stricter restrictions may affect the experiences of normal
users. Bhuyam et al. [9] proposed a mechanism based on correlation coefficients to detect
low-rate and high-rate DDoS attacks. Partial rank correlation is used to detect low-rate
attacks. However, this mechanism may not be effective when only one macro traffic attacks
the network. Ruchi Vishwakarma et al. [10] present a honeypot-based approach that can be
taken as a productive outset towards combatting Zero-Day DDoS Attacks to analyze ways
to prevent SSH and Telnet Protocol Attacks [11]. Tang [12] proposed a detection method to
identify LDOS attacks at the transport layer and used data mining technology to analyze
network anomalies under LDOS attacks to complete the detection. Furthermore, because
all of the aforementioned solutions target solely the ideal low-rate TCP DoS attack, one
alternative strategy for attackers to circumvent the defense could be splitting their traffic
into multiple attacking flows to trigger distributed DoS attacks. Additionally, they do not
illustrate how their defending protocols will impact the benign periodic flows, such as the
aforementioned video traffic. In this paper, we introduce an Accountable Flow (AccFlow)
protocol to offer effective defense against low-rate TCP DoS attacks. AccFlow has been
developed to offer effective defense against low-rate TCP DoS attacks while ensuring that
there is no performance degradation for legitimate periodic flows. Additionally, AccFlow
offers robust protection against general DoS or DDoS attacks.

In contrast to previous literature, our approach to designing AccFlow distinguishes
itself by integrating the principles of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [13] and em-
phasizing flow accountability. Within the SDN architecture, decisions concerning packet
routing and forwarding are centralized, distinguishing it from conventional networking
approaches. This centralized approach empowers explicit execution of distinct policies
for various flows, thereby offering flexibility and innovation in network configuration.
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For instance, one notable advantage of this centralized architecture is that it empowers
network operators to effectively manage traffic, resulting in the creation of low-latency
and congestion-free networks. This is particularly advantageous in data center environ-
ments [14,15]. Although originally not designed to address security issues in computer
networking, the concept of SDN, a network architecture that centralizes control and offers
innovative avenues for reevaluating and mitigating such challenges [16]. Notably, the cen-
tralized network architecture enables the controller to perform real-time traffic monitoring
and analysis. When attacking flows are identified, the controller can promptly block them,
preserving network resources for legitimate flows. This ability to quickly respond to threats
and prioritize legitimate traffic is one of the key advantages of SDN-based defense tech-
niques. These techniques offer immediate benefits to the deployed routers or Autonomous
Systems (ASes) since they do not necessitate reconfiguration in other parts of the network.
Despite these advantages, flow-based security protocols must be scalable to effectively han-
dle a large volume of attacking flows, particularly when considering deployment in Wide
Area Networks (WANs). In this paper, we propose to use flow aggregation (we use source
IP address-based flow aggregation; the detailed explanation is in Sections 4.1 and 5.2) and
virtual centralized controller (the concept of virtual centralized controller is that we use
multiple coordinated processors to serve as the centralized controller; the details are in
Section 4.2). to solve the scalability problem so that our protocol can be deployed in both
Local Area Networks (LANs) and WANs.

The reason why the low-rate TCP DoS attack and other kinds of DoS attacks work
well is that whenever a congestion happens, the router drops the packets from all flows
regardless of who causes the congestion. In other words, accountability for the congestion
is not considered for packets dropping [17]. As a result, even legitimate TCP flows that
diligently adhere to the congestion avoidance protocol and transmit at reasonable rates
are erroneously affected by congestion. This congestion is primarily caused by attacking
flows that flood the network with large volumes of traffic, depleting available bandwidth.
Therefore, in order to effectively combat DoS attacks, AccFlow considers congestion ac-
countability when implementing packet drops. To be precise, the more accountable flows
are to contribute to the congestion, the more assertively AccFlow drops their packets. We
establish a connection between each flow’s accountability for congestion and its loss rate.
Essentially, the higher the loss rate, the greater the flow’s accountability to cause congestion.
This connection is rooted in the behavior of attacking flows, which consistently exhibit high
loss rates due to their higher accountability for congestion. They do so because they must
continually send an excessive number of packets to overwhelm the network. In contrast,
legitimate TCP flows, with their lower accountability for congestion, rarely experience
consistently high loss rates. Instead, they adapt by reducing their transmission rates and
may even enter timeouts when their packets are dropped. As a result, there is a positive
correlation between a flow’s loss rate and its accountability for causing congestion. AccFlow
safeguards the network by prioritizing the dropping of packets from flows with higher loss
rates and corresponding higher probabilities. Conversely, packets from flows with lower
loss rates are dropped with lower probabilities.

Through extensive simulations using ns-3 [18], we illustrate that AccFlow proves
effective in defending against both the low-rate TCP DoS attack and general DoS attacks.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

• AccFlow is the first SDN-based security protocol that considers flow accountability
when defending against DoS or DDoS attacks.

• We demonstrate that AccFlow, which does not cause any performance degradation
to benign flows, can effectively defend against both the low-rate TCP DoS attack and
general DoS attacks even if attackers are able to vary their strategies.

• We use flow aggregation and virtual centralized controller to solve the scalability
problem of AccFlow and make it deployable in real networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief introduction
to the low-rate TCP DoS attack. In Section 3, we elaborate on the AccFlow protocol. In
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Section 4, we consider the deployment of AccFlow in real networks and its interaction with
other security protocols. In Section 5, we thoroughly study the effectiveness of AccFlow in
different simulation settings. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. Low-Rate TCP DoS Attack

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the low-rate TCP DoS attack and its
effectiveness in causing denial of service to legitimate TCP flows. The characteristics of
an ideal low-rate TCP DoS attacking flow can be represented by a triple {R, P, D}, where
R indicates the peak data rate, P indicates the attacking period and D indicates the burst
duration within one period, as illustrated in Figure 1a. In order to overflow the network, R
needs to be larger than the bottleneck link bandwidth. P should be small enough, compared
to the RTTs of legitimate TCP flows, to attack most of the traversing flows. D is negatively
correlated with R if the amount of traffic generated by the attackers in one period is fixed.
A detailed discussion on the choice of R, P, and D can be found in [19].

(a) Low-rate TCP DoS attacking flow.

(b) Network topology.

Figure 1. Attacking traffic and network topology.

We set up simulations on the ns-3 platform to illustrate the effectiveness of low-
rate TCP DoS attacks. We create a “dumbbell” network topology whose bottleneck link
bandwidth is 10 Mbps , as illustrated in Figure 1b. In this simulation setup, nine legitimate
TCP flows and one attacking flow are traversing the bottleneck link. We configure the
network so that each legitimate TCP flow is transmitting at 1 Mbps and the attacking flow
triple {R, P, D} is {30 Mbps, 200 ms, 67 ms}. Note that we scale down the bottleneck link
bandwidth and flow rates in order to accelerate the simulation. As illustrated in Figure 2a,
without being attacked, all legitimate TCP flows fairly share the bottleneck link bandwidth
and achieve their desired data rates. However, they are throttled to nearly zero throughput
under attack, as illustrated Figure 2b. Note that the time-averaged data rate of the attacking
flow (around 3.5 Mbps) is far less than the bottleneck link bandwidth. Therefore, attackers
use much less resources to achieve very effective DoS attacks.
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(b) Throughput under attack.

Figure 2. Effectiveness of the low-rate TCP DoS attack.
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3. AccFlow Design

In this section, we provide an in-depth look at AccFlow. AccFlow is a transport layer
protocol deployed on the SDN centralized controller. The controller’s role encompasses
monitoring all traversing flows, conducting flow analysis, and instructing the switches
or routers to implement different routing and forwarding policies for various flows, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The architecture of AccFlow is depicted in Figure 3 as well. AccFlow
comprises two primary modules: Aggressive Detection and Early Drop. Aggressive
Detection is responsible for blocking attacking flows that exhibit detectably aggressive
behavior, whereas Early Drop is employed to safeguard the network when attackers
attempt to evade detection by intelligently altering their attacking strategies. As Flow Data,
computed by other layers, traverses the Transport Layer, AccFlow, equipped with these
two modules, effectively safeguards the network from attacks through Flow Prioritization
and Flow Analysis.

Figure 3. AccFlow architecture.

3.1. Aggressive Detection

To effectively detect attacking flows, it is essential to identify unique features that
set them apart from legitimate ones. Given that attackers consistently generate high
traffic volumes to overload the network, the loss rates of their flows (the ratio of lost
packets to the total transmitted packets) are expected to be higher compared to legitimate
flows. Consequently, a straightforward method to distinguish between legitimate flows
and attacking flows is by using the loss rate as a differentiator. In order to validate the
effectiveness of this intuitive approach, we conducted a study on the loss rates of each
flow during the simulation, as discussed in the previous section. The centralized controller
closely monitors the traffic and performs periodic statistical analysis on all traversing
flows. The flow analysis period of the controller should be set to two or three times the
typical Round-Trip Times (RTTs) of the traversing flows. This enables the controller to gain
accurate insights into the behaviors of these flows and respond rapidly to attacks. In our
simulation, we configured this period to be 0.5 s, which is approximately twice the typical
RTTs of the traversing flows. In the rest of the paper, we use the term detection period to
indicate the controller’s analysis period. The results of the simulation are presented in
Figure 4a.
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(b) Uniform loss rate of each flow.

Figure 4. Loss rate and uniform loss rate of each flow.

It is evident that the loss rate of attacking flows remains consistently high. However,
we have observed that in certain detection periods, the loss rates for some legitimate flows
are even higher. Consequently, relying solely on loss rate as a detection criterion may lead
to false positives.

Upon closer examination of the traffic generated by each flow, we have identified the
reason behind these higher loss rates in legitimate flows during specific detection periods.
This phenomenon occurs when a legitimate flow sends only one packet within a detection
period, and that single packet is dropped. In such cases, the legitimate flow reacts by
stepping back and waiting for one retransmission timeout before entering the TCP slow
start phase. At the outset of the slow start, the flow sends out one packet to probe the
available bandwidth. In cases of extreme network congestion, this newly generated packet
is highly likely to be dropped. Consequently, the legitimate flow is compelled to endure an
even longer retransmission timeout. This explains why the loss rate of a legitimate flow is
either 1 (the only packet is dropped) or 0 (waiting in retransmission timeout). In contrast,
the attacking flow adopts a different strategy. It continuously dispatches a substantial
volume of packets without any form of backing off, even when a significant number of
preceding packets are dropped. As a result, the attacking flow maintains a consistently
high loss rate.

In our framework, we propose to use Uniform Loss Rate (ULR) which is defined in
Equation (1). We use it to differentiate the attacking flow from legitimate flows.

ULR = loss rate × usage rate (1)

The usage rate of one flow is defined in Equation (2). In the equation, the usage rate of one
flow is the ratio of the number of its transmitted packets in one detection period over the
total number of arriving packets from all flows in this detection period.

usage rate = transmitted packets ÷ total packets (2)

The attacking flow is featured with high ULR since it has to consistently send large numbers
of packets (high usage rate) and never backs off even if its packets are dropped (high loss
rate). As illustrated in Figure 4b, there is a notable gap between the ULR of the attacking
flow and legitimate flows. Therefore, ULR is an effective feature to leverage to differentiate
the attacking flow from legitimate ones. Whenever detecting a flow with excessively high
ULR while other flows’ ULRs are close to zero, the centralized controller will identify it as
an attacking flow and completely block its traffic.

Although Aggressive Detection proves to be a straightforward and precise defense
mechanism against the ideal low-rate TCP DoS attack, it necessitates a substantial ULR (Up-
stream Loss Rate) gap to effectively distinguish between the attacking flow and legitimate
flows. Finding a reasonable ULR (Upstream Loss Rate) threshold can be a challenging task,
particularly when attackers continuously alter their strategies to reduce the ULRs of their
flows. For example, instead of launching a single attacking flow, attackers can divide their
traffic into N flows and synchronize them to create periodic burst flows. The usage rate of
each individual attacking flow decreases by a percentage of N−1

N , including its ULR. As the
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number of synchronized attacking flows increases, the ULR gaps between legitimate flows
and attacking flows diminish, rendering it more challenging for the controller to detect the
attacking flows. However, it is important to note that even as the ULR gaps decrease, the
network still experiences the same volume of attacking traffic, allowing the DoS attack to
remain effective. We present the shortcoming of Aggressive Detection in Figure 5. Note
that when the attackers split their traffic into 50 synchronized flows, the ULR differences
between attacking flows and legitimate flows are close to zero. To tackle such distributed
attacks, we design the Early Drop module in the next subsection.
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Figure 5. ULR of each flow under distributed DoS attack.

3.2. Early Drop

Early Drop is proposed to effectively deal with the aforementioned distributed attacks.
The design of Early Drop is also based on consistent flow monitoring and periodic flow
analysis by the centralized controller. However, Early Drop does not purely rely on the ULR
to detect attacking flows. In fact, Early Drop is a heuristic algorithm illustrated in Algo-
rithm 1 that conducts flow-based packet dropping according to each flow’s loss rate without
explicitly detecting attacking flows. Next, we elaborate on the Early Drop algorithm.

The algorithm is executed during every detection period. The first 4 lines of the code
are executed only once at the beginning of each detection period, whereas the remaining
lines are executed whenever a packet arrives within that detection period. The aggregate
loss rate, denoted as L (line 2), represents the ratio of the number of dropped packets
from all flows in the previous detection period to the total number of arriving packets in
the previous detection period. Similarly, usage Ui of flow Fi (line 4) reflects the number of
packets sent by Fi in the previous detection period. Loss rate Li of Fi (line 4) is calculated
as the ratio of the number of dropped packets from Fi in the previous detection period
to Ui. It is important to note that these values, namelyL, Ui, and Li, are computed based
on statistics from the previous detection period. In the event that the current detection
period is the first, the controller initializes all these values to zero. These values remain
constant within the current detection period and are updated at the start of the subsequent
detection period. The rest of the lines of the codes, starting from line 5 to the end, execute
the packet-dropping policy based on these calculated values.

We add a condition L > Th1 in line 5 for packet dropping. This is because Early Drop
initiates packet dropping before the network bandwidth is fully exhausted. Therefore,
it is necessary to make sure that the network is being attacked before applying such an
aggressive dropping policy. In other words, Early Drop is a self-protective mechanism
that automatically begins dropping packets when the network shows a sign of being
attacked. We use aggregate loss rate to verify whether the network is being attacked or
not for the following reasons. This approach is grounded in the behavior of legitimate
TCP flows, which adhere to congestion-avoidance protocols. When packets are lost due
to substantial congestion, legitimate flows respond by throttling their transmission rates,
aligning them with the available bandwidth. Consequently, even if these flows initially
have high original transmission rates, they adjust their data rates to match the prevailing
network conditions. Therefore, it is rare for the network to witness a consistently high
aggregate loss rate under normal situations. However, when attackers are trying to cause
denial of service to legitimate flows by exhausting the network bandwidth, they have to
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continuously generate traffic even though many of their packets are dropped, i.e., they
never back off when meant to do so. As a result, the network will experience a very high
aggregate loss rate under attack. We verify our analysis by studying the aggregate loss rate
in both normal and attacked scenarios. The experimental results, illustrated in Figure 6,
show that even 40 legitimate flows each with the original 1 Mbps transmission rate are
traversing the 10 Mbps bottleneck link, the aggregate loss rate is well below 10% (the
real network is always bandwidth over-provisioned to tolerate the traffic burst caused
by legitimate flows, which makes it rare for the network to have a large aggregate loss
rate under normal situation). However, when the attackers are trying to launch an attack,
the aggregate loss rate is more than 65%. Thus, aggregate loss rate is an effective feature
to indicate whether the network is under DoS attack or not. The network operators can
have different configurations for the threshold Th1 based on their own policies and traffic
characteristics. For instance, if they want to aggressively protect their network, they need
to set a relatively low threshold for Th1 and vice versa.

Algorithm 1: Early Drop

1 if the beginning of kth detection period then

2 Calculate the aggregate loss rate L;
3 for each traversing flow Fi do

4 Calculate its usage Ui and loss rate Li;
// Loss rate Li is the ratio of the number of dropped packets from Fi

in the previous detection period to Ui

5 if L > Th1 then

// Th1 is set up based on policies and traffic characteristics

6 for each arriving packet do

7 Find the flow Fj it belongs to;
8 if Uj > Th2 then

// Th2 is set up to make sure that Early Drop will not falsely

blame the legitimate TCP flows

9 if Lj > 0.5 ×L then

10 Drop the packet with probability Lj;
11 else if Npacket > Th3 then

12 Drop the packet with probability Lj;
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Figure 6. Aggregate loss rate for normal and attacked scenarios.

The main idea of the Early Drop algorithm is that it drops the packets from accountable
flows with reasonable probabilities. By “accountable”, we mean that Early Drop only
blames the flows that are accountable for the congestion. By “reasonable”, we mean
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that Early Drop drops the packets of accountable flows according to their loss rates. We
achieve accountability by line 8 of the algorithm. In particular, if a flow only sends one
or two packets during one detection period, it is not accountable for the congestion so
that Early Drop will not drop its packets. We add the threshold Th2 to make sure that
Early Drop will not falsely blame the legitimate TCP flows who have just recovered from
retransmission timeouts and send one packet in the beginning of the TCP slow start process
to probe the available bandwidth. Th2 should be small and increase with the duration
of the detection period since a longer detection period may contain more TCP slow start
processes. We set Th2 as 5 in our simulations when we test the effectiveness of AccFlow
in the next section. Furthermore, we accomplish reasonability by considering its loss rate
while dropping packets from a particular flow (lines 9 to 12). Specifically, Early Drop
divides all flows into two groups, i.e., the high loss rate group and the low loss rate group.
All flows whose loss rates are above half of the aggregate loss rate L will be categorized
into the high loss rate group and Early Drop immediately drops their packets according
to their loss rates. On the contrary, flows whose loss rates are no greater than half of the
L will be assigned to the low loss rate group and Early Drop applies packet dropping to
these flows only when the number of queueing packets Npacket in the router is larger than
Th3. The threshold Th3 is used to indicate that the network is slightly congested so that it is
positively related to the router’s buffer size. We set Th3 to be 10% of the router’s buffer size
in our simulations. Again, the network operators can have different configurations for Th3
according to their policies. To sum up, Early Drop blames the flows that are accountable for
the congestion, and the higher their loss rates, the more aggressively it drops their packets.
The fundamental difference between Early Drop and other Active Queue Management
disciplines such as RED and WRED is that Early Drop selectively drops packets from more
accountable flows (often the attacking flows) early before the router buffer is exhausted so
that the packets from less accountable flows (often the legitimate flows) can be enqueued.
However, RED and WRED simply drop all arriving packets when the buffer is full so that
the legitimate flows will suffer from denial of service.

Note that we can use Aggressive Detection as a supplement to Early Drop. In particular,
Early Drop is always active to protect the network whereas Aggressive Detection will be
applied to completely block the attacking flows if they perform aggressively enough to
be detected by the controller. In the next section, we thoroughly test the effectiveness of
AccFlow through substantial amounts of simulations.

4. Deployment of AccFlow

In this section, we address the deployment of AccFlow in real networks and its
interaction with other security protocols. Although AccFlow offers advantages like flexible
control and real-time response to attacks, it also faces scalability challenges due to the
centralized network architecture. The centralized controller must create an entry in the
routing table for each distinct flow, which can strain CPU and storage resources. To
overcome this scalability issue, we propose the use of flow aggregation and a virtual
centralized controller. These solutions aim to optimize AccFlow’s performance and ensure
its practicality in large-scale networks.

Flow aggregation involves grouping similar flows together, reducing the number of
distinct flows and, consequently, the load on the controller. The virtual centralized controller
concept employs multiple coordinated processors to serve as the centralized controller,
allowing for distributed handling of flow management. Together, these measures enhance
AccFlow’s scalability, making it suitable for deployment in both local area networks (LANs)
and wide area networks (WANs).

By addressing scalability concerns and optimizing AccFlow’s performance, we aim to
make it a viable and effective solution for enhancing network security and mitigating DoS
and DDoS attacks.
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4.1. Flow Aggregation

Flow aggregation can prevent the attackers from amplifying their attacking scale by
faking huge numbers of flows. Furthermore, with protocols like ingress filter [20] and
Passport [21], ASes can limit the range of their acceptable source IP addresses. As a result,
the number of distinct attacking flows that can be used to attack the bottleneck link is
limited. Moreover, the existing security protocols, such as MiddlePolice [22,23], Mirage [24],
Phalanx [25], Pushback [26], and DoS-limiting architecture [27], can be applied to further
limit the attacking scales. For instance, Mirage adopts the concept of frequency hopping
in wireless networks to “hop” the destination IP addresses among all available addresses.
Each time a user wants to send traffic to this site, it has to solve a computational puzzle to
obtain the new IP address, which will limit the volumes of traffic that the computationally
limited attackers can send. MiddlePolice, on the other hand, allows the destination to
determine which source IPs are allowed through self-defined traffic control policies. Since
AccFlow does not cause disruption to the existing network infrastructure, it can effectively
interact with these security protocols to defend the network against extremely large-scale
DDoS attacks.

4.2. Virtual Centralized Controller

In order to deal with large numbers of flows, we can also adopt the concept of a virtual
centralized SDN controller. Specifically, multiple processors can serve as the conceptual
centralized controller. Each processor keeps its routing table and tackles a certain number
of flows. In order to tolerate individual processor failures within the distributed virtual
centralized controller system, we can adopt the Paxos protocols [28]. In fact, the B4
architecture [14], a worldwide large-scale SDN data center network built by Google, also
adopts the concept of virtual centralized controller by clustering their networks to deal
with millions of flows traversing Google’s data centers. By embracing these techniques
to solve the scalability problem, AccFlow can be deployed in real networks. We present a
straightforward deployment architecture in Figure 7.

We consider deploying AccFlow on both core routers and border routers. Typically,
border routers are responsible for dealing with the inter-domain flows such as BGP ses-
sions [29] whereas core routers carry the traffic across the AS and may execute a particular
traffic engineering policy such as MPLS [30]. Consider the situation where a remote legit-
imate client and the attacker are sending their traffic to the AS through an undeployed
border router R1. Since the attacking flow D exhausts the bandwidth of the victim border
router R1, the client’s flow A is throttled to zero throughput (flow A is not able to traverse
R1 in Figure 7). Attacking flow D continues to propagate in the AS until it counters a
deployed core router R2 which drops its packets to save the network resources for the
legitimate flow C (attacking flow D is not able to traverse R2 in Figure 7). When the AS
deploys AccFlow on its border router R3, it protects the inter-domain traffic B from being
attacked so that B can safely enter the AS. Apart from launching inter-domain attacks, the
attacker can also compromise the nodes within the AS to generate local DoS attacking
flows, such as the attacking flow E. The deployed core router R4 can protect the network
from such an attack. Furthermore, the deployed routers can stop the local attacking flows
from leaving the AS to attack remote sites. To sum up, AccFlow is compatible with the ex-
isting security protocols and is incrementally deployable without disruption to the existing
network infrastructure.
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Figure 7. Deployment of AccFlow.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, we thoroughly study the effectiveness of AccFlow on the ns-3 platform
in four major simulation setups. We use the network topology illustrated in Figure 1b
in all simulation setups whereas the traversing flows are different under different setups
(AccFlow is not limited to the simple dumbbell network topology. It is effective to protect
both the inter-domain and intra-domain traffic). The first setup regards the distributed
low-rate TCP DoS attack, in which we consider different types of legitimate traffic and
different attacking strategies. The second setup is about another DoS attack derived from
the low-rate TCP DoS attack. We call it the Short Selfish TCP Flow (SSTF) attack because
the attackers selfishly consume nearly the whole network resources by generating excessive
numbers of short TCP flows. The third setup is designed to verify that AccFlow does not
falsely drop packets from legitimate periodic flows. Finally, we consider the general DoS
attacks in the fourth setup.

5.1. Distributed Low-Rate TCP DoS Attack

In this setup, we design three different simulation settings. In setting one, we have
five legitimate TCP flows each with 1 Mbps transmission rate to simulate drone activities,
such as Data Transfer and Telemetry and Remote Control Signals. In a real network, the
attackers are able to launch different scales of distributed attacks by splitting their traffic
into different numbers of synchronized subflows which refer to the individual streams
of network traffic that are coordinated or synchronized by the attacker. By dividing their
traffic into multiple subflows, attackers can make the attacks more challenging to detect and
mitigate, as the traffic may appear more like legitimate network activity. In our simulations,
we varied the number of synchronized subflows from 1 to 50 to replicate real-world attacks.
(Note that we scale down the number of flows in order to accelerate the simulation. As
you can see in our experiment results, the performance of AccFlow is not impacted by
the scale of DDoS attacks.) The total aggregate rate of these synchronized attacking flows
reached approximately 30 Mbps, which is three times the bandwidth of the bottleneck
link. This setup effectively mimics attacks that surpass the network’s capacity, resulting in
network congestion and potential service disruptions. The attacking period P is 200 ms
and the attacking duration D in one period is 67 ms to simulate the real attacks. In setting
two, we use the same attacking traffic as that of setting one but we have nine legitimate
TCP flows each with a different transmission rate, ranging from 0.3 Mpbs to 1.1 Mpbs.
This setup mimics diverse drone activities, including real-time adaptive data transmission
and adaptive flight planning. The reason we have both setting one and setting two is
that TCP uses the max–min fairness [31], where the network first satisfies the flows with
smaller demands (lower transmission rates) and then evenly distributes the bandwidth to
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flows with larger demands if the network resources are limited. As a result, in a congested
network, flows with smaller transmission rates can obtain their fair bandwidth shares more
easily than flows with higher rates. Therefore, we need to consider both the two settings in
our simulation. In the third setting, we test the effectiveness of AccFlow when attackers
are varying their attacking rates from 20 Mbps to 60 Mbps which is more varied. Without
loss of generality, we assume that attackers split their traffic into five attacking flows in this
setting and we use the same legitimate TCP traffic as that of setting two. We summarize
the three simulation settings in Table 1.

Table 1. Simulation settings .

Simulation
Setting

Legitimate TCP Flows Attack Scales Aggregate Attacking Rate

Setting One 5 flows with same rate 1 Mbps 1 to 50 attacking flows 30 Mbps

Setting Two
9 flows with different rates ranging

from 0.3 Mbps to 1.1 Mbps 1 to 50 attacking flows 30 Mbps

Setting Three
9 flows with different rates ranging

from 0.3 Mbps to 1.1 Mbps 5 attacking flows 20 Mbps to 60 Mbps

The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 8. Figure 8a illustrates the results for
setting one when five 1 Mbps legitimate TCP flows are traversing the network. Since the
whole bandwidth of the bottleneck link is 10 Mbps, which is large enough to hold all the
legitimate traffic, all the five flows should not experience any packet losses (in this paper,
we only consider packet losses caused by network congestions). and achieve their ideal
throughput when they are not attacked. As we can see in Figure 8a, AccFlow can effectively
protect the legitimate flows from being attacked since the average throughput of the
legitimate flows is close to the desired transmission rate. Furthermore, the performance of
AccFlow does not degrade as the number of attacking flows increases. Figure 8b illustrates
the simulation results for setting two. Note that we set up nine legitimate flows in this
setting but we only plot the results for five of them in the figure for a concise presentation.
With AccFlow, all nine legitimate flows are able to achieve their desired data rates even
under large-scale attacks. In setting three, we vary the aggregate attacking rates from
20 Mbps to 60 Mbps. Again, we plot the simulation results for 5 legitimate flows in the
figure. The results show that AccFlow can also effectively defend the network even if
attackers are able to change their attack rates.

Here, we make a detailed explanation of the effectiveness of AccFlow. Consider one
legitimate TCP flow and one attacking flow in our simulations. Assume that attackers
launch DoS attacks in the detection period Tk. Due to severe packet losses in Tk, the
legitimate TCP flow envisions a heavily congested network and enters a retransmission
timeout. Therefore, in the next detection period Tk+1, either its loss rate is zero if it is still
waiting in the timeout or its usage is very low if it just recovers from the timeout and sends
small amounts of packets to probe the available bandwidth. Under both scenarios, AccFlow
will not further blame the legitimate flow. However, the attackers have to continuously
send high volumes of traffic in order to overflow the bottleneck link. Thus, the attacking
flow still has a large usage in the next detection period Tk+1 in spite of its high loss rate in
Tk. Under such a situation, AccFlow will Early Drop its packets according to its loss rate.
Furthermore, if the network is still congested after Early Drop, the router itself will also
drop packets since it cannot deal with so much traffic. Therefore, the attacking flow will
experience an even larger loss rate in the detection period Tk+1. This cycle repeats so that
the loss rate of the attacking flow increases in each detection period until the network is
not congested or its loss rate equals one. Under both scenarios, the attacking flow can no
longer harm the network.
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Figure 8. Under all three settings, AccFlow can effectively defend legitimate TCP flows from being
attacked. The achieved throughput for each legitimate flow is almost the same as its original
transmission rate.

In order to be a real-time defending technique, AccFlow needs to react to attacks very
fast. Here, we study the convergence time of AccFlow, i.e., how long it takes AccFlow to
clear up the attacks. We define the convergence time as the time when all legitimate flow
loss rates are zero. Without loss of generality, we randomly pick up one simulation setup in
each of the three settings listed in Table 1 to study its convergence time. Specifically, we test
the scenarios where attackers set up 20 and 30 attacking flows in setting one and setting
two, respectively. As for setting three, we use the case when attackers are generating traffic
at a rate of 40 Mbps. Our simulation results are illustrated in Figure 9. Under all three
scenarios, AccFlow can react to the attack quickly and the convergence time is in the order
of seconds or tens of seconds.

As a flow-based defending technique, AccFlow needs to be scalable to deal with large
numbers of attacking flows. Although the performance of AccFlow does not decline as
the number of attacking flows increases (as illustrated in our simulation results), huge
numbers of flows will exhaust the CPU and storage of the centralized controller. We discuss
the scalability problem and propose our solutions in Section 4 where we consider the
deployment of AccFlow in real networks.

5.2. Short Selfish TCP Flow Attack

In this section, we discuss a very effective DoS attack which is similar to but still
fundamentally different from the low-rate TCP DoS attack. The attacking technique is that
malicious users periodically set up many short TCP flows to gain unfair share of network
resources. Specifically, the early coming short TCP flows congest the network and cause
all flows (including both legitimate TCP flows and themselves) to enter retransmission
timeouts. Then, the attackers selfishly start new short TCP flows to occupy the whole
network bandwidth since no one apart from attackers is transmitting now. The interesting
point of such DoS attacks is that it seems that the attackers never deviate from the TCP
protocol since these short TCP flows will back off when their packets are lost. However,
the attackers are able to cause very severe denial of service to legitimate users simply by
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breaking their traffic into small short flows. We name such an attack the Short Selfish TCP
Flow (SSTF) attack. Note that the difference between the SSTF attack and low-rate TCP
DoS attack is that the former cannot synchronize all these short TCP flows to create the
regular periodic burst traffic since transmitters have to wait for the ACKs before sending
new packets. We set up simulations to illustrate the effectiveness of the SSTF attack. In our
simulation, we have 10 attackers and each of them sends one short TCP flow with 3 Mbps
data rate every 200 ms. Furthermore, we have nine legitimate TCP flows with 1 Mbps
transmission rate each. The results, illustrated in Figure 10, show that the SSTF attack is
able to effectively throttle the legitimate users to almost zero throughput.
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Figure 9. Convergence time of AccFlow.

Now, we explain why the SSTF attack can cause such an effective denial of service to
legitimate users even though each individual short flow itself behaves exactly the same as
a legitimate TCP flow (here, we mean each short TCP flow complies with the TCP protocol
and will back off when a congestion happens). First, let us reconstruct the attacking
procedure. Assume that attackers first set up n short TCP flows A = {A1, A2, ..., An} to
cause congestion. Then all the legitimate flows and attacking flows in A will suffer from
severe packet losses and enter retransmission timeouts. After a short period, attackers
set up another set of short TCP flows B = {B1, B2, ..., Bm}. Since no one is transmitting
now, B will occupy the whole network resources. When the legitimate flows try to recover
from timeouts, they may face another set of short attacking flows started by the attackers
after flows in B finish. Again, congestion happens and the legitimate flows are forced to
enter even longer retransmission timeouts. The cycle repeats and the attackers are able
to selfishly utilize nearly the whole network resources. In a word, by sacrificing a small
fraction of their traffic, the attackers create a “clear” network environment for most of their
traffic and cause severe denial of service to the legitimate users.
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Figure 10. Effectiveness of the SSTF attack.

The trick played by the attackers is to evade accountability by continuously generating
fresh short flows. In particular, it is the flows in A that cause the congestion so that we have
no reason to blame the flows in B. However, when flows in A experience severe packet
losses, the source should realize that the network is congested and should not start new
flows. Thus, flow set B should not be generated because both A and B come from the same
source (attackers). Therefore, although each individual short TCP flow complies with the
TCP protocol, the attackers still behave maliciously by periodically setting up new TCP
flows even though the previous flows experience high loss rates.

We propose to use flow aggregation to defend against the SSTF attack. Specifically,
all flows with the same source IP address will be aggregated as one flow. (It is possible
to conduct flow aggregation based on other properties such as source IP address and
application port pair. We leave the discussion of different aggregating properties in future
works.) Consequently, although flow Ai ∈ A and flow Bj ∈ B are different flows, they
may have the same source IP address since they are both generated by the attackers. As a
result, AccFlow will aggregate them as one flow. Therefore, flow Bj will be blamed for the
congestion caused by flow Ai. Similarly, the subsequent flows will be accountable for the
congestion caused by their precedent flows as long as they have the same source IP address.
Thus, the attackers are not able to selfishly over-utilize the network resources by creating
new flows. A potential problem for conducting such flow aggregation is that attackers
can spoof their source IP addresses to keep generating new flows. However, the network
security community has proposed effective mechanisms such as Stackpi [32] and packet
filters [33] to prevent source IP spoofing. AccFlow can embrace such security protocols
to prevent attackers from faking flows. Another potential problem is that the Network
Address Translation (NAT) router translates the IP addresses of the hosts within its LAN to
its public IP address. Then, all the flows from different hosts will have the same source IP
address after they leave the LAN. When they reach other remote sites that deploy AccFlow,
they will be aggregated as one flow. Thus, a single compromised host within the LAN
may cause denial of service to all the legitimate hosts within the LAN since their flows are
aggregated as the same flow. To solve the problem, we can deploy AccFlow on the NAT
router so that it will drop the packets from the local attacking flow and save bandwidth for
legitimate flows. Therefore, the local attacking flow will not be able to leave the LAN to
attack the remote sites.

We test the effectiveness of AccFlow when the network is faced with the SSTF attack
under similar simulation settings in Table 1. As illustrated in Figure 11, Accountable Flow
can effectively defend against the SSTF attack. Note that we set the minimum number of
attacking flows to five since the SSTF attack needs to be distributed in order to be effective.
The convergence time is also in the order of seconds to tens of seconds. We do not present
the results for the convergence time in the paper due to space constraints. Note that the
achieved data rates (throughput) for higher rate flows, i.e., ones with rates of 0.9 Mbps
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and 1.1 Mbps, are slightly less than their desired data rates. We attribute such slight
performance degradation to the fact that TCP max–min fairness serves the low rate flows
first in congested networks.
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Figure 11. AccFlow effectively defends against the SSTF attack.

5.3. Benign Periodic Flow

Real-life networks, such as the Internet, also carry periodic or bursty flows whose
traffic patterns are similar to that of the low-rate TCP DoS attacking flows. One example is
that YouTube generates periodic traffic by loading chunks of a video with pauses between
each chunk [34]. In this subsection, we show that AccFlow does not falsely drop the
packets from benign periodic flows through the following four experiments. In the first
experimental setup, five normal TCP flows each transmitting at a rate of 1 Mbps and one
benign periodic flow are sharing the network resources. The analysis in [34] reveals that
the peak rate for a typical YouTube flow ranges from hundreds of kilobytes to several
megabytes. The interval of each video chunk ranges from hundreds of milliseconds to
seconds. We set the peak rate and period of the periodic flow in our simulation to be 3 Mbps
and 200 ms so that it can represent real video traffic. Since the bottleneck link bandwidth
is 10 Mbps which is large enough to hold all the traffic, the first setup is congestion free.
In the second setup, we create a fairly congested network by generating nine normal TCP
flows and the same periodic flow. In the third setup, the network becomes quite congested
by carrying 15 normal TCP flows and the same periodic flow. Finally, in the fourth setup,
the network is very congested as 20 normal TCP flows and the same periodic flow traverse
the bottleneck link.

The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 12. For clear presentation, we use
characters “N”, “F”, “Q”, and “V” to represent words “Not”, “Fairly”, “Quite”, and “Very”,
respectively. The character “Cg” represents the word “Congested”. Thus “F Cg” means
that the network is fairly congested, which corresponds to the second setup. As illustrated
in Figure 12a, the benign periodic flow achieves its desired throughput in all four setups no
matter whether AccFlow is applied or not. Furthermore, AccFlow also does not have any
negative effect on the normal TCP flows, as illustrated in Figure 12b. The results indicate
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that AccFlow seamlessly coexists with benign flows, maintaining their performance without
degradation. This successful coexistence can be attributed to the fundamental difference
between benign periodic flows and attacking flows.

In benign periodic flows, the objective is not to overwhelm congested links, unlike
attacking flows. Therefore, the network does not experience a high aggregate loss rate, and
as a result, AccFlow does not implement its aggressive dropping policy. In situations where
a legitimate bursty flow momentarily reaches a peak rate that might cause a high aggregate
loss rate, triggering AccFlow to drop a few packets, the adverse impact does not propagate.
Legitimate flows naturally adjust by entering retransmission timeouts after encountering
packet losses. Consequently, the network becomes less congested, and the aggregate loss
rate falls below the threshold Th1.
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Figure 12. AccFlow harmoniously coexists with the benign periodic flow and normal flows without
causing performance degradation.

5.4. General (D)DoS Attack

Although AccFlow is primarily designed to address low-rate TCP DoS attacks, it also
serves as a defense mechanism against general DoS attacks. The distinction between low-
rate TCP DoS attacks and general DoS attacks lies in their respective methods of operation.
The former relies on the TCP retransmission timeout mechanism to launch attacks, whereas
the latter disrupts legitimate users’ services by inundating the network with a high volume
of traffic.

As previously mentioned, the central concept behind AccFlow is to hold attacking
flows accountable for network congestion by promptly dropping their packets based on
their loss rates. Consequently, any attacking flows that contribute to congestion are unable
to disrupt legitimate flows by excessively utilizing network resources.

In fact, the effectiveness of AccFlow against general DoS attacks stems from our
deliberate decision not to rely on the periodic nature of low-rate TCP DoS attacking flows
when designing the algorithm.

To test the effectiveness of AccFlow when the network is faced with general DoS
attacks, we use similar simulation settings listed in Table 1 except that the attackers consis-
tently generate traffic without pause. As illustrated in Figure 13, AccFlow can effectively
defend against the general DoS attacks. Furthermore, AccFlow also has a quick convergence
time under such attacks, which is in the order of tens of seconds.
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Figure 13. AccFlow provides a strong defense against the general DoS attacks.

6. Conclusions

In recent years, the defense against low-rate TCP DoS attacks in SDN has garnered
significant attention from researchers. However, the application of such defenses to drones
has not been a focal point of research, and there are currently no related studies. This
paper introduces AccFlow, an incrementally deployable SDN-based protocol, designed to
counter both low-rate TCP DoS attacks and general DoS attacks in the context of drones.
Consistent with previous studies of defending DDoS attacks where they propose an SDN-
assisted DDoS attack defense method [35,36] and the DDoS Attack Detection System
using Apache Spark [37], we concentrate on defending low-rate TCP DoS attacks on
drones and still demonstrated effectiveness for normal DDoS. We deploy AccFlow on the
SDN-centralized controller and use Aggressive Detection and Early Drop to protect the
network when attackers try to evade detection by varying their attacking strategies. The
main idea of AccFlow is to make the attacking flows accountable. Through substantial
amounts of simulations in each setup, we demonstrate that AccFlow, which does not cause
any performance degradation to benign flows, can effectively defend against both the
low-rate TCP DoS attacks and the general DoS attacks even if attackers are able to vary
their strategies.
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Abstract: IoT devices and embedded systems are deployed in critical environments, emphasizing
attributes like power efficiency and computational capabilities. However, these constraints stress the
paramount importance of device security, stimulating the exploration of lightweight cryptographic
mechanisms. This study introduces a lightweight architecture for authenticated encryption tailored
to these requirements. The architecture combines the lightweight encryption of the LED block cipher
with the authentication of the PHOTON hash function. Leveraging shared internal operations,
the integration of these bases optimizes area–performance tradeoffs, resulting in reduced power
consumption and a reduced logic footprint. The architecture is synthesized and simulated using
Verilog HDL, Quartus II, and ModelSim, and implemented on Cyclone FPGA devices. The results
demonstrate a substantial 14% reduction in the logic area and up to a 46.04% decrease in power
consumption in contrast to the individual designs of LED and PHOTON. This work highlights the
potential for using efficient cryptographic solutions in resource-constrained environments.

Keywords: authenticated encryption; FPGA; hardware footprint; hardware security; LED block
cipher; lightweight cryptography; logic resources; low power; PHOTON hash function

1. Introduction

With the ongoing advancement of embedded systems and semiconductor technology,
new devices are getting smaller and faster and consuming less power. This has led to the
development of the Internet of Things (IoT) [1], whereby many “things” in our real lives are
connected to the internet and to each other. These current technologies are stimulating the
Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0), in which industries have started to embrace
the IoT in their industrial operations, forming the so-called Industrial IoT (IIoT). These
things enhance the automation of operations in the industry by utilizing hardware and
mechanical components to interact with the physical world, making them vulnerable to
threats and cyber-attacks. They are usually deployed in critical infrastructures where
attacks may lead to damage and casualties. Attackers might steal confidential data, slow
production operations, or even interrupt and stop entire operations, as happened with
the Stuxnet attack [2]. Therefore, securing IIoT edge devices is a high priority and should
be taken seriously, starting from the design phase. Cryptographic primitives are often
used to fortify embedded system devices during transmission and communication by
ensuring the confidentiality and integrity of data, as well as guaranteeing access control,
authentication, and non-repudiation [3]. Researchers have developed security protocols
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in computer networks and other embedded systems based on proven symmetric and
asymmetric cryptographic frameworks [4]. However, IIoT edge devices normally have
limited resources and power and do not have the computing resources required to handle
conventional cryptographic algorithms. Their limited capabilities necessitate the need for
lightweight and compact cryptographic schemes [5,6].

The field of lightweight cryptography (LWC) investigates the integration of crypto-
graphic primitives into constrained devices [7]. LWC balances the tradeoffs of cost, energy
consumption, performance, and security [7,8] to provide lightweight ciphers that consume
low amounts of power and achieve an acceptable level of security. Researchers have also
proposed lightweight crypto engines by reducing the complexity of the conventional al-
gorithms, but these have the drawback of reduced security [9]. For devices with limited
capabilities, energy-efficient algorithms that perform well in hardware are much more
appropriate [10]. A reduction in hardware chips (Gate Equivalents—GE) is imperative in
LWC as it is directly proportional to the cost and the power consumption.

Cryptography can be asymmetric (public key) or symmetric (secret key). The latter
guarantees data confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity by utilizing an authentication
protocol. For LWC, block ciphers are the most widely used for encryption (confidentiality)
as the data can be processed in blocks rather than bit streaming. For data integrity and
authenticity, hash functions are commonly used by forming message authentication codes
(MACs). They take a plain message as the input and produce a fixed-length tag. For
more advanced functionality, ciphers and integrity mechanisms are integrated to form
authenticated encryption (AE).

Lightweight edge devices such as the Internet of Things (IoT) have been widely
used in recent years either for monitoring or controlling. The incremental usage of these
devices raises concerns regarding the security of the data passing through these devices.
Cryptographers and cryptanalysts encounter major challenges due to the rapid spread of
lightweight devices, needing to safeguard their data where these devices are installed in
different critical environments. These devices usually have resource constraints. Therefore,
lightweight cryptographic primitives must be integrated with these devices to ensure their
security and authenticity.

Lightweight block ciphers are cryptographic primitives that utilize small design spaces
and Gate Equivalents (GE). The literature defines “lightweight” as ciphers utilizing less
than 3000 GE [10]. Lightweight block ciphers are mainly intended for devices that have
limited computation capabilities, low power, and small footprints. The ubiquitous spread
of IoT and other constrained devices has increased the demand for LWC security solutions.
LWC should be designed with constraints, while maintaining a certain level of security.
LWC designers must balance security and the limited resources of the constrained devices.
A tradeoff between security, cost, and performance should be considered when designing
any lightweight cryptographic primitive [7], as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Tradeoffs of lightweight cryptography.
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Cryptographic hardware architectures entail tradeoffs between the security level,
system performance, and cost. Parallel architecture provides high performance but, in turn,
increases the cost. On the other hand, serial architecture has low costs, but the system
performance is degraded. The length of the secret key in the cryptographic algorithms
reflects the tradeoff of security versus cost. A longer key increases the security of the system
but also raises the cost because more resources are utilized. Meanwhile, reducing the key
length helps to reduce the cost but lowers the level of security too. In addition, rounds in
cryptographic algorithms affect the system’s performance and security. A higher number
of rounds guarantees a higher level of security but reduces the throughput of the system.
In contrast, reducing the number of rounds increases the system performance but reduces
the security level.

Confidentiality can be guaranteed using block and stream ciphers where only autho-
rized entities can access the message. However, encryption ciphers do not guarantee the
tampering of the encrypted message will not occur [11]. Authenticated encryption (AE)
schemes can overcome this problem and provide authenticity and integrity to the message
on top of the confidentiality provided by the encryption cipher.

The AE can be extended to encompass some additional non-encrypted data, as in
a network packet header, where both the payload and the header are authenticated but
encryption is applied only to the payload.

In IPsec and transport layer security (TLS), AE techniques are commonly employed.
As of August 2018, the current version of TLS no longer supports non-AE algorithms like
AES in cipher block chaining (CBC) mode, although end-to-end encryption is provided by
such techniques in popular messaging applications.

Three separate common methods referred to as generic composition are used to create
authenticated encryption schemes [12]. The order of the encryption and authentication
activities varies between these methods. The first composition, encrypt-then-MAC (EtM),
is a sequential encryption and authentication. It begins with the encryption of the message
followed by the authentication of the encrypted version of the message. The second
composition, encrypt-and-MAC (E&M), is a concurrent encryption and authentication
method whereby encryption and authentication are carried out independently for the
original input messages. The third composition, MAC-then-encrypt (MtE), refers to the
use of authentication then encryption. Initially, it computes a MAC for the message, then
encrypts both the resulting MAC tag and the original message in combination.

When examined from numerous security perspectives, most of the current AE tech-
niques are weak. Generic composition approaches have been subjected to a number of
security attacks, and EtM proved to be the most secure [12,13].

In industries and other critical environments, the deployed devices encounter re-
source limitations, lacking the necessary computation and communication capabilities.
Despite these conditions, and the insufficiency of the conventional cryptographic algo-
rithms, it is important to guarantee security for these devices. Several surveys, as referenced
in [11,14–18], have been conducted to address the importance of information protection
within lightweight devices. There are several works related to the single-architecture design
related to LED block ciphers [19–25] and the PHOTON hash function [19,23,26–30]. These
designs were synthesized on different hardware platforms and targeting different optimiza-
tion goals. Several authenticated encryption architectures based on different composition
methods were presented, including the latest designs in [10,21,31–35]. However, some of
them were synthesized and simulated on different platforms and others consume large
amounts of logic resources when composing the encryption with the authentication.

The work in [10] integrated the PRESENT block cipher [36] and the SPONGENT hash
function [37] to construct an authenticated encryption. Both PRESENT and SPONGENT
were designed by the same group with similar permutation functions. Therefore, the
authors of [10] achieved a good reduction rate of logic resources by sharing the common
functions within both primitives. However, they implemented their design in ASIC and
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reported their results in Gate Equivalent. Additionally, their design resulted in a very low
operating frequency and throughput.

The authors of [21,31] presented an authenticated encryption composed of an LED
block cipher [38] and a PHOTON hash function [39], with the objective of reusing the
common datapath functions and reducing the footprints. They achieved a considerable
operating frequency and throughput; however, they could share only small parts of the dat-
apath and achieved a low reduction rate of the footprints. Additionally, they implemented
their design on Xilinx FPGA and reported their results in Slices.

The work reported in [33] utilized the AES block cipher with an Offset Tow Round
(OTR) to create an authenticated encryption. They implemented their design on Altera
Startix FPGA from the Virtex family. They achieved high speeds and reduced the logic
resource utilization to almost half of the original architecture design. However, their
reduced architecture design is still considered high when compared to other proposals.

The authors of [34,35] introduced an authentication framework for smart homes and
industrial environments. They utilized Ascon authenticated encryption with a hash func-
tion to construct their architecture, as referenced in [34], and an AEAD encryption algorithm
with a hash function, as referenced in [35]. However, their design was implemented on
software and their results were reported based on the computational, communication, and
storage costs.

The work reported in [40] introduced a new proposal of authenticated encryption submit-
ted to the NIST. The work was implemented on Xilinx FPGA Sparta 6. They achieved higher
speeds but at the cost of larger footprints, even compared to their competitors’ proposals.

In this study, an authenticated encryption (AE) architecture is proposed that aims to
reduce its footprint compared to other existing AE architectures. This is accomplished by
employing the most minimal versions of the LED block cipher (LED-64) and the PHOTON
hash function (PHOTON-80/20/16) and sharing similar resources between the two. The
round-dependent constants generated by the linear feedback shift register (LFSR) serve
a dual purpose: they control the permutation rounds and the multiplexer selectors. Fur-
thermore, employing look-up tables (LUTs) in place of Galois multiplications decreases the
computational intensity of the MixColumns matrices, leading to the reduced utilization of
logical resources. These shared resources, combined with the use of LFSR and LUTs, make
a substantial impact in terms of minimizing the logic resources needed for the architecture
of the AE (authenticated encryption).

Paper Organization

The first section of this paper introduces the background of lightweight cryptography
and authenticated encryption, followed by an analysis of the related work in the same
section. In Section 2, we provide a detailed explanation of the algorithm of the LED block
cipher and PHOTON hash function, as well as their individual implementation. The design
procedure of the proposed authenticated encryption is provided in Section 3, as well as the
implementation of hardware architecture for the authenticated encryption, and a summary
of the hardware resource utilization. Section 4 contains the results and a discussion of the
proposed authenticated encryption. It discusses the outcomes of the simulation and re-
source utilization and benchmarking with the available related work. Finally, the summary
and conclusions and the paper’s key findings are provided in Section 5.

2. Algorithm and Implementation

A design for a composite authenticated encryption system is proposed. It combines
encryption by an LED block cipher with authentication by the PHOTON hash function.
The primary objective of the design is to reduce the logic area utilization; thus, the variants
with the smallest sizes of the LED and PHOTON were selected. We present a lightweight
authenticated encryption (AE) architecture based on the primitives in Sections 2.1 and 2.2
with generic EtM composition.
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The design utilizes the shared logic resources for reusability. The internal permutation
functions are designed using Verilog HDL and synthesized on several families of Altera
FPGAs. The design tools of Altera Quartus II and ModelSim are used for the synthesis
and simulation.

2.1. LED-64 Block Cipher

An LED-64 block cipher [38] is a lightweight symmetric security primitive, the struc-
ture and mathematical operations of which are based on the substitution permutation
network (SPN). It has a 64-bit input block, 32 permutation rounds, a 64-bit encryption
key, and a 64-bit output ciphertext. The arrangement of the input in the state is organized
in a 4 × 4 row-based matrix. Each cell of the matrix has a 4-bit nibble within the Galois
Field (GF) (24) with the irreducible polynomial function of X4 + X + 1 (10011). The round
permutation function of the LED is an AES-like function, where there are four operations
in every round; these are processed sequentially, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. LED permutation blocks.

The architecture of the LED is designed in a round-based mode. Figure 3 shows the
architecture of LED-64 block cipher. P refers to the original input message—plaintext. K
is the encryption key, STR is the state register, AC is the AddConstant block, SC is the
SubCells block, SR is the ShiftRows block, MC is the MixColumns block, RC is the round
constants block, and C is the output ciphertext. The input message is XORed with the
encryption key after every 3 rounds for 32 rounds. Figure 4 illustrates the control flow of
the encryption operation. In the first round, the input is XORed with the encryption key,
and, in rounds 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25 and 29, the output of the MC block is XORed with the
key. Meanwhile, in the other rounds, the output of the MC is loaded directly to the STR
register. The STR register is updated every round to hold the updated state matrix. The
round constants are generated by the RC block where the RC feeds the AC and controls the
inputs to STR.

Figure 3. Architecture of the LED-64 block cipher.
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Figure 4. ASM of the LED-64 cipher.

2.1.1. AddConstants (AC)

AC modifies the first two columns of the state matrix. These columns are XORed with
pre-defined constants. The first column is XORed with an 8-bit integer that represents
the encryption key size and is denoted by (ks7–ks0). A 6-bit round-dependent constant
(RC5 to RC0) is produced by LFSR and XORed with the second column of the state matrix.
It is initialized with zeros at the beginning and updated every round, where RC0 is the
result of (RC5⊕RC4⊕1). The matrix below shows the variables to be XORed with the first
two columns of the state, whereas the other columns are kept unchanged. The values
of the key size bits are represented by inverting the corresponding bits instead of using
XOR operations.⎛⎜⎜⎝

ks7 ‖ ks6 ‖ ks5 ‖ ks4 0 ‖ RC5 ‖ RC4 ‖ RC3 0000 0000
ks7 ‖ ks6 ‖ ks5 ‖ ks4

⊕
1 0 ‖ RC2 ‖ RC1 ‖ RC0 0000 0000

ks3 ‖ ks2 ‖ ks1
⊕

1 ‖ ks0 0 ‖ RC5 ‖ RC4 ‖ RC3 0000 0000
ks3 ‖ ks2 ‖ ks1

⊕
1 ‖ ks0

⊕
1 0 ‖ RC2 ‖ RC1 ‖ RC0 0000 0000

⎞⎟⎟⎠
2.1.2. SubCells (SC)

SC obscures the relationship between the utilized encryption key and the resulting
ciphertext. LED reutilize the substitution box presented in PRESENT block cipher [36]. The
SC process is a non-linear operation represented by look-up tables (LUTs). All the cells of
the internal state matrix are matched and swapped with the corresponding values from the
substitution box, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Substitution box of the PRESENT cipher.

X 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

S[x] C 5 6 B 9 0 A D 3 E F 8 4 7 1 2
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2.1.3. ShiftRows (SR)

SR shifts all the matrix rows (R0, R1, R2, R3) to the left by the value of the respective
indices. The first row R0, indexed with 0, is unmodified. Row R1 is shifted one cell to the
left, row R2 is shifted two cells to the left, and the last row, R3, is shifted three cells to the
left. SR is a wire shift, whereby it does not consume logic resources.

2.1.4. MixColumns (MC)

MC, in addition to SR, provides data diffusion. Every column in the state matrix
undergoes an individual multiplication with a specified matrix shown in Equation (1):

M =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
4 1 2 2
8 6 5 6
B E A 9
2 2 F B

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (1)

The MC operation requires a significant amount of logic resources due to the multi-
plication involved in the matrix calculation. However, the intensive computation of the
column multiplication is replaced by functions of LUTs.

2.2. PHOTON Hash Function

The PHOTON hash function [39] is a lightweight security primitive designed for
low-resource devices. It has a sponge-based construction, as shown in Figure 5, and its
permutation function is an AES-like function, following the SP network shown in Figure 6.
Sponge construction has two phases: the absorbing phase and the squeezing phase. The
original input message is fully absorbed by the absorbing phase whereas the output hash is
produced by the squeezing phase.

Figure 5. PHOTON sponge construction.

Figure 6. PHOTON permutation.

PHOTON-80/20/16 has an output hash size (n) of 80 bits, an input rate (r) of 20 bits,
an output rate (r′) of 16 bits, and a (5 × 5) state matrix size (t) of 100 bits with a 4-bit cell
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size (s). Figure 7 shows the architecture of this variant of the PHOTON hash function. M is
the input message, IV is the initialization vector, and h is the output hash. It takes 12 rounds
for the absorbing phase for each 20-bit absorbed message, and another 12 rounds for the
squeezing phase for each 16-bit squeezed output, as shown in the sponge construction in
Figure 5 and the PHOTON control flow in Figure 8. Each cell within the matrix corresponds
to an element from the Galois field GF (24) with the irreducible polynomial X4 + X + 1.

Figure 7. Architecture of PHOTON-80/20/16.

Figure 8. ASM chart of PHOTON-80/20/16.

2.2.1. AddConstants (AC)

The AC operation only affects the first column of the state matrix. There are two constants
with values that depend on the permutation round and the matrix dimensions. The round
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constant (RC) changes with the round sequences. It is a four-bit constant generated from
an initialized LFSR, as shown in Table 2. The other constant is the internal constant (ICd),
which depends on the size of the matrix dimensions. For PHOTON-80/20/16, the internal
constant is ICd = [0 , 1 , 3, 6 , 4]. These two constants are XORed only with the cells of
the first column of the state matrix.

Table 2. Round dependents for PHOTON-80/20/16.

Row

NR
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 1 3 7 E D B 6 C 9 2 5 A

2 0 2 6 F C A 7 D 8 3 4 B

3 2 0 4 D E 8 5 F A 1 6 9

4 7 5 1 8 B D 0 A 15 4 3 12

5 5 7 3 A 9 F 2 8 D 6 1 E

2.2.2. SubCells (SC)

The SC obscures the correlation of the encryption key and the output ciphertext
nonlinearly. The substitution box of the PRESENT block cipher [36] is reused by the LED.
Each cell of the internal state matrix is matched and replaced by its corresponding value
from the substitution box, as illustrated in Table 1.

2.2.3. ShiftRows (SR)

SR shifts all the matrix rows (R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5) to the left by respective defined
indices. The first row (R0, indexed with 0) remains unchanged, R1 is shifted one position,
R2 is shifted two positions, R3 is shifted three positions, and R4 is shifted four positions.
SR is a wire shift, whereby it does not consume many logic resources.

2.2.4. MixColumns (MC)

MC enhances the property of diffusion in addition to SC. MC is designed in parallel
instead of using the serialized pre-defined matrix. All the columns of the state matrix are
multiplied separately with the defined 5 × 5 matrix shown in Equation (2):

A100 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 2 9 9 2
2 5 3 8 D
D B A C 1
1 F 2 3 E
E E 8 5 C

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2)

MC requires significant logic resources due to the finite multiplications performed
on the matrices. The intensive computation of the column multiplication is replaced by
functions of LUTs.

3. LED–PHOTON AE Implementation

The proposed authenticated encryption scheme makes use of shared resources be-
tween the block cipher (LED) and the hash function (PHOTON). The encryption process is
followed by a MAC process using the generic method of encrypt-then-MAC. The process-
ing begins by resetting the registers of the state (STR) and the selector (LP), and initializing
the round constants register (RC) by using a suitable value from the LFSR. RC is utilized
to count the round indices of the permutation in both primitives (LED and PHOTON).
STR holds the input values to the state matrix. LP is the selector used for performing
LED encryption followed by PHOTON authentication. The encryption process begins
when LP is set to one; it carries out all four permutation blocks and generates the output
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ciphertext while also taking advantage of shared resources with the permutation operations
of PHOTON. Once the plaintext encryption is completed and the ciphertext is generated,
LP is set and the authentication of the ciphertext begins. PHOTON applies authentication to
the ciphertext generated by the LED. The permutation operation of PHOTON is processed
while sharing the possible resources with the LED. The round count of the permutation
operation is controlled by the LFSR. Figure 9 illustrates the block diagrams for the top-level
design, and Figure 10 illustrates the arithmetic state machine, of the proposed authenticated
encryption architecture.

Figure 9. Top-level design of the LED–PHOTON authenticated encryption.
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Figure 10. ASM chart of authenticated encryption.

The design of the LED block cipher architecture is inherited from the PHOTON hash
function, as they are produced by the same group. The internal permutation structure for
both LED and PHOTON is an AES-like structure following the substitution permutation
network (SPN). Therefore, the LED–PHOTON authenticated encryption (AE) process
has some similarities within the permutation modules. The similarity between LED and
PHOTON permutation functions is exploited to reduce the logic area utilization.

The LED block cipher applies the encryption to the input message. The architecture of
the individual design of LED-64 is shown in Figure 3. The processing of the LED begins by
XORing the input plaintext (P) with the encryption key (K), and the output is loaded to the
state register (STR) to be processed in the permutation blocks. This XOR operation of K and
P is repeated every four rounds. The round constants (RCs) are fed every round to control
the XOR and permutation operations, whereas the STR register is updated every round
to hold the current state values. Once the STR is loaded, the state is passed through the
permutation blocks for the main encryption operations. The output ciphertext is generated
after 32 rounds of permutation functions.

The PHOTON hash function performs the authentication process on the ciphertext
encrypted by the LED. The architecture of the individual design of PHOTON-80/20/16
is shown in Figure 7. Four 20-bit input messages are considered, because the input to
PHOTON is the 64-bit ciphertext from LED. The 64-bit input is padded with zeros to form
a multiple of 20 to be absorbed by the sponge construction. The operation of PHOTON
begins by XORing the 20 most significant bits of the initialization vector (IV) with the
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input message (M) and concatenating the result with the 80 least significant bits of IV and
loading it to the STR register. The state matrix is passed through the permutation blocks
for the main authentication operations. The RC controls the selections of the multiplexers
and permutation rounds. The output hash function is generated after 48 rounds for the
absorbing phase and 60 rounds for the squeezing phase to absorb the 64-bit input message
and squeeze the 80-bit hash output.

For the proposed AE scheme of LED–PHOTON, the design of the internal state
follows PHOTON because it has a larger state size than LED. Thus, the state size is 100 bits
organized in a 5 × 5 matrix. As in a substitution permutation network, the permutation
function consists of four operations: AddConstants (AC), SubstitutionBox (SB) or SubCells
(SC), ShiftRows (SR), and MixColumns (MC).

3.1. AddConstants (AC)

The Add Constants (AC) operation in the authenticated encryption architecture par-
tially modifies the internal state matrix according to the specific algorithm of the crypto-
graphic primitive. In LED, the AC permutation involves XOR operations for the first two
columns, while the other two columns remain unchanged. The first column is XORed with
an eight-bit key-size representation constant, whereas the second column is XORed with a
six-bit round constant generated from LFSR. Meanwhile, the AC operation in PHOTON
applies modification only to the first column by XORing a four-bit LFSR-generated round
constant and a predefined internal constant. The Add Constants modules of LED and PHO-
TON partially share the logic resources and reuse several XOR operations. To minimize the
number of XOR gates, the high bit of the key size representation in LED is inverted instead
of using an XOR operation, and the XOR operation in the LFSR of PHOTON is converted
to XNOR. The bits of various rows in PHOTON are flipped to reduce the number of XOR
gates in the Add Constants module. The first row, Row 0, is produced by flipping specific
bits of rows 1–4, namely, the least significant bit (b0) of row 1, the two least significant bits
of row 2 (b1 b0), the two mid-bits of row 3 (b2 b1), and the third bit of the last row (b2). The
round constants in each row are equal to the round constants in the first row after being
XORed with their respective internal constants.

3.2. SubCells (SC)

SCs modify the internal state in a nonlinear manner. The same substitution box
(PRESENT) [36] is employed by both LED and PHOTON. The non-linear values of the
substitution box replace the equivalent cells of the state matrix, as shown in Table 1.
Since the same confusion technique is utilized by both LED and PHOTON with the same
substitution box, the SubCells modules are fully shared.

3.3. ShiftRows (SR)

SR is the third permutation operation in the SPN (substitution–permutation network)
structure. LED and PHOTON apply similar operations, whereby all the rows in the matrix
are rotated to the left based on their index values. The first row, indexed with 0, remains
unchanged, while all the other rows are rotated according to the respective positions. The
SR modules of LED and PHOTON are partially shared, but they do not take up a significant
amount of the logic area as they are just a simple wire shift. There are some mismatched
matrix cells for two modules when shifting the rows. Therefore, separate multiplexers were
used to match these matrix cells.

3.4. MixColumns (MC)

MC is the final permutation operation in the SPN structure. This operation works
in conjunction with the ShiftRows function to ensure data diffusion. For both LED and
PHOTON, an algorithm-specific pre-defined matrix is multiplied with each row of the state
matrix. Although the structure of the LED’s MC operation is inherited from PHOTON, the
size of the internal matrix state and the pre-defined matrices are different. The columns of
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the state in LED are multiplied by a 4 × 4 matrix, shown in Equation (1), while the columns
in PHOTON are multiplied by a 5 × 5 matrix, shown in Equation (2).

The MixColumns operations in LED and PHOTON share some of the logic resources.
The output of the MC is generated by feeding the input into a 100-bit LUT to obtain the
relevant multiplication values for the particular cipher.

3.5. Summary of Resource Reusability

The authenticated encryption architecture being proposed leverages the common logic
resources shared by both the LED block cipher and the PHOTON hash function. The state
matrices of both primitives are merged into a unified 100-bit register in the authenticated
encryption shared architecture.

In the AddConstants module, part of the internal state is directly modified using XOR
operations. The sharing ability reduces the number of XOR gates used in this module
by half. The four-bit LFSR of PHOTON is considered a part of the six-bit LFSR of LED,
as it takes its four LSB bits. Therefore, these two LFSRs are combined into one. For the
SubCells module, since it is generated from the same substitution box for both LED and
PHOTON, it may be used by both, with the exception that LED’s state is now 100 bits long
rather than 64 bits long, to match PHOTON. The ShiftRows module is applied to both
LED and PHOTON but, since the number of cells in the state is not the same for LED and
PHOTON, there are some mismatched cells, and they are treated individually. Therefore,
the ShiftRows module is partially shared. MixColumns, on the other hand, consumes more
logic resources than the other modules, even though look-up tables are used to replace
the finite intensive multiplications. Since the sizes of the state matrices and pre-defined
matrices are not the same for LED and PHOTON, the two modules are not fully merged.
However, some similar cells of the pre-defined matrices were exploited to reuse the mask
for the LUTs. Generally, the similarity of the operations and the network structure between
the LED block cipher and the PHOTON hash function allows for the reusability of the
logic resources.

4. Results and Discussion

Modules related to cryptography are among the highest in terms of logic resources
consumption compared to other modules in IoT edge devices [41]. Therefore, plenty of
attention is paid to the cryptographic modules in resource-constrained devices to satisfy
their limitations.

We have presented detailed discussions of the proposed AE, and further parameters
were considered in addition to synthesis and simulation on different platforms. The block
cipher (LED) and hash function (PHOTON) were combined to create an authenticated
encryption with the aim of utilizing and reusing the common operations between the two
cryptographic primitives. Therefore, a lightweight authenticated encryption primitive
is implemented on the register transfer level (RTL) using Verilog Hardware Description
Language (HDL). The most lightweight variants, the LED-64 block cipher and the PHOTON-
80/20/16 hash function, are merged to compose the proposed authenticated encryption.
The generic composition method used in this architecture design is the encrypt-then-MAC
method, which is the most provably secure. The architecture is synthesized and simulated
on several Altera FPGA devices with the help of their provided software. Figure 11 and
Table 3 demonstrate the results of the proposed authenticated encryption. The results of the
single architectures of the LED block cipher and the PHOTON hash function, as well as the
composite authenticated encryption, are generated by Altera Quartus II. The results of the
resource utilization and maximum operating frequency are taken directly from the analysis
generated by Quartus II. Power consumption was measured using the power analyser tools
(PowerPlay) provided by Quartus II. The percentages of the reduction rates of the resource
utilization and power consumption are found by comparing the composite architecture to
the single architectures. The efficiency is obtained from the input data, maximum allowable
frequency, latency, and logic utilization.
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Figure 11. Simulation waveform of LED–PHOTON authenticated encryption.

Table 3. Synthesis and simulation results of authenticated encryption, LED, and PHOTON.

Design
Datapath

(Bits)
No. of

LEs

No. of
Clock
Cycles

Max. Freq.
(MHz)

Power
(mW)

LE
Reduction
Rate (%)

Power
Consumption

Reduction
Rate (%)

FPGA
Device

AE 100 1030 140 140.39 99.30 13.52 24.19
Cyclone IILED 64 365 32 208.72 89.38

PHOTON 100 826 108 321.44 41.60

AE 100 1017 140 184.77 89.73 13.67 39.03
Cyclone IIILED 64 357 32 271.96 82.19

PHOTON 100 821 108 338.75/250.0 64.99

AE 100 1018 140 150.51 157.97 13.73 46.04
Cyclone III

LS
LED 64 357 32 231.21 150.45

PHOTON 100 823 108 336.36/250.0 142.21

AE 100 1024 140 176.87 147.38 13.58 33.06
Cyclone IV

E
LED 64 357 32 254.19 120.52

PHOTON 100 828 108 361.53/250.00 99.65

AE 100 1020 140 164.31 217.51 13.56 19.65
Cyclone IV

GX
LED 64 357 32 265.46 173.61

PHOTON 100 823 108 368.32/250.0 97.10

The authenticated encryption is processed in 140 permutation rounds. LED-64 en-
crypts the 64-bit input block in 32 rounds. PHOTON-80/20/16 processes the input data in
two phases, the absorbing phase and the squeezing phase. The absorbing phase processes
a single 20-bit message in 12 rounds, resulting in 48 rounds for all four input messages. The
squeezing phase also takes 12 rounds for each 16-bit output, resulting in 60 rounds for the
whole concatenated hash digest of 80 bits. Therefore, the ciphertext takes 32 rounds to be
generated, whereas the hash digest is produced in another 108 rounds, as illustrated in the
simulation waveform in Figure 11.

The performance of the proposed AE scheme is proportional to the performance of our
architectures for the single LED cipher and the PHOTON hash function. The performance
metric is based on the maximum operating frequency of the single architectures and the
composite architecture of the proposed AE. PHOTON runs at a high frequency, whereas
LED runs at a slightly lower frequency. If the encryption of the LED block cipher is
authenticated by the PHOTON hash function, it will run within the frequency of the lower
primitive, regardless of the generic composition method used. Therefore, the proposed
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AE runs at a frequency within the range of the single design of the LED. Table 3 illustrates
the operating frequency of the single architecture, as well as the composite architecture.
The operating frequency of the proposed AE is slightly lower than the frequency of both
LED and PHOTON. This is because this design completes a full permutation round in a
single cycle, as well as sharing more than a single operation in one cycle. Therefore, the
cycle count is the same as the total number of permutation rounds of LED and PHOTON.

The proposed AE scheme is efficient in terms of power consumption and area reduc-
tion. For the same number of permutation rounds, the utilization of logic resources is
proportional to the power consumption. Sharing the common resources between LED and
PHOTON and reducing the utilization of logic resources will result in a reduction in the
power consumption. This includes the tradeoffs of security, cost, and architecture design.
In this work, we aimed to optimize the architecture to reduce the logic resources, thus
reducing the cost and power consumption.

The available previous work related to targeted cryptographic primitives aims for a
single-architecture design. Moreover, these architecture designs are mostly synthesized
on Xilinx FPGA devices. Therefore, a proposed authenticated encryption architecture
synthesized on Altera FPGA devices is compared with our single LED and PHOTON
architecture designs.

The LED and PHOTON architectures were individually designed and synthesized on
several FPGA platforms. The cyclone family was used for synthesis and simulation. The
results show similar resource utilization levels for all cyclone devices, as shown in Table 3.
For the LED block cipher, the resource utilization was approximately 365 LE, whereas
the PHOTON hash function utilizes 826 LE. The total logic utilization for both LED and
PHOTON, when synthesized individually, is 1191 LE. However, the proposed architecture
of LED–PHOTON authenticated encryption utilizes about 1030 LE for Altera Cyclone
devices. This results in a reduction in the utilization of logic resources by approximately
14% in comparison with individual architectures.

The datapath width and the number of cycles for LED, PHOTON, and the AE are the
same for all FPGA devices. However, the performance of the individual implementation
of LED, PHOTON, and AE varies from one FPGA device to another. The individual
design of LED achieves 208.72 MHz to 265.46 MHz, and PHOTON achieves 321.44 MHz to
368.32 MHz, depending on the type of FPGA device. When LED and PHOTON are merged
without sharing the logic resources, the maximum frequency of PHOTON is cut off at the
lower frequency of the LED. On the other hand, the proposed authenticated encryption
achieves 140.39 MHz to 176.87 MHz for the same FPGA devices as the single designs. The
proposed AE has a slightly lower maximum allowable frequency in comparison to the
individual designs of LED and PHOTON. However, the degradation in performance is
quite reasonable compared to the reduction in logic resource usage that is accomplished.

As the logic area utilization is mostly proportional to the power consumption, the
reduction in the logic resources also improves the power consumption. For the individ-
ual designs of LED and PHOTON, the total power consumption for both ranges from
130.98 mW to 292.66 mW, whereas the power consumption of the proposed architecture
ranges from 89.73 mW to 217.51 mW, depending on the FPGA device of the Cyclone family.
Therefore, the power consumption was reduced by a minimum of 19.65% and a maximum
of 46.04% based on the FPGA device, as shown in Table 3.

A comparison of the related work with the proposed work is provided in Table 4.
The work detailed in [33] implemented an authenticated encryption on Stratix 4 FPGA
and other devices from the Virtex family with the goal of reducing the logic area and
achieving high speeds. They used an AES block cipher with an offset two-round (OTR)
method, comprising an authenticated encryption. The authors were able to reduce the
logic area by almost half compared to the original design. However, since they had to keep
the speed in gigabits, the architecture still utilizes a large area compared to the proposed
lightweight authenticated encryption. Z’aba et al. [40] introduced CiliPadi lightweight
authenticated encryption, and the first design was submitted to the first round of the
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US NIST project. Their design was implemented on the Virtex 6 Xilinx FPGA device.
They achieved higher frequencies compared to our work and the benchmarked work, but
their most lightweight design (CiliPadi-Mild) still consumes more logic resources, even in
comparison to their benchmarked proposals [42,43]. The authors of [21] aimed to design
an authenticated encryption architecture and reuse the datapath functions by integrating
an LED block cipher with the PHOTON hash function. They performed design space
exploration for the LED and PHOTON resources and reported their results in logic slices.
They were able to achieve an 8.6% reduction in logic resource utilization. The authors
of [10] constructed an authenticated encryption by composing a PRESENT block cipher
and a SPONGENT hash function with the goal of reusing the common datapath blocks.
The design of the SPONGENT architecture was inherited from the sponge construction
with the permutation function instantiated from the PRESENT block cipher. The authors
of [10] reported their results in Gate Equivalent (GE) and were able to reduce the logic
resources by 27% compared to the individual architectures of both primitives. However,
the performance of their composite authenticated encryption was degraded.

Table 4. Comparison of related work with the proposed work.

Ref.
Generic

Composition
Logic

Utilization
Clock
Cycles

Max. Freq.
(MHz)

Power
(mW)

Logic
Reduction
Rate (%)

Platform

[10]
PRESENT and
SPONGENT 2508 GE - - 3.9 27 ASIC

[21]
LED and
PHOTON 415 Slices 44 587 469 8.6 Xilinx Vertix-5

[21]
LED and
PHOTON 825 Slices 140 332 60 8.6 Xilinx Spartan-3

[33] AES-OTR 11 k ALMs - - - 50 Altera Stratix 4

[40]
LED and Mon-

keyDuplex 303 Slices 72 640 - - Xilinx Virtex-6

Proposed
LED and
PHOTON 1030 LE 140 140.39 99.30 13.52 Altera Cyclone II

Proposed
LED and
PHOTON 1017 LE 140 184.77 89.73 13.67 Altera Cyclone III

Proposed
LED and
PHOTON 1018 LE 140 150.51 157.97 13.73 Altera Cyclone III LS

Proposed
LED and
PHOTON 1024 LE 140 176.87 147.38 13.58 Altera Cyclone IV E

Proposed
LED and
PHOTON 1020 LE 140 164.31 217.51 13.56 Altera Cyclone IV GX

There are always tradeoffs between security, cost, and architecture design, where im-
proving one of them can result in compromising one or both of the others. The architecture
design in this paper was optimized to reduce the utilization of logic resources. Never-
theless, the performance results are still quite acceptable. For example, for the Cyclone II
FPGA device, the utilization of logic elements was reduced to 1030 LEs, and the power
consumption was reduced to about 99 mW, but the operating frequency was still high
(around 140 MHz) and the throughput was around 100 Mbps. Therefore, the proposed
architecture can be used for many potential applications ranging from video surveillance
to IoT.
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Security Aspects

The security feature of authenticated encryption (AE) is an important aspect of the
design. AE provides both confidentiality (encryption) and data integrity (authentication) in
a single operation. It ensures not only that the data are kept secret from unauthorized parties
(confidentiality), but also that the data have not been tampered with during transmission or
storage (integrity). The proposed AE scheme focuses mainly on reducing the logic resources
within FPGA devices to construct a compact AE suitable for resource-efficient applications.
The generic composition method used to integrate encryption and authentication primitives
in this design has the primary purpose of improving the footprints. The security of the
proposed AE scheme is directly tied to the encryption and authentication mechanisms that
were utilized to construct this AE. Therefore, the security level for encryption is based
on the cryptanalysis of the original LED block cipher, whereas the security level for the
authentication is based on the cryptanalysis of the PHOTON hash functions.

The LED block cipher has proven confidentiality and was designed to be resistant to
the following attacks: brute-force attacks, differential cryptanalysis, linear cryptanalysis,
and slide attacks. On the other hand, the PHOTON hash function has proven authenticity
and was designed to be resistant to the following attacks: preimage attacks, collision attacks,
second preimage attacks, differential cryptanalysis, linear cryptanalysis, and slide attacks.
No cryptanalysis of post-quantum attacks is reported in the original paper of the utilized
primitives. Moreover, the cost of quantum attacks is very high [29]. There are some analyses
of the attacks applied to the single architectures of the LED block cipher and the PHOTON
hash function. However, the main objective of this paper is to reduce the footprints without
compromising the security level of the original utilized cryptographic primitives. Table 5
shows the security provability of some related AE schemes compared to the security of the
proposed scheme based on the original primitives.

Table 5. Comparison of security features and related attacks.

AE Scheme Ref.
Provable

Confidentiality
Provable

Authenticity
Nonce Misuse

Resistance
Attacks

AES-CLOC [44]
√ √ × Fault attack [45]

PRIMATEs [46]
√ √ √

Cube attack [47]
AES-JAMBU [48] × × √

Nonce-misuse attack [49]
Tiaoxin [50] × × × Fault attack [51]

Ketje_v2 [52]
√ √ ×

Key-recovery attack [53]
Fault attack [54]

Cube-like attack [55,56]
State-recovery attack [57]

MORUS_v2 [58] × × ×
Cube attack [59]

State-recovery attack [60]
Fault attack [60]

JOLTIK [61]
√ √ √ Key-recovery attack [62]

Differential attack [63]
SILC-AES [64]

√ √ × Fault attack [65,66]
SILC-LED [64]

√ √ × Fault attack [65,66]
Keyak [67]

√ √ × Fault attack [54]
ACORN_v3 [68]

√ √ × Fault attack [69]

ASCON_v1.2 [70]
√ √ ×

Preimage attack [71]
Template attack [72]

Side-channel attack [73]
Cube attack [74]

LED-PHOTON Proposed
√ √ × Fault attack on LED [75]

S-Box attack on LED [76]

5. Conclusions

The proposed design of the LED–PHOTON lightweight authenticated encryption
uses a repetitive architecture implemented on multiple FPGA devices from Altera. This
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architecture is based on rounds, whereby the permutation operations are performed in a
single iteration. The LED-64 block cipher takes 32 permutation rounds to complete the
encryption of one 64-bit input block. The PHOTON-80/20/16 sponge structure’s absorbing
phase requires 48 rounds to handle four 20-bit messages, and the squeezing phase generates
the 80-bit hash output in 60 rounds. The proposed design is more efficient in terms of
area–performance tradeoffs compared to existing designs because it employs common
components from both types of architecture. The proposed encrypt-then-MAC design
consumes fewer logic resources while maintaining the performance of the single architec-
tures. The proposed design of LED–PHOTON authenticated encryption consumes about
1017–1030 logic elements, achieving approximately a 14% reduction rate in logic utilization
depending on the targeted FPGA device. Since there is an area–performance tradeoff, the
proposed AE exhibits a slight degradation in performance, whereby the maximum allow-
able frequency was slightly reduced. However, the performance is considerable compared
to the achieved area reduction. As a future recommendation, we suggest implementing the
design on actual hardware to obtain more accurate timing data and investigating potential
design alternatives, including serialized architectures with smaller areas and pipelined
architectures with higher throughput.
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Abstract: In recent years, video research has dealt with high-frame-rate (HFR) content. Even though
low or standard frame rates (SFR) that correspond to values less than 60 frames per second (fps) are
still covered. Temporal conversions are applied accompanied with video compression and, thus, it is
of importance to observe and detect possible effects of typical compressed video manipulations over
HFR (60 fps+) content. This paper addresses ultra-high-definition HFR content via Hurst index as a
measure of long-range dependency (LRD), as well as using Legendre multifractal spectrum, having in
mind standard high-efficiency video coding (HEVC) format and temporal resolution recovery (TRR),
meaning frame upconversion after temporal filtering of compressed content. LRD and multifractals-
based studies using video traces have been performed for characterization of compressed video, and
they are mostly presented for advanced video coding (AVC). Moreover, recent studies have shown
that it is possible to perform TRR detection for SFR data compressed with standards developed before
HEVC. In order to address HEVC HFR data, video traces are analyzed using LRD and multifractals,
and a novel TRR detection model is proposed based on a weighted k-nearest neighbors (WkNN)
classifier and multifractals. Firstly, HFR video traces are gathered using six constant rate factors
(crfs), where Hurst indices and multifractal spectra are calculated. According to TRR and original
spectra comparison, a novel detection model is proposed based on new multifractal features. Also,
five-fold cross-validation using the proposed TRR detection model gave high-accuracy results of
around 98%. The obtained results show the effects on LRD and multifractality and their significance
in understanding changes in typical video manipulation. The proposed model can be valuable in
video credibility and quality assessments of HFR HEVC compressed content.

Keywords: video; high frame rate (HFR); temporal resolution recovery; change detection; constant
rate factor; multifractals

1. Introduction

Video content evolves to more complex forms of media, with a variety of different
combinations of spatial resolution, dynamic range, color range, codecs, containers and
frame rates. Among others, it is well known that high-frame-rate (HFR) video content is
important for high-quality consummation and especially further relevant video investiga-
tion, since transmission bandwidth and storage is affected by new frame rate formats [1].
Generating new video and immersive media comes with a lot of challenges for traditional
infrastructures and sharing possibilities, particularly for higher resolutions, like temporal.
HFR contributes to the increase in perceived quality, but in most practical applications,
video still rarely exceeds 60 frames per second (fps) [1,2].

Low frame rates (LFR) or standard frame rates (SFR) have become an obvious lim-
itation, especially when it comes to sport, fast action genres (as in cinema and gaming)
and immersive virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) content [2]. This is also
recognized in BT.2020 or the ultra-high-definition (UHD) television standard, where up
to 100- and 120-frame frequencies are adopted for further exploitation [3]. Moreover, in
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the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) 3.0 ecosystem, high or very high
frame rates are expected, as well as video services developed by interconnecting 5G com-
munication networks and ATSC 3.0 broadcasting. Currently, in these cases, high-efficiency
video coding (HEVC or H.265) is adopted to deal with novel video technology formats like
HFR [4–6]. Progressive formats are accompanied by picture rates with possible dealing
with SFR and HFR (like 120 fps) recovery and temporal filtering [5,6]. Media over Internet
Protocol (IP) provides a high level of flexibility, and new broadcast systems are already
using IP infrastructures [7]. The infrastructures enable HFR distribution, but dealing with
video in such manner also leads to significant changes in bandwidth requirements. Besides
future formats and services, compression technologies are of crucial interest [6]. The per-
ceptual quality improvement resulting from HFR is recognized in industrial and academic
communities [8]. HFR is preferable for applications in order to enhance the smooth end-
user experience and to produce different effects [9,10]. It is not easy to select and adopt
frame rates, since frame frequency changes produce distortions. In typical workflows,
the frame rate is decided before any acquisition. This leads to general suggestions that
production needs to be as high as possible during the production phase, where end-user
deliverables are adopted/modified to final needed frame rates [10]. An increasing number
of modern content creator captures show their activities using HFR on social networks and
sharing IP platforms [11–13]. Working with fast-forward video and similar content that is
not the result of temporal consecutive frames is especially challenging, since the quality is
jointly dependant on frame rate and compression [14]. Video reproductions in HFR have
been reported and analyzed in [13–23]. Video conversion, on the other hand, usually means
frame rate upscaling or upconversion, often referred to as frame interpolation [24,25]. One
should have in mind that it also comes with compression format [26–32].

There has been extensive analysis of video tracing by long-range dependency (LRD)
and multifractals [33–38]. One of the most popular tracing tools is the Fast Forward Moving
Picture Experts Group (Fast Forward MPEG or ffmpeg) solution [33], while self-similarity
is considered as one of the most powerful properties [34], where LRD and multifractals
have been used in many applications related to different types of sequences [35], statistical
modeling and analysis of video traffic [36,37] and queuing performance [38]. Video traces
after frame parsing have been examined for two main purposes: the purpose of traffic
modeling [39–55] or towards characterization of compressed video by focusing on specific
standard [56–59]. For traffic modeling, studies are related to specific protocols [39], queu-
ing [40], variable bitrates [41], specific prediction models [41–51], buffering [52], dynamic
bandwidth allocation [53], attacks [54] and various content [55]. On the other hand, charac-
terizations of compressed video using specific standard and video traces are considered
using MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile (ASP) [56], MPEG-4 version 2 and H.263 in [57]
and advanced video coding (AVC or H.264) [58] and its extensions in [59]. So far, to the au-
thor’s knowledge, LRD- and multifractals-based studies oriented towards characterization
of compressed video by focusing on specific standard and different compression factors
have only been examined up to MPEG-4/AVC content [56–59], while HEVC should deal
with modern HFR video content. Since each standard affects tracing differently, it is crucial
to understand the LRD and multifractal behavior of HEVC HFR compressed content while
having in mind different compression quality. Moreover, studies related to detection of
frame rate upconversions, i.e., temporal resolution recovery (TRR), are presented in [60–63].
In recent works, MPEG-4 traces have been investigated [60]. They are mostly investigated
for original LFR content: frame rates of 24 fps upconverted to 30 fps [61], frame rates of
15 fps [62] and frame rates of 15 to 30 fps [63]. Recent previous studies have shown that it is
possible to perform TRR detection [60–63] using MPEG-4/AVC SFR video content/traces.

The purpose of this work is to analyze video traces corresponding to HFR HEVC
compressed content using LRD and multifractals and to tackle issue of TRR detection by
examining effects found in TRR. Namely, this paper addresses HEVC (or H.265) frame size
traces extracted from HFR video content that are considered from an LRD and multifractal
point of view. As a consequence of the above, the analysis of HFR should go hand in hand
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with compression observed using constant rate factors. Here, the focus is on UHD HEVC
video traces collected from data corresponding to HFR and frequency up to 120 fps, where
tests have been performed using publicly available reference HFR video content. Temporal
resolution recovery (TRR) has also been examined. The contributions of this paper are
as follows:

− HFR HEVC frame size traces show specific behavior in LRD- and multifractal-based
analysis, where difference before and after temporal resolution recovery (TRR) exist.

− The experimental results are obtained for HEVC compressed HFR video frame size
traces for the first time in multifractal domain, which may contribute to recognition of
possible changes like TRR.

− Having in mind the obtained results and spectra behavior, a novel detection method
is proposed for TRR detection regardless of compression level expressed through
constant rate factors.

− The proposed TRR detection model based on weighted k-nearest neighbors (weighted
kNN or WkNN) classifier shows high accuracy detection percentage in the performed
experimental analysis using a relatively low number of features.

This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, in Section 2, a brief descrip-
tion of HFR, video quality and coding is given. In Section 3, additional details on works
related to multifractal analysis of compressed video content are presented. Video frame
size traces and data gathering are explained in Section 4. Applied methods for LRD and
multifractal spectrum calculation are described in Section 5. HFR content is characterized
using LRD and multifractal properties before and after TRR. Moreover, novel model for
TRR detection is proposed based on HFR video multifractal analysis, WkNN classifier and
a relatively low number of multifractal features. The experimental results on 4k 120 fps
HFR content are shown in Section 6, where a high accuracy percentage is obtained for
different content and compression rate factors. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. HFR Processing and Challenges

It is well known that frame rate impacts quality of experience related to how realistic
content being consumed is or which style one desires to obtain, like motion blur, slow
motion or fast forward. HFR video is expected to approach realism when there are a lot
of actions happening, as in sports, busy scenes in movies and gaming but also in live and
realistic experience with crisp information. One of the benefits is increased realism, where
video seems more immersive by making the viewer’s experience more lifelike.

Frame rate is generally described as number of frames per second (fps), which is
illustrated in Figure 1, where HFR means that temporal resolution is increased and more
images are captured in a given amount of time. HFR can be described as video content
captured or displayed at a frame rate of 60 fps or higher. This is in contrast to the SFR/LFR
that is typically used for television [5,6]. Besides the realistic experience which is tied
to the perception of motion, HFR reduces motion blur when an object is moving and
enables its clearer representation, described as smooth motion given in more detail. Even
so, differences in frame rates in acquisition and reproduction may produce uneven pacing
and sometimes longer frames. Inconsistent frame times, known as judder, and decreasing
low frame rate producing so-called stutter effects are only some of the issues [12]. Video
quality estimation may produce different results due to varying video behavior when
transforms are made in frame rates according to specific quality mode selections. Wearable
and lightweight cameras like action cameras are popular in the consumer industry, meaning
that both professional and nonprofessional content has a variety of distortions [13].

Temporal resolution changes through objective measurements are still mainly an-
alyzed using standard full-reference approaches [17]. Quality assessments are usually
made by mean squared error, peak signal-to-noise ratio, structural similarity index, video
multimethod assessment fusion and similar metrics [18–20]. In [12], frame rate differences
have been considered by using video multimethod assessment fusion (VMAF) and entropy
differences. Video collections like Youtube-UGC [21] or Konstanz KoNViD-1k [22] are made
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for research using different quality scores, compression results and distortion diversity,
which can be used for purposes like constructing general no-reference models. Still, a few
studies have been specifically considering HFR with publicly video sets that are acquired
with frame rates equal to or above 60 fps for research reasons, like Waterloo HFR [16],
LIVE-YT-HFR [12] and BVI-HVR [1]. Primarily, for HFR experimental analysis, the video
tracing and compression analysis Ultra Video Group (UVG) dataset can be used, since it
consisted of 120 fps sequences of even higher spatial resolution, meaning containing RAW
video content up to 4k 120 fps [23]. This is the reason why this dataset is chosen here. The
general suggestion in production is to keep the frame rate high as much as possible, where
the choice of video frame rate may be intentionally HFR [10].

Figure 1. High frame rate (HFR) as high number of frames per second.

One should have in mind that even if an acquired video is HFR, this can be a significant
barrier for many systems and devices. Devices with limited processing power may require
downsampling, like frame dropping. HFR may be experienced even as unnatural and
not easy to follow by the human visual system, leading to frame rates being decreased.
Moreover, interoperability between components of a system may cause lower frame rates
for HFR processing tasks. Frame rate can be downscaled, leading to significant decrease in
cost in storage or streaming. On the other hand, it is well known that decreasing the frame
rate can also result in choppy video experience. This means that video conversion can
also be followed by frame rate upscaling, usually referred as frame interpolation, where
temporal resolution is increased by adding the frames between the known frames [24,25].
This represents temporal resolution recovery or TRR.

Any conversion is difficult and comes with a lot of challenges, especially in the
temporal domain. HFR leads to higher video file size and bandwidth challenges. Since
frame rate affects storage and the capacity of telecommunication channel, HFR quality is
accompanied with compression. This inevitably introduces possible unwanted artifacts and
undesirable components in motion picture result, where coding and compression solutions
enable to decrease the video size by keeping the video quality high. Giving appropriate
insight into such content is needed.

HFR assessment goes with video compression. In a nutshell, the design of variety of
coding standards and codecs is needed to achieve specific tasks. MPEG is dedicated to
efficient coding and compression algorithms, where MPEGx and H26x standards have been
popular over the years [26–31]. Algorithms are becoming more complex, and advancements
are being made to deal with new video technologies. In general, coding steps include block-
oriented making intra- and interpredictions, transformation and quantization, filtering and
entropy coding. MPEG-2 has become popular over the years in practical applications like
broadcasting, where MPEG-4 continues to be the leading choice for streaming implementa-
tions. H.264, or AVC standard (MPEG-4 Part 10), was introduced in 2003 by International
Telecommunication Union—Telecommunication (ITU-T) Standardization Sector and Orga-
nization for Standardization/International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) [26–28].
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It is a video compression standard based on block-oriented and motion-compensated
coding supported by a wide range of devices and systems and is still one of the most
widely accepted standards known for high compression efficiency and high-definition
television implementation.

AVC was followed by HEVC, introduced in 2013, also known as H.265 or MPEG-H
Part 2 [29,30]. HEVC, briefly speaking, enables compression of approximately half the
size of AVC as a next-generation standard. It supports streaming and broadcasting with
higher resolution, where HEVC is mostly used in action cameras and smart phones for HFR
purposes. Also, there are many other available solutions for IP delivery, like VP9 and its
successor AV1 [31–33]. Nevertheless, it should not be neglected that AVC is still in force for
various implementations, but when it comes to HFR, it is expected to transfer to standards
like HEVC [26]. HFR HEVC compressed video content effects have not been considered to a
large extent, and this is relevant to practical implementations. For example, recently, in [32],
HFR was analyzed from a perceptual quality point of view in the case of HEVC and VP9
by authors for full high-definition (HD) video sequences and five constant quality factor
values, showing the better performance of HEVC for higher rates using standard metrics.

Frame size trace sequences for AVC HD and 4k/UHD HEVC video can be seen in
Figure 2 for a sequence taken from the publicly available UVG dataset described in [23].
Comparison after frame frequency alignment in Figure 2 shows different trace sequence
behavior. Still, self-similarity-based analysis related to HFR HEVC has not been performed
so far to the best of the author’s knowledge.

Figure 2. Frame size trace sequence for (a) high-definition (HD) low frame rate (LFR) content in
advanced video coding (AVC) format and (b) 4k or ultra-high-definition (UHD) HFR content in
high-efficiency video coding (HEVC) format, as well as (c) their comparison after frame frequency
alignment presented in a twenty seconds interval.

There are a lot of challenges related to HFR processing that need to be further inves-
tigated, such as effects due to compression and codec settings, effects due to differences
in frame rates, no-reference HFR content characterization, HFR reproduction, editing and
hardware utilization. Here, only some of these issues are tackled. Effects due to compres-
sion are considered in this paper for HEVC standard and TRR, but other standards like
VP9 and content modifications can also be taken into account. No-reference characteriza-
tion and quality estimation is of general interest for HFR processing. A relatively large
amount of different raw HFR video content is needed in the research community. Also,
HFR reproduction, decoding and editing require additional resource utilization compared
with SFR due to the high number of frames per second, where possible effects of available
acceleration approaches need to be researched further.

3. Self-Similarity and Multifractal Analysis of Compressed Video Content

Video can be manipulated in many ways, affecting and controlling the overall quality.
The most frequent choices are setting constant quality factor or buffer size or using con-
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stant, constrained or variable bit rates [33–46]. A large number of physical systems and
nonstationary signals tend to show similar behavior at different scales, known as having
self-similarity properties [34–36]. These properties have been analyzed using fractal and
multifractal theory for compressed video content and video tracing.

In order to ensure a desirable quality of service, self-similarity is investigated for
constant and variable bit rates in [37]. Self-similar patterns are explored for high-speed
network traffic in [38]. In early works, long-range dependency or LRD in video traffic repre-
sented by traces has been mostly quantified by a single-parameter Hurst exponent [37,38].
LRD means that traces exhibit correlation over a range of time scales, where among stan-
dard statistical video traffic metrics, like mean and variation in video traces, additional
self-similarity properties have been investigated under different conditions, where LRD is
only one feature of fractal-like behavior. In [39], Transport Control Protocol (TCP) traffic
collected through a number of bytes arriving per time is multifractal and is analyzed using
spectra, enabling valuable statistical estimation. Multifractals are applied for behavior of a
queuing system in [40]. Tail distributions in a multifractal sense while measuring variable
bit rate are compared in [41].

Generally, there are two main directions in analysis of video traces. The first one is
traffic modeling. Self-similarity has been widely recognized, and multifractal-based traffic
modeling has been found suitable for video tracing [39–45]. Different self-similarity models
are tested for network traffic analysis and prediction: using fractional traffic Brownian
motion model [41], wavelets [42,43], multiplicative approaches [44,45], autoregressive mod-
els [46–49] and Markov chains [50,51]. Experimental multifractal analysis is applied for di-
mensioning, buffer capacity interpretation and statistical multiplexing of video streams [52],
as well as for dynamic bandwidth allocation [53]. Multifractal spectra have been com-
pared during the normal work and force attacks in a communication network [54], while
differentiation between spectra is used to show the consistency of LRD [55].

The second direction in investigating self-similarity properties of video traces is ori-
ented towards the characterization of compressed video, having in mind specific standards.
Most of the research uses MPEG-4 traces for testing, being one of the most valuable practical
standards, like in [56,57]. MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile (ASP)-based encoded traffic is
tested for estimating queuing performance [56]. In [57], MPEG-4 version 2 and H.263 video
traces are compared using accompanied parsers in order to extract ten sequences, so-called
frame size traces, which are found statistically valuable for testing performance. This work
has been continued on new encoders like H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [58,59]. H.264 video com-
pressed traces are analyzed using multifractal and fractal approaches [58]. Trace analysis
with extended encoding standards is performed in [59]. The whole encoding or transcod-
ing process takes time and, due to settings, it is hard to compare the former generated
traces with the new traces [56,58]. Frame size trace sequence according to each standard
is different.

4. HFR HEVC Video Traces and Temporal Recovery Data

Temporal recovery or frame upconversion detection has been examined in [60–63]
using MPEG-4/AVC traces. In [62], motion-compensated frame rate upconversion is
proposed with the possibility of its detection via optical flow algorithm, where original
frame rates were of 15 fps. A frame rate conversion detection is also analyzed in [63], having
in mind interpolation schemes like common nearest neighbor interpolation. An automatic
approach using machine learning is proposed for four original frame rates of 15 to 30 fps
and conversions up to 30 fps. Multifractality may be useful in recovery detection, having in
mind video tracing and multifractal analysis [56–59,64–66]. For example, machine learning
and multifractal features are applied for an intrusion detection system in an unmanned
aerial system in [65]. Moreover, Legendre multifractal spectrum is applied in [66] for
animation frame analysis and its differentiation from real and partially animated ones,
especially due to self-similarity properties found also in video traffic analysis.
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In this paper multifractal analysis of HFR frame size traces of HEVC compressed video
sequences is the focus. LRD and self-similarity effects are considered for compressed video
characterization, with special attention to their application in video change/modification
detection. Here, HFR video traces are collected similarly to as is explained in the previous
section, where frame size sequences are extracted using an accompanied parser [57]. HEVC
compressed video represents input for the parser, which is applied for obtaining the xml
trace file needed for statistical analysis, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Statistical analysis of HEVC traces.

Video trace sequences are generated using ffmpeg v5.1.2 for different content. If audio
exists within a file, it is removed. Constant rate factor, denoted as crf, i.e., two-pass crf,
is selected as a model for controlling the output. The crf option is available for popular
codecs and keeps the output quality level by rate control method, which is applied in
practical implementations. Lower crf values in compressed data correspond to higher
video quality. Six crf values are used, ranging here from 20 to 40. The supported preset
option focused on speed and codec complexity is set to default, meaning medium, for the
video trace collection, and no additional tuning is applied. The trace/data collection and the
experimental analysis are carried out on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10750H Central Processing
Unit (CPU), 2.60 GHz with 16 GB Random-Access Memory (RAM) on Windows 10 Pro
64 bit operating system without including specific graphical acceleration possibilities.

Since it is of interest to investigate the behavior of video traces, the testing circum-
stances are selected to be as simple as possible. In order to perform the analysis, the
experimental procedure employs LRD and multifractal methods for estimation of HFR. The
most common HFR video change is temporal resolution recovery, named here as TRR. The
scenario of typical TRR found in practice includes temporal filtering, followed by temporal
resolution matching. Significant savings in memory and channel capacity can be probably
temporarily made in the temporal domain by decreasing frame frequency, and this is called
temporal filtering [5,6]. Frame frequency alignment leads to HFR TRR. It is generated by the
increase in frame number after a loss of original data, where specific temporal upsampling
is ignored, as in [67], to avoid the choice of different methods and adding undesirable
artifacts. Here, it is assumed that self-similarity properties of video traces may be observed
in TRR scenario. TRR is valuable, since the practical implementations often need savings
and further comparisons in the HFR domain.

This HFR TRR after temporal filtering can be considered common in practices where
it is needed to have a matching frame rate, as in the original HFR video case. In this
paper, the focus in on differentiating these TRR and original sequences. Additionally, it
is possible to decrease frame rate to match original one expecting similar traces to the
original ones, but it is evident that in the HFR 120 fps case, this is not still common in
practice. The losses in HFR video recovery may produce specific tracing behavior that
may contribute to possible detection of such changes. Besides temporal resolution changes,
selected compression quality is expressed here through crf. For the experimental analysis,
reference and publicly available HFR video sequences are selected. Additional tests are
made using an action camera.

The basis of the experiments represents video trace collection that is made according to
UVG dataset [23]. Recently, the benchmark was widened in 2020 for additional sequences,
where of particular interest here are the 120 fps source files, available in YUV format in
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4k/UHD or 2160 p spatial resolution. Source files representing HFR YUV 8-bit video
sequences used for the analysis are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Test source video files.

No. Source (YUV) Spatial Resolution Frame Rate Frame Number Bit Depth

1 Beauty 3180 × 2160 (2160 p) 120 fps 600 8
2 Bosphorus 3180 × 2160 (2160 p) 120 fps 600 8
3 HoneyBee 3180 × 2160 (2160 p) 120 fps 600 8
4 Jockey 3180 × 2160 (2160 p) 120 fps 600 8
5 ReadySetGo 3180 × 2160 (2160 p) 120 fps 600 8
6 YachtRide 3180 × 2160 (2160 p) 120 fps 600 8

Each source video file contributes to original and TRR video trace sequences corre-
sponding to different crf values. Applied methods are related to LRD, or to be more precise,
Hurst index evaluation, as well as multifractal spectra calculation for further comparison
and testing.

5. Methods for Estimation of HFR Video Characteristics

5.1. Hurst Index

In time series analysis, specific behavior is analyzed using common statistical measures,
as shown in Figure 3. LRD is especially of interest in order to understand behavior of a
structure/sequence, especially in the cases of video traffic analysis. Particularly, Hurst index
or exponent, H, is evaluated as a statistical measure to better determine the characteristics of
traffic, cardiac dynamics or finance [38,57,58,68,69]. Hurst exponent H can be estimated for
LRD tests in different ways via: R/S statistics, periodogram, aggregated variance method,
absolute moments method, detrended fluctuation analysis, etc. [68–72]. The Hurst index
is found in the range 0.5–1, where H equals 0.5 in the case of pure random process like
Brownian motion, with no correlation between incremental signal changes. An index is
applied for measuring dependence in a structure/sequence, and it can be considered as a
fractal-related feature. In the case when the index is less than 0.5, 0 < H < 0.5, the process
is negatively correlated. Likewise, when the Hurst index is higher than 0.5, 0.5 < H < 1, it
indicates a persistent behavior with long-term positive autocorrelation, meaning that higher
values are probably followed by another high value. This self-similarity expressed by H
values higher than 0.5 means that LRD occurs. LRD can be described having a relatively
high degree of correlation between distant data points.

In a nutshell, the complexity can be evaluated using a correlation sum C(r) calculated
for a range of distances, or points within a radius r, where the correlation sum scales with
radius as C(r) ~ rD, giving the exponent D as a correlation dimension [68,72]. It is possible
to estimate the dimension as the local slope of log(C(r)) versus log(r) for a sufficiently large
range of small r values. Since the variance of local slope can be relatively high, different
approaches may be used for as a function of distances between considered points in a
structure. In a generalized case and fractal geometry [68,71,72], Hurst index H, as a measure
of LRD, which is directly related to fractal dimension, can be described as a function of
parameter denoted as q for a time series x(t), using the scaling properties given as:

< |x(t + r)− x(t)|q >

<
∣∣x(t)∣∣q >

∼ rqH(q), (1)

where radius or lag averaging over the considered time window is denoted by < . >.
Another common algorithm is Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) [71–73]. Firstly,
integrated sequence yk is obtained based on x, and then the local trend denoted by the ym
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of boxes or subseries of length m is found. This is followed by the calculation of the root
mean square fluctuation:

F(m) =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
k=1

[yk − ym(k)]
2. (2)

The index is finally calculated as the slope of linear regression, which compares
log(F(m)) and log(m).

The alternative for Hurst index calculation can be periodogram method [70,71,74].
Specifically, the method relies on calculating the periodogram:

IL(ωk) =
1
L

∣∣∣∣∣ L

∑
t=1

x(t)e−2πi(t−1)ωk

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (3)

and it is based on the discrete Fourier transform applied for a set of samples {xt: t = 1, . . .L},
where ωk = k/L, k = 1, . . ., [L/2] are corresponding frequencies. When plotting the peri-
odogram in a log–log domain, the index H can be found according to the slope of regression
line as H = (1 − slope)/2.

One of the best-known procedures for calculating the LRD is the R/S statistics or
the R/S method [70,73,74]. Firstly, a times series can be divided into d subseries or
blocks of length n, where each subseries m = 1, . . ., d is normalized in order to gener-
ate cumulative time series yi,m for I = 1, . . ., n. The range is calculated for each block
as Rm = max{yi,m: I = 1, . . .n} − min{yi,m: I = 1, . . .n} and rescaled. The mean value of all
subseries of length n can be found as

(R/S)n =
1
d

d

∑
m=1

Rm/Sm, (4)

where the ratio R/S follows the rule (R/S)n ~ nH, enabling estimation of the H index as the
slope of linear regression line in a log(R/S) versus log(n) plot.

One should have in mind that each of the abovementioned methods for Hurst index
estimation may give different H values. Here, they are used for LRD estimation of HFR data.
Hurst indices for self-similar series are in the range of 0.5–1, where it can be considered that
for higher H value that is closer to 1, the degree of self-similarity increases. The difference
between the Hurst indices of a recovered/modified and original sequence is calculated as

Hdi f f =
Hrec − Horiginal

Horiginal
, (5)

where Hrec denotes index of a recovered sequence, and Horig is the index of a corresponding
sequence where no frame rate change is made.

5.2. Multifractal Spectrum

The Hurst index is suitable to describe the behavior of self-similar processes using
a single value. Nevertheless, the asymptotical consideration of a regression slope in a
log–log domain may not always be sufficient to fully understand the video traces. Thus,
multifractal concept represents a generalization of a fractal one, where instead of one
dimension or exponent, a spectrum of exponents is defined to describe dynamics of time
series. There are different multifractal approaches for spectrum calculation [74–78].

In general, multifractal formalism is based on dimensions defined for a set of exponents
within a small range, where dimensions can be given as

Dh = infq(qh(q)− τ(q) + k), (6)
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where q describes singularity, τ(q) is a nonlinear function and k is a constant. For q = 1,
information dimension is obtained, while for q > 1, strong singular, and for q < 1 less
singular, structures are described. The Legendre transformation for α enables obtaining the
multifractal spectrum f (α) as

α =
dτ(q)

dq
, f (α) = qα − τ(q) (7)

Multifractal or singularity spectrum denoted as f (α) can be described as a distribution
of the quantity or Hölder exponent α. In practice, Legendre spectrum gives a smooth
concave function of the exponent useful in understanding the behavior of different struc-
tures [39–41,58]. Here, for the spectrum calculation, Fraclab software version 2.2 is used [78].
An example of multifractal spectrum is presented in Figure 4 as function f (α).
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Figure 4. An example of multifractal spectrum and corresponding characteristics.

The main characteristics are shown in the same figure and are used as features in
discrimination and classification models in different fields [75–77]. The structure of a spec-
trum is usually considered through its left and right sides or tails by dividing singularity
of components into two parts. The features represent width w, asymmetry a, tail slopes
and similar. Also, there are characteristic points of a spectrum that are foundation of these
features, like minimum α value (αmin), maximum α value (αmax) and α corresponding to the
curve maximum (α0). Moreover, information dimension can be found asymptotically using
f (α) = α dimension. This is applied here as well to make a difference between video traces
using multifractals in a statistical manner. Besides the Hurst exponent, these multifractal
properties are also considered.

5.3. Detection Model and Evaluation

In the analysis of multifractal properties, different features were examined, like the
left endpoint of a spectrum or the endpoint of a right tail [41]. Feature values directly rely
on the content being analyzed. Thus, it is expected that properly selected features would
enable a differentiation between temporally recovered sequences from corresponding
original sequences. So, it is convenient to have a reference or a pseudoreference which will
enable such differentiation. However, this is not an easy task in practice, where different
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motion or entropy is related to various signals/sequences. Thus, multifractal features are
performed on cumulative sums of trace sequences. Feature extraction is performed on the
corresponding spectra in order to make differentiation between no frame rate change and
the temporal recovery case [78].

In this paper, a TRR detection model is proposed. The focus is on differentiation
between 120 fps original video and corresponding TRR video recovered from 60 fps
compressed with HEVC and characterized by six crf values. The bases of the proposed
approach are new multifractal features, representing primarly the relative width and height
of multifractal spectra, calculated as

wrel =
wr

w
=

αmax − α0

αmax − αmin
, (8)

hrel =
a

f (αmax)
=

f (αmin)− f (αmax)

f (αmax)
. (9)

The different quality of signals represented through crf values may show similar
trends in the case of relative trends. Besides the slope corresponding to right side of a
spectrum [79], the left side was examined utilizing information dimension. That is, a
distance between two characteristic points is applied to describe the curve shape:

dinf =
(
(α1 − α0)

2 + ( f (α1)− f (α0))
2
)1/2

. (10)

It is thought that it is possible to identify differences between the two groups, meaning
original and TRR, i.e., to detect whether temporal recovery is performed or not in practice.
Four multifractal features are selected in experimental analysis in order to develop a de-
tection model without a reference using machine learning. Extracted features are utilized
for machine-learning-based temporal recovery detection. Several classifiers are tested, like
Support Vector Machine (SVM), decision tree and k-nearest neighbors (kNN) [80–82]. SVM
is often applied for classification, with the ability to generate a hyperplane to perform dif-
ferentiation between original and nonmodified data. The decision tree (DT) also represents
one of the common choices when it comes to classification, where results are obtained
according to a learned tree based on selected features. Also, one of the most popular picked
solutions is the kNN algorithm. During the training/learning process, the algorithm tries
to find k samples that are the closest to the targets. According to the selected metric, the
distances between the specific point and the target point in the known category/group
are calculated in a nonparametric approach. The smallest distances from the specific point
(xq, yq) are found, where the label of a point is found using majority voting:

ŷq = argmax
j

∑
xi∈kNN(xq)

I(yi = j), (11)

where kNN in (11) denotes the neighborhood, and I is the indicator function. The main
concept of kNN classification is illustrated in Figure 5a. Here, a modified kNN or weighted
kNN (WkNN)-based model is proposed for TRR detection, and it is presented in Figure 5b.
After generating trace sequences, where each video from the database contributes to
each group (TRR and non-TRR meaning original), feature extraction is applied using
the multifractal features explained in the previous paragraph. The WkNN classification
model includes the so-called Mahalanobis distance calculations in the feature domain, their
sorting, taking k-nearest neighbors, assigning weights and voting. For the WkNN model,
training and testing are performed in order to obtain results, where 1 (Yes/True) denotes
that TRR exists and 0 (No/False) denotes that the tested video is original.
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Figure 5. (a) The concept of k-nearest neighbors (kNN) binary classification and (b) the proposed
model for temporal resolution recovery (TRR) detection.

An improved version of kNN is the WkNN [81,82], where feature space is corrected.
Namely, features are assigned according to position between the points. If weights Wi
are calculated using squared inverse method based on the distances d, the voting can be
written as

ŷq = argmax
j

∑
i

Wi I(yi = j) =
∑
i

Wiyi

∑
i

Wi
, Wi =

1

d
(
xq, xi

)2 . (12)

There are various metrics [83] that can be applied for finding distance between two fea-
ture vectors x = (x1, x2, . . ., xm) and y = (y1, y2, . . ., ym) for classifying the point into one of
the groups. For example, Euclidean, Cityblock and Mahalanobis are common choices,
expressed by

d2
Euclid =

m

∑
i=1

(xi − yi)
2, (13)

dCityblock =
m

∑
i=1

|xi − yi|, (14)

d2
Mahalan = (x − y)TC−1(x − y), (15)

respectively, where C is the corresponding covariance matrix. Euclidean distance assumes
that features are somewhat independent with a spherical distribution, where Mahalonobis
is similar to Euclidean but seems to be a good alternative in such cases by taking into
account the distance between a point and a distribution [82].

The temporal recovery detection model through trace sequences is presented in
Figure 5b. The binary classification between the temporal recovered and original data
are performed similarly to [82,84] with 5-fold cross-validation. Video content that was
included in the training process for each crf was not part of the testing. The classification
performance is measured using accuracy (Acc):

Acc = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN), (16)
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And true positive rate (TPR) or recall, as well as positive predictive value (PPV) or
precision, are calculated as

TPR = TP/(TP + FN), PPV = TP/(TP + FP), (17)

Using true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives
(FN) in TRR detection.

6. Experimental Results and Discussion

6.1. Hurst Index Differences between Original and Temporal Recovery Data in LRD Estimation

HFR traces are collected for different video content of 120 fps of the same duration,
where the original content has been compressed according to HEVC standard. Hurst expo-
nent is calculated for LRD estimation, where it varies depending on the coarse approach
applied in the calculation. After examination, it is evidenced that in most cases it has values
in the expected range, i.e., 0.5 < H < 1. This is presented for four Hurst index methods
and ReadySetGo sequence in Table 2. LRD behavior is evident for the different index
calculation methods applied: generalized method, DFA method, Hurst exponent calculated
using periodogram and R/S statistics [68–74]. For example, the periodogram method
applied in the case of crf36 is illustrated in Figure 6 for the ReadySetGo and YachtRide
sequence. Lower Hurst values are obtained for TRR compared with the original, where
in Figure 6, the TRR trend is presented with a solid line compared with original, which is
presented with a dashed line. Still, these lower Hurst values are above 0.5, showing LRD.
The dashed lines are found for data where no frame rate change is made. In the case of R/S
statistics, it is also evident that the temporal resolution recovery case shows a decrease in
Hurst index. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Such difference between indices may be useful
for better understanding the changes found in recovered video data. The differences in
Hurst evaluation using R/S statistics for UHD 120 fps compressed ReadySetGo sequence
are shown in Table 3 for different crf values (Hdiff). The method was used repeatedly for
the other five original videos from Table 1. The averaged difference values Hdiff,average for
each tested crf are also shown in the table. The relative difference varies from −11.51 to
1.30 percent. The highest absolute relative difference is obtained for crf24. Higher crfs show
less variations in Hurst indices than the original sequences. This means that a higher differ-
ence in temporal recovered from nonrecovered data are expected in lower crfs, meaning
higher video quality. Similar calculations are made in the case which is not common in
practice for 120 fps HFR, where frame rate primarily increases and then decreases to 120 fps.
In the additional case, such modifications show behavior more similar to the original data,
as shown Figure 8. Nevertheless, temporal recovery data are still different from the original
case. This additional case and its similarity to original traces are also illustrated in Figure 8.

Table 2. Long-range dependency (LRD) estimation via Hurst index calculation for ultra-high-
definition (UHD) 120 fps compressed ReadySetGo sequence.

No. Hurst Method crf20 crf24 crf28 crf32 crf36 crf40

1 Hurst (Generalized) 0.6928 0.7058 0.7164 0.7138 0.7126 0.7089
2 Hurst (DFA) 0.7527 0.7962 0.8132 0.8024 0.7975 0.7832
3 Periodogram 0.7554 0.6036 0.5154 0.5512 0.5901 0.6113
4 R/S statistics 0.8652 0.8943 0.8848 0.8721 0.8678 0.8585

The obtained Hurst index differences between original and temporal recovery data in
LRD estimation show that TRR case generally decreases index values. If the original and
corresponding TRR sequences are available, such differences may be useful in recognizing
the TRR change. Moreover, each content shows different behavior, where maximum
absolute difference in Hurst index may vary depending on the content.
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Figure 6. Periodogram method applied for constant rate factor (crf) 36 (crf36) of the (a) ReadySetGo
and (b) YachtRide sequence, where the TRR trend is presented with a solid line and the corresponding
original is presented with a dashed line.

Figure 7. R/S statistics method applied for crf36 of the (a) ReadySetGo and (b) YachtRide sequence,
where the TRR trend is presented with a solid line and the corresponding original is presented with a
dashed line.

Figure 8. (a) R/S statistics method applied for ReadySetGo with crf36; (b) R/S statistics method ap-
plied for different crf values, where the TRR trend is presented with a solid line and the corresponding
original is presented with a dashed line.
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Table 3. Differences in Hurst evaluation using R/S statistics for UHD 120 fps compressed
ReadySetGo sequence.

No. Description crf20 crf24 crf28 crf32 crf36 crf40

1 Temporal recovery 0.7910 0.7840 0.7807 0.7957 0.8100 0.8212
2 Original 0.8652 0.8943 0.8848 0.8721 0.8678 0.8585
3 Hdiff −8.58% −12.33% −11.77% −8.76% −6.67% −4.34%
4 Hdiff,average −8.74% −11.51% −7.65% −7.94% −3.29% +1.30%

6.2. Differences between Original and Temporal Recovery Data in Multifractal
Spectrum Estimation

Different crf values from 20 to 40 are applied to demonstrate the effect of compression
levels in practice. The standard effect of crf selection can be seen in Figure 9. If the crf
increases, frame sizes are smaller, and the decreasing trend of trace sum is obvious in
Figure 9a. In Figure 9b, the change in crf value selection is shown in the multifractal
domain. This is demonstrated via multifractal spectra and six crf values for compressed
UHD ReadySetGo sequence of 120 fps. Six spectra are found for sequences that are named
as original here, since no TRR is applied in Figure 9b. The lowest crf values show narrower
spectra, meaning the spectrum width is relatively small and vice versa.

f

Figure 9. (a) Decreasing trend of trace sum; (b) multifractal spectra for ReadySetGo with different
crf values.

Multifractal spectra for ReadySetGo with crf24 are presented in Figure 10a, where TRR
is compared with the original. Similarly, TRR spectrum is shown for crf36, where it can be
noticed that the relation is quite different, especially in terms of asymmetry (a), as opposed
to the higher quality in crf24, as shown in Figure 10b. The calculation of multifractal
characteristics enables going a step further with the analysis and the comparison between
the two scenarios/cases: TRR and original. It is believed that significant data loss in TRR
can be manifested through specific features compared with original UHD 120 fps sequences.
Each spectrum is characterized by several points: minimum α value (αmin), maximum α
value (αmax), α corresponding to curve maximum (α0), and α corresponding to information
dimension (α1). These traditional characteristics, along with spectrum width, are presented
in Table 4 for TRR and six crf values. Similarly, these characteristics are shown for original
sequences and six crf values in Table 5.

Wider widths are generally found in the TRR case, and this can be a suitable feature if
a reference/original exists. Unfortunately, this is not the case in practical implementations.
Similar results can be obtained for the right slope and other characteristics since, for
the ReadySetGo details and motion, spectra are quite different in TRR compared with
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the original, regardless of crf selection. When a compressed video has a lot of details,
particularly recovered video, the right side, for example, expressed through wr, contributes
to the wider width. This is illustrated in Figure 11a. An additional case is also represented,
and it is evident that similar results compared to the original data are obtained. Six TRR
and six original sequences are presented in Figure 11a in multifractal domain. This is
repeated for other UHD 120 fps video content as well. The spectra for HoneyBee and
YachtRide are also presented in Figure 11, precisely Figure 11b and Figure 11c, respectively.
By examining the cases and corresponding characteristics for other spectra, it can be
seen that the abovementioned features are not suitable for possible recovery detection,
regardless of crf and video content. For example, in Figure 11, the width feature values of
all spectra for HoneyBee spectra are quite different from the widths of all spectra found
in Figure 11a,c. The right side is not pointed in Figure 11b due to the video content itself,
where little motion is present. Thus, cumulative sums of trace sequences are presented in
multifractal domain in order to have a novel consideration of content from the standpoint
of the multifractal concept.

f f

Figure 10. Multifractal spectra for ReadySetGo with (a) crf24 and (b) crf36 for temporal recovery
compared with the original.

Table 4. Traditional multifractal characteristics of temporally recovered UHD ReadySetGo sequence.

No. Parameter crf20 crf24 crf28 crf32 crf36 crf40

1 αmin 0.8901 0.8891 0.8820 0.8899 0.9100 0.9129
2 α1 0.9888 0.9894 0.9889 0.9882 0.9876 0.9856
3 α0 1.10112 1.0106 1.0112 1.0120 1.0129 1.0154
4 αmax 1.2182 1.1941 1.2052 1.2126 1.2262 1.2314
5 w 0.3282 0.3050 0.3231 0.3227 0.3162 0.3185

Table 5. Traditional multifractal characteristics of original UHD ReadySetGo sequence.

No. Parameter crf20 crf24 crf28 crf32 crf36 crf40

1 αmin 0.9376 0.9350 0.9178 0.8949 0.8882 0.8698
2 α1 0.9921 0.9929 0.9924 0.9913 0.9906 0.9901
3 α0 1.0083 1.0073 1.0076 1.0086 1.0092 1.0095
4 αmax 1.1602 1.1285 1.1115 1.1084 1.1093 1.1010
5 w 0.2225 0.1934 0.1937 0.2135 0.2212 0.2312
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f f

f f

Figure 11. Legendre multifractal spectra presented for different HFR signals with different crf values:
(a) ReadySetGo, (b) HoneyBee and (c) YachtRide.

Spectra curves obtain similar concave shapes due to a cumulative trend, as presented
in Figure 12. The multifractal spectra of a cumulative sum of traces are presented for the
sequences of ReadySetGo and HoneyBee in Figure 12. The structures seem more suitable
to observe the behavior of data. Feature extraction is performed on the corresponding
spectra in order to mark the differentiation between temporal recovery and the original
case. Still, the width is not a proper selection as a feature for TRR detection. Thus, features
are selected in a manner not to deal with the width but with the relative width, as in (8).
Moreover, the right side of the spectra is zoomed for ReadySetGo and HoneyBee sequence
in Figure 12 in order to observe additional features. Besides the slope, features (8)–(10) are
applied in TRR detection.

f f

Figure 12. Legendre spectra structure and its right side for different crf values and different UHD
120 fps video content: (a) ReadySetGo and (b) HoneyBee.
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Differences between original and temporal recovery data in multifractal spectrum
estimation, as in the case of the Hurst index differences, show the possibility to recognize
TRR content. Common features such as spectrum width can be applied in most cases
when original data of the same compression quality are available. Nevertheless, if different
compression quality and content are taken into account, this is not an easy task, due to
spectra overlapping. Thus, in practice, common features may not be useful, and TRR
detection should be based on specific features.

6.3. Temporal Recovery Detection Results Using the Proposed Model based on
Multifractal Features

It is of practical importance to distinguish TRR from original HFR video data. Simply
reducing and recovering HFR can be considered as one of the typical procedures in order
to compensate found losses and to match original frequency. Nevertheless, it should not be
neglected that distortions exist and need not be replaced with original data in cases where
media integrity and authentication are involved. This should be available for any quality
of level expressed here through compression. The selected crf mode enables a practical and
sophisticated approach compared with setting constant quantization or output quality level.
So, such settings are beneficial in practice, since they lead to results that are dependable on
video content itself. The functional TRR detection approach presented in Figure 5b should
serve a wide purpose as a tool. Here, UHD 120 fps data are analyzed.

After preparing video data and generating video trace sequence, feature extraction is
performed according to four multifractal features that can be noted as feature1 to feature4,
respectively, they are relative width, relative height, right side slope of multifractal spectra
and left side distance based on two characteristic points of a spectrum. This is followed by
a classifier which employs features that do not apply any reference. The performance of
different classifiers in multifractal TRR detection is calculated using five randomly selected
video source files from Table 1. These files give two groups of samples by using six crf
values. In five-fold cross-validation, totally, sixty samples are used, presented in Figure 13a,
where videos numerated from 1 to 5 are included. In Figure 13a, samples are presented
as points in two feature domains. There is a linear trend of slope 1.07, and the norm of
residuals calculated as the square root of the sum of the squares is 0.037. By examining
cases, linear fits can be made for each group here. Namely, each group has similar norm
of residuals close to 0.021 but with similar regression slopes close to 1.07, implying that
appropriate fitting lines can be considered as parallel. The proposed model for temporal
recovery detection is based on WkNN using Mahalanobis metric. In Figure 13b, a cross-
validation result is presented, where one point is misdetected as temporally recovered.
In this case, this is a point corresponding to the Beauty sequence of crf20. The trends of
samples for each of the group are noticeable, even though different content is included in
the tests. The experiment is performed on data recovered from 60 fps. Additional tests in
practice were conduced in order to recover HFR HEVC data from 30 fps, showing satisfying
results, as shown in Figure 14.

This is confirmed for YachtRide numerated as the sixth source video from [23] and
TRR from 30 fps, which was not included in the cross-validation. Multifractal spectra of
TRR data from different frame rates, like 24 fps, 30 fps, 60 fps and 96 fps, are presented in
Figure 14f. Even though all YachtRide recovered data are correctly detected, one should
be aware that cross-validation is performed only on TRR from 60 fps and original data of
120 fps, and that such cases with different downsampling should probably be included in
the training. Future experiments need to include various combinations in the spatial–temporal
domain, which was not the focus of this paper. Here, it was of interest to show that the
multifractal domain and the proposed TRR detection can show high accuracy detection
percentage in the set experiment using a relatively low number of features.
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Figure 13. Points included in cross-validation: (a) unlabeled samples and (b) weighted k-nearest
neighbors (WkNN)-based, distinguishing between TRR and original samples.

Figure 14. (a–c) Recovered sequences from 30 fps and corresponding (d–f) spectra presented with
original data, where, in (f), temporal recovery is performed using different frequency rates.

In Figure 15a, recovered ReadySetGo is presented using several successive frames,
obtaining recovered 120 fps suitable for comparing with 120 fps original data, where the
difference between these two 120 fps is not easy to observe by a standard viewer. This is
shown in order to point out that even though video content is very similar, a difference
exists between HFR data depending on whether TRR is applied or not. Moreover, the
analysis shows that such TRR detection based on multifractal features can be developed.
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Figure 15. (a) Recovered ReadySetGo and (b) different number of features included in the cross-
validation, taking into account tested classifiers with average performance.

The comparison between different distance measures showed significant advantage
of the Mahalanobis metric (15) compared with other choices. In Table 6, the area under
the curve is above 0.86 for different metrics for WkNN. The outcomes of the suggested
approachbased on four features for (13)–(15) are given in Table 6, where the significant
advantage of Mahalanobis is obtained compared with other distances [83]. Moreover, the
performance is examined in the feature domain based on different classifiers, like kNN,
decision tree and SVM, based on polynomial kernel functions such as linear, cubic and
quadratic, as well as WkNN using the Mahalanobics metric, where a cross-validation
procedure is applied. This is presented in Table 7, where recall, precision and accuracy
are calculated, showing the highest value of accuracy for the proposed WkNN approach.
Similar results are obtained for different 120 fps video data from the reference UVG dataset.

For different video content included in the cross-validation, high accuracy is confirmed.
Namely, the average for six iterations for the proposed model still gives a high accuracy of
98.1%, as shown in Figure 15b. The obtained experimental results for TRR detection in the
performed analysis seem promising, giving an accuracy above 98%. All four features are
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selected in the proposed model, where the performance based on fewer features is shown
in Figure 15. The proper choice of classifier and selecting the right distance metric are
necessary to obtain high accuracy results. Video sequences of different complexities and
crf values are tested in the experiment which originated in 2160 p resolution, where only
temporal conversion was applied with TRR HEVC detection, mainly focused on 120 fps.
Compared with this, in [63], where recovery detection is tested, about 96% accuracy for
AVC 60 fps video is reported. Future work should be oriented towards spatial conversions
and other combinations. Here, HEVC compressed video content which originated in 2160 p
resolution and 120 fps is trained and tested, which is usually carried out for much lower
resolution formats and AVC [60–63]. It is expected that for proper training applied to
different content and crf values, the model could be applicable for lower frame rates and
lower spatial resolutions.

Table 6. Performance of WkNN classifier with different metrics.

No. Classifier Type True Positive Rate (TPR) Positive Predictive Value (PPV) Accuracy (Acc)

1 WkNN with Euclidean metric (13) 66.7 80 75
2 WkNN with Cityblock metric (14) 70 80.8 76.7

3 WkNN with Mahalanobis metric (15)
(proposed approach) 96.7 100 98.3

Table 7. Performance of different classifiers in temporal resolution detection.

No. Classifier Type True Positive Rate (TPR) Positive Predictive Value (PPV) Accuracy (Acc)

1 kNN 70 77.8 75
2 Decision tree 60 56.3 56.7
3 Linear SVM 46.7 56 55
4 Cubic SVM 93.3 90.3 91.7
5 Quadratic SVM 89.3 83.3 86.7

6 WkNN with Mahalanobis metric
(proposed approach) 96.7 100 98.3

All the experimental analyses were performed on the same platform, and ffmpeg
was applied for the decoding tasks. This paper’s emphasis is on the effects on LRD and
multifractality and not the hardware or power consumption. Generally, playing 4k HFR
HEVC may produce freezing. Nevertheless, the method does not require reproduction,
and the parsing enables collecting traces in the offline mode with minimal graphic utiliza-
tion. Even though tools for video reproduction can be used, specific graphical processing
acceleration possibilities were not applied, such as Nvidia-GeForce-based ones, and the
settings were kept as simple as possible. Here, CPU utilization is about twenty percent
without visualization. Also, the abovementioned information does not affect the model.
Any visualization increases both CPU and graphics unit utilization. In general, in decoding
processes, there may be slight differences in trace sequences due to testing environment.
Here, by repeating the process and testing different types of content, the model can be
considered as robust. For content creation, action cameras like GoPro can be used. Also,
for editing like audio removal, ffmpeg can be applied. Moreover, precision editing can be
one of the possible challenges which need to be further analyzed. For content creation, it is
possible to set prior acquisition time. Nevertheless, nonadequate editing such as trimming
for modern standards like HEVC may produce corrupted video as an unwanted effect,
which is well known in the forensic field. The proposed model was not developed for
any broadcasting. So far, parsing was performed for sequences of particular length in
offline mode, meaning that a significant amount of data are available for obtaining the
trace sequences and applying the model. However, the tested duration can be treated as a
minimal requirement for the method compared with the commonly used long movie trace
sequences [58].
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One of the advantages of the proposed approach is found in the selection of a small
number of features that do not rely on a reference. In opposition to this, it is expected
that including reference or pseudoreference calculations may additionally improve results,
which is conducted in recent HFR works for HEVC content of different crf values for per-
ceptual and objective quality assessment [32,67]. Also, multifractal and fractal approaches
have been applied on previous compression standards like LFR/SFR MPEG-4 content
using frame size video traces [56–59]. TRR detection related to HEVC HFR has not been
performed so far to the author’s knowledge. The effects have not yet been thoroughly
investigated in the research community due to difficulties found when dealing with HFR
and possible corresponding distortions [10]. HFR changes in temporal resolution affect
video content, which is presented here from the LRD and multifractal standpoint. Tem-
poral recovery detection results using the proposed model based on WkNN and specific
multifractal features show satisfying performance. The TRR detection approach can be
considered useful for HEVC HFR compressed data of different compression quality.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents experimental results obtained for HEVC compressed HFR video
frame size traces for the first time in a multifractal domain. In the analysis, it is presented
that HFR trace sequences manifest long-range dependence and multifractal behavior. In
comparison between temporally recovered UHD 120 fps HFR and corresponding nonre-
covered or original HFR data, lower Hurst indices are obtained, as well as often wider
multifractal spectra. By analyzing spectra for different crf compressed sequences, it is
assumed that it is possible to differentiate TRR signals from the original ones. The pro-
posed WkNN approach was able to detect recovered video data, where the Mahalanobis
measure was applied. Also, the feature vector is of low length, and features are extracted
as nonreference. Input can be a TRR sample, which can be detected without prior assump-
tion related to constant rate factors and without direct comparison between modified and
original sequence. The proposed detection approach gave above 98% in accuracy during
the cross-validation.

Overall, the differences between TRR and original HFR video are not easy to notice,
even though Hurst indices like the ones calculated using R/S statistics show these differ-
ences. Multifractal spectra and their characteristics are also indicative in differentiating
between the two groups consisting of various content and motion. By examination of
the reference UVG dataset included in the video trace analysis, this research shows that
multifractal descriptors and the trained model may be adequate for detection. The model
enabled high-accuracy results regardless of compression rate or content. However, fur-
ther development of the proposed model should be oriented towards other distortion
possibilities in HFR domain.

Integrity and authentification issues may arise, and the approach may be useful in
TRR or frame rate upconversion detection. Namely, there are a lot of challenges associated
with HFR, and HFR needs to be properly addressed in order to truly realize its potential.
The obtained results in this work can be considered valuable for future research. It can be
concluded that HFR represents a significant advancement in the field of video technologies,
and tracing analysis is important for dealing with specific behavior that HFR brings.
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Abstract: API calls are programming interfaces used by applications. When it is difficult for an
analyst to perform a direct reverse analysis of a program, the API provides an important basis for
analyzing the behavior and functionality of the program. API address spaces are essential for analysts
to identify API call information, and therefore API call obfuscation is used as a protection strategy to
prevent analysts from obtaining call information from API address spaces. API call obfuscation avoids
direct API calls and aims to create a more complex API calling process. Unfortunately, current API call
obfuscation methods are not effective in preventing analysts from obtaining usable information from
the API address space. To solve this issue, in this paper, we propose an API call obfuscation model
based on address space obscurity. The key functions within the API are encrypted and moved to the
user code space for execution. This breaks the relationship between the API and its address space,
making it impossible for analysts to obtain address information about a known API from the API
address space. In our experiments, we developed an archetypical compiler-level API call obfuscation
system to automate the obfuscation of input source code into an obfuscated file. The results show
that our approach can thwart existing API deobfuscation techniques and is highly resistant to various
open-source dynamic analysis platforms. Compared to other obfuscation techniques, our scheme
improves API address space obscurity by more than two times, the detection rate of deobfuscation
techniques such as Scylla, etc. is zero, and the increase in obfuscation overhead is not more than 20%.
The above results show that APIASO has better obfuscation effect and practicability.

Keywords: API address space obscurity; API call obfuscation; anti-reverse analysis; hash function
generators

1. Introduction

Windows applications rely on APIs to interact with the system and perform various
functions, including network communication, file access, and message interaction. Under-
standing these APIs is crucial for comprehending program behavior. When direct reverse
analysis is challenging, APIs serve as an indispensable reference for analysts to identify
program behavior and intent [1].

To protect the API calling process, program developers often employ various obfusca-
tion techniques to prevent detection. The basic premise of API call obfuscation is to use a
more complex approach than the Windows API call process to make it difficult for analysts
to identify which API has been called. However, over the past two decades, analysts
have proposed a range of techniques to overcome API obfuscation. The key step in API
deobfuscation is to associate the virtual memory address accessed by the program during
runtime with the API name. Analysts typically employ program analysis methods such as
symbolic execution or taint analysis to track program execution. This involves collecting
call instructions and function addresses, and then correlating them with the loaded APIs in
memory to identify any obfuscated APIs.
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The ability to collect address information related to known APIs during API calls is
a critical factor in the ongoing game between obfuscation and deobfuscation techniques.
Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this paper systematically summarize existing API call obfuscation and
deobfuscation techniques. The findings reveal that even the most advanced deobfuscation
methods are still capable of collecting addresses associated with known APIs. As a result,
none of the currently available API call obfuscation methods can effectively prevent analysts
from conducting API deobfuscation. Therefore, the development of a more secure API call
obfuscation scheme is a pressing concern.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to API call obfuscation called API address
space obscurity (APIASO), which aims to prevent analysts from accessing address informa-
tion associated with known APIs during the API call process. APIASO protects the entire
API call process by moving the API’s critical internal functions into the user code space.
When a program calls the API, it first executes the functions that have been moved into the
user code space and then proceeds to execute the non-critical functions within the API. This
prevents analysts from obtaining information directly related to the known API from the
API call. Additionally, for the API code extraction process, our approach provides a wide
range of alternative API name hash schemes by designing a hash function generator to
achieve more secure API address resolution. The API name hash serves as a cryptographic
key to move the key functions of the API to the user code space, making it impossible
for analysts to access usable information from the process of API address resolution and
function movement.

We conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and obfuscation
overhead of APIASO. To quantitatively assess the impact of APIASO on the API address
space, we measured the obscurity degree of the API address space. We also tested the
resistance of APIASO against four representative deobfuscation techniques. In addition,
we demonstrated the availability and correctness of APIASO by developing an automated
API call obfuscation system.

The main contributions of this paper are:

• We provide a comprehensive overview of existing API call obfuscation and deobfusca-
tion techniques. We also discuss the limitations of current API obfuscation techniques
and their inability to effectively counter advanced deobfuscation techniques.

• We present API address space obscurity (APIASO), an API call obfuscation technique
specifically designed for Windows applications. APIASO provides stronger protection
than existing API call obfuscation techniques by protecting the entire API call process
and preventing analysts from accessing address information associated with known
APIs during the API call process.

• We compare APIASO with several other existing API call obfuscation techniques. Our
experiments show that APIASO is highly effective in thwarting existing deobfuscation
techniques, and it provides a significant increase in the protection strength of program
API information.

• We implement an automatic API call obfuscation system based on LLVM [2], which can
automatically obfuscate the input program source code. The source code is available
on GitHub (https://github.com/Rookiellvm/APIASO, accessed on 13 August 2022).

2. Background

In this section, we systematically provide a review of current API call obfuscation and
deobfuscation techniques. While API call obfuscation techniques are commonly utilized
for API call protection, analysts have developed numerous deobfuscation techniques to
improve analysis efficiency. These techniques employ program analysis techniques such
as monitoring program execution for jump instructions and function addresses to expose
hidden traces of API calls.

We provide a comprehensive summary of existing mainstream API call obfuscation
and deobfuscation techniques to highlight the shortcomings of current API call obfuscation
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techniques when it comes to effectively countering deobfuscation techniques. Finally, we
introduce the design goals of APIASO as a means of addressing these limitations.

2.1. API Call Obfuscation Techniques

Kawakoya [3] et al. provided a formal definition of the concept of API call obfuscation
and introduced various specific patterns of API call obfuscation. In a recent study by
API-Xray [4], it was revealed that the primary aim of API call obfuscation is to evade the
standard API resolution and calling process provided by Windows. Table 1 shows three
API call obfuscation methods, each of which is described below.

Table 1. Classification of API call obfuscation techniques.

Classification Pathways

IAT redirection [4] Anti-debugging, exception triggering, ROP
Position obfuscation [5] Instruction stolen, function stolen, DLL stolen
Call site tampering [6] GetModuleHandle/LoadLibrary and GetProcAddress

IAT redirection: IAT redirection is achieved by tampering with the IAT table; Figure 1b
shows the process of an API call after IAT redirection obfuscation. The API address stored
in the IAT table entry is replaced with an “induction area” address so that the address
obtained in the IAT does not point directly to the API. Figure 1b shows the redirection
method of triggering an exception in the “induction area” by a divide-by-zero operation.
In addition, it is possible to redirect API calls by adding anti-debugging functions or ROP
techniques to the “induction area”.

Figure 1. Overview of API call obfuscation techniques.

API position obfuscation: Position obfuscation makes the API call address fail to point
to the API entry point by moving the API code to execute in user space. Depending on the
scope of the moved code, position obfuscation is divided into three cases: (1) Instruction
stolen, which moves part of the API instruction to the user code space for execution, and
then jumps to the target API code. (2) Function stolen, which moves the entire API to
the user code space for execution. Figure 1c describes the process of calling the API after
the function is stolen, replacing the API address stored in the IAT table entry with the
“induction area” address, which stores the API code copied from the system load DLL space.
When the program calls the API, it executes the API in the “induction area”. (3) Dynamic
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Link Library (DLL) stolen, which loads the entire DLL into user code space and calls the
API through the self-loaded DLL.

API call site tampering: API call site tampering eliminates the dependence of API calls
on IAT and resolves the API address at program runtime. Figure 1d shows the API call
process of the program after call site tampering. The program encrypted stores the called
API name. When the program calls the API, it decrypts the API name and obtains the ad-
dress of the API through the combination of the functions GetModuleHandle/LoadLibrary
and CreateProcAddress. Additionally, to further complicate the analysis, the API name
resolution process does not use the aforementioned function calls to obtain the API address.
Instead, the program uses the PEB to obtain the DLL address and retrieves the required
API address from the export table of the DLL.

2.2. API Deobfuscation Techniques

To improve the efficiency of an analysis, analysts perform API monitoring to obtain
API call information for programs that implement API call obfuscation. Table 2 provides
an overview of current API deobfuscation techniques. These techniques can be categorized
into the following three groups based on their starting point: call site monitoring, position
monitoring, and hybrid monitoring.

Table 2. Classification of API deobfuscation techniques.

Classification Citations

Call site monitoring

BinUnpack [7], SOK [8],
Scylla [9], Eureka [10],

RePEc [11], PinDemonium [12],
Arancino [13], Arg Prediction [14]

Position monitoring API Chaser [15], QuietRIATT [16],
Secure unpack [17], Taint-assisted [18]

Hybrid monitoring API-Xray [4], RePEconstruct [19]

Call site monitoring: Figure 2 depicts that the deobfuscation techniques for API call
site monitoring follow two steps: (1) Instruction scanning (I in Figure 2), which runs PE files
to find possible API call sites in memory, including indirect calls, direct calls, or indirect
jumps. (2) Address association (II in Figure 2), which correlates the destination address of a
possible call site with the exported API address of the loaded dynamic link library. The
basic principle of call site monitoring is that the destination address of a jump instruction
in memory is always found to be the address of the system-loaded API. As illustrated in
Figure 1b,d, there are instructions in the memory space “induction area” in which the target
address is the system load API address.

Position monitoring: Position monitoring is the monitoring of system load DLL pages.
The basic principle is that regardless of the API call obfuscation technique used, the program
eventually executes the system load DLL area code. Position monitoring includes API hook
monitoring and taint analysis association. API hook monitoring (III in Figure 2) monitors
the execution of API code in the DLL. QuietRIATT and secure unpack use the API hook
approach to set hooks in the loaded API code area, which is logged when the program
calls the API where the hooks are set; alternatively, the taint analysis association [17,18] (IV
in Figure 2) method involves attaching taint tags to the API code, and when the program
executes the code in the DLL space, the API executed is determined by the attached taint
tags.

Hybrid monitoring: The call site monitoring technique can monitor the call site of the
whole program, but the call site address of the program applying API position obfuscation
is a non-API-related address, which makes the call site monitoring invalid. The position
monitoring approach can effectively prevent API position obfuscation, but it can only
address a single path at a time and has low coverage. API-Xray and RePEconstruct have
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taken the benefits of both call site monitoring and position monitoring methods into account.
They propose a hybrid monitoring approach that combines both techniques to enhance the
efficiency of deobfuscation.

Figure 2. Overview of API deobfuscation techniques.

2.3. Motivation

Existing API call obfuscation and deobfuscation techniques are summarized above. As
shown in Figure 2, API deobfuscation monitors all stages of existing obfuscation techniques,
rendering them ineffective. IAT redirection and call site tampering introduce control flow
jump to increase the execution distance between the call site and the system-loaded API,
but there are still instructions to call the API in the “induction area” of the method (in
Figure 1a,c). The API can be associated with the jump address obtained through call site
monitoring (I and II in Figure 2). Position obfuscation, as shown in Figure 1b, increases the
execution distance within the API by moving the code. However, current methods only
move the first level of functions inside the API. This means that internal calls still provide
enough information for deobfuscation to detect the API. As a result, deobfuscation can be
successfully implemented by analyzing the functions called inside the API through the
methods of hook monitoring and taint analysis, as shown in (III) and (IV) in Figure 2. The
obfuscation scheme of DLL stolen is not practical because of its high overhead on program
execution and vulnerability to monitoring.

In summary, existing API call obfuscation methods are ineffective against deobfus-
cation attacks. The main objective of these methods is to hide the address information
during API calls to make it difficult to correlate virtual memory addresses with API names.
However, this goal has not been achieved effectively so far.

The API address space is the basis for identifying API calls, so the goal of APIASO
is to obfuscate the API address space information so that the analyst cannot establish a
relationship between the virtual memory address of the function from the API call process
and the API address space, and therefore cannot identify it as an API call.

Table 3 shows the differences between APIASO and other obfuscation techniques in
terms of the means of obfuscation and the resistance to deobfuscation monitoring. APIASO
obfuscates the entire process of the API call, while being able to withstand all types of
existing deobfuscation techniques.
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Table 3. Differences between APIASO and other obfuscation techniques.

Obfuscation
Type

Resolution
Process

Calling
Process

Anti-Call Site
Monitoring

Anti-Position
Monitoring

Anti-Hybrid
Monitoring

IAT redirection × √ × × ×
Position obfuscation × √ √ × ×
Call site tampering × √ × × ×

APIASO
√ √ √ √ √

3. API Address Space Obscurity Model

In this section, we introduce an obfuscation model for API address space obscurity,
which focuses on two key processes in the API call process.

(1) API call space obfuscation: This process involves the movement of API internal
functions to user space for execution. The movement of the function requires a deeper
analysis of the API’s internal functions. A function selection strategy is constructed
by considering the call relationship, the function’s properties, the cost of the move,
and the analyst’s experience.

(2) API name clue obfuscation: This process involves building hash function generators
and using more secure API address resolution methods and function movement
schemes to obscure API name clues.

3.1. Overview of the APIASO

Figure 3 illustrates the APIASO based on the guidance of the address space obscurity
idea. When the program calls the API, it first executes the part of the API moved to the
user code space, and then jumps to the system DLL space to execute the unmoved function
inside the API. The function selection strategy involves making the function executed in
the DLL space so it cannot be directly associated with the valid API. The collision-free hash
function generator provides a separate hash scheme for each API name. The generated
hash value is used as an encryption key to ensure the security of the function move, which
makes the mapping relationship before and after the function move more complicated.
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Figure 3. Diagram of API address space obscurity.

The obfuscation model discussed in this section protects various stages of API calls,
and different technical points are discussed in subsequent sections. Specifically, the API
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function selection strategy is described in Section 3.2, while Section 3.3 discusses the API
address extraction method and function movement scheme. Table 4 shows the symbolic
description of API address space obscurity.

Table 4. Explanation of notations.

Notation Description

DASpace DLL address space
APIEntry = { fe1 , fe2 , · · · , fem} API entry functions

APIInternal = { fm+1, fm+2, · · · , fn} API internal functions
G Function call graph

AASpaceAPIi API address space
A Adjacency matrix
P Reachable matrix

Level( fq) Level of functions in the DLL address space

3.2. API Call Space Obfuscation

The goal of API call space obfuscation is to obscure the boundary between API and
user functions so that the analyst fails to obtain information associated with known APIs.
APIs typically have complex internal call relationships. As a result, obfuscation of key
functions can effectively protect API calls, while obfuscation of non-key functions can result
in higher overhead. The following chapter provides an analysis of the API’s internal call
relationships and discusses the API call space obfuscation strategy.

Definition 1. Define the DLL address space as DASpace =
{

APIEntry, APIInternal , GDLL
}

,
which comprises three parts: APIEntry = { fe1 , fe2 , · · · , fem}, includes the set of API entry func-
tions called directly by the user; APIInternal = { fm+1, fm+2, · · · , fn}, includes the set of API
internal functions called indirectly by the user; and m, which refers to the number of functions
inside the DLL space that can be called directly by the user. n denotes the total number of functions
inside the DLL space. GDLL represents the function call graph within the DLL address space, and
is denoted as GDLL = {FDLL, EDLL}. FDLL in GDLL refers to the set of functions inside the DLL
address space, i.e., FDLL = APIEntry + APIInternal .

Definition 2. Define each API address space as AASpaceAPIi = {{ fei}, { fi1 , · · · , fix , · · · fik},
GAPIi}, (1 ≤ i ≤ m, m + 1 ≤ ix ≤ n). fei ∈ APIEntry indicates the functions that can be called
directly by the user inside the API address space,

{
fi1 , fi2 , · · · , fik

} ⊂ APIInternal indicates the set
of internal call functions, and there is a direct or indirect call relationship between fei and fix . GAPIi
denotes the APIi internal function call graph, denoted as GAPIi =

{
FAPIi , EAPIi

}
, (1 ≤ i ≤ m),

where FAPIi denotes the set of functions, i.e., FAPIi =
{{ fei},

{
fi1 , · · · , fix , · · · fik

}}
.

According to each API function call graph, GAPIi , (1 ≤ i ≤ m) can calculate GDLL, the
calculation process is as follows:

GDLL = GAPI1 ∪ GAPI2 ∪ · · · GAPIn (1)

The adjacency matrix can be used to describe the relationship between function calls.
Based on the function call graph GDLL inside the DLL address space generates the adjacency
matrix as A. If there exists a function fp calling a function fq(1 ≤ p �= q ≤ n) inside the DLL
address space, then Apq = 1, otherwise Apq = 0. Obviously, the matrix A is a square matrix
and the number of matrix ranks is equal to the number of DLL space functions n. The
reachable matrix P and the adjacency matrix A are both Boolean matrices. Ppq = 1 means
that there is a call path from function fp to fq. The reachable matrix P can be obtained from
the adjacency matrix A, which is calculated as follows:

P = A1 ∨ A2 ∨ A3 ∨ . . . ∨ An, n = r(A) = c(A) (2)
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Definition 3. Define the level of functions in the DLL address space. For a function fq ∈
AASpaceAPIi (1 ≤ i ≤ m, m + 1 ≤ q ≤ n), if there exists another function fp ∈ AASpaceAPIj

(1 ≤ j, p ≤ m, j �= i) and there is a call path from fp to fq , then the level of the function fq is added
by 1. Specifically, the API entry function called directly by the user is conventional of level 0, so for
function fq ∈ APIInternal ∈ AASpaceAPIi level is expressed as:

Level( fq)

{
1 ∀ fp /∈ ASpaceAPIi and Apq = 0

> 1 ∃ fp /∈ ASpaceAPIi and Apq = 1
(m + 1 < q < n) (3)

Functions with a higher level are more difficult for analysts to associate with known
APIs because they are called by more upper-level functions. Conversely, functions with
a lower level are associated with fewer APIs, thereby enabling effective identification of
the APIs called by the program. Therefore, the function level is an important criterion for
moving the function to the user space.

When a function in the API address space AASpaceAPIi = {{ fei}, { fi1 , · · · , fix , · · · fik},
GAPIi} is moved to the user space, the API entry function is moved directly to the user space
because it is not called inside the address space. When a function fix called from within the
API is moved, moving it directly requires modifying the address of the fix call instruction
in the API address space. Modification of the instruction in the API address space will
affect the correctness of other functions using the function. Therefore, it is necessary to
move all the functions that dominate the function in the address space together to ensure
the integrity of the call relationship.

The function fip dominates the function fiq(i1 ≤ ip, iq ≤ ik, p �= q), which means that
the API entry function fei to fiq must pass through fip , which is denoted as fip dom fiq . if
there exists ip such that Pipiq = 1 and for any il(i1 ≤ ip, iq, il ≤ ik, p �= q �= l), if it satisfies
Pil iq = 1 and Pipil = 1 or Pil iq = 0, then it is denoted fip dom fiq .

A necessary condition for API internal function movement: For the API address space
AASpaceAPIi =

{{ fei},
{

fi1 , · · · , fix , · · · fik
}

, GAPIi

}
, if the function is the entry function fei ,

it will be moved directly; if the function is internal fiq(1 < q < k), then all functions that
satisfy fip dom fiq are moved to user space together.

Based on the above definition, for a given API address space AASpaceAPIi = {{ fei},
{ fi1 , · · · , fix , · · · fik}, GAPIi}, the function nodes that do not satisfy the address space obfus-
cation condition are pruned from the call graph GAPIi .

(1) Pruning high-level function nodes: As can be seen from Definition 3, there are low-
level and high-level functions in the API address space AASpaceAPIi . Low-level
functions are strongly associated with the upper API, and functions of Level 0 and 1
in the low-level functions are directly associated with the API itself, so such functions
must be moved completely, while low-level functions of Level greater than 1 can
be moved selectively according to the need for protection strength. Higher-level
functions are called by many different APIs in the upper layers, and their calls are not
sufficient to provide directly usable information for reconstructing the APIs. Moving
them causes large memory and runtime overhead, so the higher-level function nodes
are pruned on the call graph.

(2) Adding special function nodes: In addition to low-level functions in the API address
space AASpaceAPIi , there are also functions with certain special call relationships.
Although these functions are not low-level functions, they still provide key infor-
mation for accessing the API. For example, the CreateFileA function call eventually
translates into a call to CreateFileW, and address space obfuscation is required for API
calls with dependencies on xxxA and xxxW. In addition, some APIs call functions
with names beginning with Nt exported from Ntdll.dll, using the system call number
to enter the kernel. This class of API names provides information that can be used
for deobfuscation. These functions may not be lower-level functions in that address
space, so it is significant to recover this part of the pruned special function node.
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(3) Adding bogus function node: low-level functions have a strong association with the
API, and the movement of low-level functions in the address space of the protected
API can hide the association, while the introduction of low-level functions in the
address space of other APIs can increase the association with other APIs, thus mis-
leading the analysts. Therefore, the low-level functions in other address spaces are
chosen to be moved to the user space together as bogus function nodes.

According to the above conditions, the function call graph GAPIi in the obfuscated
API address space AASpaceAPIi is first pruned of its internal low-level function nodes;
then, the special function nodes are restored, and bogus low-level function nodes are
introduced on the pruned call graph, and the dominant function nodes and corresponding
call edges are added to obtain the final call graph. It is worth noting that the API address
space obscurity strategy provided in this paper is a controlled scheme, for example, the
criteria for identifying low-level functions can be set to any level such as Levels 1, 2, and 3.
The higher the set criteria, the more functions are moved, and with them the greater the
obfuscation strength, and therefore the greater the overhead, which will be evaluated in
Section 5.1.1 for the set value of the level.

3.3. API Name Clue Obfuscation

API address space obscurity gets the API code at runtime, and the position of the API
code in memory can be obtained by API name resolution. The current API call obfuscation
uses a name resolution method where the API name is mapped to a fixed length hash by a
hash function, and the program executes to resolve the required API address by hashing
the hash operation, and then matching the hash value. The main problem with this method
is that the hash function is fixed and does not guarantee a diverse range of hash functions
for more secure API address resolution.

To address the above problem, APIASO uses the more secure API name resolution
method. To address the problem of using a single hash function, a hash function generator
is designed to generate many fast and collision-free hash functions, and different API names
are encrypted using different hash functions to ensure that a variety of hash functions are
available. The details of this solution are described below.

The hash function generator is used to generate many lightweight collision-free hash
functions, providing a variety of options for the API name resolution. API names are
represented as sets W = {w1, w2, . . . , wk} and the total number of API names is k. The
64-bit hash generation space S takes values in the range [0, 264 − 1]. We use a fast perfect
hash function generation algorithm based on random graphs [20] to generate a hash
function that satisfies the mapping of the set W to the hash value space S with no collisions,
and the generic expression of the generated hash function is as follows:

h(w) = g( fi(w)) + g( f j(w)) (4)

where fi and f j are the operator functions that map the API names to the interval [0, N − 1],
and N is the smallest integer that satisfies the collision-free hash function generation. G is
the mapping function that maps the results of the operations of functions fi and f j to the
hash value space S. Given the set of operator functions F = { f1, f2, . . . , fl}, the execution
of the algorithm can find the mapping function g. The specific algorithm execution process
is as follows:

1. An integer N greater than k is selected randomly, and two hash functions fi and f j
from the set F are selected randomly afterward.

2. For each element wq in the set W, find fi(wq) and f j(wq).
3. An undirected graph G is created, of which the vertices are defined by fi(wq) and

f j(wq). Then, each pair of vertices fi(wq) and f j(wq) are linked up to obtain graph
edges, in which each edge corresponds to each element wq of the set W.

4. G is checked to see if it is acyclic, and if not, returns to Step 1.
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5. N values are randomly selected in the hash generation space S and randomly assigned
to the N edges of the graph G as the value of each element wq.

6. A randomly selected vertex is assigned a value of 0, and then a depth-first search is
performed to traverse the graph G vertices. Correspondingly, the value of two vertices
that share the same edge is assigned according to the hash value of this edge, such
that the sum of the values of these two adjacent vertices equals to the hash value of
the edge.

7. The sequence of vertices of the graph G and their assigned hash values form a mapping
function g. Thereby fi and g constitute a collision-free hash function.

The time complexity of this algorithm is O(N) and the space required to store the
generated functions is O(N log N) bits, which is optimal for generating perfect collision-
free hash functions [21]. It is almost impossible to involve all the APIs in the program’s
API call process, so the size of the algorithm input k can be further optimized by adjusting
k to the number of all API names in the DLL export table on which the program calls
the APIs. Since only the API name hashes in the specified DLL import table need to be
satisfied without collisions, this process greatly reduces the search space of the algorithm.
The implementation of the above algorithm assigns a unique hash function to each API
name, increasing the resistance of the API name resolution process to reverse analysis.

The API address space obscurity algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The inputs to
the algorithm are the program P, the DLL address space DASpace, and the obfuscation
threshold ε, where ε represents the set criteria for the moved low-level function.

Algorithm 1: Address Space Obscurity Algorithm

Input: Program P, DASpace, Obfuscation threshold: ε

Output: o(P) denotes the obfuscated program

1. Define the obfuscated API call graph: OGAPIi =
{

OFAPIi , OEAPIi

}
2. procedure CallSpaceObf (AASpaceAPIi

, ε):
3. OGAPIi = GAPIi − GAPIi ∩ GDLL // Prune all common function nodes
4. foreach fq in FAPIi :

5. if level ( fq) ≤ ε and fq /∈ OFAPIi :

6. OFAPIi = OFAPIi + fq
7. if fq ∈ SpecialFunc and fq /∈ OFAPIi :
8. OFAPIi = OFAPIi + fq
9. k = 0
10. do
11. foreach fq in FDLL:
12. if level ( fq) ≤ ε and fq /∈ FAPIi :
13. OFAPIi = OFAPIi + fq
14. k++
15. while (k ≤ ε)
16. foreach fq in OFAPIi :
17. if ∃ p Pqp = 1 and fp ∈ APIInternal :

18. OFAPIi = OFAPIi + fp
19. Return OGAPIi

20. end procedure
21. // Algorithm Entry
22. Get the API collection for program P: APISet = {API1, . . . , APIk}
23. HashSet = {hash1, . . . , hashn} ←−NameClueObf (APISet) // API name clue obfuscation
24. foreach API1 in APISet:
25. Get the address space corresponding to APIi: AASpaceAPIi

26. OGAPIi =
{

OFAPIi , OEAPIi

} ←−CallSpaceObf (AASpaceAPIi
, ε)

27. Choose a random hash function hashi for APIi
28. Calculate the corresponding hash value: hashi(APIi)
29. Record Triads: <OGAPIi , hashi, hashi(APIi)>
30. Return o(P)
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The API collection of the program is first extracted, and API name trail obfuscation is
performed to generate a collection of hash functions (22–23). Then, the API collection is
traversed, and API call space obfuscation is performed for each API (24–26).

First, the call space obfuscation process prunes low-level function nodes and restores
special function nodes (2–8); second, it adds bogus low-level function nodes (9–13); then
adds function nodes on the call path according to the API internal function move requisites
(14–18); and finally returns the obfuscated API internal call graph.

After performing call space obfuscation, a unique hash function is assigned to each
API, and the obfuscated call graph, hash function, and name hash triads (27–29) are kept in
the program, thus completing the obfuscation process.

After obfuscation, when the program executes the API call, it parses the API according
to the triads and uses the saved hash to encrypt the mobile function to the user space for a
more secure API call process.

4. System Implementation

The framework of LLVM [2] is an extensible program optimization platform that
provides APIs for analyzing and modifying intermediate language code. In this section,
we implement an obfuscation system on top of LLVM for automated API call obfuscation.
Figure 4 demonstrates the system composition of the obfuscation system, which takes a
C/C++ source program as input and outputs a binary file that has been obfuscated by
the API calls. The obfuscation process is divided into the following four phases: (1) the
front-end code compilation phase, (2) the obfuscated function addition phase, (3) the API
call substitution phase, and (4) the code generation phase.

Figure 4. Obfuscation system components.

In the first stage, the Clang pre-section compiler converts the C/C++ source program
into an intermediate representation of LLVM.

In the second stage, the obfuscated function is added to the intermediate language file
of the program, and the obfuscated function completes the run-time API name and address
space obfuscation.

In the third phase, the intermediate language is analyzed and the API calls that need
to be protected are replaced.

In the fourth stage, the obfuscated “bc” file is linked by the compiler to produce the
final executable.

5. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we perform an experimental verification of APIASO on a Windows
10 system with an Intel Core i7-9700 CPU @ 3.00 GHz and 32 G RAM. The APIASO
automatically obfuscates API calls for programs. We evaluate it from the following two
aspects:

(1) Model protection strength evaluation: We compare the advantages of APIASO with
other API call obfuscation techniques in resisting API deobfuscation techniques,
and compare the dynamic analysis resistance of programs before and after APIASO
protection using online antivirus and sandbox platforms.
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(2) Model protection efficiency evaluation: We test large-scale code to evaluate the avail-
ability and accuracy of APIASO and the program time execution overhead, before
and after obfuscation.

5.1. Model Protection Strength Evaluation
5.1.1. The Obscurity Degree of API Address Space

The obscurity degree of API address space is a key indicator of the effectiveness of
API call obfuscation. To describe the ability of the obfuscation model to obfuscate the
address space, we propose the concept of the obscurity degree of the API address space to
quantitatively describe the degree of the obscurity of the API address space before and after
obfuscation. Assuming that the program to be obfuscated is P, the obfuscated program is
represented as O(P). The obscurity degree of P is expressed as follows:

APIASODegree(P) =
4

∑
i
(−1)i−1 Xi − min(Xi)

max(Xi)− min(Xi)
(5)

X1–X4 correspond to LevelPer(P), Cost(P), ComplexIncreaseR(P), and R(P), respec-
tively.

LevelPer(P) indicates the proportion of high-level functions in DLL space executed
when the program calls the API. The higher the percentage of high-level functions, the
more low-level functions are moved to the user code space and the higher the degree of
address space obscurity. HighLevel(P) indicates the accessed high-level functions. Level(P)
indicates the total number of levels of the program. The LevelPer(P) calculation process is
expressed as follows:

LevelPer(P) =
HighLevel(P)

Level(P)
(6)

Cost(P) denotes the cost of obfuscation of APIASO, which is expressed as the ratio of
the number of functions moved to the total number of functions. MoveFun(P) denotes the
number of functions moved. Fun(P) denotes the total number of APIs and their internal
functions in the program. The Cost(P) calculation procedure is expressed as:

Cost(P) =
MoveFun(P)

Fun(P)
(7)

ComplexIncreaseR(P) represents the rate of increase in the complexity of the API
call process after obfuscation. The complexity of the API call process is measured by
the complexity of the API call relationship graph. APICallComplex(P) represents the
complexity of the program API call process, then the ComplexIncreaseR(P) calculation
procedure is expressed as:

ComplexIncreaseR(P) =
APICallComplex(O(P))

APICallComplex(P)
(8)

The program remains semantically equivalent before and after API call obfuscation,
but it becomes more difficult for the analyst to understand it. Ideally, any means of API
call obfuscation can be cracked given enough time. In practice, however, program reverse
analysis does not always result in the same level of difficulty as understanding the original
program. R(P) is expressed as the experience of the reverse analyst. The higher the
experience of the analyst, the closer the result of the reverse analysis is to the original
program, and the easier it is to understand the program. The similarity between the reverse
analysis result and the original program in the API call space in terms of data flow and
control flow is used as the evaluation basis. The higher the similarity, the closer the reverse
analysis result is to the original program, and the higher the reverse analyst’s experience
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R(P). P−1 denotes the result of reverse analysis; AC(P) and AD(P) denote the control
flow and data flow of API call space, respectively; and R(P) denotes as follows:

R(P) =Similarity
[

AC(P), AC(P−1)
]
+Similarity

[
AD(P), AD(P−1)

]
. (9)

As described in Section 3.2, APIASO is a method to control the strength of obfuscation.
The threshold set by the lower level function determines the number of functions to move
when obfuscating. To verify the effect of obfuscation under different thresholds, the
APIASODegree(P) is chosen as the judging basis for the obfuscation of six magnitudes of
programs under Windows.

In Figure 5, the magnitude I is represented as a program containing 20 APIs, and the
magnitude I to VI programs are incremented by 10 APIs. Figure 5 represents the results of
APIASODegree(P) versus execution time overhead for function levels set to 1, 2, 3, and
4. The horizontal coordinate represents the obscurity degree of the API address space at
different level setting criteria, and the vertical coordinate represents the ratio of program
execution time before and after program obfuscation. The results show that the best address
space obfuscation is achieved at a low runtime overhead with a threshold of 2. Therefore,
all subsequent experiments will be conducted with a threshold of 2.

 

Figure 5. Address space obscurity at different levels.

According to the previous section, the API call obfuscation methods include IAT
tampering, basic block-level position obfuscation, function-level position obfuscation, DLL-
level position obfuscation, and API call site tampering. We applied the above obfuscation
means and APIASO to six magnitudes of programs under Windows. The DLL space
functions called by the program are recorded and the APIASODegree(P), which is shown
in Figure 6. The horizontal coordinate represents the obfuscated program, and the vertical
coordinate represents the APIASODegree(P) after obfuscation. The results show that the
APIASO is significantly higher than other obfuscation methods.

To visually describe the distribution of functions in memory during API calls, we track
the execution of all functions specifically associated with CreatefileA calls. We count these
functions and record their offset address and virtual memory address.

As shown in Figure 7, the Windows standard call procedure is compared with the
calling procedure under the obfuscation of the other four types of API calls, with the vertical
coordinate indicating the address offset of the function and the horizontal coordinate
indicating the virtual memory address of the function. During a standard API call, only
one call instruction exists in the user code space, so there is only one function associated
with the API call. However, during API calls with call site tamper and IAT redirection,
functions related to the obfuscation also exist in the user space in addition to the function
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containing the call instruction. No changes occur within the API code space. When it comes
to API calls under position obfuscation, the code related to the entry function of CreatefileA
exists in the user code space, while the entry function of CreatefileA in the API code space
is hidden. Lastly, for API calls under APIASO, low-level, bogus, and special functions
exist in the user code space along with the other obfuscation-related functions mentioned
above. Only high-level functions remain in the API code space, while other key functions
are hidden within the user code space.

 

Figure 6. Degree of address space obscurity.

 

Figure 7. Function execution trajectory during API calls.
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Therefore, APIASO significantly obscures the boundary between user code space and
API code space compared to other obfuscation techniques, which significantly increases
the difficulty of API call analysis.

5.1.2. Anti API Deobfuscation Techniques

Table 5 shows the different API call obfuscation techniques used in ten popular
packers’ software. To compare the advantages of APIASO with other API call obfuscation
techniques in terms of resistance to deobfuscation detection, an application with the volume
IV (containing 120 APIs) in the previous section is obfuscated using 10 packers and APIASO.

Table 5. Packer software corresponds to API obfuscation technology.

No. Tools Types

1 Yoda’s Crypter 1
2 Yoda’s Protector 1
3 TELock 1
4 ZProtect 1
5 Enigma 1
6 Armadillo 1
7 Obsidium 1
8 PESpin 1, 2
9 PELock 1, 2
10 PEP 1, 3

Section 2.2 provides a summary of the various deobfuscation techniques currently
used with APIs in Table 2. For our experimental evaluation, we selected four representative
techniques: Scylla, PinDemonium, QuietRIATT, and RePEconstruct. Scylla and PinDe-
monium employ call site monitoring, while QuietRIATT utilizes a position monitoring
approach and RePEconstruct uses a hybrid monitoring approach.

In Figure 8, a radar chart is presented to show the deobfuscation capabilities of
four different techniques when faced with various API call obfuscation methods. The
results of our experiments were that none of these techniques were able to successfully
deobfuscation the program when APIASO was used. Furthermore, the recovered API
information contained errors, including bogus APIs that had been introduced, leading to
an increase in the overhead associated with analysis for the analyst.

The experimental results are predictable from the principles of the four deobfusca-
tion techniques. Scylla and PinDemonium collect the target addresses of calls and jump
instructions from the program memory under APIASO obfuscation, but since these cannot
be associated with the API addresses exported by the DLL, they cannot identify the obfus-
cated APIs. QuietRIATT sets hooks at API entry points that may be called by programs.
Programs under APIASO obfuscation do not execute API entry functions, and therefore
cannot be logged by QuietRIATT. RePEconstruct uses a binary instrumentation tool to
record instructions that jump into DLL space, while the destination addresses of calls and
jump instructions in memory are collected. The destination addresses of instructions that
do not exist in the memory of programs under APIASO obfuscation are API addresses, and
the addresses monitored in DLL space cannot be associated with valid APIs. Therefore,
RePEconstruct cannot implement deobfuscation.
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Figure 8. API deobfuscation Capability Radar Chart.

5.1.3. Sandbox and Antivirus Platform Detection

Analysts often use the results of online sandbox detection as basics for further reverse
analysis, while API calls are an essential metric in detection. In this section, programs
protected by APIASO are analyzed using VirusTotal (https://www.virustotal.com/gui/
home/upload, accessed on 13 August 2022), Cuckoo (https://cuckoosandbox.org/, ac-
cessed on 13 August 2022), and Sandboxie (https://sandboxie-plus.com/, accessed on 13
August 2022) to compare the differences in output results between platforms before and
after obfuscation. We collect 100 publicly available malicious programs with source code
from GitHub, then submit the obfuscated malicious programs to VirusTotal and Cuckoo to
compare the difference in output results between platforms before and after obfuscation.

VirusTotal uses a total of 78 different antivirus detection tools to mark submitted
malicious programs as malicious or benign based on each security vendor’s judgment;
the more security vendors mark them as malicious, the less resistant the program is to
analysis. The analysis results are shown in Figure 9. VirusTotal detects significantly fewer
security vendors for obfuscated malicious programs due to APIASO obfuscating the API
call information of malicious programs, with nearly half of the security vendors marking
them as benign compared to before obfuscation.

Cuckoo is a dynamic malicious program analysis sandbox that calculates a malicious
rating for each submitted program based on the hit signature: less than 1.0 is benign,
1.0–2.0 is a warning, 2.0–5.0 is malicious, and above 5.0 is dangerous. Figure 10 Indicates
the results of Cuckoo’s detection. APIASO successfully reduced Cuckoo’s score, with the
obfuscation-protected programs all having malicious scores below 5.0 and significantly
lower malicious behavior levels, all dropping below the malicious level.
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Figure 9. VirusTotal analysis results.

 
Figure 10. Cuckoo analysis results.

We build Sandboxie in an experimental environment to run six API-weight programs
after APIASO obfuscation. Sandboxie is a sandbox-based isolation program for Windows
NT-based 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems. It was developed by David Xanatos since it
was open sourced, and before that, it was developed by Sophos. It creates a sandbox-like
isolated operating environment in which applications can be run or installed without
permanent modification of local or mapped drives. Unobfuscatedly, the four programs are
run in Sandboxie’s isolated sandbox, and upon execution, an event log of that program’s
execution is generated, recording events such as file and registry operations. As a compari-
son, the API calls obfuscation techniques are applied to protect the above programs. The
principle of the Sandboxie detecting API is to hook in the API area loaded by the system;
when the program is executed, the API called will be recorded, so the method of position
obfuscation cannot achieve the effect of API monitoring by hook monitoring. The results
in Table 6 show that the program behavior under the protection of APIASO and position
obfuscation cannot be captured, while several other obfuscation methods can be effectively
observed in the event log.
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Table 6. Sandboxie behavior monitoring results.

Type

Program Sandboxie

I II III IV V VI

IAT redirection
√ √ √ √ √ √

Position obfuscation × × × × × ×
Call site tampering

√ √ √ √ √ √
APIASO × × × × × ×

5.2. Model Protection Effect Evaluation

The API address space is obscured using API code extracted from the system DLL,
while the accuracy of this process still needs to be verified. The Windows API includes
thousands of functions that can be called, and Microsoft officially classifies these functions
into the following broad categories: basic services, component services, user interface
services, graphics multimedia services, messaging and collaboration, networking, and
web services. To cover the above types of services, the following 12 types of programs are
implemented by using over 1000 Windows APIs: file handlers, network programs, message
handlers, printers, text and font functions, menu handlers, bitmap, and raster arithmetic
programs, drawing programs, device scenario programs, hardware and system programs,
process and thread programs, and control and messaging programs.

Figure 11 describes this verification process. The test process is based on LLVM and is
divided into the following stages: (I) converting the source program containing the API
calls into the corresponding intermediate language file Src.bc; (II) extracting the API code
from the system DLL file using a decompiling tool; (III) completing the API replacement at
the intermediate language level with LLVM, link the intermediate file; (IV) outputting the
unobfuscated binary; (V) running the binary before and after the obfuscation to compare the
two functions and verify the correctness of the API execution. In the end, the experimental
results confirm the availability of APIASO.

Figure 11. APIASO availability testing.

The APIASO is compared with the above three API call obfuscation methods to
evaluate the program execution efficiency, and the obfuscated program is selected for six
API magnitudes.

For each test program, to accurately measure the running time of the program, each
program was looped 100 times, and the average running time before and after the obfusca-
tion was calculated.
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Figure 12 shows the time overhead before and after obfuscation for APIASO versus
the other three API call obfuscation methods. The x-axis represents each test program,
and the y-axis represents the ratio of post-obfuscation to pre-obfuscation time overhead.
The results show that APIASO is close to the other obfuscation methods in terms of time
overhead, and the overall obfuscation time overhead is no more than 20%.

 
Figure 12. Time overhead comparison.

6. Discussion

A perfect solution for obfuscating API calls is far-fetched, and there is a constant
cat-and-mouse game between program protectors and attackers. In this section, we discuss
the following possible attack methods against APIASO and the corresponding countermea-
sures:

Kernel-level hook: APIs are divided into user-level and kernel-level parts, and an
attacker may use a kernel-level API hook for API monitoring purposes, but a kernel-level
hook is not sufficient for API monitoring. This is because there is no bijective mapping [22]
between the user-level API and the kernel-level API. On the one hand, some user-level
APIs such as path-related APIs and DLL management APIs (e.g., GetProcAddress) provide
user-level services exclusively, which means that they do not call any kernel-level APIs
at all; on the other hand, the kernel part of the API (e.g., NTCreateFile) serves multiple
APIs at the upper level, and it is difficult to fully recover upper-level API calls through
kernel-level API Hooks alone. The hook is difficult to fully recover upper-level API call
information.

Instruction sequence similarity matching: APIASO copies the API to the user code
space for execution, still retaining the original control flow structure of the API. With the
help of API identification techniques (BinShape [23], IDA FLIRT [24], etc.), the runtime
memory is compared with known APIs for similarity, and the called APIs can be found.
For the above problem, control flow obfuscation techniques at the binary level can be
introduced to perform control flow transformations and instruction transformations on the
internal functions of the moved APIs to achieve resistance to similarity analysis purposes.

Monitoring NX bits: Seokwoo [25] et al. proposed monitoring the NX bit to detect
the copying process of API code and monitor the DLL page memory access rights during
program runtime. Since all API position obfuscation methods must move the API code
through read and write operations, the API can be associated with the copied API memory
address through read and write operations. However, read and write operations are
frequent during program runtime, and restoring the API through read and write operations
alone is difficult. Alternatively, the DLL can be read as a file during runtime, making the
acquisition of API code independent of the DLL in the system load space.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we systematically analyze existing API call obfuscation and deobfus-
cation techniques. It is shown that none of the existing API call obfuscation models can
effectively resist the attacks of API deobfuscation techniques. The reason for the poor
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obfuscation effect of the existing API call obfuscation models is the insufficient obscure of
the API address space. Therefore, we propose and construct the API address space obfus-
cation model. Compared with existing API call obfuscation schemes, APIASO obfuscates
the API resolution and calling process with higher security. The experiments show that,
after obfuscation, the API address space obscurity increases by more than two times, the
detection rate of VirusTotal, etc. decreases by more than four times, the detection rate
of deobfuscation techniques such as Scylla, etc. is zero, and the increase in obfuscation
overhead is not more than 20%. The above results show that APIASO has better obfuscation
effect and practicability.

In future work, the generalization of the obfuscation system still needs to be refined.
The prototype code obfuscation system implemented in this paper was carried out when
the program was available in source code, and future work will be carried out by applying
the obfuscation system to the binary level. The conversion technology from binary code
to LLVM intermediate language is already available, which provides technical support
for code obfuscation at the binary level. In addition, the obfuscated prototype system
currently only accepts C/C++ source code as input, but the LLVM platform supports a
wide range of high-level programming languages, which can be converted into a unified
intermediate language form. Therefore, future work will need to test code in many different
programming languages to improve the generalizability of the obfuscation system.
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Abstract: With the increasing demand for higher-quality services, online English education platforms
have gained significant attention. However, practical application of the Mobile Internet of Things
(MIoT) still faces various challenges, including communication security, availability, scalability,
etc. These challenges directly impact the utilization of online English education platforms. The
dynamic and evolving nature of the topology characteristics in Mobile Internet of Things networks
adds complexity to addressing these issues. To overcome these challenges, we propose a software-
defined MIoT model that effectively handles the dynamic and evolving network topology features,
thereby enhancing the system’s flexibility and adaptability. Additionally, our model can provide
communication security and privacy protection, particularly in emergency situations. In our scheme,
the control plane is responsible for computing routes for online learning devices (OLDs) and forward
entries for switches. By utilizing the information collected from OLDs and facilities, the controller is
able to effectively coordinate the overall system. To ensure the authenticity and reliability of messages
sent by OLDs, we have proposed a new signature and authentication mechanism based on traditional
encryption algorithms. Moreover, we introduce an emergency-handling system that integrates
multicast technology into software-defined MIoT, generating a Steiner Tree among impacted nodes to
promptly notify OLDs when there is an emergency. The security analysis proves that our scheme is
able to ensure communication security in software-defined MIoT. A performance evaluation indicates
that our scheme outperforms other existing schemes.

Keywords: MIoT; software-defined MIoT; security; signature; authentication; multicast; online
English education

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has drawn attention from both industry and academic
fields for years due to its advantages, such as efficiency and providing more secure com-
munication environments. Among the various applications of IoT, online education has
emerged as a significant application of Mobile IoT (MIoT). IoT provides the necessary tech-
nological support and infrastructure for online education to be conducted on mobile devices
and over the Internet. English, being a globally universal language, is widely learned and
considered a core subject in schools across most countries. Consequently, the application of
MIoT in online English education has rapidly become an important method and primary
tool for individual learning and communication. This is a novel education model that puts
students at the center and relies on software platforms to deliver personalized learning
experiences [1,2]. Compared to traditional offline classroom education, online English
education offers advantages such as higher efficiency [3,4] and freedom from geographical
constraints [5]. Here, online learning devices (OLDs) have the capability to communicate
with other devices and infrastructure, such as roadside units in certain models, enabling
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access to the MIoT [6]. Thus, OLDs are allowed to report information and emergencies,
which will be used to improve the quality of services [7,8]. However, if OLDs are allowed to
broadcast messages without any verification or limitation, the communication mechanism
will become vulnerable and easy to compromise [9–11]. For example, if messages sent in
MIoT are not signed with an online learning device’s unique identities, then a malicious
user can broadcast fraud messages or sign them with fabricated identities to bypass a weak
system. To solve problems in secure communication, some studies have been dedicated to
designing privacy-preserving authentication schemes [12–14]. However, due to the feature
of changing topology, it is hard to balance efficiency and security in conventional MIoT.
Then, a brand-new technology came into researchers’ sights.

Software-defined network (SDN) is an innovative technology that embodies a network
structure distinct from traditional networks [15,16]. In SDN, controlling and forwarding are
separated and work in different layers [17,18]. The control plane represents the centralized
point as the brain of the whole architecture [19]. The data plane communicates with the
control plane via southbound interfaces. It is mainly responsible for querying controllers
for forwarding tables and forward packets. Using the programmability and scalability,
the combination of VANETs and SDN offers a new approach to solve inherent problems
in VANETs.

Software-defined MIoT has been proposed for years and there have been many re-
search efforts demonstrating the advantages of this new combination [20,21]. Meanwhile,
some schemes are proposed to cope with problems in quality of services (QoS) [22], hetero-
geneous network accessing [23], factory managing [24,25] and so many others in different
fields by combining with SDN [26]. Inspired by [27], we design a scheme that uses mul-
ticast technology to solve the driving direction and secure communication problems in
software-defined MIoT.

In traditional MIoT, OLDs mainly rely on broadcasting each other to receive network
condition information, which lacks timeliness and overall planning [28–30]. By introducing
multicast, the controller is allowed to manage OLDs and balance network throughputs
more efficiently. In addition, some technology used not to be suitable for MIoT, like Steiner
Tree, which is computation intense and scale sensitive [27]. But with SDN introduced, those
algorithms can provide new methods for the development of MIoT [31,32].

Thus, we propose a new secure communicating and device movement path scheme
in this paper. By using multicast [33] and privacy-preserving authentication technologies,
we aim to design a secure and efficient model in software-defined MIoT. Concretely, the
primary contributions of this paper can be outlined as follows.

Our Contribution

This work provides the following key contributions.

(1) We propose a novel software-defined MIoT-based model that provides security com-
munication in the underlying data plane. The outstanding computing power of the
control plane greatly relieves the overhead of the upper layer, which offers users
higher-quality services.

(2) We design an authentication system to ensure the authenticity and reliability of
messages, so that OLDs are encouraged to spread real information. Otherwise, they
will be punished. In addition, an emergency-dealing scheme is offered to provide
in-time services based on multicast, which not only takes current network situations
into consideration, but also predictions of instantaneous changing.

(3) A security analysis demonstrates that the proposed scheme is capable of achieving
the security objectives of software-defined MIoT. In addition, adopting elliptic curve
cryptography avoids heavy overhead brought by bilinear pairing operations, which
is demonstrated by the comparison results.

The structure of the remaining sections in this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides
an overview of related works. Section 3 presents the system models and outlines our design
objectives. In Section 4, we provide a comprehensive and elaborate explanation of the
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proposed scheme. The security analysis is presented in Section 5, followed by a comparison
of computation overhead in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Online education has a significant impact on the learning process by leveraging the IoT,
cloud computing and big data. The key to integrating online educational resources lies in
the storage of massive teaching data. Wei et al. [34] applied cloud storage technologies and
methods to the construction of integrated online educational resources, which effectively
saves educational resources for schools, enhances the utilization of online educational
resources and thereby improves the teaching quality of subjects. Hui Tao [35] proposed
an online English teaching system approach based on IoT technology. The author studied
the English SPOC (Small Private Online Course) teaching mode, constructed a multimedia
teaching system based on IoT technology, improved the teaching system and enhanced and
learned the teaching mode, resulting in an improvement in the quality of English teaching.

Chen et al. [36] developed an IoT-oriented online English education platform with
the aim of providing a conducive learning environment and enhancing students’ overall
English proficiency. To improve the ability to find optimal solutions, they incorporated a re-
verse learning (RL) mechanism into the grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm, resulting
in the development of the RLGWO algorithm. They further constructed the RLGWO-BP
model, which was utilized to assess the impact of the IoT-oriented online education plat-
form on English language instruction. Gao et al. [37] utilized preliminary results obtained
through the use of IoT to establish an interactive educational paradigm. They deployed
numerous sensors with the aim of improving learners’ English language correction by
comparing learners’ wording and speech with the software’s standard wording and speech.

In the security in MIoT and the software-defined MIoT research field, a threshold
anonymous authentication protocol using group signature technology was proposed by
Shao et al. [9]. In this scheme, the decentralized group model is integrated. It achieved
threshold authentication, anonymity, unforgeability, tracability and revocation of MIoT
communication. However, the huge computation cost of bilinear pairing may create
obstacles to implementation. Azees et al. [38] proposed a scheme that enabled roadside
units to authenticate vehicles anonymously before providing certain messages to them.
It also allowed vehicles to communicate with roadside units anonymously. The scheme
reduced costs of certificate and signature verification and achieved privacy preserving and
traceability in vehicular ad hoc networks. However, there were no timestamps attached to
messages, which could be used by malicious parities to start replay attacks.

To solve the problems of insecurity of master keys, invalidity of PIDs in [12], and
to cope with inherent problems in MIoT, Li et al. [39] proposed a certificate-less protocol
and demonstrated the security of it. Xiang et al. [40] proposed a novel CLS (certificate-
less signcryption) scheme to address critical issues such as data integrity and identity
authentication in the IoT environment. The scheme eliminates the cumbersome certificate
management in certificate-based signature systems and the key escrow problem in identity-
based cryptography. Furthermore, it is designed to securely resist various attacks, such as
public key-replacement attacks or malicious but passive key-generation center attacks. Garg
et al. [31] proposed secure communication models by introducing SDN architecture. They
enabled both mutual authentication among communicating entities and intrusion-detecting
systems to detect potential attacks from the underling networks.

Hong et al. [41] proposed a time-limited secure attribute-based online/offline signa-
ture scheme (TS-ABOS-CMS) with a constant message length. The scheme achieves high
efficiency by introducing online/offline signature methods while maintaining communi-
cation overhead at a constant level. Additionally, a key update mechanism is adopted to
provide time-limited security protection for IoT terminals. Khashan et al. [42] proposed a
blockchain-based hybrid centralized IoT system authentication architecture. Edge servers
are deployed to provide centralized authentication for associated IoT devices. Subsequently,
a blockchain network is established for the centralized edge servers to ensure decentralized
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authentication and verification of IoT devices belonging to different and heterogeneous IoT
systems. Wang et al. [43] adopted the low-energy distributed ledger technology IOTA to
design a lightweight and scalable mechanism for managing the identity of IoT devices and
access control of large-scale IoT data. This mechanism ensures the reliability of the source
of IoT data and the security of data sharing.

In the multicast in the SDN research field, Zhou et al. [27] proposed the cost-efficient
Degree-dependent Branch-node Weighted Steiner Tree (DBWST) problem in the SDN
architecture. It solved the scalability problem of multicast by introducing Steiner Tree to
span nodes. The scheme reduced the total cost and the number of branch nodes when
generating the multicast tree T. Do et al. [26] proposed an architecture that allowed
both multicast and broadcast services in the SDN-based mobile packet core. It had the
advantages of programmability and flexibility of SDN and reduced the signaling cost
compared with traditional network paradigms. However, the system may suffer certain
security problems in terms of communication.

Lai et al. [44] proposed an integrated network architecture for secure group commu-
nication in SDN-based 5G vehicular ad hoc networks. The scheme was a group-oriented
vehicular environment, in which vehicles are divided into groups based on their geographic
positions. This also inspired us to manage vehicles by dividing them in a transaction-
oriented way. Kim et al. [24] proposed a multicast scheme with Group Shared Tree (GST)
switching in large-scale IIoT networks. To overcome inherent problems, such as transmit-
ting multicast packets under congestions and configuring optimal paths dynamically, it
adopted SDN-based architecture. They proved that the new architecture outperformed
other models.

3. Models and Design Goals

3.1. System Model and Assumptions

According to [13], the layered control plane is thought to be more realistic in practical
applications. Based on that, our system is composed of the following: the Global Controller
(GC), many Local Controllers (LCs), many OpenFlow Switches (OF-Switches), Base Stations
(BSs), Access Points (APs) and online learning devices (OLDs). GC and LCs are responsible
for dealing with collected information and making optimal decisions. The others make up
the data plane, which is mainly for transport packages and collecting road information.
Figure 1 depicts the system model.

Figure 1. The system model.
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(1) GC: This is the main controller of the control plane. In traditional SDN systems, the
controller is a logically centralized point that has extremely outstanding storage and
computing capabilities. Typically, it directs switches to deliver and forward packages
by building routing rules. In our system, the GC assumes the primary responsibility of
generating system parameters, calculating the device’s movement path and construct-
ing route tables for OF-Switches. When there are accidents or emergencies happening,
it also selects impacted devices and forms a temporary multicast group. It generates a
multicast tree for this group to inform them of conditions in time.

(2) LCs: These are distributed geographically and manage a specific small area. In our
system, the LCs primarily serve the purpose of distributing the computation and
storage loads of the GC. They can reduce realistic deployment costs as well. LCs
set system parameters and communicate with OLDs. They can verify messages in
their local areas and compute fine-grained navigation for OLDs. When there are road
situations, they are also composed of multicast nodes to inform and direct OLDs in
their areas.

(3) OF-Switches: Different from conventional switches, OF-Switches are OpenFlow-
enabled data switches that communicate with external controllers over the OpenFlow
channel. The OpenFlow protocol offers separation of programming network devices
and underlying hardware [44]. In our system, OF-Switches perform package lookup
and forwarding according to flow tables installed on them.

(4) OLDs: OLDs offer network access services via wireless communication capabilities,
which have limited computing power and storage [45]. Also, tamper-proof equip-
ment is embedded in each OLD that is robust and responsible for generating key
cryptographical parameters and performing many encryption and decryption opera-
tions [46].

(5) BSs and APs: OLDs obtain access to the Internet via various ways. Cellular networks
like 5G network via BSs and city WiFi via APs are both supported by our system. For
software-defined MIoT, to balance heterogeneous networks and allow OLDs in differ-
ent networks to communicate is much easier compared with conventional networks.

* The GC is absolutely trusted and will not suffer any compromise. It has ample
computing power and storage space.

* LCs are trustworthy, but in cases in which they are compromised, we do not
provide them capabilities of trace OLDs’ real identities. LCs have sufficient
computing and storage space.

* The parameters and data stored in OLDs are not available for others.

3.2. Multicast Subsystem

When an emergency occurs, impacted OLDs may request new movement paths rather
than remaining stuck. Commonly, the conventional systems only replan new paths based
on the present road conditions but do not take dynamically instantaneous changing into
consideration. We design a multicast mechanism-based emergency system, which uses
Stein Tree to compute a multicast tree between those nodes to inform affected OLDs in time.

3.2.1. Steiner Tree

In general, to connect n nodes, the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) is the most com-
monly selected algorithm. But in networks, there are lots of factors that need to be taken
into consideration, such as bandwidth, transport delay of networks and so on. Hence,
Steiner Tree, a spanning tree algorithm with weights, is more suitable. The generation
of Steiner Tree is thought to be computation intensive, so there are few applications in
conventional multicast schemes. But as for SDN controller, it becomes feasible since the
forwarding information is preloaded in network switches. In addition, the global visibility
and programmability can also help to construct a better multicast tree more efficiently [21].
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3.2.2. Multicast Tree

In our scheme, we take the Degree-dependent Branch-node Weighted Steiner Tree
(DBWST) proposed in [21] to construct our multicast tree. Algorithm 1 describes the specific
procedure. Based on the DBWST, consider an undirected graph Gv = {V, L}, in which V
denotes OLDs and other entities taking part in communication in software-defined MIoT,
and L represents a collection of links. For example, the link l = (v, w) ∈ L denotes the link
from v ∈ V and w ∈ V. Then the cost of link l is Cst(l) : L �→ R+, where R+ is nonnegative.
Let s be the source of a multicast and U ⊂ V − {s} be the set of destination nodes, which
in our system is the affected OLDs. The size of this group corresponds to the quantity of
|R|. Let T = (s, U) denote the multicast tree whose source is s and spanning all nodes
OLDi ∈ U, 1 < i < |U|. According to the definition of branch node in Steiner Tree, if the
degree of node OLDi is no less than three, then OLDi would be one. Let πu represent that
u is a branch node in T. Based on the above description, finally the cost of the tree T can be
denoted as:

Cst(T) = ∑
l∈T

Cst(e) + ∑
u∈T

πu · Cst(u) (1)

Based on the DBWST, it is computationally uncomplicated to find a tree T = (s, U)
which makes the Cst(T) lowest. The constructed multicast tree can not only help to
distribute messages more efficiently, but can also be applied to other fields, such as video
conferences and streaming media subscribing.

Algorithm 1 Directing Process
Input: input departure, Dp; destination,Ds
Output: reach Ds = 1
1: OLDi request path
2: control plane return path C = {LCk}∗,0 < k < n
3: LCk : ST = ST + {OLDi}
4: while C! = ∅ do
5: OLDi leaves LCk
6: // OLDi does:
7: C = C − {LCk}, 1 < k ≤ n
8: // LCk does
9: ST = ST − OLDi, 0 ≤ |ST| ≤ n

10: if LCk unreachable = true then
11: T = DBWST(d, n)
12: // d represents the total number of affected OLDs
13: // 0 < d ≤ m
14: jump tp line 1
15: end while

3.2.3. Application Process

With the multicast tree having been constructed, the process can be described as fol-
lows. When an OLD starts driving, firstly it will request a path to the controller. Commonly,
it tends to store all the forwarding entries in the control plane to program the routing pro-
cess. However, given m OLDs and n LCs, the worst condition is that the spatial complexity
will reach O(nm). Even the lowest will reach O(n2). So, we propose to only maintain
a subscriber table in each LC. For example, an OLDi gained a path passing through x
consecutive LCs. Let C denote the set of x LCs, |C| = x. Then each LC will add OLDi into
its subscriber table ST. Every time OLDi leaves an area, it will send a leaving packet to
the control plane. After that, OLDi and LCs will perform C = C − {LCk},1 < k ≤ n and
ST = ST − {OLDi}, 0 ≤ |ST| ≤ m, respectively. This step is designed to prevent OLDs
that have passed through the area from being rearranged. By only maintaining subscriber
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tables, the spatial complexity can be decreased to O(mn), where n � m. The process of
subscribing is shown in Figure 2.g g

Figure 2. The process of subscribing.

3.3. Design Goals

Our objective is to create an efficient system to offer OLDs a secure environment to
communicate and services such as avoiding risks. It will satisfy the following desirable
properties. Routing Plan: Making use of the global ability, the control plane will generate
the most suitable using plan for OLDs. Emergency Handling: When an emergency occurs,
to avoid a second occurrence, the control system informs the impacted OLDs promptly via
its multicast mechanism. Then it replans new routes for OLDs by balancing all network
situations. Secure Communication: The most important factor is that all the messages sent
by OLDs need to be trustworthy and factual. Considering that, the system should have the
following security properties.

(1) Anonymity: OLDs in our system will not communicate with other entities with real
identities. Based solely on the messages sent by OLDs and some public information,
malicious users cannot ascertain the real identity of the sender. This way, OLDs are
allowed to send messages without exposing sensitive privacy information.

(2) Authentication and Privacy: Each interactive party in our system can authenticate the
others to ensure reliability and legitimacy. In particular, in different areas, messages
sent by OLDs should reflect the present LC’s information without exposing them to
adversaries, which ensures location privacy would not be compromised.

(3) Traceability: We will not exclude the possibility of the existence of malicious entities.
They aim to interrupt or interfere normal communications or spread false and decep-
tive messages to gain convenience and benefits for themselves. When misbehavior
occurs, the controller plane should be able to trace the real identities and punish them
by cutting services or submitting their information to related authorities.

(4) Unlinkability: The proposed scheme would not enable third parties to link scattered
messages to the same OLDs. That is to say, no third party could know one specific
OLD’s activities by analysing those intercepted messages.
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(5) Resistance to common attacks: The scheme must have the ability to effectively counter
prevalent attacks that occur in conventional networks, including replay attacks, im-
personation attacks, modification attacks and others.

4. Proposed Scheme

Here, we propose our secure communication scheme in software-defined MIoT. In our
scheme, firstly messages should be signed and then distributed to ensure non-repudiation.
Then, to prevent the privacy information of vehicles from being exposed, OLDs should
communicate via pseudo identities, which include a rough location of their current LC
area. All above information can only be derived via GC but not other third parties. When
emergencies occur, GC will extract OLDs’ locations from messages they sent. When
malicious messages are found, GC will extract OLDs’ real identities from those messages
and take actions to punish them.

4.1. Control Plane Initialization

The scheme utilizes Fp as the finite field over a large prime number p, with p denoting
the field’s size. The parameters (a, b) ∈ Fp define the elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + ax +
b mod p. A group G is generated from E in the system, where P serves as the generator and
q represents the prime order of E. Table 1 presents additional notations and definitions
employed in the scheme.

Table 1. Notations and definitions.

Notations Definitions

GC The Global Controller
LCi Local Controller i

OLDi The i-th online learning device
G An additive cyclic group

P, q The generator and order of G
p The size of a field

Ppub, s A public and private key of GC
NLCi The number of NLCi
IDi The identity of OLDi

PIDi The pseudo identity of OLDi
PKi, ski A public and private key of OLDi

M A message
msg An encapsulated message

σ The signature of a message
Tt The time stamp

(1) GC Initialization: By randomly selecting the master key s from Zq, the GC derives
its public key as Ppub = s · P and computes α = s · h(Ppub). Subsequently, the GC
chooses the hash function h : G→ Z∗

q , H0 : G × {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q , H1: {0, 1}∗→ Z∗

q ,
H2 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}∗ × G × G → Z∗

q . The value of α is transmitted to LCs,
while {Ppub, p, q, a, b, P, H0, H1, H2} is published as the system parameters. In order
to ensure the overall security of the system, the GC must keep the hash function
h confidential.

(2) LC Initialization: After receiving α via a secure channel in the control plane, LCi
computes li = α · NLCi as its secret key, where NLCi is a unique number of each LC
and a list of them is only stored in the GC. Since s is unknown to any third party and
each NLCi also stays secret, it is also difficult to compute li based on public parameters.
Next, it calculates Li = li · P to generate its public key, and adds Li into the GC’s system
parameters. Finally, {Ppub, p, q, a, b, P, H0, H1, H2, Li} is the local system parameters of
this specific area.
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4.2. Online Learning Device Initialization

When an online learning device OLDi enters into the area of LCi and it is neces-
sary to publish messages in the current environment, it loads parameters and randomly
selects ski ∈ Zq as its private key and calculates PKi = ski · P as the public key. Then
PIDi,1 = IDi ⊕ H0(ski · Li‖Tt), PIDi,2 = (ski · Li)⊕ H1(Tt). It uses PIDi = {PIDi,1, PIDi,2}
as its pseudo name.

4.3. One-Time Key Generation and Message Signature

A message Mi could include status, emergency information or other related requests.
When OLDi tends to send message Mi, it will firstly select a number ri randomly and
compute Ri = r · P. Let wi = H2(Mi‖PIDi‖Tt‖Ri‖PKi), where Tt is the current timestamp.
Then it signs Mi with σ = ski + wi · ri mod q. Then, OLDi will send encapsulated msg :
{Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi} to nearby communication-related entities.

4.4. Emergency Location Extraction

To ensure the basic location privacy of OLDs, the specific LC where it is located cannot
be exposed in msg. Otherwise, by connecting and analysing several messages it has sent,
it is feasible for malicious parties to draw rough activity areas of one OLD. But when
an emergency occurs, the control plane needs to roughly locate affected OLDs. By fully
balancing affected and unaffected areas’ densities of OLDs, the control plane is able to
construct a most efficient multicast tree with average lowest source consumption Cst(T).

When there are abnormal conditions, OLDs around will broadcast a message msg
to report. After receiving those msgs, the GC will perform the following computation to
decide a rough location of LC.

PIDi,2 = (ski · Li)⊕ H1(Tt)

= (ski · α · NLCi · P)⊕ H1(Tt)

= (PKi · α · NLCi)⊕ H1(Tt)

⇓
NLCi = (PIDi,2 ⊕ H1(Tt)) · (PKi · α)−1

(2)

By locating the LC, the GC will handle this area’s packets preferentially to deal
with emergencies.

4.5. Message Authentication

To verify whether OLDs have sent false messages or packets have been modified,
other entities can verify signatures of received messages. To enhance verification efficiency,
the proposed scheme also provides the capability to simultaneously verify messages in a
batch. The processes for verifying a single message and verifying messages in a batch are
described below, respectively.

(1) Single Verification

After receiving a message {Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi}, to verify its validation, a receiver will
perform the following steps in order with the system parameters {Ppub, p, q, a, b, P, H0, H1,
H2, Li}.

* Check if the timestamp Tt is fresh. If it is not, the received message is abandoned.
If it is fresh, keep performing the operation.

* The receiver performs σ · P and PKi + wi · Ri and calculates whether they are
equal. If they are not, the receiver chooses to abandon them. If they are equal, it
admit the validation of this message.
Since Ppub = s · P, wi = H2(Mi‖PIDi‖Tt‖Ri‖PKi), Ri = r · P, PKi = ski · P and
PIDi = {PIDi,1, PIDi,2}, where PIDi,1 = IDi ⊕ H0(ski · Li‖Tt), PIDi,2 = (ski ·
Li)⊕ H1(Tt) and σ = ski + wi · ri mod q, the following equations can be derived.
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σ · P = (ski + wi · ri) · P

= ski · P + wi · ri · P

= PKi + wi · Ri

(3)

(2) Batch Verification

Verifying each of the n messages individually consumes a significant amount of
time and computing resources when a receiver receives a batch of messages within
a short time interval. Therefore, our scheme incorporates batch verification to ef-
ficiently utilize resources. Firstly, to guarantee the non-repudiation of signatures
using batch verification, we choose a vector comprising small random integers.
Let the vector ζ = {ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ..., ζn}, where ζi ∈ [1, 2ξ ] and ζ is a secure parame-
ter. After receiving a message {M1, Tt,1, PK1, R1, PID1}, {M2, Tt,2, PK2, R2, PID2}, ...,
{Mn, Tt,n, PKn, Rn, PIDn}, to verify its validation, a receiver will perform the following
steps in order with the system parameters {Ppub, p, q, a, b, P, H0, H1, H2, Li}.

* Check if the timestamp Tt,1, Tt,2, ..., Tt,i, ..., Tt,n(1 < i ≤ n) are fresh. If they are
not, the received message is abandoned. If they are fresh, keep performing
the operation.

* The receiver performs (4) and calculates whether they are equal. If they are not
equal, the receiver will find the malicious message via the invalid signature search
algorithm and choose to abandon it. If they are equal, it admits the validation of
this series of messages.

n

∑
i=1

(ζi · σi) · P = (
n

∑
i=1

ζi · (ski + wi · ri)) · P

=
n

∑
i=1

(ζi · (ski · P + wi · ri · P))

=
n

∑
i=1

(ζi · PKi + ζi · wi · Ri)

=
n

∑
i=1

(ζ · PKi) +
n

∑
i=1

(ζi · wi · Ri)

(4)

By this, the validation of the batch verification of a series of message is proved. The
interactions of the above parties are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The interactions of parties.
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5. Security Proof and Analysis

The communication security of the proposed scheme will be analyzed in this part. In
Section 2, we presented some of our security goals and the threats that may be met. Here,
firstly, we introduce the definition of the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP)
upon which the entire analysis is based.

Definition 1 (ECDLP). Let P be the generator of group G, with n ∈ Zq and N = nP ∈ G. The
ECDLP states that it is computationally infeasible to determine the value of n given N = nP. To
establish the security model for the proposed scheme, a game is defined involving adversary A and
challenger C, leveraging the aforementioned network.

5.1. Security Proof

In this game, the adversary A is allowed to execute the queries listed below.

• Setup Oracle: When A revokes the query, C sends the generated private key and the
corresponding system parameters to A.

• H0 Oracle: C randomly selects a point d ∈ Zq and includes {m, d} in its list LH0. Then
it returns d to A when A revokes the query.

• H1 Oracle: C randomly selects a number d ∈ Zq and includes {m, d} in its list LH1.
Then it returns d to A when A revokes the query.

• H2 Oracle: C randomly selects a point d ∈ Zq and includes {m, d} in its list LH2. Then
it returns d to A when A revokes the query.

• Sign Oracle: Based on the Mi sent by A, C computes a msg : {Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi}.
Then C returns {Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi} to A when A revokes the query.

If the adversary A has the ability to fabricate a legitimate login request message, it
indicates a violation of the proposed secure communication scheme by A. We define Φ(A)
as the probability of A violating the scheme.

Definition 2. For any polynomial adversary A, our scheme is considered secure if the probability
Φ(A) is negligible.

By conducting a security evaluation of our scheme under the random oracle model,
we establish the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The proposed scheme exhibits security within the random oracle model.

Proof. Suppose there is an adversary A who has the ability to forge a msg : {Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri,
PIDi}. Our signature scheme is executed by a challenger C that we construct. By perform-
ing the following queries revoked by A, challenger C can leverage A as a subroutine to
solve the ECDLP problem with a probability that is not negligible.

Setup Oracle: First, a key parameter k is provided as input. Subsequently, C selects
a random number s as its private key and calculates Ppub = s · P. C then transmits
{Ppub, p, q, a, b, P, H0, H1, H2} to A.

H0 Oracle: C maintains an initially empty list LH0 : (ski, Li, Tt, h0,i). When A makes
a query with (ski, Li, Tt), C verifies if LH0 : (ski, Li, Tt, h0,i) already exists in LH0. If
the entry exists, C provides the corresponding h0,i. Otherwise, C generates a random
h0,i = H0(ski · Li‖Tt), inserts LH0 : (ski, Li, Tt, h0,i) into the list and yields h0,i to A.

H1 Oracle: C maintains an initially empty list LH1 : (Tt, h1,i). When A makes a query
with (Tt), C verifies if LH1 : (Tt, h1,i) already exists in LH1. If the entry exists, C provides the
corresponding h1,i. Otherwise, C generates a random h1,i = H1(Tt), inserts LH1 : (Tt, h1,i)
into the list and yields h1,i to A.

H2 Oracle: C maintains an initially empty list LH2 : (PIDi, Li, Tt, Ri.PKi, Mi, h2,i). When
A makes a query with (PIDi, Li, Tt, Ri.PKi, Mi), C verifies if LH2 : (PIDi, Li, Tt, Ri.PKi, Mi) al-
ready exists in LH2. If the entry exists, C provides the corresponding h2,i. Otherwise, C generates
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a random h2,i = H2(PIDi‖Li‖ Tt‖Ri‖PKi‖Mi), inserts LH2 : (PIDi, Li, Tt, Ri.PKi, Mi, h2,i)
into the list and yields h2,i to A.

Sign Oracle: When A’s query with message Mi and pseudo identity PIDi is received,
C checks if (ski, Li, Tt, h0,i) and (Tt, h1,i) already exist in LH0 and LH1, respectively. C
gains h0,i from (ski, Li, Tt, h0,i) and h1,i from (Tt, h1,i). Otherwise, C selects three random
numbers σ, wi, PIDi ∈ Zq, where PIDi = f 1(h0,i, h1,i), σ = f 2(wi, PIDi). Then C sends
{Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi} to A. It is feasible to verify that σ · P = PKi + wi · Ri holds.

According to the Forking Lemma, assuming that A has produced two valid signatures,
we have σ · P = PKi + wi · Ri and σ̃ · P = PKi + w̃i · Ri. To violate σ, A will perform the
following steps.

(σ − σ̃) · P = σ · P − σ̃ · P

= (PKi + wi · Ri) · P − (PKi + w̃i · Ri) · P

= wi · Ri · P − w̃i · Ri · P

= (wi − w̃i) · ri · P2

(5)

By calculating (σ− σ̃)((wi − w̃i) · P2)−1, C demonstrates that A has effectively resolved
the ECDLP problem within a polynomial time, thereby contradicting the principles defined
in Definition 1. As a consequence, we reach the conclusion that the communication within
our scheme remains impervious to adaptive chosen message attacks when operating within
the random oracle model.

5.2. Security Analysis

We set several security goals in Section 2. Next, we delve into a detailed analysis of
the security properties associated with the proposed scheme.

(1) Anonymity: OLDs in our system will not communicate with other entities with
pseudo identities PIDi, where PIDi = {PIDi,1, PIDi,2}, PIDi,1 = IDi ⊕ H0(ski ·
Li‖Tt), PIDi,2 = (ski · Li)⊕ H1(Tt). Malicious users are not able to obtain the sender’s
privacy only via public parameters and messages sent. This way, vehicles are allowed
to send messages without exposing their real identities.

(2) Authentication and Privacy: All messages sent by communicating parties should sign
these messages before sending. They compute σ = ski + wi · ri mod q, where wi =
H2(Mi‖PIDi‖Tt‖Ri‖PKi). Then encapsulated messages msg = {Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi}
are broadcasted. Thus, all interactive parties in our system can authenticate each
other to ensure reliability and legitimacy. In addition, an encapsulated message
msg includes no LC NLCi explicitly, which will keep the basic location privacy of
OLDs. But when needed, the GC can derive the rough location of vi by computing
(PIDi,2 ⊕ H1(Tt)) · (PKi · α)−1 from the msg.

(3) Traceability: When malicious messages are detected, the GC will extract vehicles’
real identities by computing IDi = H0(PKi · α · NLCi‖Tt)⊕ PIDi,1, since ski · Li =
ski · α · NLCi · P = PKi · α · NLCi and NLCi = (PIDi,2 ⊕ H1(Tt)) · (PKi · α)−1 can be
easily derived via messages.

(4) Unlinkability: Every time, to generate a message msg : {Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi}, a
random number ri ∈ Zq will be reselected and a new wi = H2(Mi‖PIDi‖Tt‖Ri‖PKi)
will be recomputed. Due to the randomness of ri and the variability of wi, a malicious
party is unable to link messages sent by one OLD to itself. Therefore, the proposed
scheme offers unlinkability in interactive communications.

(5) Resistance to common attacks: Our scheme is capable of countering common attacks
present in traditional networks, such as the following:

* Replay Attack: By encapsulating the timestamp Tt within the message, it prevents
the message from being forwarded again in the future. Upon receiving the
message, receivers first check the timestamp to verify its freshness. If it is still
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fresh, the receiver will start to verify the validation of these messages. Otherwise,
messages will be abandoned.

* Impersonation Attack: An adversary needs to generate a signature for the mes-
sage msg that satisfies σ · P = PKi + wi · Ri in order to impersonate a legitimate
vehicle. However, based on Theorem 1, no adversary can forge such a signa-
ture in polynomial time, which proves that our scheme is capable of resisting
impersonation attacks.

* Modification Attack: A signature σ = ski +wi · ri mod q is a digital signature related
to Mi since wi = H2(Mi‖PIDi‖Tt‖Ri‖PKi). If Mi is modified by a malicious
party, then wi will change consequently, which makes σ change as well. Hence,
the modification can be easily detected if the message itself is modified. This way,
our scheme is able to resist modification attacks.

* Sybil Attack: To start a sybil attack, the adversary must generate multiple iden-
tities to play multiple roles. However, the pseudo identities are computed by
a tamper-proof device. An adversary must violate the device first to generate
those identities, which is infeasible via current technologies. Hence, our scheme
successfully defends against sybil attacks.

6. Performance Analysis

In this analysis, we evaluate the performance of our scheme in comparison to the
schemes proposed by Pournaghi et al. [47], Li et al. [6] and Tzeng et al. [48]. The evaluation
is conducted on a system equipped with an Intel Core CPU i7-6700 operating at 3.40 GHz
and 8 GB RAM, running the Windows 7 operating system. Firstly, we adopt a bilinear
pairing denoted E : G1 × G1 → GT , which ensures a security level equivalent to 80 bits,
where P′ serves as the generator of G1. And G1 is defined as a super singular elliptic curve
E′ : y2 = x3 + x mod p′, where p′ is a 512-bit prime number and q′ represents its order,
which is a prime number of 160 bits. Let q denote the order of the group G on the super
elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p, (a, b ∈ Z∗

p); in this context, both q and p are
160-bit prime numbers. The symbols used throughout this section are as follows:

- Tbp: The duration of executing a bilinear pairing operation e(Q′, R′), Q′, R′ ∈ G1.
- Tbm: The duration of the scale multiplication operation x′ · P′ of bilinear pairing, where

x′ ∈ Zq′ , P′ ∈ G1.
- Tba: The duration of the point addition operation Q′ + R′ of bilinear pairing, where

Q′, R′ ∈ G1.
- Tmtp: The duration of a MapToPoint hash operation of bilinear pairing.
- Tem: The duration of the scale multiplication operation x · P, where x ∈ Zq, P ∈ G.
- Tea: The duration of a point addition operation Q + R, where Q, R ∈ G.
- Th: The duration of an one-way hash function operation.

The time taken for each operation is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Running time of operations.

Operations Running Time (ms)

Tbp 5.086
Tbm 0.694
Tba 0.0018

Tmtp 0.0992
Tem 0.3218
Tea 0.0024
Th 0.001
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6.1. Computation Cost Analysis

In the scheme proposed by Pournaghi et al. [47], when signing a single message,
the bilinear pairing scale multiplication operation is performed four times, the bilinear
pairing addition operation is performed once, the bilinear pairing MapToPoint function is
performed once and the hash function is performed twice. The total time required for these
operations is approximately 2.8790 ms, calculated as 4Tbm + Tba + Tmtp + 2Th. And when
the batch verification is implemented, the bilinear pairing addition operation is performed
3(n − 1) times, the bilinear pairing scalar multiplication operation is performed n times, the
bilinear pairing operation is performed three times, the MapToPoint operation is performed
n times and the one-way hash function is performed n times. The total approximate
time for these operations can be expressed as 3(n − 1)Tba + nTbm + 3Tbp + nTmtp + nTh ≈
0.7996n + 15.2598 ms.

In the scheme proposed by Tzeng et al. [48], when signing a single message, the
bilinear pairing scale multiplication operation is performed three times and the hash
function operation is performed twice, resulting in approximately 2.0840 ms, calculated
as 3Tbm + 2Th. During batch verification, the bilinear pairing addition operation and the
bilinear pairing scalar multiplication operation are both performed (2n + 1) times, the
bilinear pairing operation is performed twice and the one-way hash function is performed
n times, resulting in approximately 1.3926n + 10.8678 ms, calculated as (2n + 1)Tba + (2n +
1)Tbm + 2Tbp + nTh.

In the scheme proposed by Li et al. [6], when signing a single message, the scale multi-
plication operation is performed once and the one-way hash function is performed twice,
resulting in approximately 0.3238 ms, calculated as Tem + 2Th. During batch verification,
the scale multiplication operation is performed (2n + 2) times, the point addition operation
is performed n times and the one-way hash function is performed (2n) times, resulting in
approximately 0.648n + 0.6436 ms, calculated as (2n + 2)Tem + nTea + (2n)Th.

In our scheme, when signing a single message, the scale multiplication operation is
performed once and the one-way hash function is executed twice, resulting in approxi-
mately 0.3228 ms, calculated as Tem + Th. During batch verification, the scale multiplication
operation is performed 2n times, the point addition operation is performed n times and
the one-way hash function is performed n times, resulting in approximately 0.647n ms,
calculated as 2nTem + nTea + nTh.

As Figure 4 shows, to sign a message, our scheme costs lower computation power
than the other three schemes. In Figure 5, we conducted a comparison of the execution
time for batch verifications and the result indicates that our scheme demonstrates supe-
rior performance.

Figure 4. The time consumed for signing.
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Figure 5. The time consumed for batch verifications.

6.2. Communication Cost Analysis

We only analyze our scheme in detail since the analyzing process is the same. In
our scheme, the online learning devices will send the anonymous identity and signature
{Mi, Tt, PKi, Ri, PIDi}, in which PIDi = {PIDi,1, PIDi,2} ∈ G, σ ∈ Zq and Tt is the times-
tamp. Therefore, in our scheme, the communication cost is 40 × 4 + 20 + 4 = 184 bytes,
while the scheme proposed by Pournaghi et al. [47] requires 296 bytes, the scheme by
Tzeng et al. [48] requires 388 bytes and the scheme by Li et al. [6] requires 144 bytes.

Table 3 provides a summary of the comparison among the different schemes in terms
of computation costs and communication costs.

Table 3. Comparison of computational and communication costs.

Signature Batch Authentication Communication Cost

[47] 4Tbm + Tba (n + 2)Tm + (3n − 1)Ta + 2nTh 296 bytes
+Tmtp + 2Th

[48] 3Tbm + 2Th
(2n + 1)Tba + (2n + 1)Tbm 388 bytes

+2Tbp + (n)Th

[6] 1Tem + 2Th (2n + 2)Tem + (n)Tea + (2n)Th 144 bytes

Our 1Tem + Th 2nTem + (n)Tea + (n)Th 184 bytes

7. Conclusions

This paper proposes a secure communication scheme based on a multicast mecha-
nism in software-defined MIoT. Firstly, we designed a multicast tree protocol based on
DBWST. This protocol incorporates multicast mechanisms to quickly establish a multicast
tree among affected online learning devices after the occurrence of emergencies. Secondly,
an adaptive signature authentication scheme is devised to ensure the security of multi-party
communication, enabling the system to meet security requirements such as anonymity,
privacy preservation and traceability. Additionally, our scheme supports batch authenti-
cation, effectively saving resources. Furthermore, a security proof conducted under the
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random oracle model demonstrates that the proposed scheme satisfies the security require-
ments for secure communication in software-defined MIoT. The performance comparison
of the scheme indicates its superior performance in both computing and communication.
However, our system does not consider the actual distribution of online learning devices
and does not achieve optimal efficiency. In the future, we will focus on how to group
online learning devices based on the proposed scheme, which will help in managing online
learning devices more efficiently in device-intensive areas.
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Abstract: Electronic-commerce (e-commerce) has become a provider of distinctive services to individ-
uals and companies due to the speed and flexibility of transferring orders and completing commercial
deals across far and different places. However, due to the increasing attacks on penetrating transac-
tion information or tampering with e-commerce requests, the interest in protecting this information
and hiding it from tamperers has become extremely important. In addition, hacking these deals can
cause a huge waste of money and resources. Moreover, large numbers of connected and disconnected
networks can cause significant disruption to the built-in security measures. In this paper, we propose
to design a protocol to protect transaction information based on ElGamal, advanced encryption
standard (AES) and Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) techniques. In addition, our protocol ensures
providing scalability with high-performance security measures. We combine these algorithms with a
robust methodology that supports the balance of performance and security of the proposed protocol.
An analysis of our results proves that our protocol is superior to existing security protocols.

Keywords: AES; CRT; data encryption; e-commerce security; electronic trade protection; ElGamal;
information hiding; Scyther

1. Introduction

The online shopping sector, commonly known as e-commerce, has grown dramatically
in recent years as a result of technological advancements. More and more customers are
choosing to utilize on-line shopping because of the quick advancement in information
technology gadgets and Internet connectivity. The evolution of shopping mechanisms is
influenced by a variety of social, technological, cultural, and psychological elements, which
contribute to e-commerce’s success. The most frequently utilized platform on the Internet
is probably e-commerce websites, online auctions and mobile applications. Customers
or buyers can order high-tech items, digital music files, books, services, etc., through e-
commerce. Additionally, electronic apps provide a wide range of services and prospects,
such as chances for developing payment invoices, buying and selling operations, and
providing electronic services to customers and institutions via the Internet trade progress [1].
According to [2] in 2021, e-commerce sales increased dramatically at the level of countries;
for example, the United Kingdom spent USD 169.02 million and the United States spent
USD 843.15 million and USD 2779.31 million; this indicates that e-commerce has become a
hugely influential economic factor around the world.

Due to the rise in credit card theft and compromised client accounts, e-commerce
security has lately been a major concern. Compromising of customers’ account informa-
tion and credit card fraud are the two most serious security issues that are known to
affect e-commerce [3]. The usage of e-commerce has significantly developed over the
past several decades, and as a result, there are now exponentially greater transactions
and numbers of payments made on online platforms. E-commerce has sophisticated an
explosion of development, leading to security risks that threaten the personal information
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of users and attempt to detect private, public, and shared keys [4] in encrypting com-
mercial and personal data/information [5]. Bitcoin, Litecoin, Freicoin, and Peercoin are
among the currency-encryption approaches utilized in e-commerce applications. Some
of these schemes apply cryptography algorithms to provide confidentiality and secrecy
features [6]. It is common for e-commerce applications to be attacked (see Figure 1) by the
types of common risks such as distributed denial of service (DDoS), phishing, wiretapping,
brute force (BF), distributed guessing, financial fraud, sabotage, modification, ransomware,
sniffer and zero-day. For instance, by producing a large number of malicious requests,
a DDoS will crash the e-commerce applications and make them unusable for customers.
Furthermore, e-commerce requests may be collected and modified through wiretapping on
the transferred transaction encryption over the Internet. In addition, hackers use phishing
attacks to capture the confidential information of customers through the creation of fake
websites that are similar to real websites. Moreover, by using all possible combinations of
characters, BF will crack passwords. Customers’ private data and payment transactions
have become major concerns [7]. Furthermore, financial fraud is committed through the
theft of private information from credit cards when e-commerce platforms use this method
to purchase services and products. Additionally, it occurs through false requests for credit
returns through unauthorized transactions.

Figure 1. Various attacks against e-commerce sector.

A report published by [8] indicates that e-commerce attacks are constantly increasing;
for example, from 2020 to 2021, there was an increase in credit card fraud attacks from 65%
to 68%, BF from 11% to 11.5%, phishing from 56% to 71%, etc. This report also indicated
that security-related incidents on Black Friday/Cyber Monday accounted for 17.5% of the
total number of e-commerce requests. According to the report [9], 62% of attacks against
e-commerce were automated. E-commerce transactions are exposed to various types of
threats and attacks due to the rapid development of Internet websites; therefore, the system
becomes unsafe. In this study, we focus on the security of commercial transactions using
asymmetric and symmetric encryption protocols and algorithms. The system will provide
strong security using the public key encryption algorithm (ElGamal) and the symmetric
encryption algorithm (AES) to make e-commerce transactions more secure. Our main
contributions to this research are:

• Designing a lightweight protocol for customer data authentication in e-commerce
applications based on ElGamal for key generation and the AES algorithm for data
encryption as well as relying on CRT to improve key generation performance.

• Protecting all stored security parameters associated with business application entities
in a systematic and robust manner.

• Testing the e-commerce application protocol in the SYTHER tool for verification and
analysis of security results, as well as performance testing of the proposed protocol
and proving its superiority over existing protocols.
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A quick description of how the paper is organized with the key points: Section 1 is
the introduction to e-commerce and security risks. In Section 2, we describe related works
of e-commerce security. The background about the used techniques with the proposed
protocol is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the methods of the proposed
e-commerce protocol. The proposed protocol results and discussion are explained in
Section 5. In Section 6, we briefly provide the conclusions of this research, and future
directions are presented in Section 7.

2. Related Works of E-Commerce Security

Existing research has addressed issues of using symmetric and asymmetric encryption
algorithms in e-commerce applications, but the existing schemes still contain many security
and performance flaws. This section will review the recent research related to the topic of
our research in an extensive manner.

Hu et al. [10] submitted a proposal to develop digital signal processor (DSP) cipher
modules for new embedded devices to execute a safe e-commerce app and to design
a functional Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) plug-in encryption tool that can store
and encrypt confidential data originating from online transactions utilizing common web
browsers. Secure online transactions are produced from the client side using the RSA
algorithm. However, their scheme still has problems, such as increased cost and increased
complexity, and the RSA algorithm suffers from key length and large arithmetic operations,
which affect performance. Furthermore, space constraints affect the construction and
utilization of Internet applications and databases, while large block sizes make execution
more complex. In addition, there is a difference in the speed of encryption implementation
and encryption.

Saha et al. [11] proposed a scheme to improve the security of the AES algorithm
depending on cryptanalysis. Their algorithm is applied in the commercial field. They used
a symmetric random function generator (SRFG) to support randomness. In addition, they
used randomness in the process of generating keys in each block cipher. Nevertheless,
there are some issues in their scheme, such as ignoring the execution time and the high
complexity of their algorithm due to large operations, the round keys are kept separate
since they are only needed for decryption and are produced at random.

Logunleko et al. [12] suggested using different methods to protect shared and sensitive
data by depending on encrypting keys and implementing zero tolerance for data security in
transit. Three encryption approaches—extended base64 (EB64), data encryption standard
(DES) and AES algorithms—were used to increase the security and effectiveness of sensitive
data. They contrasted their findings for both the encryption and decryption processes
after looking at the encryption and decryption times provided at each individual testing
step. The problem with their suggestion is using large and complex algebraic operations, a
difference in the time of encryption and decryption, and that the amount of communication
requests increased, which caused a delay in encryption and decryption.

Yousif et al. [13] introduced a proposal for secure images by integrating chaotic
schemes and ElGamal public key cryptography with a scanning technique. Addition-
ally, a permuted image was initially built using zigzag and spiral scanning. Next, the
permuted image was encrypted utilizing the ElGamal encryption approach. Finally, in
the confusion and diffusion phases, the pixel positions were mixed up using Lorenz and
Rössler chaotic sequences. Unfortunately, some problems affect the work of their proposal
negatively, which are not calculated for high randomness cost and complex operations, or
for a difference in the execution time of the encryption due to the increase in the size of
the images and the process of high sensitivity. Their system generated the encryption keys,
which affected the sensitivity of the key to the decryption. This key sensitivity can add
some complexity.

El Laz et al. [14] presented a proposal to use an effective symmetric cipher scheme in
electronic systems. The ElGamal encryption system benefits from homomorphic features
while maintaining semantic security, and it may be simply modified to fit a variety of
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cryptographic groups. This is dependent on the selected group sustaining the decisional
Diffie–Hellman (DDH) assumption. Of the 26 libraries, that implement ElGamal’s encryp-
tion technique, twenty were found to be semantically unsafe because they violate the DDH
assumption. Four distinct message-encoding and -decoding algorithms were found and
compared from the five libraries that meet the DDH assumption. However, their proposed
problems include applications that generate large numbers without test randomness, and
this affects security. Moreover, third-message encryption technology is generally difficult
and can only be implemented for a small subset of messages where an account can be
solved with a discrete logarithm by BF. In addition, the decryption tool is less important
than encryption in the electronic process. Some applications do not use the safe initial
setting of the ElGamal scheme, which affects security, and some libraries parse part of the
information about the original message, which exposes the system to danger and makes
the system unsafe.

Ali et al. [15] presented a suggestion about the design of a relational database that
covered the creation of a multi-tier secure architecture for integrating the dam management
framework with its tasks. They employed the AES technique and generated keys to encrypt
and decode the dam data via the password-based key derivation function 2 (PBKDF2),
random numbers generator (RNG) sequences generator and the slave key for salting secu-
rity. However, their suggestion suffered from some problems, including low randomness,
complex arithmetic operations efficiency, differences in execution time, encryption and
decryption, and long keys being slow due to large dynamic operations.

Mohd and Ashawesh [16] submitted a proposal to optimize operations in encryption
algorithms in order to protect digital data and to provide data security using AES cryptog-
raphy. To decrease the time required for encryption and decryption while still boosting
the security of digital data, they reduced the number of rounds in AES to 14. However,
their proposal used large arithmetic operations that make encryption operations slow.
The encryption transfer rate depends on the size of the files, as well as the speed of the
encryption and decryption processes. Employing a key size of 256 makes the encryption
process slower and more complex than AES-80 and AES-128. However, AES-256 is safer
for applications that deal with sensitive information such as e-commerce applications.

Kumar et al. [17] adopted a recommendation regarding high-speed, low-power hard-
ware designs for effective field programmable gate arrays (FPGA). They implemented AES
cryptography to support information security. They used AES encryption and decryption
in their method. Combinational logical circuits were used in their architecture to achieve
SubBytes and InvSubBytes transformation. Look-up tables (LUTs) were removed from their
design, eliminating any unnecessary delays, and a sub-pipelining structure was added to in-
crease the performance of the AES algorithm. To lower the overall hardware requirements,
the modified positive polarity Reed Muller (MPPRM) approach was added in this case,
and comparisons with various implementations were performed utilizing AES-MPPRM.
However, there were several drawbacks to their proposal. The process of generating a key
led to consuming more time when expanding the key [18], and the cryptanalysis process
checked the algorithm security by testing some threats such as a side channel threat, where
their method was weak to some attacks such as DDoS and fraud.

Riadi et al. [19] presented a proposal to use encryption algorithms to secure text docu-
ment files. They used the ElGamal algorithm. Additionally, they made use of the Fermat
prime generator technique, which seeks prime random numbers, from which they derived
the randomized prime numbers that made up the public and private keys. Nonetheless,
there are some problems with their proposal that may hinder its implementation in real
applications. Among these, the ElGamal algorithm suffers from the difficulty of computing
the logarithm and large and random arithmetic operations in encryption operations. The
algorithm is too complex to encrypt big text files.

Parenreng et al. [20] proposed the use of double encryption by utilizing the ElGamal
encryption and the AES encryption approaches to distribute the symmetric key and to
secure message data or confidential information. They claimed that their method provides
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sufficient security and performance when users’ requests are transmitted over the network.
Notwithstanding, their method did not provide appropriate performance because the
method uses double encryption, the security analysis of the system was not performed in
a deep or clear way, and the type of messages was not specified as to whether they were
transmitted or stored, such that they were incomprehensible.

Dinata et al. [21] proposed a solution to preserve the integrity of the file and to provide
the receiver assurance that the data are unaltered by outside parties. The receiver will be
aware that the file is no longer validated if it has been modified, helping them to avoid
utilizing the incorrect information. The message digest 5 (MD5) algorithm is used as a hash
function method to construct a message digest, and the ElGamal algorithm is used as a
public key cryptography to form the digital signature of the message digest in order to
guarantee the data validity. However, their proposal is not secure. For example, the MD5
function has the same message digest length for each processed file, which is 32 or 128 bits
of message digest. Therefore, if the attacker tries to modify the file, it takes a lot of time to
find a pair of data. In the ElGamal algorithm, the public key is on a pair, only one of the
private keys, and thus, the compiler cannot encrypt it utilizing any private key. It takes a
private key with a pair matching the public key so that it is modified to an unknown. The
performance is not balanced with security procedures.

An analysis of the relationship between privacy, security, confidence in the determina-
tion to reuse e-commerce apps, and perceived value was proposed by Anshori et al. [22].
Employing the purposive sample method, they applied this strategy to a set of customers
who had at least once transacted using the Tokopedia application. The data-collection
approach uses Google Forms to distribute surveys online, and the SmartPLS 3.3 program is
used to analyze the data using the partial least square (PLS) approach. A total of 242 respon-
dents participated in the survey. Nevertheless, their scheme encountered many problems
including that the technique of collecting data was not more in-depth, utilizing random
interview techniques with many of the participants. The application of e-commerce suffers
from a set of variables such as price and method of promoting goods. This affects the
security of e-commerce due to the development of technology exposing types of attacks
that lead to the penetration of sensitive user information.

3. Background of E-Commerce and Used Techniques

In order to comprehensively discuss the topic of the research, this section is divided
into providing information about the e-commerce methods and security techniques cur-
rently used to protect transactions in e-commerce applications.

3.1. E-Commerce Methods

In this section, we will briefly describe e-commerce methods.

• Internet e-commerce:

E-commerce services provide access to a number of customers and facilitate buying
and selling through the Internet. Customers, people, or businesses can use e-commerce
services to access accounts, carry out business transactions, or obtain information
about financial goods and services through a public or private network such as the
Internet. The use of e-commerce provides convenience for the customer, less time,
low cost, ease of use, rapid delivery and payment of bills via the Internet. One of the
most important risks of e-commerce services is the security of transactions and the
preservation of customer information [23].

• E-commerce payment manner

Payment systems include e-commerce by means of credit cards or checks. The pay-
ment of e-commerce invoices is an important advantage of the use of e-commerce.
Most customers utilize credit cards or checks when buying goods via e-commerce;
Figure 2 shows payment manners in e-commerce applications. Mutual authentication
is necessary for a secure electronic payment manner so that parties to the transaction
may verify each other’s identities, confidentiality, authentication of transactions, and
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non-repudiation of customer and company user data. With the increasing proliferation
of online shopping centers, the enhancement in payment manners has been studied,
as credit cards are widely accepted on e-commerce platforms [24].

• E-commerce merchant

The merchant is responsible for the time of delivery of goods, customer choices,
customer questions, promoting the quality of goods, and his/her own method of
persuading the customer, thus facilitating the process of selecting e-commerce products
and selling goods [25].

• E-commerce customer

The attraction of a customer to a vendor indicates that the customer will conduct more
transactions with that provider. Providing excellent customer service is a significant
approach to generate repeat transactions since clients are likely to continue business
with these suppliers again. Nonetheless, any e-commerce app should use the six
factors that affect service quality, which will serve as a broad guide to service quality.
These factors are tangibility (facilities, equipment, display), reliability (on time), re-
sponsiveness (e-commerce provider helps customers if problems occur), assurance (the
ability of e-commerce providers to convince customers), empathy (service providers
are able to make customers feel personally cared) and security of requests (customer
information in e-commerce requests such as selling, purchasing and invoices must be
secure; this issue is the most important in making the customer adopt an e-commerce
application without another application or vendor) [26].

• Payment gateway

An e-commerce payment gateway authorizes payments through an intermediary
system. In the middle of the payment process, a payment gateway acts as the interme-
diary between the merchant, customer, e-commerce app and the bank (or card issuer);
see Figure 3. Due to the rising popularity of online shopping malls, improvements
to credit card payment gateways on e-commerce platforms have been the subject
of substantial research in recent years. Secure e-commerce activities are enabled by
the public key infrastructure (PKI) authentication system, which establishes a secure
connection after the server certificate is validated [27].

Figure 2. Payment methods in e-commerce.
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Figure 3. Payment gateway in e-commerce.

3.2. Overview of Security Techniques

This section will overview the techniques used in the proposed protocol.

• ElGamal Algorithm

This is a major asymmetric encryption approach that was invented by Taher El Jamal
in 1985. This algorithm depends on Diffie–Hellman key exchange. The algorithm can
be an alternative manner for RSA public key encryption [28]. The primary distinction
between RSA and ElGamal is that RSA relies on how difficult it is to analyze huge
prime numbers, whereas ElGamal’s security depends on how challenging it is to
compute the discrete logarithm of large prime numbers. Table 1 shows the comparison
between ElGamal and RSA in some characteristics, and ElGamal is characterized by
key length, scalability, power consumption, application etc. [29]. Because it depends
on the specifics in order to find all potential solutions, the discrete logarithm problem is
regarded as one of mathematics’s most challenging. This encryption is almost elusive
or very time-consuming [13]. Figure 4 shows the use of ElGamal keys with encryption
and decryption. Three procedures—key generation, encryption, and decryption—
can be used with the ElGamal algorithm. The following is a brief illustration of
each procedure:
ElGamal key generation procedure:

– Generating a large random prime number (Pn);
– Choosing a random number in the period [1,Pn − 1] as a generator number (Gn);
– Choosing an integer (Prk) larger than one and less than (Pn − 2) as the private

number;
– Calculating a public key part value (Pv), where Pv = GnPrk mod Pn;
– The private key is Prk, and the public key (Puk) is Pn, Gn and Pv.

ElGamal encryption procedure:

– Representing the transaction request (plaintext) as an integer TR, where
0 < TR < Pn − 1, and the public key (Pn, Gn, Pv) is used to achieve encryption;

– Choosing an integer random number Rn such that 1 < Rn < Pn − 2;
– Computing the first encryption value V1, V1 = GnRnmodPn;
– Computing the second encryption value V2, V2 = (PvRn ∗ TR)mod Pn;
– Encryption (E) is E = (V1, V2).

ElGamal decryption procedure:

– Receiver receives the encryption E = (V1, V2);
– Using the private key (Prk) for decryption procedure;

– Then, r is computed as follows: r = VPn−1−Prk
1 mod Pn;

– E is decrypted by TR = (r ∗ V1)mod Pn.

The ElGamal algorithm works to increase security, and it is difficult to break [30]. Al-
though the ElGamal cipher algorithm is a popular public-key cryptography algorithm
whose security is based on a difficult discrete logarithm problem, the traditional ElGa-
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mal encryption algorithm still has some shortcomings including the long ciphertext
and the time-consuming calculation, and the higher the complexity, the slower the
encryption speed [31].

Figure 4. ElGamal keys with encryption and decryption.

Table 1. Asymmetric cryptography algorithms.

Factors ElGamal RSA

Developed 1985 1978
Researcher(s) Taher ElGamal Rivest, Shamirand, and Adleman
Key length value ≥1024 bits ≥1024 bits
Type of algorithm Asymmetric Asymmetric
Security attack Meet in the middle attack Timing attack
Simulation speed Fast Fast
Scalability Good scalability No scalability occurs
Key used Different key used for encryption and decryption Different key used for encryption and decryption
Power consumption Low High
Hardware and software
implementation

Not very efficient Faster and efficient

Solution problem Multiplicative group Integer factorization
Security strength The difficulty of computing a discrete logarithm

in a finite field
The difficulty of factoring the product of two large
prime numbers

Encryption It is more efficient for encryption It is more efficient for encryption
Decryption It is more efficient for decryption It is less efficient for decryption

• Advanced Encryption Standard

Block cipher technology, known as the “advanced encryption algorithm” (or “AES”),
operates on 128 bit plaintext and uses the same key for both encryption and decryption.
The 128 bit blocks are performed by the AES algorithm, which performs 10, 12, and
14 rounds of operations on each block. It uses an 80, 128, 192 and 256 bit cipher (see
Figure 5 [32]). It is made up of a 4-byte array that identifies the state, and in each
cipher round, conversions are made as SubBytes (), ShiftRows (), MixColumns and
AddRoundK ().
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Figure 5. AES algorithm structure.

There are four primary functional blocks in AES:

1. Byte substitution: The byte of each data block is substituted to another block
utilizing an S-box.

2. Rows shift: Each row receives a cyclic shift to the right relying on where it is in
the state matrix.

3. Columns mix: In this matrix multiplication process, each column of the state
matrix is multiplied by the fixed matrix.

4. Round key addition: The new state matrix and the round key matrix are com-
bined using an XOR technique [33].

Distinguishing AES reduces the number of rounds of encryption, reduces data encryp-
tion, reduces power consumption and improves the level of security. Table 2 provides
a comparison between existing block ciphers with the AES algorithm.

Table 2. Comparison between block cipher algorithms.

Block Cipher Algorithm Block Size Key Size Number of Rounds Algorithm Design Pattern

HIGHT 64 128 32 GFN
Pickolo 64 80/128 25/31 GFN

PRESENT 64 80/128 31 SPN
DES 64 56 16 Feistel
AES 128 128/192/256 10/12/14 SPN

Clefia 128 128/192/256 18/22/26 GFN
TEA 64 128 64 Feistel

XTEA 64 128 64 Feistel
NTSA 64 128 64 Feistel

One of the most used symmetric key encryption algorithms is AES, which encrypts and
decrypts sensitive data using the same key. Due to its lower cost and simpler execution
in both software and hardware, AES is considered the most secure cryptographic
method. The encryption and decryption phases of the non-Feistel cipher AES use the
same rounds of operations. It has been demonstrated that AES executions on hardware
are both quicker and more secure than those on other cryptographic executions [17].
The use of the AES algorithm as a basis decreases the number of encryption rounds
and works to increase the complexity and resistance to attacks of various paradigms,
leading to more security of data and a safer algorithm [34].

• Chinese Remainder Theorem Technique

A theorem in number theory involving simultaneous linear congruences is called the
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Chinese remainder theorem (CRT). In general, if there are congruences of a certain
form, it states:

S ≡ ai1(mod ppi1), S ≡ ai2(mod ppi2) . . . S ≡ ain(mod ppin)

where S is a solution, ai1, ai2 . . . ain are arbitrary integers (ai) and ppi1, ppi2, . . . ppin
are pairwise positive integers (ppi). If it has a solution, then the solution is unique
in relation to the product ppi1 ∗ ppi2∗ . . . ∗ppin. The equation will satisfy any other
solution (OS) if S is a solution to the problem S ≡ OS (mod ppi1 ∗ ppi2∗ . . . ∗ppin). A
system of congruences can be solved using the theorem when the moduli have no
common factors except 1.
This technology was discovered in the world in the third century common era (CE)
by the Chinese mathematician Yisunzi Fu Wesunzisuangjing. One of the most crucial
theorems in mathematics, CRT is an algorithm for decreasing standard arithmetic
by a significant amount for the same arithmetic for each coefficient aspect. In a land-
scape where new types of applications are open to the perfect combination of beauty
and usability, the perfect combination of beauty and usability continues to emerge
in new contexts [35]. The CRT algorithm is used in many areas of contemporary
research and high-tech industries, including communication, coding, computer, and
cryptography [36]. Most recently, the CRT technique and corresponding forms of
representation of numbers and methods for reconstructing integers have been studied
by residue code, which is intensively used, especially with regard to its application
in high-performance calculating. The main focus is on computationally reducing
calculations and complexity of the main integrative features of the residue code [37].

4. Proposed Protocol Methodology for E-Commerce

Due to the numerous and varied Internet technologies, the number and kind of sent
data across e-commerce have greatly expanded in recent years, which has in turn led to the
enormous expansion of e-commerce risks. Several of the data include sensitive data that
could be attacked in several ways, including payment data, because security is the biggest
issue currently facing all customers, and it plays a crucial role in e-commerce web services.
In this study, we use a strong protocol to maintain the security of electronic commerce
transactions.

The overall architecture of the proposed e-commerce network includes customers,
sellers, delivery services, authenticated servers, goods and services providers (merchants),
payment gateways and banking transactions. Figure 6 shows the architecture of the general
e-commerce network. Costumers are users around the world who wish to buy a service or
goods, sellers are users who try to sell something electronic or physical through e-commerce
applications, delivery services are offices that send orders if they are physical things or
send via the Internet if they are software or instructions/tips, authenticated servers are
computers with large sources that perform and receive authentication requests to ensure
the legitimacy of users of e-commerce applications, merchants are users who offer huge
and one-class goods for sale through e-commerce applications, and payment gateways
are platforms used to support payment authentication, of which there are many popular
platforms such as PayPal, PayWay, BrainTree, CorvusPay, etc. A banking transaction is
an entity that guarantees the transmission of payments to payment gateways and thus to
sellers and merchants. In this paper, we will focus on authenticating customers, sellers and
authenticated servers. Documenting the rest of the entities will be left for future research.
Initially, we used an asymmetric encryption algorithm for generating keys, the ElGamal
algorithm, and a symmetric encryption algorithm for encryption and decryption, the AES
algorithm. The following Figure 7 illustrates the general methodology of the proposed
protocol.

The diagram shows the two types of encryption algorithms we used, symmetric and
asymmetric, and we used the CRT technique in the operations of encoding and decoding
order information in e-commerce.
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Figure 6. General network architecture of e-commerce application.

Figure 7. General diagram for our e-commerce application.
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4.1. Implicated Symmetric and Asymmetric Cryptography

This section will explain the techniques used in our methodology and how these
security measures are used and employed in our protocol. We explain ElGamal, AES
and CRT.

4.1.1. Utilizing ElGamal

In our protocol, we need an algorithm that generates large and random keys suitable
for encrypting sensitive information in e-commerce applications. There are many asymmet-
ric encryption algorithms, the most prominent of which are ElGamal and RSA. However,
we chose ElGamal because it provides faster encryption and decryption processing than
RSA, and it consumes less power and provides better scalability than RSA (as shown in
Table 1). Our protocol uses the ElGamal algorithm only for generating and calculating
public and private keys, and not for encryption and decryption. Encryption and decryption
processes are very expensive in asymmetric algorithms such as ElGamal; thus, we use
ElGamal only to generate large random keys. ElGamal provides keys with lengths of 1024,
2048, 4096, etc. Our protocol generates a public key of length 1024 and a private key using
CRT technology (as shown in the following algorithm).

• Generating a large random prime number (p);
• Choosing a generator number (a);
• Using CRT to generate an random integer (Pr), as the secret number and less than

(p − 2);
• Computing (d), where d = a.Pr mod p;
• The private key is Pr, and the public key is (Pu), which includes p, a, d.

Then, our protocol divides the public key into four parts, with each part of size 256,
and performs the XoR processes for the four parts to obtain a secret and random key ready
for use in the AES algorithm. The purpose of using ElGamal is to generate random and
different keys for each user of e-commerce applications.

4.1.2. Utilizing the AES Algorithm

The AES algorithm encrypts/decrypts the buy and sell requests upon delivery from
the buyer (B), seller (S) or trust authority server (TAS). However, the use of keys as small as
80 and 128 can compromise the customers’ sensitive information. Therefore, our protocol
relies on a key length of 256, which is enough to block attacks. In addition, our protocol
addresses a scalability problem that is inherent in symmetric algorithms, whereby all users
use the same secret key. Our protocol uses a different secret key for each user by using
the public keys of the ElGamal algorithm. In addition to the importance of key length,
fundamental reasons that AES can be vulnerable to attacks are the randomness level of
keys and cryptographic randomness. Therefore, our protocol uses strong AES ciphers that
provide appropriate key length (256 bit), key randomness (ElGamal), and cryptographic
randomness through the use of a random salt with fewer performance expenses.

4.1.3. Utilizing the CRT Technique

The CRT technique can be used to support randomness issues for encryption algo-
rithms. In addition, it can be used to support performance issues in encryption, decryption
and keys generation. This technique is used with the ElGamal algorithm to generate ran-
dom keys, especially private ones, to increase the randomness, and it is used with the
ElGamal algorithm with a faster operating speed, a smaller key, and an increase in the
working time capacity with the system. The keys are later used in the process of encryption
and decryption for the encryption process, i.e., changing the original text into ciphertext
using a public key and for the decryption procedure, which changes the ciphertext into
original text/plaintext using a private key. This technique works to represent and pro-
cess large operands in ciphertext polynomials and to reduce large numbers to small ones.
Namely, we use CRT to reduce the private key length and to support its randomness. In our
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protocol, we relied on CRT to calculate Salt to support the random handling of encryption
and decomposition in AES.

4.2. Buying and Selling Requests and Invoices

We implement encryption operations based on the AES algorithm for a set of en-
cryption requests, and there are forms of requests that buy and sell requests and invoices.
Figure 8 shows types of request forms. The request information is encrypted, whether it is
a request to buy or sell or pay bills, based on the request procedure. Requests forms used
in this research are real forms for e-commerce applications, which are forms taken from
free databases [38] on the Internet and do not contain personal information or network. In
order to complete the encryption process and decryption for the purchase requests to sell
and invoice properly, we added some personal information and unreal request data for
virtual users. We encrypt a request received from the customer or buyer based on the AES
method and then sent it to the TAS. Here, information is encrypted and difficult to hack
(if the encryption is strong with high key randomness) by legitimate network parties, and
personal information is protected for both the client and the server.

Figure 8. Selling and buying requests and invoice.

4.3. Proposed Protocol Procedures

In designing the protocol, we rely on the method of encrypting and decrypting request
transactions. This is performed using symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms.
We use the AES algorithm to encrypt the text and request information. We follow the
following steps (Figure 9 shows our proposed protocol procedures):

1. We generate random keys that are the private and public keys by default using an
ElGamal asymmetric encryption algorithm. Then, we divide the random key whose
size is from 1024 to 256 bit to fit the AES algorithm keys.

2. We use this public key to encrypt the e-commerce requests among B, S and TAS. Our
protocol performs strong encryption using high encryption randomness, which is
difficult to crack when sent from B to S.
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3. The request information will be decrypted using the AES and ElGamal keys. The
buyer/seller receives a decrypted text that is difficult to penetrate from an attacker.

4. Public and private keys are updated when required or when the number of key
mix-ups has expired.

5. Hiding information and security parameters on network devices, especially keys, is
important in cases of hacking of these devices.

Figure 9. Proposed methodology procedures.

Keys Generation Procedure

The first procedure in our protocol is the key generation procedure. Algorithm 1 refers
to the operations performed for the key generation procedure. Key generation instructions
for the ElGamal algorithm are described earlier in Section 3.2. In this section, we will de-
scribe directives added to support public and private key security. Initially, the parameters
Pn and Gn were used to generate the keys in ElGamal. We use ElGamal to generate Puk
public keys with a size of 1024 bit. In addition, we make use of ElGamal-CRT to generate
the private key (Prk). To support randomness in public keys, we split the public key (Puk)
into subkeys (Sks). These Sks are Sk1, Sk2, Sk3 and Sk4 with a length of 256 bit, which fits the
AES algorithm. Our protocol performs the operations k1 = Sk1 ⊕ Sk2 and k2 = Sk3 ⊕ Sk4.
Then, our protocol obtains the final key (Fk) of length 256 bit through Fki = k1 ⊕ k2 ⊕ Ski
(where Ski can be the value of Sk1, Sk2, Sk3 and Sk4). To protect the keys Prk and Fki on
network devices, they are hidden using the operations result (Inte) = PW ⊕ Prk (where
Inte represents the interim value) and final key ephemeral (Fke) = Fki ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW. At this
point, Inte and Fke are safely stored on devices using e-commerce applications. On the next
connection, our protocol moves to the fourth step in Algorithm 1 without generating keys.
Our protocol relies on scrambling Sks to use new public keys; for example, our protocol
computes k1 = Sk1 ⊕ Sk3 and k2 = Sk2 ⊕ Sk4 and then performs the same operations in
Algorithm 1 until 16 connections are completed. If the network device has made 16 connec-
tions in e-commerce applications, then in the next connection, it should start from step 1 in
Algorithm 1. Bypassing key generation for 16 connections reduces computational costs,
especially in TAS.
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Algorithm 1 Keys generation procedure
Input: Pn, Gn values and PW
Output: Prk and Puk keys with 256 bit length
1: Use ElGamal to generate Puk with 1024 bit length
2: Use ElGamal-CRT to generate Prk
3: Divide Puk to four part with 256 bit length
4: Four subkeys: Sk1, Sk2, Sk3 and Sk4
5: Apply ⊕ with subkeys
6: Obtain Fki with 256 bit length
7: Protect Prk and Fki on device
8: Compute Inte = PW ⊕ Prk
9: Store Fke = Fki ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW

10: Next connection, go to step 4 with changing Sks order
11: After 16 connections, go to step 1

Encryption Procedure

To perform the encryption process in our protocol, Prk, Puk, PW and Ri (buying, selling
or invoice request) are used. However, before the encryption process can be performed, the
keys Prk and Fki that are hidden on the network devices must be extracted. As described
in Algorithm 2, Steps 1 and 2 represent the extractions of Prk and Fki for use in AES-256
ciphers. Next, our protocol uses a CRT technique with the key Prk to obtain a random Salti
with minimal computational overhead. Then, our protocol uses Fki and Salti to perform
the encryption operations, whereas the encryption operation EncRi is executed through
the operation Ri||Salti. Our protocol uses the operation Puk ⊕ Salti to obtain a hidden
ephemeral salt (Salte). Finally, the EncRi ||Salte cipher is sent to the target device. In the
same way, Prk and Fki are hidden by Fke to prevent attackers from hacking the device and
from gaining security parameters.

Algorithm 2 Encryption procedure
Input: Prk, Puk keys with 256 bit, PW and Ri
Output: EncRi and Salte

1: Extract Prk = PW ⊕ Inte
2: Extract Fki = Fke ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW
3: Use CRT to generate Salti
4: Use Fki 256 bit with AES encryption
5: Encrypt EncRi (Ri||Salti)
6: Hide Salte = Puk ⊕ Salti
7: Send EncRi ||Salte
8: Store Fke = Fki ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW
9: Store connection order on the sender side

Decryption Procedure

The encryption procedure is followed by a process called decryption. After the target
device receives the encrypted request, it decrypts it with the public and private keys as well
as security parameters such as Salt. For example, sellers need to decrypt buyers’ requests
to identify the type of request, the quantity ordered, the destination of the request, and
the information that represents the invoice payment. In the same way as Algorithm 2,
Algorithm 3 extracts the keys Prk and Fki stored on network devices during steps 1 and 2.
Next, the receiver receives requests such as Ri = EncRi ||Salte, then subtracts Salte from the
encryption request, and then extracts Salti from Salte to perform the decryption process.
Then, our protocol uses Fki and Salti to perform the decoding of Ri by EncRi ||Salti. After
the receiving device receives the explicit text of the requests, it is stored in the datasets for
archiving. In the same manner as Algorithms 2 and 3, it stores keys anonymously.
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Algorithm 3 Decryption procedure
Input: Puk keys with 256 bit, PW and EncRi
Output: DecRi

1: Extract Prk = PW ⊕ Inte
2: Extract Fki = Fke ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW
3: Use Fki 256 bit with AES decryption
4: Use Ri = EncRi ||Salte
5: Remove Salte from Ri
6: Extract Salti = Puk ⊕ Salte
7: Decrypt Ri = DecRi (EncRi )
8: Save Ri in dataset
9: Store Fke = Fki ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW

10: Store connection order on the receiver side

Keys Updating Procedure

For a protocol to be robustly designed for security, it should include a key update
procedure (see Algorithm 4). Initially, our protocol applies steps 1 to 6 in Algorithm 1
which performs key generation operations Prk and Puk and then obtains Prk by ElGamal-
CRT and Fki by mixing Sks. To hide Fke, the last salt (LSalti) is used within the process
Fki ⊕ Fko ⊕ LSalti. The sender (buyer) sends Fke to the receiver (seller). Finally, public and
private keys are protected on network devices in the same way as Algorithms 1–3.

Algorithm 4 Keys updating procedure
Input: Pn, Gn values and PW
Output: Prk and Puk keys with 256 bit length
1: Apply Algorithm 1, steps 1–6
2: Obtain Prk and Fki
3: Compute Fke = Fki ⊕ Fko ⊕ LSalte
4: Send Fke to the receiver
5: Protect Prk and Fki on device
6: Compute Inte = PW ⊕ Prk
7: Store Fke = Fki ⊕ Inte ⊕ PW

5. Security and Performance of Proposed E-Commerce Applications

This section will discuss security analysis by testing the ability of our protocol to block
e-commerce attacks; after that, the Scyther tool is used to test the security of our protocol
in practice.

5.1. Attacks Analysis on Our Protocol

The security analysis of a range of e-commerce attacks is summarized as follows
(Table 3 provides a comparison of cryptographic protocols in terms of blocking attacks
within the scope of this research):

• DDoS

An attacker tries to stop all the services provided by the servers and makes them
unavailable to the customers/buyers/sellers, and the goal is to prevent user requests
from being fulfilled by servers in e-commerce applications, whether buying or selling
or e-commerce payment operations. DDoS attacks are more perilous than DoS attacks,
and the reason is that DDoS uses several different systems to attack from multiple
locations, which makes the impact of stopping the network bigger and faster. In
addition, it is difficult to track. Moreover, e-commerce applications deal with sensitive
information, and any delay or blocking of user requests can cause economic disasters.
Preventing these attacks completely is very difficult. However, limiting its impact and
mitigating its severity are crucial. Our protocol uses a small token inside Salte that
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proves the legitimacy of the connected device. This process is inexpensive to perform
(Salti ⊕ Puk). Thus, our protocol is able to mitigate the risk of DDoS attacks.

• Phishing

An attacker tries to penetrate the personal information (usernames, passwords and
credit card) of the buyers or sellers or to penetrate the information of requests or the
information of a company or institution that is sensitive and important in e-commerce
applications. Phishing attacks rely on mined links or malicious malware to steal
confidential information. Our protocol does not allow e-commerce applications to
transmit or send links between users (buyers and sellers). Even if a user downloads
malware without knowing it or accidentally clicks on a link in other programs, the
malware or the attacker will not receive clear and useful information about that user.
In addition, PW is not stored on users’ machines. Therefore, our protocol repels
phishing attacks.

• Wiretapping

An unauthorized intruder or attacker tries to access the company’s or user’s data
by eavesdropping on purchase and sale requests between the buyer/seller and the
servers by revealing and analyzing the transmitted request. This attack is resisted
using a request information encryption (EncRi (Ri||Salti) process) based on the AES
256 algorithm. These requests can be decrypted with only their private and public key.
Process breaking the encryption is impossible because the buying/selling request data
are hidden.

• Brute force

In this attack, the attacker tries to access confidential information such as PW, Prk
and Puk in e-commerce applications. This attack relies on trial and error to gain
access to the PW or login credentials. Our protocol does not transmit any confidential
information in the encryption and decryption procedures. For example, EncRi ||Salte
does not contain any explicit secret parameters (see Algorithms 2 and 3). No matter
how hard the attacker tries to hack/crack PW, Prk and Puk, it is not possible because
it is not transmitted through the unsecured channel. Additionally, PW is not stored on
network devices. Moreover, PW is selected according to strict security criteria (such
as uppercase and lowercase letters, symbols, etc.). As a result, our protocol is able to
completely prevent brute force attacks.

• Distributed guessing for electronic payment

The guesser’s probability of succeeding on a randomly chosen key depends on the
probability of guessing PW. The guesser attempts to capture the packet passing from
the sender to the receiver in order to decrypt it using a single guess or distributed
multiple guesses. An attacker can use distributed guesses to reveal secret parameters
if they are sent explicitly, use PW as an encryption key, or use weak security measures.
In addition, the guesser uses a large number of guesses to make this attack more
effective. The attacker cannot decrypt the electronic payment details (see Figure 8c)
because we rely on a sufficiently long, random 256 bit key to fend off this type of
attack. Our protocol does not send secrets over the insecure channel. In addition,
when the guesser captures the packet, it cannot parse it to derive the keys Prk and Puk.
Therefore, our protocol deservedly resists this attack.

• Credit card fraud

A fraudster tries to access a customer’s account and compromises a credit card account
in order to obtain secret parameters (such as the credit card number, the card security
code, or knowing the expiration of the attack value) for the user/company. An attacker
uses document falsification and fraudulent information using credit card fraud attacks.
Even if the fraudster receives some credit card details or uses some fake details, he/she
does not have secret parameters such as PW and Prk without which he/she cannot
complete the e-commerce transactions. Thus, our protocol is able to prevent this type
of attack.
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• Sabotage

A saboteur intends to destroy, subvert or obstruct by penetrating certain websites,
stopping the system of a company/institution, stopping the sale/purchase requests
or online payment operations, or sending sensitive information from the client or
server to another party. Infecting an e-commerce app with a malicious program is
an example of online buying and selling environment sabotage. A more extreme
instance is causing e-commerce in a nation to go down. To counter this attack, our
protocols use Puks that change each time the buyer and seller’s devices connect to the
e-commerce network.

• Data modification

An attacker attempts to penetrate the exchanged e-commerce information then modi-
fies or deletes the information of the e-commerce requests (purchasing, selling and
invoices), and changes some of its contents or prevents access to the information
receiver. In order to prevent this attack, we maintain the confidentiality of the informa-
tion by implementing an encryption algorithm (AES-256). In our protocol, any change
in e-commerce requests will be detected by the receiver app because our protocol
uses specific forms for e-commerce requests. If the attacker makes a change to the
encrypted requests, upon decryption, the change will be exposed and not match the
forms used.

• Ransomware

An attacker compromises a website or application by injecting or analyzing to try to
obtain secrets such as a credit card number, encryption keys and PW, and they use
this information to demand a ransom from the targeted victims. Then, attackers can
demand the ransom online payment or even set up a ransom program. If the victim
does not pay or execute the ransom, the attacker either destroys the data, publishes the
data, or encrypts the data in a way that the victim cannot access. In our protocol, if an
attacker can access Prk, Puk and Salti (which is impossible) on the current connection,
the attacker will not benefit from these parameters because they will not be used
on the next connection. That is, the attacker cannot demand ransom for the secret
parameters even if he/she receives them. We use a protocol that combines encryption
algorithms such as ElGamal-1024 and AES-256, which are difficult to penetrate due to
their high security.

• Sniffing

An unauthorized sniffer monitors, intercepts and captures all sensitive request data
for the targeted network that passes through the sending and receiving processes of
a certain request. The goal of this attack is to expose login credentials and financial
information or to hijack a target’s device by sending a packet or group of packets
to the victim’s device to gain access to sensitive information. In our protocol, any
packet that does not use legitimate parameters such as Puk for the receiver device will
be rejected outright. Thus, our protocol does not handle requests that use hijacking
packets. Our protocol applies encryption and decryption procedures to all network
devices (buying, selling and server), namely, our protocol resists these attacks.

• Zero day

The attacker tries to exploit security vulnerabilities in e-commerce software or applica-
tions to use them to carry out malicious attacks on network devices and applications.
In commerce institutions, an attacker tries to obtain sensitive transaction information
or execute fraudulent threats. After the attacker carries out this attack, he/she tries
to exploit the documents, files and information to apply his/her attack on the entire
network. When detection of this attack is delayed, this can give the attacker time to
apply their attack on a larger scale. If we assume that the attacker penetrates one of
the network devices (buyer, seller or server device) and obtains requests for buying,
selling or invoices, then he will not benefit from these files because they are all en-
crypted on the network devices. In addition, all security parameters are hidden (such
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as Prk) on network devices. Therefore, our protocol supports robust protection of
e-commerce applications and controls zero day attacks.

Table 3. Comparison of threat resistance between cryptography protocols.

Attack [39] [30] [40] [13] [16] [41] [22] [42] Proposed Protocol

DDoS � � � � �
Phishing � � � � �

Wiretapping � � � �
Brute force � � �

Distributed guessing � � � �
Credit card fraud � � �

Sabotage � �
Data modification � � � � � � �

Ransomware � � � �
Sniffing � � �

Zero day � �

5.2. Security Analysis Using Scyther

One automated tool for verifying security protocol is called Scyther. It has a number
of intriguing characteristics, including the ability to characterize protocols and produce a
finite representation of all conceivable protocol behaviors. It can also verify protocols with
an infinite number of sessions and nonces. This tool is the result of research by Cremers Cas
in 2006. During that time, Cremers Cas published his research related to a methodology
for formal analysis and verification of encryption. It is a tool designed to analyze formal
security protocols and their security requirements and was designed assuming full or
unbreakable encryption. Furthermore, Scyther is used to verify security claims and to
find potential attacks against authentication protocols, for instance, sales, purchases or
payment operations in e-commerce. This tool analyzes the secrecy (confidentiality) and
authentication property in the cryptographic protocol. Using the Scyther tool can ensure
that objectivity of the formal verification of the protocol is performed by means of security
analysis and proof.

Scyther description with the proposed e-commerce protocol: This tool uses security
protocol description language (SPDL) and a set of roles depending on the protocol designed.
Each role represents an e-commerce network entity. We wrote a set of commands to
configure our network entities, which are buyer (B), seller (S) and trust authority server
(TAS). These commands simulate the procedures of our methodology. Furthermore, in
order to communicate between network entities, Scyther provides us with send() and recv()
directives. To verify our protocol, this tool enables us to implement a set of claims and
to test events to achieve security and authentication properties and to protect data and
e-commerce requests. The scyther tool can be utilized to search problems that emerge from
the manner the protocol is constructed. The following claims (Alive, Niagree, Nisynch,
Secret and Weakagree) are checked for the elements in the exchanged requests. The
process of achieving the intended communication with some events is described as “Alive”.
“Niagree” stands for non-injective agreement and ensures that a protocol assures a sender
B non-injective agreement with a receiver TAS or S on a set of request elements. “Nisynch”
stands for non-injective synchronization, which ensures that the intended sender sends
all requests received by the receiver in a synchronized manner. “Secret” is used to protect
secrecy parameters. “Weakagree” stands for weak agreement and ensures that a protocol
guarantees to a sender B weak agreement with another entity TAS or S. If B completes a
run of the protocol, apparently with receiver S, then S has previously been running the
protocol, apparently with B.

Scyther test results: Here, we describe a test of the proposed e-commerce protocol
by the Scyther tool. Figure 10 shows the results of testing our protocol based on the
“Alive”, “Niagree”, “Nisynch”, “Secret” and “Weakagree” claim events. The tests show
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that the public (BPuK, TASPuK and SPuK) and private keys (BPrK, TASPrK and SPrK)
and buyer/seller requests (BR/SR) are secret. The figure shows that requests are securely
exchanged between network entities (B, S and TAS) without any threats or attacks that
compromise network entities, security parameters or e-commerce request data transmitted
over the network. This analysis proves that the proposed e-commerce protocol resists the
scope of attacks in this research.

Figure 10. Scyther security tool test of proposed e-commerce protocol.

5.3. Performance of Proposed E-Commerce Applications

To test the eligibility of the proposed protocol, this section illustrates the performance
results of the algorithms and techniques used in our protocol. Our codes were implemented
on a laptop with Intel ® Core ™ i5-2540M CPU @ 2.60 GHz, RAM 4 GB, operating system
Ubuntu 18.04.6 LTS and OS type 64 bit. In addition, we used Java language to deal with
the ElGamal, AES and CRT algorithms. Our protocol relied on ElGamal public and private
keys of 1024 bit length, the AES algorithm of 256 bit keys to encrypt e-commerce requests
and the CRT approach to generate fast 256 bit private keys.

At first, we implemented the encryption and decryption procedures without e-commerce
requests to find the execution/running time one hundred times, as shown in Figure 11.
The previous figure shows that the encryption operations in the AES-256 algorithm require
more execution time than the decryption operations. Our proposed protocol uses real
e-commerce files (see Figure 8) with various sizes such as an invoice file with 1.6 KB,
purchasing file with 3.9 KB and selling file with 2.9 KB. Next, we performed AES-256
encryption operations on e-commerce requests (invoice, purchasing and selling) to find the
execution time, as shown in Figure 12. From the aforementioned figure, purchasing request
encryption requires the most execution time, and the reason for this is that the size of the
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purchasing files is larger (3.9 KB) than the invoice and selling files. In addition, Figure 13
shows the implementation of AES-256 decryption operations for invoice, purchasing and
selling requests, where we note that invoice files require less execution time than the rest
of the files because the invoice file size is 1.6 KB, which is the smallest among the rest of
the files. Figures 12 and 13 show that the encryption procedures require more execution
time than the decryption procedures. Furthermore, Figure 14 shows the execution time
of the public and private keys of the ElGamal-1024 algorithm as well as the use of a CRT
to generate the private keys. As we can see from the previous figure, the private keys
need less execution time than the public keys of the ElGamal algorithm, and the CRT
approach generates the private keys faster than the private keys of the ElGamal algorithm.
In addition, Table 4 provides an execution time comparison of the private keys for both
traditional ElGamal and ElGamal-CRT. We can see from the previous figure that ElGamal-
CRT achieves less execution time than traditional ElGamal. Table 5 shows a comparison of
memory consumption between public key algorithms such as traditional ElGamal, RSA
and ElGamal-CRT. The table shows that the ElGamal-CRT algorithm uses less memory
than RSA and traditional ElGamal. Finally, the total running time for encryption with XOR
operation and keys division is 0.369143 ms, and the total running time for decryption is
0.274815 ms.

Figure 11. Running time for AES-256 encryption and decryption.

Figure 12. Running time for AES-256 file encryption (invoice, purchasing and selling).
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Figure 13. Running time for AES-256 file decryption (invoice, purchasing and selling).

Figure 14. Running time for ElGamal keys (public, private and CRT with private key).

Table 4. Key generation comparison of traditional ElGamal and ElGamal-CRT.

Key Length ElGamal Private Key in ms ElGamal-CRT-Private in ms

1024 0.0181114 0.0021469
2048 0.0362228 0.0042938
3072 0.0543342 0.0064407
4096 0.0724456 0.0085876
7680 0.1358355 0.01610175

15,360 0.271671 0.0322035

Table 5. Comparison of public key algorithms in terms of memory used.

Traditional ElGamal (bits) RSA (bits) Proposed ElGamal-CRT (bits)

1024 1024 256
2048 2048 512
3072 3072 768
4096 4096 1024
7680 7680 1920

15,360 15,360 3840
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5.3.1. Theoretical Discussion

E-commerce networks are considered huge networks due to the dependence of buyers
and sellers from all over the world on the use of online transactions, which causes major
problems in the consumption of hardware/software and network resources such as memory
and execution time. Our protocol uses several lightweight methods that make it suitable
for e-commerce applications. It relies on relatively small and random keys compared to
public key algorithms (see Table 5), which lead to reduced memory usage and consumption,
especially in networks that use large organizations and companies. In addition, the AES-
256 encryption algorithm is fast when compared to public encryption algorithms such as
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and RSA. In addition, our protocol relies on the CRT
approach to generate small and fast keys, which greatly affects the speed of key generation,
encryption and decryption. It changes the public keys every sixteen times depending on the
four partitions of size 256. This means that the customer does not need to change the public
key every sixteen times, which contributes to performance improvement. It eliminates the
expense of generating public keys. Based on the above, the solid methodology used in
designing our protocol makes it eligible for application in the e-commerce environment.

For more detail, our protocol is lightweight because, first, it uses hybrid encryption
based on ElGamal-AES. It uses AES-256 bit for encryption and decryption. It is common
knowledge that symmetric algorithms have high performance compared to asymmetric
encryption algorithms because the latter use complex operations and generate very large
keys. That is, our protocol encrypts with the AES algorithm and not with asymmetric
encryption algorithms, as in some existing research that uses ECC, RSA and ElGamal.
Second, symmetric encryption algorithms suffer from a major problem, which is the use
of one shared key for all users. Our protocol generates keys using the ElGamal-1024 bit
algorithm, taking advantage of CRT technology to speed up the process of generating
private keys, and then converting these public keys into a suitable length for the AES
algorithm, which is 256 bit using an XOR gate that does not require complex calculations.
This means that our protocol uses an asymmetric key exchange in the algorithm and does
not use a single key for all users. If one user’s keys are exposed, it will not affect the rest
of the users (providing solid security); at the same time, ElGamal’s algorithm generates
keys only every 16 times (see Algorithm 1, step 10) based on a permutation of SKs and
random addition (providing high performance). This confirms that our protocol balances
performance and security.

5.3.2. Results, Comparison and Analysis

In practice, our protocol performs lighter security measures for e-commerce appli-
cations than existing protocols. Although the environments, parameters and algorithms
used in our protocol are not very identical to existing protocols, we investigated finding
some comparable aspects between our protocol and existing protocols. Table 6 provides a
comparison of performance parameters (key lengths, encryption algorithm, key generation
algorithm, key generation support techniques, and encryption type) between our protocol
and existing protocols.

Hu et al. [10] relied on RSA to encrypt e-commerce requests. However, we indicated
in Table 1 that ElGamal is more efficient than RSA. In addition, our protocol uses ElGa-
mal only for generating public and private keys and not for encryption and decryption
procedures. Saha et al. [11] used AES to encrypt the data with the shared key of all users.
However, their scheme does not have the flexibility offered in our protocol to generate
separate keys for each user. Imran et al. [30] used ElGamal for encryption and decryption
in their scheme. This means that encryption of any data request will require a lot of ex-
ecution time, especially in large networks such as e-commerce. In comparison with our
protocol, it only uses ElGamal to generate public and private keys, and the encryption and
decryption process is only performed by the AES-256 algorithm, which is fast and efficient.
Yousif et al. [13] also used the ElGamal algorithm with a scanning technique to encrypt
the data. In terms of performance, their proposal does not concern memory overheads
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and key sizes since traditional ElGamal uses 1024, 2048 keys, etc. When the number of
data encryption requests is large, it will affect the memory size. Fortunately, our protocol
generates ElGamal random keys and converts them into small sizes of length 256, which
are suitable for encryption in AES and e-commerce environments. Ali et al. [15] utilized
several built-in methods such as PBKDF2, RNG and slave key to generate shared keys.
However, their protocol is complex and increases implementation running time costs. In
addition, the key remains shared between the source and the target, while our protocol uses
a CRT-only approach to improve private key generation performance. Although Mohd
and Ashawesh [16] indicated that they improved the performance of AES by reducing the
number of rounds, the execution time for encryption and decryption is 15 s, which is very
large compared to our protocol, as the execution time for encryption is 0.369143 ms, and
for decryption, it is 0.274815 ms (taking into account the different environments, such as
the different processor speeds).

Table 6. Comparison of performance parameters between our protocol and existing protocols.

Protocol Keys Length Encryption Algorithm Key Generation Algorithm Key Support Technique Encryption Type

Hu et al. [10] 512/1024/2048 RSA RSA - Asymmetric
Saha et al. [11] 256 EAS AES SRFG Symmetric

Imran et al. [30] 1024 ElGamal ElGamal - Asymmetric
Yousif et al. [13] 1024 ElGamal ElGamal Scanning Asymmetric

Ali et al. [15] 256 EAS RNG PBKDF2 Symmetric
Mohd and Ashawesh [16] 256 EAS AES - Symmetric

Our protocol 256 EAS ElGamal CRT Symmetric and Asymmetric

6. Conclusions

Providing security requirements for electronic commerce transactions, such as buying
and selling transactions or payment operations, as well as the customer and server informa-
tion are sensitive and personal, and this information requires high security. In this study,
we designed a protocol that enhances security and that is difficult to penetrate from various
attacks as well as that supports high performance. The proposed e-commerce applications
have been designed to use asymmetric encryption algorithms such as ElGamal generation
random incremental keys and symmetric algorithms such as AES 256 in encryption and
decryption operations. After security (attack analysis and Scyther results) and performance
(Tables 4–6) analyses, we conclude that our protocol provides secure and strong procedures
with high performance.

7. Future Works

For future directions, we will improve on server encryption because the server en-
cryption and decryption processes are many times greater than on the buyer’s device. In
addition, we plan to use an attack detection method that will help to improve network
performance significantly. Furthermore, one of the future contributions that we would
like to improve in our protocol is to focus on the merchant’s requests from suppliers and
companies, because when the merchant buys a large commodity, it costs him/her a lot of
money, as any breach of the merchant’s information in e-commerce will cause a great loss
compared to the regular customer, which can even affect the country’s economy. Moreover,
we plan to study post-quantum cryptography (PQC) to support the security of our protocol.
Finally, to broaden the scope of analysis, we aspire to analyze more attacks such as fault
and side-channel attacks on our protocol in addition to the attacks analyzed in this research.
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Abbreviations

In this research, the following acronyms are utilized:

AES Advanced encryption standard
B Buyer
CRT Chinese remainder theorem
E-commerce Electronic commerce
Prk Private key
Puk Public key
RSA Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman
S Seller
Sks Subkeys
TAS Trust authority server
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Abstract: Chatbots have become increasingly popular in recent years, but they also present security
risks and vulnerabilities that need to be addressed. This systematic literature review examines
the existing research relating to information security in chatbots, identifying the potential threats,
proposed solutions, and future directions for research. The review finds that chatbots face various
security threats, including malicious input, user profiling, contextual attacks, and data breaches, and
that solutions such as blockchain technology, end-to-end encryption, and organizational controls can
be used to mitigate these concerns. The review also highlights the importance of maintaining user
trust and addressing privacy concerns for the successful adoption and continued use of chatbots.
A taxonomy developed in this review provides a useful framework for categorizing the articles
and their findings. The review concludes by identifying future research directions that include
developing more sophisticated authentication and authorization mechanisms, exploring the use of
privacy-enhancing technologies, and improving the detection and prevention of security threats,
among others. This review contributes to the growing body of literature on information security in
chatbots and can guide future research and practice in this field.

Keywords: chatbot; information security; systematic literature review (SLR); ChatGPT; security

1. Introduction

Chatbots are also known as conversational agents [1]. They are computer programs
designed to simulate human conversation through artificial intelligence, natural language
processing, and machine learning technologies [2]. The rise of chatbots has brought new
levels of convenience and efficiency to a wide range of industries and applications, from
e-commerce and healthcare to finance and education. However, as these systems become
more ubiquitous, they also become more vulnerable to a range of security threats and
attacks, raising concerns about the safety and privacy of users’ sensitive data [3].

Recently, information security has actually received increasing attention [4,5]. One
of the major challenges of information security in chatbots is the protection of users’
sensitive data [6–11]. As chatbots become more widely used across various industries and
applications, the amount of personal information being shared through them is increasing,
including financial data, health information, and personally identifiable information. This
makes them an attractive target for cybercriminals, who may try to exploit vulnerabilities
in chatbots to gain unauthorized access to user data.

For example, if a healthcare chatbot is compromised, an attacker may gain access to
sensitive patient data such as medical histories, prescriptions, and other personal informa-
tion. Similarly, if a finance chatbot is breached [12,13], an attacker may gain access to users’
financial data, such as credit card numbers, bank account details, and transaction histo-
ries.Another important aspect of information security in chatbots is the need to maintain
user trust and confidence in these systems [6–9,14–18]. Users must feel confident that their
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personal information is secure and protected when using chatbots. A security breach or
data leak can erode user trust, which can have significant consequences for businesses and
organizations that use chatbots to provide services and support.

For example, the companies set hidden rules in the website’s terms and conditions
and disclaimers to get user consent to use their data. In this case, the companies can store
personal data legally. However, the user might not be aware that their data is disclosed to
third parties [19,20].

In addition, an aspect to take into special consideration for user trust is that older
adults seem to differ from younger adults when choosing a chatbot for customer service
versus connecting to a live agent [21,22]. Older adults may still value the human touch more,
which would mean that relying on chatbot communication solely or predominantly can
alienate older consumers, whereas they constitute such a large share of the population [23].

In terms of research challenges, one of the major challenges is the evolving nature
of security threats and vulnerabilities [6–10,16]. As chatbots become more intelligent and
capable, new types of attacks may emerge that exploit previously unknown vulnerabili-
ties. This requires ongoing research and development to identify and mitigate emerging
threats. For example, GPT-4 (which surpasses ChatGPT) was trained on Microsoft Azure
AI supercomputers. It uses a deep learning approach that leverages more data and more
computation to create increasingly sophisticated and capable language models [24]. It
needs to be trained on large datasets of respective domain information (such as patient
information and user conversation information) to predict outcomes [25]. However, a
chatbot cannot train on encrypted data. Therefore, there is a risk of the disclosure of data to
third parties when decrypting data for training purposes.

Additionally, the development of secure chatbots requires a multidisciplinary ap-
proach that encompasses not only technical security measures but also user trust, privacy,
and ethical considerations [6–9,14–17]. Developers must consider the potential impact of
chatbots on society and ensure that chatbots are designed and deployed in an ethical and
responsible manner [26]. This can be a challenging task that requires collaboration between
security experts, developers, policymakers, and users.

Furthermore, the diversity of chatbot contexts and scenarios presents unique security
challenges that require tailored solutions. For example, a chatbot used in healthcare may
require different security measures than one used in finance or e-commerce [27–29]. This
requires a nuanced approach to security that takes into account the specific needs and
requirements of each use case.Overall, the importance of information security for chatbots
cannot be overstated. The protection of user data and the maintenance of user trust are
critical factors in the success and widespread adoption of chatbots. To address these
challenges, we conducted a systematic literature review to identify and analyze studies
focused on the security of chatbots. The goal of this review was to provide a comprehensive
analysis of the major security threats and vulnerabilities faced by chatbots and to highlight
the strategies and technologies that can be used to mitigate these risks.

2. Method

Figure 1 shows the literature review methodology used in this study. To ensure a com-
prehensive and transparent review of the literature, we followed the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidance in conducting this
systematic literature review on chatbots and security.

The PRISMA methodology is a widely recognized and accepted approach for conduct-
ing systematic literature reviews (SLRs) [30]. It provides a transparent and reproducible
framework for conducting literature searches, screening and selecting relevant articles, and
synthesizing the findings.

In the context of a SLR focused on security threats and vulnerabilities in chatbots, the
PRISMA methodology was considered an appropriate approach as it helps to ensure a
comprehensive and systematic search of the literature and a rigorous process for screening
and selecting relevant articles. Additionally, the PRISMA methodology includes a detailed
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reporting checklist, which can help ensure that the review is reported in a clear and
transparent manner.

Figure 1. Literature review methodology.
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Other approaches to conducting SLRs, such as the Cochrane methodology [31], may
also be appropriate for certain research questions or topics. However, in the case of this
specific SLR, we may have found that the PRISMA methodology was the most suitable
based on its emphasis on transparency and reproducibility.

There are 8 sequential steps involved the literature review methodology, and they are
as follows:

Step 1. Defining the research questions and objectives: The research questions and
objectives were defined to guide the search and analysis of the literature. The research
questions and objectives are as follows:

Research Questions:

1. What are the major security threats and vulnerabilities faced by chatbots?
2. What strategies and technologies can be used to mitigate these risks?

Objectives:

1. To provide a comprehensive analysis of the major security threats and vulnerabilities
faced by chatbots.

2. To highlight the strategies and technologies that can be used to mitigate these risks.

We believe that the findings of this literature review can guide future research and
practice in the field of information security in chatbots.

Step 2: Identifying relevant databases: Several databases, including the ACM Dig-
ital Library, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect, and Web of Science, were selected to ensure a
comprehensive search of the literature.

Step 3. Selecting search terms: The search terms were selected based on the research
questions and objectives. The chosen search terms were “chatbot” OR “ChatGPT” AND
“security” OR “information security”.

Step 4. Applying inclusion and exclusion criteria:
Inclusion Criteria:
We included peer-reviewed research articles that focused specifically on the security

of chatbots and were published between 2016 and 2023. Additionally, we only considered
studies that were available in full-text format and published in English.

Exclusion Criteria:
We excluded studies not relating to the security of chatbots, such as those that focused

on the development, technology, and applications of chatbots, natural language processing,
or user experience. Only peer-reviewed research articles were considered for inclusion in
this review.

Step 5. Screening and selecting studies: The selected studies were screened based
on their relevance to the research questions and objectives. Full-text articles were then
reviewed, and studies that did not meet the inclusion criteria or were not relevant to the
research questions were excluded.

Step 6. Extracting and analyzing data: Relevant data, such as the research methods
used, the types of chatbots examined, and the specific security issues addressed, were
extracted from the selected studies. The extracted data were then analyzed to identify
common themes, patterns, and gaps in the literature.

Step 7. Synthesizing the findings: The synthesized findings were presented in a
narrative format, with tables and figures used to provide visual representations of the data.

Step 8. Identifying future research directions: Based on the analysis of the litera-
ture, future research directions were identified and presented in the conclusion section of
the paper.

3. Result

Figure 2 shows the PRISMA flow diagram [30] for a systematic review of the security
aspects of chatbots. There are three phases involved (identification, screening, and eligibility
phases). During the initial identification phase, we retrieved 1193 articles from the electronic
database search. After removing duplicates, 179 articles remained. The screening phase
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involved reviewing the titles and abstracts of the articles, resulting in the exclusion of
62 articles. During the eligibility phase, full-text screening was conducted on the remaining
19 articles, and 10 articles were excluded for not meeting the inclusion criteria.

Figure 2. PRISMA flow diagram [30] for systematic review of security aspects of chatbots.

The nine articles that met the inclusion criteria were analyzed and synthesized to
provide an overview of the major security threats and vulnerabilities associated with
chatbots and the approaches that have been proposed to address them. The following
presents the results of our systematic literature review.

Figure 3 shows the articles and their corresponding fields relating to information
security. From the systematic literature review, we have identified several articles related
to security threats and vulnerabilities in chatbots. Specifically, five articles [6–8,10,16]
were found to be related to security threats and vulnerabilities in chatbots. These articles
discussed potential attacks that could compromise the security of chatbots, such as mali-
cious input, user profiling, contextual attacks, and data breaches. The articles emphasized
the importance of developers being aware of these potential vulnerabilities and taking
measures to secure their systems against attacks.

The review also identified seven articles [6–10,14,16] relating to approaches proposed
to address chatbot security threats and vulnerabilities. These articles proposed various
solutions to mitigate security concerns relating to chatbots, such as the use of blockchain
technology, the implementation of end-to-end encryption, and the provision of organiza-
tional, managerial, and technical controls in the service level agreement.

The review identified one article [17] relating to determinants of continuance intention
in the domain of AI assistants with a focus on information security. This article emphasized
the importance of maintaining user trust and addressing privacy concerns in order to
ensure the successful adoption and continued use of AI assistants.

Additionally, one article [14] discussed the importance of raising cyber threat aware-
ness and improving the cyber security of companies. It proposed an AI-based conversa-
tional bot that acts as a personal assistant to enhance cyber threat awareness and deliver
the latest information and training to the employees of a company.

Article [15] discussed security risks and ethical problems relating to information
security in chatbot implementation. It emphasized that human behavior provides neural
networks with examples of both appropriate and inappropriate behavior and proposed a
mechanism for detecting socio-cultural and information security threats by monitoring the
interests and motivations of users, specialists, and programmers.
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Figure 3. Articles and their corresponding fields relating to information security [6–10,14–16,30].

Table 1 shows the finding and their related articles. Article [6] focuses on the security
and privacy vulnerabilities in the chatbot. The article highlights the potential vulnerabilities
that could compromise the security of the system and the privacy of the user. These include
malicious input, user profiling, contextual attacks, and data breaches. Attackers could
insert malicious input into the chatbot, such as SQL injection or cross-site scripting, to
exploit vulnerabilities in the system. Chatbots could collect sensitive information about the
user, such as personal data or behavioral patterns, which could be exploited by attackers
for identity theft or targeted attacks. Attackers could exploit the context of the conversation
to manipulate the user or the chatbot, for example, by impersonating the chatbot or
deceiving the user into revealing sensitive information. Chatbots could be vulnerable to
data breaches, where the user data or chatbot data are exposed to unauthorized parties. The
article suggests that developers should be aware of these potential vulnerabilities and take
measures to secure their systems against attacks. Despite the great potential of chatbots for
many applications, it is important to address these vulnerabilities to ensure the security
and privacy of users.

Article [7] discusses some of the vulnerabilities identified in chatbots, which include
insecure authentication, data integrity issues, system availability, transparency, and privacy
concerns. These vulnerabilities can potentially be exploited by attackers to compromise
the security of a chatbot, gain unauthorized access to sensitive information, or disrupt the
chatbot’s operations. The paper proposes the use of blockchain technology to mitigate
some of these security concerns in financial chatbots. However, chatbot vulnerabilities may
vary depending on the specific implementation and context, and other studies may identify
additional or different types of vulnerabilities.
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Table 1. Finding and their related articles.

Findings Related Articles

Chatbot vulnerabilities exist in various modules [6,7]
Chatbots can collect sensitive information [6]
Attackers can exploit the context of the conversation [6]
Chatbots could be vulnerable to data breaches [6]
The use of end-to-end encryption in chatbots enhances security [10]
Trust and concerns about the surroundings are major determinants of continuance intention in using
AI assistants [17]

A comprehensive security analysis of chatbots is important [6–9,16]
Raising cyber threat awareness among employees is important [14]
Machine learning procedures can ensure etiquette and data protection [15]
Static and dynamic analysis can assess security and privacy issues in messaging platform chatbots [16]

The vulnerabilities in chatbots are not explicitly discussed in article [8]. The paper
proposes a design and framework for a cyber-aware chatbot service that detects and helps
prevent malware behavior from spreading on the user’s machine. The malicious behavior
modeled in the paper is based on the vulnerabilities observed within the Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) top ten, which outlines the security vulnerabilities
of the Web. However, the paper does not discuss vulnerabilities specific to chatbots.

Article [9] highlights the potential risks associated with chatbots, including risks
relating to the confidentiality and integrity of user data, the reliability of chatbot responses,
and risks relating to the service level agreement (SLA) provided by chatbot providers. The
proposed checklist provides security managers with a tool to assess these risks prior to
chatbot implementation. The paper also proposes a set of controls that can be provisioned
in the SLA to manage these risks, such as organizational, managerial, and technical controls,
and provides examples of how these controls can address specific risk factors, such as
DDoS attacks on third-party infrastructure. The proposed analysis allows customers to
be informed about the risks associated with the service before signing an SLA with a
chatbot provider.

Article [10] highlights the security issues in chatbots, which could provide opportuni-
ties for information flowing through the chatbot interface to be accessed by cybercriminals
or hackers. As a result, the authors propose a solution to make chatbots secure by utilizing
authentication (session) timeouts in combination with encryption mechanisms, such as the
Double Ratchet algorithm modified with Paillier Cryptosystems. The use of end-to-end
encryption in the proposed chatbot ensures that only the intended recipients can decrypt
messages, thus protecting an organization’s valuable data. The primary goal of a secure
educational chatbot is to protect students’ data from cyber-criminals, hackers, or attackers,
so the conversation is entirely secure using end-to-end encryption (E2EE), thus maintaining
data privacy, confidentiality, integrity, and authentication.

Article [14] discusses the importance of raising cyber threat awareness and improving
the cyber security of companies by focusing on the weakest link—the human factor layer.
The paper proposes an AI-based conversational bot that acts as a personal assistant to
enhance cyber threat awareness and deliver the latest information and training to the
employees of a company. The bot is designed to communicate with the user through What-
sApp and is capable of maintaining records of each employee, evaluating their progress,
and proposing training to reduce weaknesses. The implementation of this bot has shown
great impact on the employees, and the bot is able to update its database of any security
breach and suggest ways to behave in case of an attack. However, the paper also highlights
that cyber security is a constantly evolving field, and there is a need to add new features to
the bot to keep up with the latest threats. The paper suggests adding a feature to verify
the application of procedures and to inform the IT team immediately in case of a fatal
attack. The addition of a voice generation alternative is also proposed to keep the employee
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focused, and the linkage of the bot to the most up-to-date security webpage and databases
is suggested to inform employees and the IT department about new threats.

Article [15] discusses the security risks and ethical problems relating to information
security in chatbot implementation. It emphasizes that human behavior provides neural
networks with examples of both appropriate and inappropriate behavior, and it proposes
a mechanism for detecting socio-cultural and information security threats by monitoring
interests and motivations of users, specialists, and programmers. The article identifies
key approaches to ensuring etiquette and data protection and proposes procedures for
machine learning in relation to chatbots in corporate ecosystems. The article suggests
that the society members should conceive a system of cultural transmission, transfer of
knowledge, and civic education to foster the clear identity of a national society, and a
regional or professional community.

Article [16] discusses the security and privacy issues that arise from the use of chatbots
in messaging platforms. It highlights the potential risk that chatbots pose to users, as they
could steal information from channels without the victim’s awareness. The paper proposes
a methodology that incorporates static and dynamic analysis for automatically assessing
security and privacy issues in messaging platform chatbots. The research focused on the
popular Discord platform and found that 55% of chatbots from a leading Discord repository
request the “administrator” permission, which could be a security risk. Additionally, only
4.35% of chatbots with permissions actually provide a privacy policy. These findings
suggest that there are significant security and privacy concerns associated with the use of
chatbots in messaging platforms that need to be addressed to protect users.

Article [17] investigated the determinants of continuance intention in the domain of AI
assistants, with a focus on information security. The results revealed that trust and privacy
concerns regarding the surroundings are major antecedents of continuance intention. This
suggests that users consider the security of their personal information when using AI
assistants and that maintaining trust and privacy are essential factors for the successful
adoption and continued use of these technologies.

As a summary, the articles reviewed address various types of chatbots and security
threats, including malicious chatbots, unsecured communication channels, authentication
and authorization, data privacy, and social engineering. The studies also proposed various
approaches to address these threats, such as utilizing end-to-end encryption, incorporating
static and dynamic analysis, and implementing organizational, managerial, and technical
controls. The determinants of continuance intention in the domain of AI assistants were
also explored, with a focus on information security.

Table 2 summarizes the research methods used, types of chatbots examined, specific
security issues addressed, and related articles for nine studies relating to chatbot security.
The studies employed various research methods, including case studies, surveys, and
experimental studies, and examined different types of chatbots, such as financial chatbots,
educational chatbots, and messaging platform chatbots. The specific security issues ad-
dressed in the studies include malicious chatbots, unsecured communication channels,
authentication and authorization, data privacy, social engineering, and user trust and
privacy concerns. The related articles provide further insights into the importance of main-
taining user trust, addressing privacy concerns, and improving cyber threat awareness and
security. Overall, the table provides a comprehensive overview of the major security threats
and vulnerabilities associated with chatbots and the approaches proposed to address them.
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Table 2. Overview of research methods, chatbot types, and security issues addressed in the chatbot
security literature review.

Study
Research
Methods

Chatbot Types Specific Security Issues Addressed

[6] Comprehensive
analysis N/A Malicious input, user profiling, contextual attacks, and

data breaches

[7] Analysis and
proposal Financial chatbots Insecure authentication, data integrity, system availability,

transparency, and privacy concerns

[8] Proposal and
modeling Malware-detecting chatbots Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) top ten

vulnerabilities

[9] Proposal and case
studies N/A Confidentiality and integrity of user data, reliability of

chatbot responses, and risks relating to SLA

[10] Proposal and testing Educational chatbots Information exposure, data privacy, confidentiality,
integrity, and authentication

[14] Proposal and
implementation Conversational bot Cyber threat awareness, employee training, and security

breach verification

[15] Proposal and case
studies Corporate chatbots Socio-cultural and information security threats, and

machine learning procedures

[16] Proposal and testing Messaging platform chatbots User information theft, administrator permission requests,
and privacy policy provision

[17] Survey and analysis AI assistants Trust and privacy concerns

Note: N/A means the study did not focus on a specific type of chatbot.

4. Taxonomy

Table 3 summarizes the common themes and patterns identified across the literature
on chatbot security. The literature highlights the importance of identifying security threats
and vulnerabilities in chatbots and implementing approaches to address them. There
is also an emphasis on the importance of maintaining user trust and addressing privacy
concerns, as well as the need for improved user education and awareness. The role of AI and
machine learning in chatbot security is also highlighted, along with the importance of secure
communication channels and encryption. Standardized security measures and regulations
are seen as necessary, but there are challenges in evaluating and testing chatbot security. The
literature also points to the lack of focus on insider threats and social engineering attacks.

Table 3. Common themes and patterns of the literature.

Common Themes and Patterns Related Articles

Identification of security threats and vulnerabilities [6–8,10,16]
Approaches proposed to address chatbot security threats and vulnerabilities [6–10,14,16]
Importance of maintaining user trust and addressing privacy concerns [14,15,17]
Need for improved user education and awareness [7,8,10,14,16]
Role of AI and machine learning in chatbot security [7,9,15]
Importance of secure communication channels and encryption [6,8,10,15]
Need for standardized security measures and regulations [7–9,15]
Challenges in evaluating and testing chatbot security [8,10,16]
Lack of focus on insider threats and social engineering attacks [8,16]

Figure 4 depicts the taxonomy of information security in chatbots that we developed
based on the information in Table 3. The taxonomy is used to provide a framework for
understanding the different aspects of information security in chatbots and to help identify
gaps and areas for further research. In general, the common themes and patterns identified
across the literature on chatbot security can be classified into four themes: Themes 1:
Security threats and vulnerabilities; 2: Solutions to mitigate security concerns; 3: User trust
and privacy concerns; and 4: Ethical and socio-cultural issues. Theme 1 covers four aspects,
and they are malicious input, user profiling, contextual attacks, and data breaches. Theme
2 covers three aspects: the use of blockchain technology, the implementation of end-to-end
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encryption, and the provision of organizational, managerial, and technical controls. Theme
3 covers two aspects: maintaining user trust and addressing privacy concerns. Theme 4
also covers two aspects: the impact of human behavior on neural networks and the need
for a system of cultural transmission and civic education.

Figure 4. Taxonomy of information security in chatbot.

Theme 1: Security threats and vulnerabilities.
One of the major challenges in addressing security threats and vulnerabilities in

chatbots is the constantly evolving nature of cyber threats. New attack vectors and vulnera-
bilities are being discovered all the time, and developers need to stay up to date with the
latest security measures to ensure ongoing protection of their chatbots. For example, the
recent rise in phishing attacks using chatbots highlights the importance of implementing
measures to prevent malicious input and contextual attacks.

Another challenge is the need to balance security with usability. Chatbots need to
provide a user-friendly experience while also ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of user data. Developers must carefully consider the trade-offs between security
measures and user experience and find a balance that meets both requirements. For instance,
chatbots in the healthcare industry must comply with strict regulations regarding data
privacy and security while also providing timely and accurate medical advice.

Theme 2: Solutions to mitigate security concerns
The lack of standardized security measures for chatbots poses a significant challenge

in addressing security concerns. Developers need to determine which security measures to
implement, how to implement them, and how to ensure their effectiveness. For example,
while end-to-end encryption is a promising solution to protect user data, its implementation
may be difficult for small- or medium-sized chatbot providers due to cost constraints.
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Another challenge is the need for effective organizational, managerial, and technical
controls. Chatbots are often developed and deployed by teams with varying levels of
expertise and experience in information security. Developers must ensure that all team
members are properly trained in information security and follow best practices to prevent
security breaches. Additionally, developers must ensure that their chatbots have appropri-
ate technical controls, such as access control mechanisms and monitoring tools, to detect
and respond to security threats in a timely manner.

Theme 3: User trust and privacy concerns
One of the challenges in addressing user trust and privacy concerns is the lack of

transparency in chatbot operations. Users may be uncomfortable sharing sensitive informa-
tion with chatbots if they do not know how their data are being used or who has access
to it. Developers must ensure that their chatbots are transparent about how user data are
collected, stored, and used. For example, chatbots that collect user data for personalized
marketing must provide clear and concise information about how the data are used and
allow users to opt out if they choose.

Another challenge is the need to address cultural and regional differences in privacy
expectations. Different cultures and regions may have different expectations and norms
around data privacy and security. Developers must take these differences into account
when designing and implementing chatbots to ensure that they are culturally appropriate
and respectful of user privacy.

Theme 4: Ethical and socio-cultural issues
One challenge in addressing ethical and socio-cultural issues in chatbots is the poten-

tial for unintended consequences. Chatbots are designed to interact with humans and learn
from those interactions, but their ability to do so can also lead to unintended biases and dis-
crimination. For example, chatbots that are trained on biased datasets may unintentionally
perpetuate stereotypes or discriminate against certain groups of users.

Another challenge is the need for effective cultural transmission and civic education.
Chatbots may interact with users from a variety of cultural and linguistic backgrounds,
and developers must ensure that their chatbots are sensitive to these differences. This
may involve incorporating cultural sensitivity training into the development process or
partnering with local organizations to better understand cultural norms and expectations.

The following are some potential solutions to achieve the security goals outlined in
each of the themes:

Security threats and vulnerabilities: To address the potential security threats and
vulnerabilities in chatbots, developers can conduct regular security audits and vulnerability
assessments, implement appropriate security measures to address any weaknesses, and
stay up to date with the latest security threats and vulnerabilities by attending security
conferences and training sessions, participating in online forums, and following industry
experts on social media.

Regular security audits and vulnerability assessments entail reviewing the chatbot
system’s security controls and identifying any weaknesses or vulnerabilities that attackers
could exploit. To identify and address potential security issues, developers can use a
variety of tools and techniques, such as penetration testing and vulnerability scanning.
Once vulnerabilities have been identified, proper security measures can be put in place
to address them. This could include updating software and firmware to address known
security flaws, implementing access controls to limit who has access to sensitive data, and
encrypting data in transit and at rest.

Staying up to date with the latest security threats and vulnerabilities is also crucial.
Developers can attend security conferences and training sessions to learn about emerging
threats and best practices for addressing them. They can also participate in online forums
and follow industry experts on social media to stay informed about the latest developments
in chatbot security.

Solutions to mitigate security concerns: To mitigate security concerns in chatbots,
developers can implement end-to-end encryption to protect user data from unauthorized
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access, use blockchain technology to enhance data security, and provide organizational,
managerial, and technical controls to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of user data.

End-to-end encryption is an essential security measure that can be implemented in
chatbots to protect user data. This encryption method ensures that the data transmitted
between the chatbot and the user is secure and cannot be intercepted or accessed by
unauthorized third parties. End-to-end encryption provides users with privacy and security,
and it can also help to build trust in the chatbot system.

For example, a chatbot used by a financial institution may use end-to-end encryption
to protect users’ financial information, such as bank account details and transaction history.
With end-to-end encryption, the data transmitted between the user and the chatbot is
encrypted and can only be decrypted by the user or the chatbot, ensuring that it remains
confidential and secure.

Another security measure that can be implemented is the use of blockchain technology.
Blockchain is a distributed ledger that can be used to store and share data securely. By
leveraging blockchain technology, chatbots can store sensitive data in a decentralized and
tamper-proof way, ensuring that it remains secure and cannot be tampered with or altered
by unauthorized parties.

For example, a healthcare chatbot may use blockchain to store and share sensitive
patient data, such as medical histories and prescriptions, securely. By using blockchain
technology, the data can be stored in a decentralized manner, making it more resistant to
cyberattacks and ensuring that patient data remain secure and private.

In addition to these technical solutions, developers can also implement organizational,
managerial, and technical controls to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of user data. This includes implementing access controls, conducting regular security
assessments, and providing security awareness training for employees and users.

For example, a chatbot used by a government agency may implement access controls
to ensure that only authorized personnel can access sensitive data. Regular security assess-
ments can also be conducted to identify vulnerabilities and ensure that the chatbot system
remains secure. Finally, security awareness training can be provided to users to help them
understand the importance of data security and how to protect their personal information.

User trust and privacy concerns: To address user trust and privacy concerns, develop-
ers can maintain transparency and open communication with users regarding the data that
are collected and how they are used, obtain explicit consent from users before collecting or
processing their data, and implement appropriate security measures to protect user data
from unauthorized access or disclosure.

Maintaining user trust and addressing privacy concerns are critical for the successful
adoption of chatbots. To achieve this, developers can implement a number of strategies.
Firstly, they can ensure that users are fully informed about the data that are collected and
how they are used. This can be performed by providing clear and concise privacy policies
and terms of service that are easily accessible to users. These policies should explain what
data are collected, how they are used, and with whom they are shared.

Secondly, developers can obtain explicit consent from users before collecting or pro-
cessing their data. This can be achieved through a variety of methods, such as pop-up
consent forms, checkboxes, or other interactive mechanisms that clearly explain what
data are being collected and why. It is also important for developers to ensure that users
have the option to opt out of data collection or processing if they do not wish to share
their information.

Thirdly, developers can implement appropriate security measures to protect user data
from unauthorized access or disclosure. This can include implementing encryption, access
controls, and other technical safeguards to prevent data breaches or leaks. Additionally,
developers can ensure that their chatbots comply with relevant data protection laws and
regulations, such as the General Data Protection Regulation or the Health Insurance Porta-
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bility and Accountability Act, and obtain appropriate certifications or third-party audits to
demonstrate compliance.

Ethical and socio-cultural issues: To address ethical and socio-cultural issues in chat-
bots, developers can consider the potential impact of chatbots on society and ensure that
chatbots are designed and deployed in an ethical and responsible manner. This could
involve developing a system of cultural transmission and civic education to ensure that
users understand the potential risks and benefits of chatbots and implementing appropriate
safeguards to prevent the use of chatbots for malicious or unethical purposes.

For instance, chatbots may perpetuate biases or stereotypes if they are not programmed
to be inclusive and respectful of diversity. Developers need to ensure that chatbots are
designed and trained to be culturally sensitive, taking into account the diversity of the users
they will interact with. Moreover, chatbots may impact the social dynamics of communica-
tion, especially in sensitive areas such as mental health, where chatbots are increasingly
being used to provide support and guidance to users. In such cases, developers need to
ensure that the chatbots are not replacing human interaction but rather supplementing it,
and users are given the option to seek human help if needed.

Developers also need to consider the potential for malicious use of chatbots, such
as the spread of disinformation or the manipulation of public opinion. In such cases,
appropriate safeguards need to be implemented, such as robust authentication mechanisms
and controls to prevent unauthorized access to chatbots.

Overall, it is important for developers to take a holistic approach to chatbot security,
considering not only technical security measures but also user trust, privacy, and ethical
considerations. By following best practices and staying up to date with the latest security
threats and vulnerabilities, developers can ensure that their chatbots provide a secure and
user-friendly experience.

5. Discussion

Although the reviewed literature provides a comprehensive overview of the security
threats and vulnerabilities associated with chatbots and the approaches proposed to ad-
dress them, there are still areas where additional research is needed to address specific
security issues.

One such area is the need for more research on authentication and authorization
mechanisms for chatbots. Article [7] highlights the vulnerability of chatbots to insecure
authentication and data integrity issues, which can be exploited by attackers to gain
unauthorized access to sensitive information. While some studies, such as article [10],
propose solutions for secure authentication and encryption mechanisms, more research is
needed to identify effective and scalable solutions that can be implemented in different
chatbot contexts and scenarios.

Another area where additional research is needed is the detection and prevention
of malicious chatbots. Article [3] discusses the potential of malicious chatbots to harm
users and highlights the need for more research on identifying and detecting malicious
chatbots. Additionally, more research is needed to develop effective and efficient methods
for monitoring chatbots and detecting suspicious behavior, such as that described in
article [8], which proposes a design and framework for a cyber-aware chatbot service that
detects and helps prevent malware behavior from spreading on the user’s machine.

Furthermore, more research is needed on the security risks and ethical issues relating
to information security in chatbot implementation, as highlighted in article [15]. Specif-
ically, more research is needed to develop frameworks and guidelines for ensuring the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of user data, as well as address ethical concerns
relating to user privacy and data ownership.

Lastly, there is a need for more research on the impact of chatbots on social engineering
attacks. Article [2] suggests that chatbots could be exploited by attackers to conduct social
engineering attacks, but more research is needed to understand the extent to which chatbots
are vulnerable to these types of attacks and to identify effective countermeasures.
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Besides additional research, we might also consider some best practices for developing
secure chatbots. The following are some best practices for developing secure chatbots:

Conduct comprehensive security assessments: One of the best practices for developing
secure chatbots is to conduct comprehensive security assessments throughout the entire
chatbot development process. Developers should conduct security testing at different stages
of development to identify and mitigate vulnerabilities before the chatbot is deployed.
These assessments should cover all modules in the chatbot architecture, including the
client module, communication module, response generation module, and database module.
For example, a developer could use tools such as static analysis to identify code-level
vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows or SQL injections and dynamic analysis tools to
test for vulnerabilities during runtime.

Implement user authentication and authorization: Another best practice for devel-
oping secure chatbots is to implement user authentication and authorization. Developers
should ensure that the chatbot requires users to authenticate themselves before accessing
sensitive data or services. Authentication could involve traditional username and pass-
word combinations, two-factor authentication, biometric authentication, or autonomous
inquiry-based authentication [32]. Additionally, authorization should be implemented to
ensure that users only have access to data or services that they are authorized to access. For
example, a chatbot used for banking should only allow users access to their own accounts.

Use encryption for data protection: To protect sensitive data in chatbots, developers
should implement encryption. Encryption can protect data from being intercepted and
viewed by unauthorized parties during transmission. Developers can use techniques
such as end-to-end encryption or transport layer security to secure data in transit using
authenticated key agreement schemes [33–35] in different environments and symmetric or
asymmetric encryption to protect data stored on the chatbot’s database.

Regularly update and patch chatbots: Chatbots should be regularly updated and
patched to fix vulnerabilities and improve security [36]. Developers should monitor for
security alerts and advisories and ensure that their chatbots are up to date with the latest
security patches. Additionally, chatbots should be monitored for unusual activity, and logs
should be analyzed regularly to detect potential security breaches.

Educate users on security best practices: Developers should educate users on security
best practices to ensure that they are aware of the risks associated with chatbots and how
to protect themselves [37]. For example, developers can provide guidance on creating
strong passwords, avoiding clicking on suspicious links, and reporting suspicious activity.
Additionally, chatbots should provide clear privacy policies and obtain user consent before
collecting any personal data.

Based on the information presented above, the future directions for information
security in chatbots indicate several areas that will necessitate ongoing research and devel-
opment. These include concerns about privacy and security, regulations and ethics, and
security threats and countermeasures.

5.1. Privacy and Security

In terms of privacy and security, chatbots present a unique set of challenges that require
ongoing research and development to address. One potential area of future research is the
development of more sophisticated authentication and authorization mechanisms to protect
against unauthorized access to chatbot data. For instance, multi-factor authentication
methods, which use blockchain, image recognition, a secure one-time PIN, and biometric
authentication [38–40], may be used to improve the security of chatbots. Additionally,
secure encryption [41] and end-to-end encryption can be used to ensure that messages and
data are protected from interception or tampering [42]. Another area of research may focus
on developing more comprehensive and user-friendly security and privacy policies for
chatbots to ensure that users understand how their data is collected, used, and protected.
Furthermore, chatbots may be vulnerable to data breaches where user data or chatbot data
is exposed to unauthorized parties. As such, research in this area may focus on developing
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advanced threat detection systems that use artificial intelligence and machine learning
algorithms to improve the detection and prevention of security threats. Overall, research
and development in this area will be important for maintaining user trust and making sure
that chatbot systems are safe and private.

5.2. Regulation and Ethical Concerns

In terms of regulation and ethical concerns, there is a growing need to ensure that
chatbots are developed and deployed in a responsible and ethical manner, in accordance
with relevant regulations and industry best practices [43,44]. Future research in this area
may focus on developing more comprehensive frameworks for chatbot development and
deployment that incorporate ethical considerations such as transparency, accountability,
and non-discrimination. Additionally, research may explore the use of privacy-enhancing
technologies, such as differential privacy or homomorphic encryption, to ensure that
chatbots can process sensitive data while preserving user privacy. Another area of research
may focus on developing more comprehensive and user-friendly privacy policies for
chatbots to ensure that users understand how their data are collected, used, and protected.
Moreover, regulatory bodies may need to monitor the development and use of chatbots to
ensure that they comply with relevant laws and regulations and to hold developers and
operators accountable for any violations. As chatbots become more prevalent in various
industries, it will be increasingly important to ensure that they are used in a responsible
and ethical manner and to maintain user trust and confidence in these systems. Overall, it
will be important to keep researching and developing in this area to make sure that chatbots
are made and used in a way that respects user privacy, rights, and freedoms and follows
laws and ethical guidelines.

5.3. Security Threats and Countermeasures

In terms of security threats and countermeasures, chatbots face a range of potential
vulnerabilities and attacks that can compromise the security and privacy of users [37,45].
Future research in this area may focus on developing more comprehensive threat models
for chatbot systems that take into account the various types of attacks that may be used
against them, such as social engineering attacks, phishing attacks, and malware attacks.
For example, as chatbots become more intelligent and capable of carrying out more com-
plex tasks, they may also become more vulnerable to social engineering attacks. Social
engineering is a type of attack where an attacker uses psychological manipulation to trick
a user into revealing sensitive information or taking an action that may compromise the
security of a system [46]. Future research in this area may focus on developing algorithms
and techniques for detecting and preventing social engineering attacks on chatbots. This
could include the use of natural language processing and machine learning to identify
patterns of suspicious behavior and language that may indicate a social engineering attack.
Additionally, research may explore the use of user education and training to improve
awareness of social engineering tactics and help users avoid falling victim to such attacks.
Overall, continued research and development in this area will be important to make sure
that chatbot systems are safe and that people keep trusting and using them.

These are some of the future directions for chatbot research in information security.
Addressing these areas will be important for the continued growth and success of the
technology in the information security research and beyond.

6. Conclusions

It is important to provide context on how chatbot security differs from security in
other areas. While security threats and vulnerabilities exist across various technologies and
systems, the unique nature of chatbots and their use of natural language processing present
specific security challenges. For example, chatbots rely heavily on user input, which can be
manipulated or altered by malicious actors to exploit vulnerabilities. Additionally, chatbots
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may inadvertently reveal sensitive information based on the context of a conversation,
which requires careful attention paid to privacy and confidentiality.

Furthermore, the use of chatbots for customer service and support presents additional
security considerations, such as the authentication and authorization of users, protection of
personal information, and maintaining the integrity of the chatbot’s responses.

By understanding the specific security concerns and challenges relating to chatbots,
researchers and practitioners can develop targeted solutions and best practices to mitigate
these risks and ensure the secure use of chatbots.

This systematic literature review (SLR) provides a comprehensive summary of the
research relating to information security in chatbots. This SLR highlights the significant
security threats and vulnerabilities that chatbots face. The review reveals that malicious
input, user profiling, contextual attacks, and data breaches are among the most common
security concerns for chatbots. The findings also demonstrate that there is a need for
effective and scalable solutions for chatbot security that can be implemented in different
contexts and scenarios.

To address these challenges, the studies reviewed suggest various solutions, such as
the use of blockchain technology, end-to-end encryption, and organizational, managerial,
and technical controls. Furthermore, the review emphasizes that maintaining user trust and
addressing privacy concerns are critical factors for the successful adoption and continued
use of chatbots and AI assistants.

The taxonomy developed in this review provides a useful framework for categorizing
the articles and their findings, which could inform future research and practice in this
field. Based on the review, it is clear that there is still much research to be conducted in the
field of chatbot security. Future research should focus on developing more sophisticated
authentication and authorization mechanisms, comprehensive and user-friendly security
and privacy policies, advanced threat detection systems, and frameworks for chatbot
development and deployment that incorporate ethical considerations.

Overall, the findings of this review suggest that information security is a critical factor
that must be addressed for the successful adoption and continued use of chatbots and
AI assistants. The failure to address these security concerns could undermine user trust
and lead to negative consequences for organizations and individuals alike. The insights
provided in this review can serve as a roadmap for researchers and practitioners to develop
and implement effective security solutions for chatbots and AI assistants.

7. Limitations

Several limitations should be considered when interpreting the results of this review.
First, this review only includes articles published up to 31 December 2022, which means
that more recent research may not be included. Additionally, the review focuses solely on
information security relating to chatbots and does not cover other potential issues, such
as usability concerns. Furthermore, the studies included in this review used different
methods and approaches to assess chatbot security, which could limit the comparability of
findings across studies. Finally, the review is limited by the quality and scope of the articles
included, as some articles may be more comprehensive or relevant than others. Despite
these limitations, this review provides a valuable overview of the current state of research
in this area, and it highlights areas for future research to address the limitations identified.
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